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Editorial
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With the emergence of big data and efficient computing
resources, deep learning has made breakthrough in many
areas of artificial intelligence. However, when the training
data are increased, the deep learning model may have tens of
billions or even hundreds of billions of parameters without
any pruning. Mobile networks use a distributed architecture,
which means that all computers or devices that are part of it
share the workloads in the network. "is method can sig-
nificantly improve the training efficiency of deep learning
and further increase its application range. In this special
issue, we selected 13 papers. A summary of these papers is
outlined as follows.

In the paper entitled “Swarm Differential Privacy for
Purpose Driven Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom
Architecture” by Y. Li et al., they explore DIKW archi-
tecture through the applications of the popular swarm
intelligence and differential privacy. "e proposed ap-
proach is demonstrated through the application of per-
sonalized data that is based on the open-source IRIS
dataset. "is experiment demonstrates the efficiency of
Swarm Intelligence in reducing computing complexity.

In the paper entitled “Research on Real-Time Anomaly
Detection of Fishing Vessels in a Marine Edge Computing
Environment” by J. Huang et al., they present a real-time
anomaly detection model (RADM) for fishing vessels based
on edge computing. "e model runs in the edge layer,
making full use of the information ofmoving edge nodes and
nearby nodes and combines a historical trajectory extraction
detection model with an online anomaly detection model to
detect anomalies. Online anomaly detection algorithms

detect anomalous behavior based on spatiotemporal
neighborhood similarity and reduce the impact of anomaly
evolution.

In the paper entitled “"e Traffic Flow Prediction
Method Using the Incremental Learning-Based CNN-LTSM
Model:"e Solution ofMobile Application” by Y. Shao et al.,
they proposed an incremental learning-based CNN-LTSM
model, IL-TFNet, for the traffic flow prediction. "e light-
weight convolution neural network-based model architec-
ture is designed to process spatiotemporal and external
environment features simultaneously to improve the pre-
diction performance and prediction efficiency of the model.
Experiments have proved that compared with other traffic
flow prediction models, the IL-TFNet model performs well
in short-term traffic flow prediction.

In the paper entitled “Towards Activity Recognition
through Multidimensional Mobile Data Fusion with a
Smartphone and Deep Learning” by Cao et al., they use an
Android smartphone to collect the data of six basic be-
haviors of human, which are walking, running, standing,
sitting, going upstairs, and going downstairs, through its
acceleration sensor and use the classic model of deep
learning CNN (convolutional neural network) to fuse those
multidimensional mobile data, using TensorFlow for model
training and test evaluation. "e generated model is finally
transplanted to an Android phone to complete the mobile-
end activity recognition system.

In the paper entitled “Active Synchronous Control Strategy
of Distributed Power Grid Connection Based on Mobile
Network” by Zhang et al., they present an active synchronous
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control scheme for distributed power grid connection based on
the mobile network. "is scheme avoids the disadvantages of
the traditional control method, such as long waiting time and
low reliability, and can meet the requirements of “the hotplug
online” distributed power grid connection. "e scheme uses
the mobile network to collect and detect voltage slip infor-
mation between the distributed power system and the large
power grid before operation. When the voltage slip cannot
meet the requirements of grid connection, the side voltage
information of the distributed power system is actively regu-
lated."e amplitude difference and phase difference signals are,
respectively, adjusted by PI, and the generated adjustment
signals are, respectively, sent to the corresponding controllers
through the mobile network with different weight coefficients.
After the receiver receives the regulated signal, it changes the
amplitude and frequency of its output voltage by shifting the
pendent characteristic curve, to realize the distributed power
system side voltage and the large power grid side voltage
eventually.

In the paper entitled “QoS-Based Multicast Routing in
Network Function Virtualization-Enabled Software-Defined
Mobile Edge Computing Networks” by Sun et al., they study
QoS-guaranteed multicasting routing with network function
virtualization (NFV) in MEC. Specifically, data should pass
through a service function chain before reaching destina-
tions along amulticast tree with minimal computational cost
and meeting QoS requirements. Furthermore, to overcome
the problems of traditional IP multicast and software-de-
fined multicasting approaches, they propose an imple-
mentable multicast mechanism that delivers data along
multicast trees but uses unicast sessions. "ey finally eval-
uate the performance of the proposed mechanism based on
experimental simulations.

In the paper entitled “Efficient Computation Offloading
for ServiceWorkflow ofMobile Applications inMobile Edge
Computing” by Yuan et al., they proposed a blocking- and
delay-aware schedule strategy for MEC environment service
workflow offloading. First, the workflow was modeled in
mobile applications and the buffer queue in servers. "en,
the server collaboration area was divided through a col-
laboration area division method based on clustering. Finally,
an improved particle swarm optimization scheduling
method was utilized to solve this NP-hard problem. Many
simulation results verified the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme. "is method is superior to existing methods, which
effectively reduces the blocking probability and execution
delay and ensures the quality of experience of the user.

In the paper entitled “Research on Target Tracking Al-
gorithmBased on SiameseNeural Network” by Pang et al., they
study the target tracking algorithm based on a deep Siamese
network. Aiming at the situation that the tracking process is not
robust, such as drift or missing the target, the tracking accuracy
and robustness of the algorithm are improved by improving the
feature extraction part and online update part. "ey add SE-
block and temporal attention mechanism (TAM) to the
framework of the Siamese neural network. SE-block can refine
and extract features; different channels are given different
weights according to their importance, which can improve the
discrimination of the network and the recognition ability of the

tracker. "e temporal attention mechanism can update the
target state by adjusting the weights of samples in the current
frame and historical frame to solve the model drift caused by
the existence of the similar background. "ey use the cross-
entropy loss to distinguish the targets in different sequences so
that their distance in the feature domain is longer and the
features are easier to identify.

In the paper entitled “BFLP:AnAdaptive Federated Learning
Framework for Internet ofVehicles” by Peng et al., they propose a
blockchain-based federated learning pool (BFLP) framework.
BFLP allows the models to be trained without sharing raw data,
and it can choose the most suitable federated learning method
according to actual application scenarios. Considering the poor
computing power of vehicle systems, they construct a lightweight
encryption algorithm called CPC to protect privacy. To verify the
proposed framework, they conduct experiments in obstacle-
avoiding and traffic forecast scenarios. "e results show that the
proposed framework can effectively protect the user’s privacy,
and it is more stable and efficient compared with the traditional
machine learning technique. In addition, they compare the CPC
algorithm with other encryption algorithms. And, the results
show that its calculation cost is much lower compared to other
symmetric encryption algorithms.

In the paper entitled “Air Quality Prediction Based on a
Spatiotemporal Attention Mechanism” by Zou et al., they
propose a long short term memory (LSTM) air quality pre-
diction model based on a spatiotemporal attention mechanism
(STA-LSTM)."emodel uses an encoder-decoder structure to
model spatiotemporal features. A spatial attention mechanism
is introduced in the encoder to capture the relative influence of
surrounding sites on the prediction area. A temporal attention
mechanism is introduced in the decoder to capture the time
dependence of air quality. In addition, for spatial data such as
point of interest (POI) and road networks, they use the LINE
graph embedding method to obtain a low-dimensional vector
representation of spatial data to obtain abundant spatial fea-
tures."ey evaluate STA-LSTM on the Beijing dataset, and the
root mean square error (RMSE) and R-squared (R2) indicators
are used to compare with six benchmarks. "e experimental
results show that the model proposed can achieve better
performance than the performances of other benchmarks.

In the paper entitled “Hard Disk Drive Failure Prediction
for Mobile Edge Computing Based on an LSTM Recurrent
Neural Network” by Shen et al., they propose an LSTM re-
current neural network-based HDD failure prediction model,
which leverages the long temporal dependence feature of the
drive health data to improve the prediction efficiency. In ad-
dition, they design a new health degree evaluation method,
which stores current health details and deterioration. "e
comprehensive experiments on two real-world hard drive
datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves
good prediction accuracy with low overhead.

In the paper entitled “Deep Learning for Mobile Crowd-
sourcing Techniques, Methods, and Challenges: A Survey” by
Liu et al., the complexity of mobile crowdsourcing tasks makes
it difficult to find the best solution under the constraints of
limited computing resources and various tasks. In the past
decades, many researchers have devoted themselves to this hot
topic and brought various cutting-edge resolutions. In this case,
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they review the current research status of deep learning for
mobile crowdsourcing from the perspectives of techniques,
methods, and challenges. Finally, they list a group of remaining
challenges that call for an intensive study in future research.

In the paper entitled “Optimization Strategy of Multiarea
Interconnected Integrated Energy System Based on Consis-
tency "eory” by Yu et al., they study a collaborative opti-
mization strategy of an integrated energy system aiming at
improving the energy efficiency for the cluster optimization of
an integrated energy system (IES). "ey propose a discrete
consistency method based on the coordination optimization
method. An IESmodel considering the mixed energy supply of
electricity, heat, and gas is constructed in a single region. And,
then, an objective function with the maximum return is
established, on the premise of assuming that the prices of
electricity, heat, and gas can be used as an economical means to
adjust the energy utilization. Finally, the consistency theory is
applied to the IES, and the improved discrete consistency al-
gorithm is utilized to optimize the objective function.

"eGuest Editors would like to express their deep gratitude
to all the authors who have made their valuable contributions
and to the numerous and highly qualified anonymous re-
viewers. We think that the selected contributions, which
represent the current state of the art in the field, will be of great
interest to the community.
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Privacy protection has recently been in the spotlight of attention to both academia and industry. Society protects individual data
privacy through complex legal frameworks. *e increasing number of applications of data science and artificial intelligence has
resulted in a higher demand for the ubiquitous application of the data. *e privacy protection of the broad Data-Information-
Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) landscape, the next generation of information organization, has taken a secondary role. In this
paper, we will explore DIKW architecture through the applications of the popular swarm intelligence and differential privacy. As
differential privacy proved to be an effective data privacy approach, we will look at it from a DIKW domain perspective. Swarm
intelligence can effectively optimize and reduce the number of items in DIKW used in differential privacy, thus accelerating both
the effectiveness and the efficiency of differential privacy for crossing multiple modals of conceptual DIKW. *e proposed
approach is demonstrated through the application of personalized data that is based on the open-source IRIS dataset. *is
experiment demonstrates the efficiency of swarm intelligence in reducing computing complexity.

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence [1, 2] has been in the limelight as a result
of the abundant data stemmed from big data and acquired
from multiple industries: healthcare, lifelog, Internet, and
Internet of *ings (IoT). From a hardware perspective, each
organization used to build their own infrastructure to store the
daily increasing data. However, this proves to be difficult for
many non-IT organizations that lack the necessary skills, re-
sources, and budgets.*e emergence of cloud service providers
[3] such as AWS, Google, or Microsoft Azure brought a so-
lution to the complex server and hardware management issues
that the common public experience and it even solved some of
the biggest software concerns.*us, big data became a popular
application in software. However, it also brings new challenges
with it: how can we better use the large volume of data that we

stored? It is also one of many reasons for why artificial in-
telligence became a popular science discipline: artificial intel-
ligence can now have enough training data and applications
demand.

In addition to the data analysis such as feature extraction
and prediction, information processing based on big data
also demands better organization of data. *e knowledge
graph [4–6] can successfully be used for semantic data
organization. It organizes the knowledge from two aspects:
completeness and correctness. Knowledge graph has origi-
nally been proposed by Google for Web Semantics and Web
search. It organizes the data well; however, a more complex
data configuration is needed as not every data should be put
in the same category or modal. For example, the answer to
the question “why is the Earth round” is more related to the
knowledge modal, but not to the single data type “Earth” or
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“round”.*erefore, in recent years, researchers proposed the
Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) [7–11] ar-
chitecture to separate the collected data into multiple modals
of DIKW. A data modal and information modal contain
specific data and information such as weather temperature,
time, web service [12], biological resource [13], and location
[14], whilst other DIKW modals contain further semantics
and abstractive characteristics.

Data privacy [15, 16] is becoming a popular subject for the
common society and extensive research is being carried out on
data privacy legislation in*eEuropeanUnion and*eUnited
States [17, 18]. *e large volume of data within big data de-
mands better privacy protection [19–21]. Regulations require
people to carefully consider the use of individual related data,
or the data that could be used to identify the specific individual
user or the specific group of users. Data masking and data
encryption are commonly used techniques for data privacy.
However, maximizing the protection of individual data goes
against the economical goal of maximizing the technical power
of individual data usages such as personal recommendations.
Additionally, it brings challenges to the social goal of maxi-
mizing the social welfare through the use of data collections
from individuals, group data usage such as pandemic diseases
and treatment discovery. To optimize the effectiveness of
privacy protection, a universal approach to uniformly merge
and balance both the purposes in technical data protection
methods and the purposes in expanding information usages
embedded in restricted data and knowledge is necessary. *is
requisite is justified in the context of already existent multiple
data modal expressions of the same piece of information [22].
*is data modal can take the form of individual’s health
condition information that can be recorded by numerous data
indicators, whilst some data can be derived from knowledge
formulas. A possible advantage brought by the interchange-
ability of the DIKW modals is the improved efficiency in data
usage space through modals addition as alternative options to
the original data entities. For example, it can use alternative
data to replace or simulate the missing data, or deriving data
through calculation from formulas instead of exploring the vast
data space, etc. *e privacy protection of DIKW has not
attracted much attention in the research domain until recently
and as such DIKW is a developing discipline.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for DIKW
privacy protection by joining the optimization algo-
rithm—swarm intelligence and the data privacy algo-
rithm—differential privacy. We start by reviewing the state
of the art for big data, DIKW, and data privacy. Subse-
quently, we will introduce the differential privacy concept
with the view towards its applications in the privacy pro-
tection of DIKW. And at last, we will use swarm intelligence
concept as a method to reduce the time complexity in data
privacy of DIKW. Finally, we will conduct the case study and
the corresponding experiment for the proposed framework.

2. State of the Art from Big Data to DIKW

*e volume of the data that is available nowadays is in-
creasing dramatically, day by day, with industries such as
smart cities, health, or Internet amongst many other

examples. *e increasing amount of data that is currently
available has been the main reason behind the increasing
popularity of disciplines such a big data, artificial intelli-
gence, or cloud computing. Since big data requires much
higher storage capabilities for large volume of data and
higher data security, which exceeds the capabilities of most
organizations and companies, cloud infrastructure providers
such as AWS are becoming more and more popular in the
current technology world. In order to satisfy the required
storage and computing, especially the real-time computing
and parallel computing to the big data, different open-source
software packages of big data were developed such as
Hadoop, HBase, and Yarn [23].

Big data is widely applied in multiple industries [24]: In-
ternet of*ings (IoT) [25–27], edge computing [28, 29], health,
smart city, transportation, or social monitoring. *ese in-
dustries generate daily large volume of data. In IoT wireless
sensors, NFC and GPS generate data everywhere and anytime.
Health industry, with plenty of classical samples for health
problems such as disease, sleepness, and other similar data
samples, are typical applications of artificial intelligence (AI)
because it can provide enough training data to the researcher.
Smart city [30] with multiple types of sensors for electricity,
water, or security applications could provide abundant in-
formation to the city that can be used to optimize the industry
and the consumer usage. Autonomous vehicles, for example,
have sensors all over the vehicle that highly depend on the
storage and the real-time computing of big data in order to
predict and decide the real-time behaviors of vehicles that are
required in driving, road security, and other similar examples.
*e social monitoring for both private purpose and public
purpose from social media is becoming an increasingly im-
portant industry that attracts the interest of researchers. Private
institutions lean onmining the data from social media to make
product decisions, while the government uses social media as a
data source for prediction and optimization of opinion polls.

Like many other disciplines, big data faces many challenges
as it rapidly develops [24]. First, although big data means the
large volume of the data, the data from specific datasets for
specific problems in specific organizations is not enough. A
second problem in big data is the data collection. For example,
the weather data in one mountain needs to set up enough
number of weather sensors to collect data. *is cannot be
conducted easily, even though there are open-source weather
datasets. Consequently, the data openness and sharing is an-
other obstacle that exists in the current commercial and re-
search world of big data. For example, the sale of data by the
bestsellers on Amazon is only known by Amazon; for other
organizations, it is difficult to obtain these private datasets. In
addition, even with enough data in specific datasets, there are
factors that can still cause problems of imbalance. *e data
imbalance is a common problem in the domain of big data [19],
especially in the computation of data by machine learning,
because the imbalanced data will cause the wrong prediction
and classification in deep learning [31]. In order to resolve the
data imbalance, we need technologies to clean and rebalance
the uneven distribution of the data [32]. A popular approach to
rebalance the data is the sampling of the dataset to create a
balanced subdataset.
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Big data is fundamental for machine learning and es-
pecially deep learning [19]. Machine learning is often used to
discover the hidden and semantic knowledge. Deep learning
in machine learning has been proven to be successful in
multiple domains [33], such as natural language processing,
speech recognition, image classification, and image recog-
nition, and the list continues. Typical deep learning models
include stacked, autoencoder, convolutional neural network,
and recurrent neural network. Recently, transfer learning
[34] became popular because it extends the applications of
deep learning and resolves deep learning problems with
limited datasets by transferring the trained models to other
problems.

Big data brings multiple opportunities to research and
industry [35]. However, there are still many issues of data
security and privacy risk [36]. *e data security consists in
the security of the source of the data. Since each item of big
data is from one individual sensor or person, it is possible
that the data is obtained without the corresponding per-
mission that breaks the law in many countries. Even if the
data collection is legal, it still brings the risk of data leakage,
which often happened for many credit card and telephone
numbers accounts. Considering the above aspect of data
security, it is normal to be concerned with the data privacy.
Since the data is often from and related to a specific person,
laws like EU GDPR [17] begin to limit the usage of the data
with personal privacy laws. *e deep learning technologies
using big data can cause many problems. Face recognition in
video surveillance [37], which is commonly used in different
security applications, causes the concern of personal physical
tracking. Another technology, Deepfake [38], that can fa-
cilitate the image and video falsification, caused unimagined
problems in the past especially to many known personalities
and celebrities. In order to resolve the worry from common
public for data security and privacy, researchers are working
on both the legislation of data privacy law and the technical
approach. Data masking [39] is one common technical
approach to separate the data from a specific person and
specific group of people. *e data awareness requires the
common general public to know the importance of their
personal data and that it is being conducted by the re-
searcher and the media. Many countries added data
awareness laws for data privacy such as the recent EU GDPR
and set up administrative agencies that are concerned with
data privacy.

With the increase of the data volume, the data of each
index from multimedia and multimodal information be-
comes more complex and semantically meaningful. Con-
sequently, the cross-relation among different indices of
information brings the semantic information in the Data,
Information, Knowledge, andWisdom (DIKW) architecture
[7, 40, 41]. DIKW has been a successful framework to
combine and elevate the multimodal data into the models of
Information and Knowledge. With the development of the
society and technology, the information has been the widest
notion in DIKW.*e data refers to the specific data stored in
the database.*e knowledge could be inferred from data and
information, while the wisdom covers the notions of the data
and DataGraph information as part of the knowledge.

DIKW could represent 5Ws:Who,What,When,Where, and
Why. Data linguistically represents true or false statements.
Information is the polysemantic concept such as the en-
tropy, signal information, and semantic information.
Knowledge is the collection of “know-that’s” like this: New
York city is located in New York State, USA. Wisdom is a
philosopher notion but Wisdom in DIKW is known how to
control systems. In datamodel, we can knowwho, when, and
where, while in information and knowledge models we
could probably infer what and how [42] by knowledge graph
[4, 43]. *e term “knowledge graph” was initially proposed
by Google in 2012 and used on semantic web [44, 45]. Until
now, many successful knowledge graphs [5] such as
DBpedia, YAGO, and Freebase have been proposed and
used in real applications. Knowledge graph is composed of
entities (the nodes of the graph) and the relations (the edges
of the graph). One example of knowledge graph [46] is
shown in Figure 1, and it is easy to conclude that it is useful
in the inference, the recommendation, and the search en-
gine. Recently, knowledge graph [43, 47, 48] is popularly
used in deep learning by converting the entities and relations
of knowledge graph to a continuous vector space, named
knowledge graph embedding [49]. In addition, knowledge
graph was introduced to the domain of DIKW structure by
InformationGraph and KnowledgeGraph [42].

Since DIKW structure is useful to the inference, the
leakage of partial data, information, and knowledge in
DIKW could lead to the inference of more information in
the DIKW structure [50]. *erefore, similar to data privacy
protection [51], researchers began to pay attention to privacy
protection of DIKW structure. *e authors in [22] uni-
formly categorize and extend the entities and relations in the
multiple graphs of DIKW structure by explicit and implicit
divisions of typed resources of data, information, and
knowledge. *is encryption in the multimodel graph of
DIKW could efficiently improve the efficiency of privacy
protection in DIKW structure as proved by the authors.
However, until now not many efforts have been focused on
the DIKW privacy protection [52].

Differential privacy is a popular approach in the data
privacy protection [53, 54], aiming to dissociate the dataset
with any individual’s data. No matter if we add or remove
any individual data from the dataset, the algorithm, in-
cluding the training of deep learning model based on the
dataset, does not change. *e function of differential privacy
K is defined as follows:

Pr K D1(  ∈ S ≤ exp(ε) × Pr K D2(  ∈ S , (1)

where D1 and D2 differ on at most one element, and all
S⊆Range(K). K satisfies the demand of differential privacy
as even if one individual data is leaked, the algorithm and the
dataset do not change their characteristics. It is often used to
inject noise, with Laplace distribution, and controlled sen-
sitivity into the original dataset to create an encrypted
dataset for the purpose of differential privacy. At present,
deep learning especially deep neural networks are trained by
stochastic gradient descent for the same purpose of gen-
erating the encrypted dataset with better efficiency and effect
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[55]. With the success of differential privacy in the data
privacy protection, we would like to discuss the extended
application of differential privacy in DIKW architecture.

3. Purpose-Driven DIKW

DIKW was originally proposed as the pyramid architecture
[7] with the data as the lowest model. However, in the recent
research [56, 57], researchers proposed that the different
models of DIKW should be interactive, but the relations
among models have not been clearly defined and discussed.
In this paper, we propose novel relations among DIKW
models: “purpose”. *e “purpose” is the organic power to
link the different models of DIKW and unify them as a
whole. We use the case to demonstrate the importance of the
purpose. *e Data, Computer, is considered as the tool in
computation and the purpose is considered to do com-
puting; by analogy, the game console is the tool and the
purpose is the entertainment or gaming. In the extreme case,
we can use computer as the chopping board when the
purpose is to cut food. *erefore, the purpose can signifi-
cantly change the transmitted Information by using the same
Data. We use Figure 2 to illustrate the proposed principle:
the purpose is formed by the internal relations among the
models of DIKW. *e architecture of the purpose-driven
DIKW (PDIKW) is illustrated in Figure 3.

4. Differential Privacy for Purpose-
Driven DIKW

In this section, we would like to firstly review the related
work of differential privacy to protect the data privacy and
then extend the philosophy of privacy protection by dif-
ferential privacy to our DIKW model.

4.1. Differential Privacy. Privacy-preserving data analysis
[53] is at crisis from a moral and regulation angle. So both
the academics and industries almost never use data in their
applications, with privacy from a specific group of people.
Privacy-preserving data analysis known as statistical dis-
closure control and private data analysis have the following
drawbacks:

(1) *e data highly related to specific privacy is not
suitable in statistical data analysis, including being
used as training data for machine learning. Nor-
mally, this kind of data is sensitive to specific data,
which means that the modification, the increase, and
the removal of the specific data will influence the
analysis and inference results from the data highly
related to specific privacy.

(2) *e dataset composed of privacy is not suitable to be
used as the standard dataset. In the research and
benchmark, we normally need the standard dataset
as the ground truth. *e privacy dataset is not good
for this purpose as it is imbalanced.

(3) *e data with the privacy is not possible to be used
for open source. *e open source of the machine

learning model and dataset is the trend in data
science research and industry at the moment. So the
privacy data can be only used in the limited domains
such as the company internal usage, which means it
is hard to evaluate the data and the corresponding
algorithm.

(4) *e data with the privacy is facing the law and social
challenge. With the concern to the privacy right, the
society is paying more attention to their online
privacy since the data leakage from the Internet is
becoming increasingly serious. At the same time, the
laws concerning the privacy protection such as the
General Data Protection Regulation (EUGDPR) [17]
and California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [18]
are made to prevent privacy abuse. *e above laws
bring challenges to the analysis of privacy-preserving
data.

*erefore, the researchers are using different approaches
to mask and remove the privacy data and sensitive data from
the datasets [58]. We would review several important
approaches.

4.1.1. Data Substitution. *e data that is not related to the
computing can sometimes be replaced, for example, the
name.

4.1.2. Data Encryption. *e password can be encrypted
without influencing the other data. *e encryption would
change the look and feel of the data, which also needs more
computing time and resources for encryption and
decryption.

4.1.3. Data Shuffling. *e data shuffling could remove the
data ordering together with the temporal information
among the data items, while the data shuffling would not
work if the dataset items are fewer; for example, a dataset
only has 10 records.

4.1.4. Data Noising. Gaussian noise is normally equally
added to each value of the dataset in order to remove the
uniqueness of each value in the dataset. Differential privacy
has been proved to be a successful approach for this
category.

We have introduced the basic definition for differential
privacy in equation (1). *e demand of a successful algo-
rithm of differential privacy comes from the fact that the
noise can be removed by the many responses of the algo-
rithm to the datasets (to be decided if reviewing approaches
of DP). With the success of deep learning, the approach now
has been used also in differential privacy applications. Abadi
et al. [54] introduced a new approach with a more efficient
cost of computing and a tighter privacy loss, working with
the machine learning framework TensorFlow.*is approach
is based on differentially private SGD algorithm as described
in Figure 4 [54].
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4.2. DIKW Differential Privacy. *e example of DIKW
framework [22] is described in Figure 5. *is framework
originates from the real world extending the existence of
things. *e human semantics as the relation connect the
entities. DIKW could represent 5Ws: Who, What, When,
Where, and Why, and connect to the data, information, and
knowledge in DIKW.

Differential privacy is normally applied to the data,
especially to the training data in deep learning approaches,
when we consider the data, information, and knowledge
models in the DIKW architecture. Differential privacy could
be applied to each of these three models separately and
jointly:

(1) Data Differential Privacy (DDP). Since the data in
DIKW is highly close to the Who,When, and Where
in 5Ws, we could only apply the differential privacy
to the value items closely related to Who,When, and
Where, in order to save the computing cost. *e
principle is formalized into the following equation:

DDDP �
dp(D) if D ∈ [Who,When,Where]

D if D ∉ [Who,When,Where]
, (2)

where dp represents the processing of differential
privacy to the item D in the data of DIKW.

(2) Information Differential Privacy (IDP). Similarly, the
information in DIKW represents the meaning of
What, so we could apply the differential privacy to
the items representing What in 5Ws in the infor-
mation. *is is represented by the following
equation:

IIDP �
dp(I) if I ∈ [What]

I if I ∉ [What]
 , (3)

where dp represents the processing of differential
privacy to the item I in the information of DIKW.

(3) Knowledge Differential Privacy (KDP). We define the
transformed knowledge by differential privacy in the
following equation:

KKDP �
dp(K) if K ∈ [How]

K if K ∉ [How]
 (4)

Correspondingly, we can only apply differential
privacy to the How related item in the Knowledge of
DIKW.

(4) Data-Information Differential Privacy (DIDP). DIDP
is the joint differential privacy application on both
Data and Information in DIKW to all items related
to Who,When,Where, and What.

tDIDP �
dp(t) if t ∈ [Who,When,Where,What]

t if t ∉ [Who,When,Where,What]
.

(5)

(5) Information-Knowledge Differential Privacy (IKDP).
IKDP is the joint differential privacy application on

both Knowledge and Information in DIKW to all
items related to How and What.

tIKDP �
dp(t) if t ∈ [How,What]

t if t ∉ [How,What]
 (6)

(6) Data-Information-Knowledge Differential Privacy
(DIKDP). DIKDP is the mode with the heavy burden
of computing cost since it needs to apply differential
privacy to all the items in DIKW.

tDIKDP �
dp(t) if t ∈ [5Ws]

t if t ∉ [5Ws]
. (7)

(7) Purpose Differential Privacy (PDP). PDP disassoci-
ates the models relations by the purpose in purpose-
driven DIKW in order to protect the privacy.

tPDP �
dp(p) if p ∈ P

p if p ∉ P
. (8)

From DIKW view and saving computing resources
perspective, we propose applying the IDP firstly if it satisfies
the demand of privacy protection since the value item re-
lated to What in the Information is the least, while KDP
related to the knowledge is too high level and still discloses
too much data; DDP will take more computing time and
resources compared to IDP and KDP. DIDP, IKDP, and
DIKDP with the joint differential privacy application will
take more computing time, so they should be applied only in
necessary situations. More practical discussion will be
conducted in the section of case study.

5. Spatial-Temporal Swarm Differential
Privacy for DIKW

In this section, we will firstly review the history and ap-
plication of swarm intelligence (SI) [59], an integral part of
artificial intelligence (AI), especially the particle swarm
optimization (PSO) [60] in swarm intelligence. *en, we
propose the architecture to integrate swarm intelligence with
differential privacy for DIKW in the previous section in
order to achieve more effective and efficient privacy pro-
tection. Finally, we propose adding the spatial-temporal
information consideration into the proposed architecture.

5.1. Swarm Intelligence. Swarm intelligence is the bio-
inspired computing algorithm by mimicking the behavior of
a cluster of animals or insects. Gerardo Beni and Jing Wang
initially proposed swarm intelligence when they researched
on the cellular robotic system, embracing the algorithm
characteristics of flexibility and versatility. When a cluster of
animals or insects are together for living and moving, each
animal or insect could adapt itself to the behavior of the
whole cluster. Swarm intelligence originated from and
borrowed this feature. In the past years, swarm intelligence
has been widely applied in business planning, computer
science, industrial applications, etc.
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Inside the algorithms of swarm intelligence, ant colony
optimization, fish swarm optimization, particle swarm op-
timization, bee-inspired algorithms, bacterial foraging op-
timization, and firefly algorithms are popular categories [61].
Swarm intelligence included both stationary optimization
and dynamic optimization until now. Ant colony optimi-
zation is for discrete optimization, while the other above
listed algorithms are for continuous optimization.

We will briefly overview several popular algorithms of
swarm optimization. Ant colony optimization mimics the
behavior of ant group finding the nearest route from the nest

to the food. Each ant has an optimized route to send to
background while the cluster would consider all the po-
tential solutions and decide one optimized solution for the
whole cluster. An example of ant colony optimization is
shown in Figure 6. Artificial bee colony is different with ant
colony optimization at the point that the food source could
be of multiple choices and varies according to time and
selection. In fish swarm optimization, each artificial fish can
view its neighbors’ behavior when each artificial fish is
looking for the best food so its motion is influenced by the
local neighbors. We show the illustration of fish swarm
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optimization in Figure 7. In firefly algorithms, the view range
of one firefly to the neighbor fireflies is influenced by the
landscape of the problem while the firefly attracts the mo-
tions of each other.

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) was initially pro-
posed in 1995 [62] for the continuous optimization prob-
lems. Similar to the ant colony optimization, each particle is
a potential solution to the problem, with the velocity and

position vectors, that are optimized at each step of the
progress according to the positions of the particles and the
swarm. PSO has two kinds: the local best model optimizing
considering the local neighbors and the global best model
optimizing according to the whole swarm. So, in PSO [60]
the particle decides the next step in its motion with both
local best and global best: the own best position and the
global best or their neighborhood’s best. *e particle in each
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step of the progress has its current position xi(t) and the
velocity vi(t), and the following position is defined by the
following equation:

xi(t + 1) � xi(t) + vi(t + 1), (9)

where vi(t) � vi(t − 1) + c1r1(localbest(t) −

xi(t − 1)) + c2r2(globalbest(t) − txin(t − 1)). Acceleration
coefficients are c1 and c2, and random vectors are r1 and
r2.*e structure of PSO algorithm is illustrated in Figure 8
[63].

5.2. Swarm Differential Privacy for DIKW. Particle swarm
optimization (PSO) considers the optimization of both local
best and global best as described in the previous section,
which considers its own status, the neighboring particles,
and all the particles for each particle. PSO has been widely
used in multiple applications [64] and is the proved suc-
cessful optimization algorithm.

We propose applying PSO in the differential privacy for
DIKW.*e differential privacy to all the items of the selected
models or all models in DIKW, as described in DDP, IDP,
KDP, DIDP, IKDP, and DIKDP means the computing
workload, computing time, and the influence to the effi-
ciency of differential privacy. *erefore, we propose the
novel application of PSO to the differential privacy for
DIKW architecture in the decision of differential privacy to
each item in DIKW, which means that only selected items by
PSO considering the local optimization and global opti-
mization will be “masked” by differential privacy. We use
Figure 9 to illustrate the proposed principle, and the solid
dot means the application of differential privacy to that item
in DIKW. We regard the items in DIKW shown in Figure 9
as the particles in PSO, while all the items in DIKW as the
swarm. *e position of each particle xi(t) is regarded as the
Boolean status of differential application, while the velocity
vi(t) is the transformation of Boolean status. Equation (9) of
PSO is adapted and changed to the following equation:

xi(t + 1) � xi(t)∗ vi(t + 1), (10)

where vi ∈ −1, 1{ } and xi ∈ −1, 1{ }. xi � 1 means the appli-
cation of differential privacy while xi � −1 means the non-
application of different privacy to the corresponding item in
DIKW. vi � 1 means not transforming the status of differ-
ential privacy application, while vi � −1 means the trans-
formation of differential privacy application to the item in
DIKW. And vi(t) � vi

′(t)∗xi(t − 1), and vi
′(t) is defined in

the following equation:

vi
′(t) �

−1 if v
′′
i(t)< 0

1 if v
′′
i(t)> 0

,
⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(11)

where v′
′
i(t) � vi(t − 1) + c1r1(localbest(t)− xi(t − 1)) + c2r2

(globalbest(t) − txin(t − 1)).
By the progressive optimization of PSO to different

privacy for DIKW, we could identify the most important
items in DIKW. *us, we could save the time of differential
privacy while preserving the effect and accuracy of differ-
ential privacy. *e converge condition of PSO is defined as
the serious increase of data variance when the number of
valid times with differential privacy shrinks.

We can also use the final valid items with differential
privacy as the feature to discover the relations among the
models of DIKW in order to decide the model in differential
privacy. For this purpose, we should begin from the bottom
model Data. If the remaining valid items in Data have strong
semantic relation to the upper model Information, both
Data and Information model should be used in the differ-
ential privacy, which means DIDP should be used in the
differential privacy for DIKW. In order to decide the model
among DDP, IDP, KDP, DIDP, IKDP, and DIKDP, we could
launch the process from Data model, Information model,
and Knowledge model.*e associated models would be used
to decide the model of differential privacy for DIKW. PDP is
unique and different with other proposed approaches. *e
principle is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 6: Ant colony optimization.
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5.3. Spatial-Temporal Swarm Differential Privacy for DIKW.
*e spatial and temporal relations among the items in
different models of DIKW are important information to

protect privacy. Here, we use the example to discuss. We
assume the we have the DIKW information from the
social media. *e spatially neighboring users normally
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have some kind of the same trends that should be espe-
cially processed by differential privacy. *e recent in-
formation from social media definitely represents the
user’s true preferences compared to the information
recorded historically. We could apply the spatial-temporal
information into PSO Differential privacy for DIKW
similarly in two ways. Firstly, we could apply spatial-
temporal information in the model decision of PSO
modelling in differential privacy for DIKW as shown in
Figure 11. Since the model decision is from the semantic
relations among models in DIKW, the spatial-temporal
information could highly influence these semantic rela-
tions. *e spatial-temporal information here includes but
is not limited to the data time, the physical position, the
text similarity, and the data recording time in the data-
base. Secondly, we could optimize the equation in swarm
differential privacy for DIKW, equation (10), by the
spatial-temporal information and adapted equation (11)
to the following equation:

vi
′(t) �

−1 if v
′′
i(t)< 0

1 if v
′′
i(t)> 0

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
, (12)

where v′
′
i(t) � vi(t − 1) + c1r1(localbest′(t) − xi(t − 1))+

c2r2(globalbest′(t) − txin(t − 1)). Both localbest′ and

globalbest′ take into account the spatial-temporal infor-
mation in the measurement of the similarity.

*e spatial-temporal semantics improve the perfor-
mance the differential privacy for DIKW in the aspect of the
data semantics in each model and among models of DIKW.
It helped accurately define the item relations among DIKW
models and save the computing load of differential privacy
for DIKW from the macro way, while in the micro way the
spatial-temporal semantics participate in the PSO
computation.

6. Application and Case Study

In the proposed approach, particle swarm optimization
could efficiently reduce the DIKW items with differential
privacy application according to the defined criteria, in the
semantically preferred models of DIKW architecture. *e
proposed approach could improve the data privacy effi-
ciency but at the same time broadly keep the effectiveness.
According to our knowledge, the proposed approach
originally combined the advantages of swarm intelligence
with differential privacy for the DIKW information and data
privacy protection. We know by heart that the proposed
architecture is a little complex for some variants, so in the
future it will be a part of our work to simplify the proposed
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approach and condense it into the best and optimized
approach.

In order to prove the proposed approach, we use the
extended dataset based on Iris dataset [65]. We artificially
enhance the Iris dataset to DIKW architecture for the
proposed approach. Since the differential privacy by deep
learning has been conducted for years by the researchers, we
have many variants of differential privacy algorithms and
libraries to exploit. *e experiment is conducted using the
differential privacy library from IBM [66]. We show the
accuracy of the remaining items of different percentages
after PSO application in Figure 12. We can see that, with the
increase of processing epsilons, the differential privacy to the
partial items in DIKW could still effectively keep the ac-
curacy of differential privacy. Since the open-source DIKW
dataset is normally missing in the research community, it is
hard to compare our proposed approach with other algo-
rithms. We will build an open-source dataset especially used
for DIKW privacy protection as the target in the future
research. *us, we could use this standard benchmark to
evaluate different algorithms for DIKW.

7. Conclusion

Privacy protection has attracted a lot of attention from edge
computing tomobile computing, withmost efforts put to the
data privacy protection. We have not seen much research on
the privacy protection on multiple modals DIKW model.
Conceptual modal-based DIKW protection is naturally
more complex than the current popular data protection
since data modal is only onemodal of DIKW architecture. In
our DIKWmodel, we could exploit more semantic relations
among the modals of DIKW and inside each modal of
DIKW. In this paper, we originally propose the crossing
DIKW modals’ privacy protection by extending differential
privacy. Furthermore, we use particle swarm optimization to

enhance the efficiency of differential privacy from two as-
pects: multiple modals of DIKW model and PSO optimi-
zation progress, which optimizes the differential privacy
from macro aspect to micro aspect, and from the global best
to the local best potentially crossing multiple dimensions
and scales even mesoscales.

Aiming at cognitive integrity and integration overload
for complex content identification, modelling, processing,
and service optimization in the context of massive content
interaction in multidimensional, multimodal, multiscale
physical and digital space, especially towards covering the
digital twins landscape, we have proposed the architecture of
fusing the DIKW models, differential privacy, and swarm
intelligence for DIKW privacy protection. Actually follow-
ing the proposed framework, more research could be
conducted in the future to exploit the effective and efficient
crossing modal DIKW privacy protection. *e semantic
relations among different DIKWmodels could be studied by
different novel approaches like BERT [67]. We use PSO in
swarm intelligence in this paper, but we may use different
swarm intelligence algorithms like fish swarm algorithms to
conduct the research and experiments. We could similarly
change differential privacy to other algorithms of data
masking and encryption. *erefore, in this paper we wish to
propose the framework of DIKW privacy protection other
than the specific algorithm. We will continue the study of
other algorithms combination under the proposed frame-
work in the future.
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With the acceleration of urbanization and the increase in the number of motor vehicles, more and more social problems such as
traffic congestion have emerged. Accordingly, efficient and accurate traffic flow prediction has become a research hot spot in the
field of intelligent transportation. However, traditional machine learning algorithms cannot further optimize the model with the
increase of the data scale, and the deep learning algorithms perform poorly in mobile application or real-time application; how to
train and update deep learning models efficiently and accurately is still an urgent problem since they require huge computation
resources and time costs. ,erefore, an incremental learning-based CNN-LTSM model, IL-TFNet, is proposed for traffic flow
prediction in this study. ,e lightweight convolution neural network-based model architecture is designed to process spatio-
temporal and external environment features simultaneously to improve the prediction performance and prediction efficiency of
the model. Especially, the K-means clustering algorithm is applied as an uncertainty feature to extract unknown traffic accident
information. During the model training, instead of the traditional batch learning algorithm, the incremental learning algorithm is
applied to reduce the cost of updating the model and satisfy the requirements of high real-time performance and low com-
putational overhead in short-term traffic prediction. Furthermore, the idea of combining incremental learning with active
learning is proposed to fine-tune the prediction model to improve prediction accuracy in special situations. Experiments have
proved that compared with other traffic flow prediction models, the IL-TFNet model performs well in short-term traffic
flow prediction.

1. Introduction

With the acceleration of urbanization, the number of motor
vehicles has increased rapidly, which will cause many serious
social problems, such as traffic congestion and environ-
mental pollution, resulting in time-consuming travel,
property losses, and even safety threats caused by traffic
accidents [1]. Recently, the intelligent transportation system
(ITS) based on cyber-physical systems (CPSs), as a key way
to solve urban traffic problems, has received extensive at-
tention and rapid development [2]. It is hoped that engi-
neering systems and computing devices can reasonably and
efficiently meet the requirements of system resource

allocation and performance efficiency optimization. CPS is
an intelligent technology that integrates computing, com-
munication, and control (3C) technology with some ex-
cellent features, such as, real-time, security, reliability, and
high performance. ,e fusion calculation and the prediction
of traffic flow and vehicle speed received by the current road
sensor can improve the urban traffic conditions to avoid
traffic congestion and accidents as much as possible [3].
Traffic flow prediction is to predict the changes in traffic flow
of a certain road in the next few minutes or hours. During
the traffic peak period, if the traffic flow in a certain area can
be accurately predicted in the future, it will help passengers
adjust their travel routes to avoid traffic congestion.
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Meanwhile, the transportation departments can also develop
countermeasures in advance to divert traffic to ensure
smooth traffic flow. ,us, in ITS, the use of existing traffic
data to predict future short-term traffic flow accurately and
in real-time is very important for urban traffic planning,
management, and control. Short-term traffic prediction is of
great significance to the construction of ITS and has become
a current research hot spot.

Nowadays, there have been many studies on short-term
traffic flow prediction. ,e transportation system is a
complex nonlinear system with randomness and uncertainty
that changes over time and space. With the explosive growth
of traffic flow data, traditional statistical and machine
learning algorithms remain insufficient to extract complex
and deep features. ,erefore, it is difficult to use large-scale
data sets effectively to build accurate prediction models for
scientific traffic guidance. Recently, deep learning technol-
ogy has developed rapidly. Due to its powerful deep feature
extraction and complex problem modeling capabilities, it
has become more popular among researchers and has been
successfully applied in image processing, natural language
processing, computer vision, and so on. ,e application of
traffic flow prediction is also increasingly widespread.

Although the performance of traffic flow prediction
based on deep learning models is generally better, the
training and updating of deep learning models require a lot
of time costs and computational overhead, and it is often
difficult to meet the real-time demand for short-term traffic
flow prediction. Short-term traffic flow prediction is more
practical and important to alleviate traffic congestion and
realize intelligent traffic control and management. ,us,
while ensuring high accuracy, the model update speed
should be fast enough to meet the high real-time perfor-
mance requirement of short-term traffic flow prediction.
Meanwhile, the traffic flow prediction model may be
deployed in any scenario, that is, in mobile applications, the
computing power of mobile computing devices may not
meet the computing resource requirements of deep learning
models. Designing a lightweight deep learning model with
low computational cost and high real-time performance is
very important. Furthermore, other than temporal and
spatial characteristics of traffic flow data, the uncertainty
features caused by external environment have a greater
impact on short-term traffic flow prediction. ,erefore, how
to introduce external environmental features to represent
uncertainty to improve the prediction accuracy further
without affecting the prediction efficiency remains a prob-
lem that needs to be studied urgently.

Based on the above analysis, an incremental learning-
based CNN-LTSM model, IL-TFNet, is proposed for short-
term traffic flow prediction in mobile applications. ,e
contributions are summarized as follows: a lightweight
model architecture is designed to process spatiotemporal
and external environment features simultaneously to im-
prove the model prediction performance wherein the traffic
accident information that is difficult to obtain are derived
from traffic flow data through K-means clustering algorithm.
In particular, instead of the traditional batch learning al-
gorithm, the incremental learning algorithm is applied for

model training and update to reduce the cost of updating the
model and improve prediction efficiency. ,is not only
meets the real-time requirements but also enables the model
suitable for mobile computing devices with limited com-
puting resources. Moreover, the idea of combining incre-
mental learning with active learning is proposed; some
typical samples are used to fine-tune the model to ensure
real-time performance and prediction accuracy in special
scenarios.

,e structure of this study is as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the related works. Section 3 gives the motivation.
Section 4 introduces the core method and its imple-
mentation details. Section 5 illustrates the related experi-
ments and discussion.,e last part gives the conclusions and
future work.

2. Related Works

Short-term traffic flow prediction is of great significance for
scientific traffic guidance and the construction of ITS.
Currently, there are many related researches on traffic flow
prediction, and various prediction models were also
emerged, which were mainly divided into three categories:
statistical, machine learning, and deep learning models.

,e first is the statistical model, which is based on
probability theory and mathematical statistics methods.
Abdi et al. proposed an autoregressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA) model in 1977 to predict short-term
highway traffic conditions and achieved better prediction
accuracy [4]. Williams and Hoel proposed a seasonal
ARIMA (SARIMA) model, which designed univariate traffic
data flow as a seasonal autoregressive integrated moving
average process, which further improved the performance of
ARIMA [5]. Jin et al. developed a prediction model com-
bining Gaussian mixture model and Kalman filter to predict
the highway traffic flow values [6]. Kong et al. used the
vehicle speed parameters extracted from the GPS collection
information to predict traffic conditions effectively [7].

As the amount of data increased significantly, statistical
models showed problems such as poor fitting ability and low
prediction accuracy. To improve the prediction performance
further, the data-driven machine learning methods have
gradually replaced the statistical models. Lv et al. introduced
a nonparametric regression-based k-nearest neighbor
(kNN) dynamic multi-interval traffic flow prediction model
to capture the directionality of future states and minimize
prediction errors [8]. With the widespread use of support
vector machine (SVM), Gao et al. used kNN in combination
with SVM for time-series problems [9]. Castro-Neto et al.
proposed a supervised statistical learning technique based
on online SVM for short-term highway traffic flow pre-
diction [10]. Jiang and Adeli proposed a wavelet neural
network model for simultaneous short-term and long-term
traffic flow prediction [11]. Jeong et al. proposed a weighted
SVM model for online learning for short-term traffic flow
prediction with the consideration of the relative importance
of time differences between traffic flow data [12]. However,
only the temporal features are considered in the above
studies, which reduced the prediction accuracy to a certain
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extent. More studies show that traffic flow data in adjacent
areas will also affect future traffic flow in the current area.
Traffic flow prediction is not a purely time-series prediction
problem, and the spatial feature of traffic flow data also affect
the prediction performance, which needs to be considered to
improve the prediction accuracy further. Vlahogianni et al.
used neural network to predict short-term traffic flow and
used genetic algorithm to optimize model structure [13]. Sun
et al. used traffic flow data containing adjacent road in-
formation as training data and constructed a Bayesian
network-based traffic flow prediction model to analyze
current road trends [14]. Similarly, Lv et al. used the traffic
flow data for a period as the stacked autoencoder model
input to predict the traffic flow at the next moment [8]. Li
et al. designed an imputation model to solve the problem of
feature disappearance caused by original data corruption to
deal with spatiotemporal features better [15]. Although most
of the above methods improve the accuracy of traffic flow
prediction, they are not well adapted to the large-scale data
sample space due to the ability of complex feature extraction
and model expression.

Recently, deep learning models are increasingly favored
by the researchers owing to their powerful feature extraction
capabilities and complex problem modeling capabilities in
large-scale data sets. ,ey have been successfully applied in
various fields including computer vision, natural language
processing, image processing, and real-time e-commerce
[16], as well as the transportation field. Dunne and Ghosh
proposed a neural network-based multivariate traffic con-
dition prediction algorithm with adaptive learning strategy
[17]. Zhang et al. designed an end-to-end residual convolu-
tional neural network, ST-ResNet, based on the spatiotemporal
features of traffic flow data to predict two-dimensional traffic
flow data in each region of the city at a certain time [18]. Xue
and Xue combined K-means clustering algorithmwith the long
short-term memory network (LSTM) model to predict the
traffic flow [19]. Tian et al. completed the missing data of the
traffic flow data set and then used LSTM model for training,
which improved the prediction accuracy [20]. When consid-
ering only the spatiotemporal characteristics of traffic flow data
cannot further improve the prediction performance, re-
searchers began to consider introducing the uncertainty fea-
tures for fusion prediction.

,e uncertainty features caused by the external envi-
ronment of traffic flow data affect the accuracy of traffic flow
prediction, especially for short-term traffic flow prediction.
In order to simultaneously consider multi-seasonality,
nonstationarity, temporal and spatial correlations, and dy-
namics between traffic variables to improve prediction ac-
curacy, Ma et al. proposed a time-space threshold vector
error correction (TS-TVEC) model for short-term traffic
flow prediction [21]. Polson and Sokolov illustrated the
impact of important event in urban traffic by analyzing the
change of traffic flow during the Chicago Bears game and
extreme snowstorms.,e experimental results show that the
deep learning model achieves good prediction performance
when the above events occur [22]. Based on historical traffic
flow data, Zhang et al. used the weather conditions and
holidays as the input of external environment feature and

combined the two to make prediction to reduce the impact
of uncertainty [18]. Chen et al. constructed a fuzzy deep-
learning convolutional neural network (FDCN) model to
alleviate the accuracy impact caused by the uncertainty while
also increasing the complexity and time cost of the model.
An et al. used a fuzzy approach to obtain traffic accident
information and combined with CNN to achieve the ac-
curate prediction of traffic flow [23]. However, the expert
knowledge base for traffic accident information may not be
completely accurate. How to extract the traffic accident
feature accurately from traffic flow data remains to be
studied. Yu et al. proposed an incremental learning-based
CNN model, which introduced partial uncertainty features
into the model to improve the prediction accuracy to some
extent [24].

,e above methods consider the impact of uncertainty
by adding model branches or uncertainty processing
modules, but the consideration of temporal and uncertainty
features remain not comprehensive, and the prediction
accuracy still needs to be improved. Moreover, although the
prediction accuracy is improved to a certain extent, it also
increases the model complexity and training time and cost
and affects the prediction efficiency. In particular, a deep
learning model based on large-scale training data set itself
requires a lot of computing resources and training costs, and
the processing of uncertainty further magnifies this defect.
,erefore, without increasing training costs, how to intro-
duce uncertainty features to improve prediction accuracy
remains a difficult problem, especially for large-scale traffic
flow data; how to reduce the cost of model training and
update while improving the prediction accuracy and effi-
ciency remains worthy of in-depth study.

3. Motivation

Traffic flow prediction is a key element in the construction of
urban ITS. It is not an easy task to predict traffic flow data
accurately and quickly. As described above, the scale of
traffic flow is large, and the characteristics are complex, and
it is greatly affected by temporal and spatial characteristics
and the external environment. A large number of studies
have used the spatiotemporal features for traffic flow pre-
diction. However, if only temporal dependence and spatial
dependence are considered, the prediction accuracy may be
low, and the deviation may be large in some special cir-
cumstances since the accurate prediction of traffic flow is
affected by many factors, including internal and external
factors. ,e internal factors refer to the characteristics of the
road, the operation of the vehicle, or the like, which are
difficult to predict accurately. ,e external factors refer to
changes in weather, major gatherings, holidays, traffic ac-
cidents, or the like, which have a certain pattern and can be
predicted to a certain extent. ,e uncertainty caused by
various external environmental factors has a greater impact
on the traffic flow prediction, and the irregular fluctuations
of traffic flow will affect the accuracy of the prediction. It is
necessary to introduce the external environmental factors as
uncertainty features during model training to improve
prediction accuracy further.
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,e traffic flow changes in real time, especially on busy
roads in big cities. Only when the traffic flow prediction
result is accurate and real-time, can the intelligent dis-
patching and grooming of urban traffic be effectively carried
out. Traditional model training uses batch learning method,
that is, when a new data set is generated, it is added to the
original data set to form a new training data set to train the
model from scratch.,is leads to massive amount of data for
model training every time, and the model training is ex-
pensive. When the data set reaches a certain size, the model
update speed may not keep up with the real-time data
generation speed. Currently, the historical traffic flow da-
tabase is very large, and its scale has increased sharply; the
deep learning model with good prediction performance has
high requirements on hardware facilities, and the model
training and update time is relatively long. Especially in
some special cases, that is, mobile application or real-time
application, the model update time is too long, and the
prediction accuracy is low; it is difficult to achieve the ef-
ficient and accurate prediction of short-term traffic flow.
Especially, the deep learning models need to perform higher
prediction efficiency and accuracy under limited computing
resources in some mobile applications. Hence, it is necessary
to improve the online training and update and prediction
speed of the model to ensure its prediction stability and real-
time performance while enabling the model to be effectively
deployed on mobile computing devices.

,erefore, how to reduce the training and update cost of
deep learning models to meet real-time prediction and
limited computing resource requirements and use uncer-
tainty features effectively to improve prediction accuracy
further without increasing the complexity of the model
remain a challenge.

4. IL-TFNet Model

4.1. ProblemFormulation. Traffic flow prediction is based on
the historical traffic flow data of a certain area and other
related factors to predict the future traffic conditions of the
area quickly and accurately. ,e road traffic system is a
complex nonlinear system with human participation. ,e
traffic flow data changes with time and space and has strong
randomness and high uncertainty, which greatly affects the
prediction accuracy of traffic flow. As mentioned earlier,
time-series traffic flow prediction models, even deep
learning models such as LTSM, cannot effectively process
the spatial characteristics of traffic flow data, which reduces
the prediction accuracy to some extent. ,e spatial infor-
mation should be retained to fit the spatial dependence
better in traffic flow data. ,erefore, the incremental
learning-based CNN-LTSM model, IL-TFNet, is proposed
to capture the temporal and spatial characteristics of traffic
flow data better without affecting the prediction efficiency.
Meanwhile, the external environment factors, that is,
weather, holidays, and traffic accident information, are also
considered as uncertainty features to improve the prediction
accuracy further. Here, the uncertainty features and 2D
traffic flow data are stacked into three-dimensional (3D)

model input to fit both the spatiotemporal and uncertainty
of traffic flow data simultaneously.

Generally, the city is very large with many streets, and
the computational cost and time required to predict the
traffic flow data of each street are very large. In addition, the
deployment of road-monitoring equipment on the road is
often unbalanced. ,ere may be multiple types of moni-
toring on the main road, but there may not be little or no
monitoring on the side road. However, from a regional
perspective, the number of monitoring equipment in each
region is relatively balanced, so it is reasonable to divide the
city into multiple regions to predict traffic flow data. Cur-
rently, most of the widely used data sets divide the traffic
flow(32 × 32) data sets into regional data. ,e data set used
in this study also provides regional traffic flow information
with a size of 32 × 32. ,erefore, the urban area is divided
into W × H(32 × 32) two-dimensional (2D) grids here. ,e
whole traffic flow data is defined as a tensor form
X ∈ RL×C×W×H, where L is time; C is the flow type (input flow
or output flow); and W and H are the height and width.
XT ∈ RC×W×H refers to the traffic flow data at time T, and
YT ∈ RW×H, ZT ∈ RW×H, and AT ∈ RW×H represents the
weather, holidays, and traffic accident information,
respectively.

Based on the above definition, the traffic flow prediction
problem is formalized as: traffic flow prediction is to predict
the traffic flow data Xn based on the historical traffic flow
data Xt and uncertain external environmental features:
Xt, Yn, Zn, An|t � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n − 1 . Note that the predicted
traffic flow value at time n is based on historical traffic flow
data at time step 1∼n− 1 and the uncertainty features in-
cluding weather conditions, holidays, and traffic accident
information at time n. ,e reason for only considering the
uncertainty of time step n but not multiple time steps is that
unlike historical traffic flow information, only the uncer-
tainty information in a short time close to time point n will
obviously affect the traffic flow.

4.2. Method Overview. To address above issues, an incre-
mental learning-based CNN-LTSM model, IL-TFNet, is
proposed for short-term traffic flow prediction in this study.
,e overview of the method is shown in Figure 1, which is
primarily divided into three steps.

Step 1. Data preparation: ,is step is primarily to
prepare for the model input, especially to extract un-
certainty features, such as weather, holidays, and traffic
accident information. ,e 2D traffic flow data and the
uncertainty features are stacked into 3D data as the
model input to achieve more accurate prediction. Here,
K-means clustering algorithm is used to derive the
implicit traffic accident information since it is difficult
to obtain directly from historical traffic flow data.
Step 2. IL-TFNet model training: Here, the incremental
learning rather than batch learning is used for IL-
TFNet model training to improve training efficiency
[25]. ,e historical training data set is divided into
multiple subtraining data sets and one testing data set.
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,e model is iteratively trained through multiple
subtraining data sets. ,e validation data set extracted
from subtraining data set is used to measure model
performance when a certain number of training iter-
ations reaches. In this way, the original prediction
model can be iteratively optimized based on the newly
added real-time data set, thereby ensuring the real-time
and accuracy of the prediction model.
Step 3. Model incremental update and prediction:
When new data arrives, incremental learning method
are still used for model updates to improve update
efficiency and prediction accuracy. In special traffic
situations, such as foggy days or unexpected traffic
accidents, the prediction accuracy may be significantly
reduced due to the differences in different sample
spaces.,erefore, based on incremental learning, active
learning is introduced to obtain typical samples in
special situations, so that a small amount of typical data
sets can be used to fine-tune the prediction model,
thereby improving its prediction accuracy while en-
suring real-time performance.

4.3. Data Preparation

4.3.1. Model Input Preparation. As mentioned before, the
traffic flow data set used in this study divides the urban area
into 32 × 32. ,e input of the model consists of historical
traffic flow data set of the latest n consecutive time periods
and external environmental characteristics, such as the
weather conditions, holidays, and traffic accident informa-
tion. ,ese factors are deliberately introduced as the un-
certainty features to improve the prediction accuracy in

some special cases. Here, the weather, holidays, and traffic
accident information are also organized into the size of 32 ×

32 (2D matrix) to ensure data consistency and availability.
Each value in the weather matrix refers to the severity level of
the impact of weather conditions on traffic. ,e level value
ranges from 0 to 16, wherein 0 represents sunny and the 4
largest values (13∼16) represent heavy snow, heavy fog,
sandstorms, and amnesty. Similarly, if the current prediction
time belong to the holiday, the holiday matrix value is all 1s;
otherwise all 0s. Weather and holiday information is easy to
get, but traffic accident information is difficult to obtain and
often incomplete. ,us, traffic accident information ex-
traction is detailed in the next section.

Different from using additional model branches to
process external environment features [18], these features
and traffic flow data are stacked together to form the model
input (32 × 32 × (2n + 3)). Especially, this scheme can
deeply integrate the traffic flow information with the ex-
ternal environment information, rather than the simple
linear addition between branches, which can better deal with
the impact of uncertainty and further improve the prediction
accuracy without increasing the model complexity and
training cost.

4.3.2. K-Means Clustering-Based Traffic Accident Feature
Extraction. Generally, the external environment features
can be divided into local and global influence features
according to their influence range. Here, the global influence
feature refers to weather and holiday information, which will
affect the traffic flow of the entire city or most of the urban
area. ,e local influence feature mainly refers to traffic
accident information, which is difficult to obtain directly. In
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Figure 1: Method overview.
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the work of An et al. [23], fuzzy inference is used to estimate
traffic accident information from historical data. However,
the accuracy of traffic accident prediction largely depends on
the fuzzy inference rule base, lacking sufficient theoretical
basis. ,erefore, the K-means clustering algorithm is pro-
posed to extract features related to traffic accident from
traffic flow data and then discover the intrinsic relationship
between the samples and different clusters to obtain the
traffic accident feature.

Traffic flow data can be roughly divided into accident-
free and accident data sets, and the characteristics of the two
are obviously different.,e traffic flow of the former changes
smoothly, while the latter may change suddenly. According
to the severity of traffic accidents, the occurrence of traffic
accidents will have different impacts on the current or
neighboring areas. In fact, according to traffic flow fluctu-
ation caused by traffic accidents, there are obvious differ-
ences in the characteristics of each cluster, and the clustering
situation is basically clear and limited. ,erefore, the
number of clusters can be set in advance, and the K-means
algorithm is a good choice. As the K-means algorithm is an
unsupervised clustering algorithm commonly used in the
industry, it is relatively simple and efficient to implement,
and the clustering effect is usually good. Meanwhile, ex-
periments show that this method performs well in current
scenario, and the clustering time is relatively less in line with
the real-time requirements of traffic flow prediction task.
After clustering, one cluster represents that traffic flow tends
to be normal when there is no traffic accident, and the other
cluster represents the traffic flow trend under different levels
of traffic accidents, which can be further subdivided
according to the sample characteristics. ,e sample category
information is introduced into the model as traffic accident
feature. Note that the features obtained are not only traffic
accidents but also general concept, including a series of
events that may change the traffic flow, such as parades,
concerts, and so on, which are uniformly referred to as traffic
accident features.

Since traffic accidents are characterized by abnormal
fluctuations in the traffic flow data, instead of the original
data, the relative flow information is used as the feature for
clustering to obtain traffic accident information indirectly.
Here, traffic accident information is obtained by extracting
two features including relative traffic flow fluctuation
(RTFF) and relative flow change rate (RFCR).

RTFF: Each traffic flow data consists of inflow and
outflow data. ,e relative flow Ft is defined as the difference
between inflow and outflow over a certain period of time in a
region. Accordingly, RTFF, represented by Wt, is defined as
the difference between the relative flow rate F

(i,j)
t at a specific

time point in a specific area and the corresponding average
value F

(i,j)

t
.

F
(i,j)
t � x

(i,j)

t−in − x
(i,j)
t−out, (1)

W
(i,j)
t � F

(i,j)
t − F

(i,j)

t
, (2)

where xt is the 3D traffic flow data (32× 32× 2) at each
moment t.

RFCR: ,e rate of change in traffic flow is related to the
previous moment. RFCR, expressed in Rt, is the ratio of
previous relative traffic flow data to current relative traffic
flow data.

R
(i,j)
t �

F
(i,j)
t−1

F
(i,j)
t

. (3)

In the clustering task, in addition to selecting an ap-
propriate clustering algorithm, the appropriate distance
measurement method is also important.,e commonly used
distance measurement methods include Euclidean distance,
Manhattan distance, and Cosine distance. Since the distri-
bution of samples with a higher probability of traffic acci-
dents is obviously different from that of ordinary samples,
the Euclidean distance is more sensitive to this, so the
Euclidean distance is used to measure the differences be-
tween traffic flow samples.

,e specific process of K-means clustering-based traffic
accident feature extraction is as follows: different from the
original data samples used in traffic flow prediction, the
cluster samples are represented by two features: RTFF and
RFCR. ,e traffic flow data (32 × 32 × 2) is divided into
1,024 subsamples firstly. Next, based on formula [2,3], W

(i,j)
t

and R
(i,j)
t of each original data sample in the region (i and j)

at the moment t are calculated. ,en, K-means clustering
algorithm is applied to the subsamples to divide them into k
clusters based on the similarity between samples. ,e
similarity measurement used here is Euclidean distance; the
formula is as follows:

dist(X, Y) �

�����������


n

i�1
xi − yi( 

2




, (4)

where X and Y are two different samples, and xi and yi are
the values of the i-th feature of samplesX and Y, respectively.

After initializing the centroids of each cluster, iterative
optimization is performed until the convergence condition
is reached. Both the k value setting and the initial cluster
center positions will greatly affect the clustering results, so
multiple attempts are required to obtain appropriate pa-
rameter values. After the clustering is completed, the cluster
category label is added as the traffic accident feature to the
input of the traffic flow prediction model. ,e data format
remains 32 × 32 × 2, but the third dimension is changed
from inflow and outflow toW (RTFF) and R (RFCR). In this
way, the uncertainty contained in the traffic accident feature
is modeled to improve the prediction accuracy further.

4.4. IL-TFNet Model Training

4.4.1. IL-TFNet Model Architecture. Generally, the models
based on traditional statistics or machine learning are dif-
ficult to learn the temporal and spatial characteristics of
traffic flow data effectively. ,is study proposes an incre-
mental learning-based CNN-LTSM model, IL-TFNet, to
achieve accurate short-term traffic flow prediction. ,e
structure of the model is shown in Figure 2.
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,e model architecture design motivation is as follows:
on the one hand, CNN has been proven to have good spatial
feature recognition capabilities [26–28]. In addition, the
traffic flow data is very similar to the visual image data. Take
single time step traffic flow data as an example; its data
structure is a two-dimensional matrix, and each element
represents the traffic flow data in the corresponding area.
,e entire two-dimensional matrix contains a large amount
of spatial feature information, and CNN is very good at
processing data with such structure. Furthermore, the
traffic-monitoring system is capturing a large amount of
traffic flow data at all times, and the scale of data is increasing
rapidly. When faced with a large amount of data, machine
learning method exposes the problem that the model cannot
be further optimized as the data size increases. CNN has a
deeper network structure and performs well on large-scale
data, thereby reducing model calculation and optimization
costs. On the other hand, in addition to spatial features,
traffic flow data also contains temporal features. Although
CNN has excellent ability to process spatial information, its
ability to extract temporal information is poor, while LSTM
has been proven to have relatively good temporal feature
extraction capabilities in other fields. In particular, the time
characteristics of traffic flow data include long-term de-
pendence and short-term dependence. RNN cannot handle
long-term dependence characteristics, so LSTM is more
suitable for traffic flow prediction.

Historical traffic flow data and external environment
features are jointly organized as 3D inputs and processed
using the same Conv_LTSM unit instead of being processed

in separate model branches in most other research works. In
this way, by stacking historical traffic flow data and external
environment features at different time steps (forming 3D
data from 2D spatial data), each Conv_LTSM unit can ef-
fectively extract the temporal and spatial features of his-
torical traffic flow data and the external environment
features simultaneously. ,is makes up for the defects of
previous work [18], which considers only the particularity
between different features while ignoring the correlation
between features. Especially, simple linear addition cannot
make the model to consider fully the effects of different
external environmental features on traffic flow. ,e intro-
duction of uncertainty can further improve the model
generalization ability, thereby improving the prediction
performance. Meanwhile, the increase in training cost and
model complexity can be neglected, since the convolutional
layer parameter scale of CNN does not increase with in-
creasing input size due to the parameter sharing strategy.
,erefore, the proposed IL-TFNet model can effectively fit
the time dependence, spatial dependence, and uncertainty of
the traffic flow data to get better prediction performance
without increasing themodel complexity and prediction cost
and is suitable for lightweight devices.

,e depth of the deep learning model network structure
determines the performance of the model [29], but a deeper
neural network will make the model prone to problems such
gradient disappearance during the training process. ,us,
the proposedmodel uses the deep residual network structure
to combine CNN and LTSM [30]. Moreover, the
Conv_LTSM unit formula is as follows:

Distance Recent Present

Weather, holiday, and
traffic accident information Historical traffic flow data

. . . . . .
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Figure 2: IL-TFNet model architecture.
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where X(k) and X(k+1), respectively, represent the input and
output data of the k-th layer Conv_LTSM unit. X(k+1)

s

represents the spatiotemporal features obtained through the
convolutional layer, and X

(k+1)
L represents the temporal

features extracted by the LSTM layer. Conv and Pool rep-
resent convolution operation and pooling operation, re-
spectively, and the function f represents batch normalization
operation and activation operation.

As shown in the structure described by the dashed box
on the left of Figure 2, the input traffic flow data first passes
through the convolutional layer to extract preliminary
spatiotemporal features. ,e convolution kernel of size 3×3
is used to extract the spatial features of the local area. If a
larger convolution kernel is used, although longer-distance
spatial dependence can be extracted, it may also contain
more invalid feature information, which may lead to larger
deviations in the prediction results. ,erefore, this structure
is a more suitable choice, which allows the model to
maintain a higher prediction accuracy without reducing the
representation ability. A batch normalization operation is
used between the convolution operation and the activation
operation to alleviate the problems of vanishing gradient or
overfitting that may occur in the model. In order to make up
for the weak temporal feature extraction ability of CNN, the
LTSM is added between the two convolutional layers. Note
that LSTM can only process one-dimensional data se-
quences; a pooling layer needs to be used to reduce the
spatial dimension (i.e., three-dimensional data is reduced to
one-dimensional data) before extracting temporal features.
,en, the sigmoid function is used to convert the time
feature into a normal distribution in the range of [−1, 1],
which is fused with the features initially extracted by the first
convolutional layer, thereby enhancing the time feature
information. Finally, a convolutional layer is used to obtain
complete spatiotemporal features. As shown on the right of
Figure 2, there are four Conv_LSTM units in the entire
model, and each unit compresses the time dimension of the
data to ensure that a single time step prediction data can be
obtained at the end. In particular, the method of gradually
compressing the time dimension makes the time informa-
tion more visible to the subsequent modules and retains the
time characteristics as much as possible.

4.4.2. Model Incremental Training. ,e deep learning model
with multiple network layers cannot be applied directly to
the short-term traffic flow prediction task, since it requires
high computing resources and long training time due to its
complex network structure and massive training data scale.
Especially, if the new and historical data sets are directly
fused as a new data set to train the model, the training and

updating cost is too expensive to meet the short-term traffic
prediction requirements. ,erefore, incremental learning
strategy is used in the proposed IL-TFNet model to perform
the model training and update to ensure the real-time
prediction performance. As shown in Figure 1, historical
traffic flow data set is divided into multiple subtraining data
sets and one testing data set. ,e iterative training is con-
ducted on the subtraining data set to improve the model
prediction performance gradually. In each round of training,
the subtraining data set is further divided into training and
validation data sets.,e training data set is used for training,
and the validation data set is used to verify current model
performance. When the model performance of multiple
iterations on the current subtraining data set is not improved
continuously, the model is transferred to the next sub-
training data set for training.

During model training, Adam optimization algorithm is
applied to optimize the model parameters iteratively and
dynamically until convergence [24].,e reason is that Adam
can dynamically adjust the learning rate in the iterative
process, speed up the model convergence process, and at the
same time slow down the performance degradation [31]. It is
possible to achieve better prediction performance if the
model parameters are adjusted based only on the newly
arrived data.

Suppose that X is the model input; Y and f(X) represent
the observed value and the prediction value, respectively; the
squared loss is used as the loss function in the IL-TFNet
model; L2 regularization represented by α (0.005) is specif-
ically used to prevent the model from getting into a serious
overfitting state; andΩ(θ) represents all the parameters in the
model. ,e loss function is defined as follows:

L(Y, f(X)) � 
n

i�1
(Y, f(X))

2
+ αΩ(θ). (6)

Based on the above analysis, the specific model training
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. ,e model parameter
initialization operation is completed in the initialization
phase, where step (2) and step (3) are the parameter ini-
tialization settings of Adam optimization algorithm, wherein
t is used to control the number of iterations, and learning
rate (ε) is a hyperparameter that controls the speed of al-
gorithm optimization. ρ1 and ρ2 are the exponential at-
tenuation rate of the first and second moment estimations in
the Adam optimization algorithm, which are used to cal-
culate first-order momentum (s) and second-order mo-
mentum (r).,e bias correction of s and r are used to update
model parameters, and δ is used as the deviation value to
ensure the stability of parameter updating and prevent
drastic changes of parameters. In the incremental training
phase, the IL-IFNet model uses the Adam optimization
algorithm to optimize the parameters iteratively until
convergence in step [4–8]. Incremental iterative training is
performed on the subtraining data set to improve the
prediction performance of the model gradually. Finally, the
model parameters θ after training are output in step [10].
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4.5. Model Incremental Update and Prediction. Efficient and
accurate short-term traffic flow prediction should consider
historical traffic flow data, newly arrived data, and the related
external features simultaneously to improve the prediction
performance while meeting real-time requirement. How-
ever, the model update cost is expensive if the newly data is
added to the historical data set to train the model directly.
Especially, when the data set reaches a certain size, the model
update speed may be low and makes it difficult to meet the
requirement of real-time prediction. ,e online training,
update, and prediction efficiency need to be improved to
ensure the prediction stability and real-time performance of
the prediction model. ,us, the newly generated data is
regarded as a new subtraining data set, and the prediction
model is updated through the above incremental learning
method as well. Compared with directly fusing with his-
torical data sets, only using a small-scale new data set to
update the model will reduce model update time and im-
prove modeling efficiency, thereby realizing real-time traffic
flow prediction. Figure 3(a) shows the model update in
normal case, the real-time traffic flow data is directly used as
a subtraining data set to incrementally update the prediction
model.

Note that the traffic flow data is quite different from the
usual ones in some special cases, such as, bad weather,
holidays, large gatherings, or traffic accidents. If the con-
ventional traffic flow prediction model is still used directly
for prediction, the prediction value obtained is greatly de-
viated from the observed value. However, the real-time and
accurate prediction of traffic flow under special traffic
conditions is of great significance to traffic control and
dispatch. When a special traffic situation occurs, traffic flow
data will be generated in real time, but the amount of data is

relatively small. If the prediction model is incrementally
updated based on only a small number of real-time data
samples, it will cause serious overfitting and decrease pre-
diction accuracy. ,erefore, a method combining incre-
mental learning and active learning is proposed, as shown in
Figure 3(b), which combines typical samples, atypical
samples, and real-time traffic flow data to fine-tune the
prediction model, thereby improving the prediction accu-
racy in special cases without affecting the prediction
efficiency.

Generally, the proportion of typical samples (the sample
data occurs in special case) accounts for a small proportion
of the entire data set in general, resulting in relatively low
prediction accuracy in special cases. Considering that the
contributions of different data samples to model training is
different, if more of the most valuable sample data, such as
typical samples and real-time data samples, are selected as
the training data set for model update, the data set size can be
reduced to decrease the model update time while meeting
real-time prediction requirements. Extracting the most
useful samples from large data set is a desirable way to
reduce the training cost without reducing its performance.
,us, the proportion of typical sample data needs to be
increased to improve the model generalization and appli-
cability in this case. Based on the above analysis, as shown in
Figure 3(b), the model incremental update process in special
case is as follows: Firstly, the most useful unlabeled samples
are queried through the active learningmethod, and then the
experts mark them to obtain labeled samples as typical
samples. ,e remaining data samples are called atypical
samples. ,en, the typical samples, some atypical samples
obtained through random sampling, and real-time data are
combined into the training data set to update the model

Input: D � (xt, yt) 
N0
t�1, N0 represents the number of samples, xt � (Xt, Et|Xt � Xi|Xi ∈ RC×W×H 

t−1
i�t−n, Et ∈ RN×W×H), yt � Xt.

Output: IL-TFNet model with certain predictive performance after training.
Phase 1: Initialization phase:

(1) Training and testing data set initialization: Divide traffic flow data setD into multiple subtraining data sets (D1,D2, ..., Dn− 1)
and one testing data set (Dn).

(2) Initialization iterations t � 0, Learning rate ε � 0.001, Attenuation rate ρ1 � 0.9, ρ2 � 0.999.
(3) Initialize first-order momentum and second-order momentum s � 0, r � 0 and the parameter to ensure numerical stability

δ � 10− 8.
(4) Initialize the CNN parameters of IL-TFNet model: θ(w, β), w ∼ G[0,

���
2/n

√
], β � 0.

Phase 2: Incremental training phase:
(1) while current subtraining data set is not empty do
(2) while the termination condition is not reached (the model prediction performance is in a bottleneck or reaches a certain

iteration round) do
(3) Sample the subtraining data set to obtain current batch training data set
(4) Calculate gradient based on formula (7): g←(1/m)∇θiL(f(x(i); θ), y(i))

(5) Update iterations t←t + 1
(6) Update first-order momentum and second-order momentum: s←ρ1s + (1 − ρ1)g, r←ρ2r + (1 − ρ2)g⊗ g

(7) Calculate bias correction s←s/1 − ρt
1, r←r/1 − ρt

2
(8) Update model parameters θ←θ − ε(s/

�
r

√
+ δ)

end while
(9) Use the next subtraining data set to train the model in turn
end while

(10) return θ (Model parameters after training)

ALGORITHM 1: IL-TFNet model training algorithm.
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through the incremental learning method. Now the typical
samples, the newly generated traffic flow data, and a small
number of atypical samples are merged to form a new
subtraining data set for incremental update. In this way,
mixing multiple types of data samples can consider the
particularity and diversity of the data at the same time,
thereby avoiding overfitting problems and improving the
prediction accuracy in special cases.

Although the model adjustments will lead to longer
prediction time, the combination of active learning and
incremental learning will reduce the data set scale and re-
duce the model update time and will not affect the real-time
performance of short-term traffic flow prediction. ,is is
actually a method of converting the traffic flow prediction
model that is universally applicable in all cases into a model
for special cases while greatly improving the prediction
accuracy in special cases.

5. Experiments and Discussion

5.1. Experimental Settings and the Related Definition

5.1.1. Experimental Settings. ,e experimental environment
is shown in Table 1. ,e proposed model is verified in
Python 3.6 and TensorFlow library.

,e experimental data set is the same as the previous
work [24], which is also the Beijing taxicab GPS trajectory
data. ,e data set collects traffic flow data information,

including input flow, output flow, external environmental
features, and so on, of 32 × 32 grids in Beijing city every half
an hour and obtains a total of 48 samples a day. Here, the
data samples of the last 4 weeks are used as the test data sets,
and the remaining are used as training data set. In the
training data set, 10% of the samples are selected as vali-
dation data set for performance verification of each round of
model training.

In this section, four groups of experiments are conducted
to prove the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposedmodel.
Since the overprediction performance analysis experiment
includes a comparative experiment of adding traffic accident
features, the first experiment is the performance analysis of
different clustering algorithms, and the next is the overall
prediction performance analysis. ,e third is incremental
learning performance analysis, which is done by comparing
the prediction accuracy and time cost of batch training and
incremental training. Real-time prediction performance
analysis in special cases is in the last group of experiment.

5.1.2. Performance Evaluation Indicators Definition.
,ree evaluation indicators, which are all commonly used in
various research fields [32], are used for performance
evaluation. Suppose that m is the total number of test
samples, and yi and yi are the observed value and the
predictive value of the i-th test sample, respectively. ,e
evaluation indicators are defined as follows:
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Figure 3: Model incremental update process in: (a) normal case and (b) special case.
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(1) Mean absolute error (MRE): ,e average of relative
errors between the observed and predictive values:

MRE �
1
m



m

i�1

yi − yi




yi

. (7)

(2) Mean relative error (MAE): ,e average of absolute
errors between observed and predictive values:

MAE �
1
m



m

i�1
yi − yi


. (8)

(3) Root-mean-square error (RMSE): ,e arithmetic
square root of mean square error:

RMSE �
1
m



m

i�1
yi − yi( 

2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1/2

. (9)

In addition, the clustering effect evaluation indicators are
also defined for subsequent clustering algorithm evaluation:

(1) Silhouette coefficient (SC): ,e performance evalu-
ation index evaluates the clustering effect by calcu-
lating the intra- and intercluster dissimilarity of each
sample. ,e silhouette coefficient of each sample is
obtained using the following formula:

si �
bi − ai

max ai, bi( 
, (10)

where ai is the average distances between the sample
and other samples in the cluster, and bi is the
minimum value of the average distances between the
sample and the samples in other clusters.,e average
of the SC of all samples is used as the SC of the final
clustering results. Generally, its value is in [−1, 1],
and a value close to 1 means that its cohesion and
separation are relatively better.

(2) Calinski–Harabasz index (CH): ,e performance
evaluation index evaluates the performance of the
clustering algorithm by intra- and intercluster co-
variance of each cluster:

s(k) �
tr Bk( (m − k)

tr Wk( (k − 1)
, (11)

where m is the number of samples in the training
data set, and k is the number of categories. Bk is the
intercluster covariance matrix;Wk is the intracluster
covariance matrix; and tr is the trace of the matrix.
,e larger the value of CH and the closer the samples
within a cluster are, the greater the difference be-
tween the samples of different clusters.

(3) Time cost (TC): ,e time required for the clustering
algorithm from training to convergence is recorded
as a time cost to evaluate the real-time performance.

5.2. Experiments and Performance Analysis

5.2.1. Clustering Algorithm Performance Analysis. ,is ex-
periment compares the performance of the K-means clus-
tering algorithm with two other commonly used clustering
algorithms to prove its superiority in extracting traffic ac-
cident features. ,e contrast clustering algorithms are: (1)
DBSCAN: the most commonly used density-based clus-
tering algorithm that performs well on nonspherical cluster
sample sets and (2) hierarchical clustering: the most com-
monly used hierarchical clustering algorithm. ,ese three
clustering algorithms are all classic and commonly used
unsupervised clustering algorithms in the industry. ,e
performance evaluation results on the exact same data set are
shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that K-means is significantly
better than DBSCAN and hierarchical clustering on SC and
TC evaluation indicators but weaker than hierarchical
clustering on CH. However, obtaining traffic accident fea-
tures through clustering is an important step to build an
accurate traffic flow prediction model. Meanwhile, traffic
flow prediction task requires high real-time performance. If
the clustering operation takes too long time, the real-time
performance is reduced to some extent, so hierarchical
clustering algorithm cannot meet the real-time requirement
of short-term prediction. In addition, DBSCAN and hier-
archical clustering need to adjust the K value continuously
during the clustering process, which may make them more
accurate, but the time consumption has increased expo-
nentially. Meanwhile, there may be clusters exceeding the
required number in the clustering process. In fact, the traffic
accidents features are generally divided into no traffic ac-
cidents and different severity of traffic accident based on
traffic flow fluctuation. ,ere are obvious differences in the
characteristics of each cluster, and the clustering situation is
basically clear and limited.,e k value can be preset, and the
cluster analysis can be performed relatively quickly and
accurately through the K-means algorithm. ,e experi-
mental results also showed that the K-mean algorithm has
the best overall performance in clustering performance and
efficiency. ,erefore, the K-means algorithm is used to

Table 1: Implementation environments.

Resource Specification
Operating system Window 10 bit professional version
CPU Inter(R) Core i7-7700 3.60GHz
RAM 16.00GB
GPU NVIDIA 1060 6G
Programming tools Python 3.6 and TensorFlow 1.7.0
Programming language Python
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obtain traffic accident information in our work. Generally,
the value of k affects the clustering performance [33]. In the
process of adjusting parameters, the clustering performances
of different k values are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, the K-means al-
gorithm has an excellent clustering effect at k� 3, which is
also consistent with the previous analysis and facts. In the
physical sense, it indicates the presence or absence of traffic
accidents and the impact level of traffic accidents on traffic
conditions, including no or slight impact on traffic condi-
tions, a large impact on traffic conditions, and a significant
impact on traffic conditions. ,erefore, k can be set to 3,
which can meet the needs of extracting traffic accident
features from traffic flow data. Meanwhile, the K-means
algorithm can also obtain better prediction performance and
efficiency.

5.2.2. Prediction Performance Analysis. Comparative ex-
periments are made with statistical models (AR [4] and
ARIMA [4]), machine learning models (kNN-5 [8], kNN-10
[8], and SVM [10]), deep learning models (DeepST [34] and
ST-ResNet [17]), TF-Net [24], and the proposed IL-TFNet
model to demonstrate its applicability and effectiveness. AR
and ARIMA are statistical models with better prediction
performance for early traffic flow prediction, and they are
widely used as the benchmark model for performance
comparison in traffic flow prediction. kNN and SVM are
classical and commonly used machine learning algorithms
for traffic flow prediction. ,e suffix of kNN indicates the
number of neighbors closest to the sample features are used
to predict. LSTM is a widely used deep learning algorithm
for time-series prediction.,is method can better extract the
long- and short-term time characteristics of traffic flow data,
thereby improving the prediction accuracy. DeepST is a deep
neural network (DNN) based prediction model, which also
uses CNN to capture the spatiotemporal features of traffic
flow data, and can simulate the spatial distance dependence
and temporal compactness. ST-ResNet is the model with
best prediction performance proposed in Zhang’s work [17].
,is model focuses on analyzing the periodic characteristics
of traffic flow data while dealing with temporal and spatial
characteristics and has achieved good prediction perfor-
mance. It is a prediction model with leading prediction
accuracy in the existing domestic and foreign traffic flow
prediction task. TF-Net model is an incremental CNN
model that handles some uncertain features such as weather
and holiday [24]. ,e listed are all classic models commonly
used in early and recent traffic flow prediction tasks, which
are suitable for use as benchmark models for performance
comparison to prove the effectiveness of the proposed IL-
TFNet model in this study.

,e experimental result is shown in Table 3.,e three IL-
TFNet models listed in Table 3 only differ in the feature
selection of model input. Here, IL-TFNet-1 only considers
historical traffic flow data. IL-TFNet-2 adds two easily ac-
quired external environmental features, namely, holiday and
weather. IL-TFNet-3 introduces traffic accident feature
derived by K-means clustering algorithm in addition to
holiday and weather. ,e same data set and the same di-
vision method of training and testing data sets are used to
ensure the experimental results of the above models are
comparable.

As can be seen from Table 3, IL-TFNet model performs
better than other prediction models in evaluation indicators,
especially IL-TFNet-3 model has the best prediction per-
formance in RMSE value. Compared with ST-ResNet, the
value in RMSE is reduced to 8.51% ((16.69–15.27)/16.69).
Compared with the TF-Net model, by modifying the pre-
diction model structure and adding traffic accident features,
the RMSE value is reduced by 2.61% ((15.68–15.27)/15.68.
,e smaller the value of RMSE, the more accurate the
prediction. ,e IL-TFNet-2 model adds the above two ex-
ternal environment features, and its prediction performance
surpasses the ST-ResNet model. It is worth noting that after
adding traffic accident information, the prediction perfor-
mance of the IL-TFNet-3 model has been further improved.
,ere is a small decrease in the values of MRE and MAE,
while the RMSE value is reduced by about 1.55%
((15.51–15.27)/15.51). ,is not only shows that the intro-
duction of traffic accident features can improve the model
performance but also indicates that the K-means-based
traffic accident feature extraction method is effective. ,e
K-means clustering algorithm can derive more compre-
hensive knowledge than CNN from the entire original data
set through its unsupervised learning mechanism.
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Figure 4: SC of K-means algorithm under different values of k.
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Figure 5: CH of K-means algorithm under different values of k.

Table 2: Evaluation results of three clustering algorithms.

Clustering algorithm SC CH TC (s)
K-means 0.436 11265.3 0.31
DBSCAN 0.329 250.5 1.54
Hierarchical clustering 0.366 89567.0 18.75
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A random area in the city is selected to show the pre-
diction details. ,e actual observed and predicted results of
input and output flows on the traffic flow test data set are
shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively, where X axis is the
time step; Y axis is the traffic flow value; the red dotted line
represents the actual observed data; and the blue curve
represents the predicted data obtained by the prediction
model. As can be seen from the figure, although most of the
predicted values were slightly lower than the actual values
in the peak flow period, the predicted values were roughly
the same as the observed values in the remaining stages,
and the whole predicted data curve was highly consistent
with the observed data curve. ,erefore, the prediction
performance of IL-TFNet-3 model is relatively good from
the comparison and specific prediction results.

5.2.3. Incremental Learning Performance Analysis. In this
experiment, the change of the model performance during
incremental training is observed to prove the feasibility of
the incremental learning strategy, as shown in Table 4.
During the incremental training process, the accuracy of
model prediction increases continuously with the training
rounds until the model converges.

,en, the comparison results of prediction accuracy and
time cost between the normal and incremental models are
given in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Compared with batch
learning methods, the prediction accuracy of the incre-
mental learning method is slightly reduced, but the pre-
diction efficiency is greatly improved, and the training and
update time is greatly reduced. ,e reason for the slight
decrease in prediction accuracy is: on the one hand, tra-
ditional batch training methods can obtain complete in-
formation of the entire training data set in a single training,
while incremental learning methods can only use one
subtraining data set for each subtraining, and the subsequent
training sets are invisible to the model. ,erefore, the
feature information obtained by the model in a single
training is incomplete. On the other hand, since only one
subtraining set is trained at a time, after continuous it-
erative training, the previously learned feature informa-
tion will gradually be replaced by the new subtraining set
feature information, causing the model to forget inter-
mittently what it has learned before. However, as the

number of training increases, the phenomenon of model
feature information forgetting will weaken. Although the
traditional batch training method has a slightly higher
prediction accuracy, its training cost and update cost are
significantly increased compared with the incremental
learning method. As can be seen from Figure 9, the
training time of the model is reduced by 54.8%, and the
updating time is reduced by 67.9% after the incremental
learning training method is adopted. ,erefore, compared
with the significant reduction in model training and up-
date costs, a small decrease in prediction accuracy of the
incremental learning model is acceptable.,is incremental
learning strategy can meet the real-time requirements of
short-term traffic flow prediction tasks while ensuring
certain prediction accuracy.
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Figure 6: Model prediction results in input flow.
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Figure 7: Model prediction results in output flow.

Table 3: Performance comparison results of different models.

Model MRE MAE RMSE
AR 0.5816 30.82 28.24
ARIMA 0.4870 16.56 22.78
kNN-5 0.2832 12.43 17.26
kNN-10 0.2762 12.02 16.78
SVM 0.6749 18.81 23.43
LSTM 0.5538 18.20 23.41
DeepST 0.2998 12.36. 18.18
ST-ResNet 0.2677 12.31 16.69
TF-Net 0.2480 9.35 15.68
IL-TFNet-1 0.2614 10.47 16.35
IL-TFNet-2 0.2541 9.31 15.51
IL-TFNet-3 0.2516 9.26 15.27

Table 4: Performance of incremental training.

Rounds MRE MAE RMSE
1 0.6825 28.64 37.61
2 0.4037 14.39 21.03
3 0.2791 10.25 18.56
4 0.2648 9.87 16.14
5 0.2516 9.26 15.27
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5.2.4. Real-Time Performance Analysis in Special Case.
,e real-time performance analysis in special case, that is,
holiday is performed in the last experiment. Figure 10 shows
the traffic flow during holidays and nonholidays in some
region of the city. ,e traffic data trends of the two are the
basically same but different from usual; the traffic flow
during holidays is relatively small.

,e experiment uses the model to predict the traffic flow
during the next holiday period. For traffic flow prediction
during holiday, typical samples are traffic flow data during
holidays, and the rest are atypical samples. ,e samples
produced in the same environment are more valuable and
more helpful for improving model prediction performance.
Generally, the samples generated during holidays account
for a small proportion in the entire training data set,
resulting in relatively low prediction accuracy. ,erefore,
more typical samples in the holiday are collected through
active learning, so as to increase the proportion of typical
samples to enable the updated model to learn more feature
information under special traffic conditions.,e subtraining
data set was fused with the latest data, typical samples
(samples during holidays), and atypical samples to fine-tune
the model. As shown in Figure 11, all the three evaluation
indicator values are slightly reduced after model fine-tuning.
In particular, the value of RMSE is reduced from 15.44 to
15.27. Experiments show that the model can be fine-tuned

by using the typical sample training data set obtained by
active learning to improve the prediction performance in
special cases.

,e comparison results of the prediction performance
before and after model fine-tuning are shown in Figure 12.
Overall, the prediction results after fine-tuning the model
through the combination of incremental learning and active
learning are better, and the trend of the predicted value curve
is basically the same as the actual observation value.

Figure 13 shows the percentage of the predicted value
and the actual value error of less than 20% under different
typical sample ratios (10% and 30%). ,e abscissa represents
the proportion of typical samples, and the ordinate repre-
sents the proportion of actual and predicted deviations less
than 20%. It can be seen from the figure that when the
proportion of typical samples increases, the prediction ac-
curacy of the model is higher under special circumstances,
and the model accuracy is slightly improved after model
fine-tuning. When the typical sample ratio increases from
10% to 30%, the percentage of the actual and predicted
deviations less than 20% after model fine-tuning increases
from 55.10% to 64.70%. Even if the model is not fine-tuned,
when the proportion of typical samples increases, the pre-
diction accuracy increases slightly, and the percentage of
actual and prediction deviations less than 20% increases
from 49.70% to 53.60%.,erefore, increasing the proportion
of typical samples and fine-tuning the model can improve
the performance of traffic flow prediction under special
circumstances.
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Figure 10: Traffic flow during holiday and nonholiday.
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It should be noted that holiday feature has been intro-
duced in IL-TFNet model, and the model without fine-
tuning has a certain ability to fit the traffic flow samples
during the holidays. ,e purpose of the fine-tuning strategy
in the experiment is to continue to enhance the model
expression ability in the case of holidays. However, if the
model does not have the prior knowledge of traffic flow
samples under special circumstances before fine-tuning,
such as a large-scale parade in the city, that is, this special
case is not one of the external environment features of the
model input. In this case, the prediction performance
comparison of the model before and after fine-tuning will be
more obvious. Certainly, now the model performance after
fine-tuning on the holiday testing data set is also acceptable.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

An incremental learning-based CNN-LTSM model, IL-
TFNet, as a solution of mobile application is proposed for
short-term traffic flow prediction in this study. A lightweight
deep learning architecture, IL-TFNet model architecture is

designed to process spatiotemporal features and external
environmental features simultaneously to improve model
prediction performance and reduce the model complexity
and cost. Meanwhile, K-means clustering algorithm is ap-
plied to derived unknown and implicit traffic accident in-
formation as the uncertainty feature, which contributes
greatly to model performance improvement. Furthermore,
instead of traditional batch learning method, the incre-
mental learning with high real-time performance and low
computational resource overhead is applied for model
training and update, thereby reducing training and update
costs and improving prediction efficiency, while enabling the
model suitable for mobile applications. ,e idea of com-
bining incremental learning with active learning is delib-
erately proposed to fine-tune the prediction model to
improve the prediction accuracy further under special sit-
uation while ensuring the real-time performance.

,e experimental results demonstrate the excellent
prediction accuracy and efficiency of the proposed IL-TFNet
model for short-term traffic flow prediction. However, there
remain some open problems. It is urgent and valuable to use
a complete traffic flow data set containing various external
environmental features to prove the model performance
further. In addition, the missing data completion method
should be considered in the future, which is important to
improve the prediction accuracy as well.
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Fishing vessel monitoring systems (VMSs) play an important role in ensuring the safety of fishing vessel operations. Traditional VMSs
use a cloud centralized computing model, and the storage, processing, and visualization of all fishing vessel data are completed in the
monitoring center. Due to the limitation of maritime communications, the data generated by fishing vessels cannot be fully utilized, and
communication delays lead to inadequate warnings in cases of fishing vessel abnormalities. In this paper, we present a real-time anomaly
detection model (RADM) for fishing vessels based on edge computing. *e model runs in the edge layer, making full use of the
information of moving edge nodes and nearby nodes, and combines a historical trajectory extraction detection model with an online
anomaly detection model to detect anomalies. *e detection model of historical trajectory extraction mines frequent patterns in
historical trajectories throughmultifeature clustering and identifies trajectories that are different from the frequent patterns as anomalies.
Online anomaly detection algorithms detect anomalous behavior in specific scenarios based on the spatiotemporal neighborhood
similarity and reduce the impact of anomaly evolution. Experiments show that RADM was more effective than traditional methods in
real-time anomaly detection of fishing vessels, which provides a new method for upgrading the technology of traditional VMS.

1. Introduction

At present, fishing vessel monitoring systems (VMSs) are
widely used in fishing vessel safety management. In VMSs,
the position and status information of each fishing vessel
is collected and recorded by shipborne sensors at a certain
time interval and then sent back to a monitoring center,
and thus a series of spatiotemporal data points will form a
trajectory data set. *e trajectory data set is the core data
of the VMS and has very important application prospects.
For example, in the process of sailing, fishing vessels may
face unpredictable and/or abnormal conditions. In cases
of equipment failure (radar, positioning equipment, etc.),
bad weather (typhoon, etc.), or even terrorist events (such
as hijacking by pirates), the monitoring center can timely
identify the abnormal conditions using the trajectory data
and then extract the information necessary to take
measures to maintain and guarantee the safety of the
fishing vessel.

In recent years, many new technologies have been ap-
plied in VMS, including big data trajectory computing and
visualization [1–3], VMS data mining [4–6], machine
learning [7–9], and maritime IoT [10–13]. However, there
are the following shortcomings in the anomaly detection of
marine fishing vessels through a monitoring center using
transmitted trajectory data:

(1) Traditional VMSs use a centralized cloud computing
model, and the storage, processing, and visualization of
all fishing vessel data are completed in the monitoring
center. *e interaction between the VMS monitoring
center and the fishing vessels is carried out through
marine communications, but the bandwidth of marine
communications is far behind that of land commu-
nication, which affects the real-time performance and
accuracy of anomaly detection.

(2) Traditional vessel anomaly detection methods extract
frequent patterns in trajectories through spatial
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location, sequence features, and abnormal behavior,
and they detect abnormalities based on these frequent
patterns. *ey require a large amount of data from all
vessels. When the historical trajectory data set is small
or the trajectory data in some areas are sparse, it is
difficult to meet the requirements of detection accu-
racy, so it is not suitable for edge computing models.

To solve the above-stated problems, in this paperwe propose
a real-time anomaly detection model based on an edge com-
puting framework. First, fishing vessel anomalies are detected
according to the fishing vessel’s behavior characteristics.
Anomalies are mainly divided into spatial position anomalies
and behavioral pattern anomalies. Secondly, the frequent pat-
terns of fishing vessels are extracted through multifeature
clustering, and a trajectory that deviates from a frequent cluster
is recognized as an anomaly. When ignoring the time-varying
evolution characteristics of trajectory flow data, a global feature
model constructed using a sufficient number of historical tra-
jectories has high anomaly detection accuracy. However, when
considering the normal trajectory pattern based on the historical
trajectory training set as the reference standard, new abnormal
patterns and abnormal behaviors in specific scenes that may
exist in the latest trajectory flow data cannot be detected ac-
curately. *erefore, in this paper we use the communication
function between the edge nodes to obtain the trajectory data of
other nodes in the adjacent sea area in real-time, and then the
spatiotemporal nearest neighbor similarities are combined to
detect an online anomaly of the collected trajectory data set.
Finally, the weighted detection results are calculated to deter-
mine whether an anomaly is present. *at is, a high-precision
and low-delay anomaly detection model is established in the
edge layer through the cooperation between edge nodes,
combined with an online anomaly detection algorithm and a
historical trajectory extraction algorithm. Finally, the feasibility
of the proposed model is verified experimentally.

*rough this paper, we aim to make the following
contributions to the state of the art:

(1) To design a novel real-time anomaly detection model
(RADM) for fishing vessels based on an edge
computing framework to improve the real-time
performance and accuracy of traditional VMSs.

(2) To propose a fishing vessel trajectory anomaly de-
tection algorithm based on multifeature clustering
(VAD-MFC), which can not only combine the
historical global trajectory feature model but also
update the model incrementally at the edge layer.

(3) To present a vessel anomaly detection algorithmbased on
spatiotemporal neighbor similarity (VAD-SNS), which
can not only identify existing patterns but also detect new
patterns and anomalous behavior in a specific scene.*is
model is suitable for running at edge nodes.

2. Related Work

Maritime anomaly detection has received much attention
recently, based on the premise that if a trajectory does not
appear frequently or in any cluster, then it may be abnormal.

*e factors that affect the trajectory anomaly are not only
reflected in the abnormal location but also hidden in the
sequence of movements [14, 15]. In this context, we consider
the behavior of a fishing boat to be abnormal if it is different
from that of most fishing boats in the same sea area.

Generally, there are three types of anomalies, spatial
position anomalies, sequence anomalies, and behavior
anomalies [15]. Spatial position anomalies refer to anomalies
based on vessel population density, that is, when the ship is
located in a low-density area, this is considered to be an
anomaly.*e causes of an abnormal positionmay be that the
vessel has entered a forbidden area or it is not moving in a
specified area. A sequence anomaly refers to an exception
based on a sequential pattern. Abnormal behavior means
that the ship’s behavior pattern is different from its nearest
neighbor’s trajectory with respect to some characteristic
such as direction, speed, and so on. *ere are many reasons
for abnormal behaviors; for example, some ships may not
slow down after entering the port to improve efficiency.

At present, there is much research on trajectory anomaly
detection [16]. According to the detection mechanism used,
methods can be divided into four categories as follows:
classification-based, distance-based, historical trajectory
similarity-based, and grid-based.

Trajectory anomaly detection methods based on
classification are mainly divided into two stages: the
training stage and the detection stage. Li et al. [17] pro-
posed an anomaly detection algorithm based on the
correlation between anomaly patterns and spatiotemporal
attributes. *e algorithm used k-means to cluster the
motifs of subtrajectory-related attributes and construct a
rule-based classifier. Trajectory anomaly detection
methods based on classification can achieve high accuracy
when provided with an accurate training set [18]. Besides,
many abnormal behaviors are unknown and change with
time, so studies about online anomalous trajectory de-
tection have been proposed [19, 20]. However, it is ex-
pensive to obtain accurate labelled data for practical
applications.

Distance-based anomaly detection methods aim to de-
tect the deviation of a trajectory in the dataset through a
distance model. Knorr et al. [21] first proposed algorithms to
identify abnormal trajectories through global characteristics
such as trajectory, velocity, direction, and distance. How-
ever, this method is used to detect anomalies of complete
trajectories, so it is only suitable for detecting abnormal
behaviors whose location and behavior characteristics are
completely different from those of other trajectories. Lee
et al. [22] proposed a two-stage anomaly detection algorithm
based on a segmentation detection framework. Yu et al. [23]
proposed a strategy based on spatiotemporal nearest
neighbor similarity. Wang et al. [24] presented the differ-
ence-and-intersection set distance metric to evaluate the
similarity between any two trajectories. *ese anomaly
detection methods suffer from high complexity and poor
detection accuracy. Distance-based anomaly detection
methods usually only focus on outlier behaviors with respect
to location but ignore outlier trajectories whose behavior
characteristics deviate from the nearest neighbors in space
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and time. *erefore, these methods are difficult to use in
real-time trajectory anomaly detection.

Anomaly detection methods based on historical trajec-
tory similarity formulate a global feature model by extracting
frequent patterns from large-scale historical trajectory data
and then identifying trajectory deviations from the model as
anomalies. Liu et al. [25] proposed an anomaly detection
algorithm for identifying spatiotemporal outliers, which
could discover the causal relationship between outliers in
time. Rong et al. [26] proposed a data mining approach for
the probabilistic characterization of maritime traffic and
anomaly detection. Belhadi et al. [27] proposed a deep
learning algorithm that learns the different features of
historical data to determine groups of trajectory outliers. Lei
[15] constructed an anomaly detection framework based on
the spatial and behavioral characteristics of trajectory data.
In this class of methods, the accuracy of anomaly detection is
affected by the number of historical tracks. When the his-
torical data set is small or track data in some areas are sparse,
the detection effect’s accuracy is insufficient for practical
applications.

Trajectory anomaly detection methods based on grid
partition divide the specified area into grid cells of equal size
to detect abnormal behavior and are widely used in the field
of transportation. Pang et al. [28] proposed a pattern rec-
ognition method based on likelihood ratio test statistics,
which can detect “persistent” and “new” outliers in trajec-
tory data effectively. Uniform grids have been used to
represent the trajectory space and detect abnormal behaviors
of taxis in real-time [29, 30]. *e detection accuracy of grid-
based anomaly detection methods is poor for trajectories
with nonnormal distribution. Besides, these algorithms are
only suitable for anomaly detection using geospatial
information.

However, the above methods are based on traditional
central computing architectures, and they are not optimized
for edge nodes, so they are difficult to apply directly in edge
computing scenarios. Moreover, in the field of marine
fishing vessel management, only a few researchers have
studied edge computing models of VMSs and established
edge computing frameworks [31, 32], but there is no re-
search on trajectory anomaly detection on this basis. In this
paper, we present a real-time anomaly detection model for
fishing vessels based on edge computing, and our models are
experimentally verified to be more effective than traditional
methods.

3. Study Area

*e scope of this study was the sea area between 120 and 130
east longitude and 25–35 north latitude, located near
Zhoushan, Zhejiang Province, China. *e trajectory data set
of the fishing VMS used in the experiment is shown in
Figure 1. *e system used BeiDou Satellite Navigation and
communication technology to realize real-time monitoring
of fishing boats’ status. Its functions include ship query,
voyage statistics, trajectory review, alarm and rescue, and so
on. FromMay 22, 2016, to November 8, 2018, 220 ships were
tracked and recorded.

Since the anomaly state of a fishing vessel is closely
related to the sequence of its trajectory, in this study we focus
only on the detection of adjacent trajectory segments at a
certain moment when an anomalous state of the fishing
vessel trajectory was detected. Given a fishing vessel tra-
jectory segment STo(m, n), denoted as pm, pm+1, . . . ,

pn−1, pn}, we define the spatial and behavioral anomalies of a
trajectory.

A spatial anomaly considers the correlation between the
adjacent trajectory segments. *e distance between the
current trajectory segment and other segments is calculated
using a trajectory distance metric, and then the current
trajectory segment’s proportion of the adjacent trajectory
segments is calculated using the adjacent trajectory distance
threshold. If the proportion is smaller than the anomaly
threshold, then the current trajectory segment can be
identified as a spatial anomaly.

A behavioral anomaly of a fishing vessel is an anomaly in
the vessel’s multidimensional trajectory features, such as
instantaneous angular acceleration, average angular accel-
eration, instantaneous speed, average speed, and accelera-
tion. Each component receives a trajectory anomaly score by
calculating the proportion of the abnormal trajectory point
to the total trajectory points of the trajectory segment. *en,
the component anomaly scores are integrated to obtain the
final behavior anomaly score. If the score exceeds a pre-
defined anomaly threshold, then the current trajectory is
identified as a behavioral anomaly.

*e abovementioned trajectory anomaly definitions are
mainly aimed determining abnormalities in behavior of mar-
itime fishing vessels.*e sailing behavior of fishing vessels at sea
is very different from that of general freight and passenger
vessels. *e latter determine the launch and destination port
information before departure. *e route of a voyage is sailed in
accordance with established trade routes. Based on this premise,
although at sea there is no physical restriction as in the case of
urban road network traffic, a normal vessel does not deviate too
far from these established routes. When crews find that the
vessel has deviated from the route, they correct the ship’s course
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Figure 1: *e study area.
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accordingly. *erefore, because they need to follow the de-
termined route network, freight and passenger vessels are much
like land vehicles when sailing at sea. Anomaly detection for
such vessels can rely on the route information, and both the
anomaly definition and anomaly detection are relatively simple.
Unlike other vessels, fishing vessels do not have a defined
destination area when at sea, nor do they follow a specific route,
so they exhibit considerable randomness in their navigation.
*e sailing behavior of fishing vessels is mainly divided into two
types, namely, sailing and fishing. *erefore, in this paper we
make special distinctions for behavioral anomalies, as defined
above.*us, the aspects of position and behavior are considered
to obtain the degree of anomaly suspicion of the fishing vessel’s
current state, while fishing vessel behavioral anomaly detection
specifically is further classified according to whether it pertains
to fishing or sailing.

4. Methods

4.1. Framework of Real-Time Trajectory Anomaly Detection
Using Edge Computing. *e three-module RADM frame-
work is shown in Figure 2 and consists of historical tra-
jectory modeling, anomaly evaluation, and the edge
computing application.

Historical trajectory modeling extracts the characteristic
of differences between normal and abnormal behavior and
then clusters historical trajectories to find frequent patterns,
which are considered normal behavior. *e anomaly eval-
uation module firstly identifies trajectories that are different
from the frequent patterns as anomalies, while the real-time
trajectory is clustered incrementally to optimize the global
feature model. Meanwhile, input trajectory data from nearby
fishing vessels are used to detect new anomaly patterns and
anomalous behavior in a specific scene. Finally, the RADM
uses a combinational algorithm to calculate a comprehensive
anomaly index. *e edge computing module receives the
output of RADM and applies it to various applications such
as safety protection and navigation of the fishing vessel.

4.2. Fishing Vessel Trajectory Anomaly Detection Based on
Multifeature Clustering. First, a global feature model is
formulated based on the historical trajectory data set. Su-
pervised and unsupervised learning algorithms are two
commonly used modeling methods. *e trajectories of the
fishing vessels studied in this paper include two parts: (1)
unlabeled data with a small number of abnormal trajectories
and many normal trajectories and (2) a small number of
labelled abnormal trajectories.*us, it is more suitable to use
an unsupervised learning algorithm. *is study is based on
an edge computing framework, that is, a framework where
real-time anomaly detection of fishing vessels is needed in
the edge layer [33, 34]. With the continuous inflow of
trajectory data, the same trajectory may be indifferent to
frequent patterns at different times because the global fea-
ture model changes in real-time. *erefore, it is necessary to
update the model incrementally while identifying anomalies.

To solve the above problems, in this paper we propose a
vessel anomaly detection algorithm based on multifeature

clustering (VAD-MFC). *is algorithm extracts the charac-
teristic quantity of obvious differences between normal and
abnormal behavior and clusters historical trajectories according
to these characteristic quantities to find the trajectory char-
acteristic of normal behavior. *en, the minimum distance
between the trajectory collected by the edge node in the current
period and the normal behavior pattern is calculated, and this is
considered the abnormality value of the current trajectory.
Finally, the real-time trajectory is clustered incrementally to
find a new trajectory characteristic and optimize the global
feature model. It should be noted that the VAD-MFC algo-
rithm is based on two premises: (1) the number of normal
trajectories is much larger than that of abnormal trajectories
and (2) there are obvious differences between the normal and
abnormal behaviors of fishing vessels.

4.2.1. Frequent Area Formulation. Traditional grid-based
clustering methods divide the monitored sea area into grids
of equal size and then calculate the trajectory point density of
each grid [35, 36]. If it is greater than a predefined threshold,
then the area where the grid is located is marked as a fre-
quent area. However, the above methods determine grid
density by calculating the number of trajectory points in the
grid, and thus the results of frequent regions may be lost
when the object is moving too fast or the sampling interval is
too large. *is is demonstrated in Figure 3 [37, 38]. To avoid
this kind of missing data problem, in this paper grid density
is defined as the number of trajectory segments passing
through using the method proposed in a prior study [15].
Each trajectory segment represents the line segment formed
by adjacent trajectory points TSo(t) � pt−1, pt .

4.2.2. Subtrajectory Division. *e suspicion level of a fishing
vessel’s trajectory deviation is measured through the difference
between the trajectory and the historical routes. *erefore,
before anomaly detection, historical trajectories need to be
clustered to obtain the historical trajectory mode. However,
since the trajectory obtained in this paper is a complete tra-
jectory with multiple stages and no markers, it is necessary to
divide it to subtrajectories before modeling and ensure that
only one behavior is assigned to each subtrajectory. If the
historical trajectory TR contains the navigation stage sub-
trajectoriesTRsteam, the fishing stage subtrajectories TRfish, and
the anchoring stage subtrajectories TRstop, then the results of
the sun trajectory division can be expressed as follows:

TR � TR1,TR2, . . . ,TRn , (1)

TRi ∈ TRsteam or TRi ∈ TRstop or TRi ∈ TRfish. (2)

In this study, the spatiotemporal distance model of tra-
jectory points and the density-based spatial clustering of ap-
plications with noise (DBSCAN) clustering algorithm are used
to classify the trajectory of fishing vessels. *e basis for the
classification is that the behavior of fishing vessels is continuous
in time and localized in space. *e algorithm first defines a
spatiotemporal distance model based on the characteristics of
fishing vessel behavior, and thenDBSCAN clustering is applied
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on the trajectory points according to the model to form
subtrajectory segments. For trajectory points Pi and Pj, the
spatiotemporal distances are defined as follows:

(i) Temporal Distance.*e distance of the trajectory points in
time reflects their temporal correlation. Because fishing
vessel behavior is continuous in time, the smaller the in-
terval, the greater the probability of finding the same be-
havior. *e distance definitions of PTa and PTb in time are
given in the following equation:

T(a, b) �
timea − timeb




max(T) − min(T)
. (3)

(ii) Spatial Distance. *e geographic distance of the tra-
jectory points reflects their spatial correlation. Because the
behavior of fishing vessels is spatially localized, that is, the

trajectory falls in the same area, then the probability of the
trajectory being the outcome of the same behavior is greater.
*e spatial distance definitions of PTa and PTb are given in
the following equation:

S(a, b) �

������������������������

lona − lonb( 
2

+ lata − latb( 
2



max(S) − min(S)
. (4)

(iii) Speed Distance. Because the speed of fishing boats is dif-
ferent during navigation, fishing, and anchoring, the larger the
speed difference is, the smaller the probability the corresponding
behaviors being the same.*e definition of the distance between
PTa and PTb on speed is given in the following equation:

V(a, b) �
speeda − speedb




max(V) − min(V)
. (5)
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Figure 3: Frequent regions are defined based on the number of trajectory segments passing through the grid.
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(iv) Direction Distance.Due to the continuity of behavior
in time, the distance in the direction Dir(a, b) is defined as
the number of times the direction changes in a given
interval.

When dividing the trajectories of fishing vessels, the four
distances defined above should be considered. *e distance
between trajectories PTa and PTb is defined as

D(a, b) � WT ∗T(a, b) + WS ∗ S(a, b) + WV ∗V(a, b)

+ WD ∗DIR(a, b).

(6)

4.2.3. Trajectory Spatiotemporal Distance Model. *e ab-
normal behavior of fishing boats is continuous in time,
which is represented by several abnormal trajectory points in
the trajectory data. *erefore, we should not only consider
the attributes of the trajectory points themselves but also pay
attention to the differences between adjacent trajectory
points. *is paper describes how to extract the multiple
eigenvalues of a trajectory; on this basis, a spatiotemporal
distance model between trajectories is defined.

When a fishing vessel’s behavior is abnormal, its speed or
direction can change dramatically. *e direction of the fishing
vessel is also unstable during the fishing phase. *erefore, to
reduce the impact of the fishing stage on anomaly detection, in
this study we use the average acceleration, the average angular
acceleration, and the average velocity as three characteristics of
behavior. In spatial locations, fishing vessels may appear in illegal
locations due to acts such as invading restricted zones, and thus
the frequency is selected in this paper. To sum up, the anomaly
index of the trajectory TR � P1, P2, . . . , Pn  is defined in four
ways as follows:

(i) Frequency. *e frequency of a trajectory indicates the
density of the area through which the current trajectory
passes. A lower frequency indicates an inactive fishing area,
and the probability of an anomaly is greater; conversely, it is
assumed that the probability of an anomaly is relatively
small. *e specific definition is given in equation (7). Here,
FR(Pi) indicates whether trajectory Pi is in a frequent area,
with 1 corresponding to frequent areas, and 0 indicating that
it is away from a frequent area:

FR �


n
i�1 FR Pi( 

n
. (7)

(ii) Velocity. Velocity can be used to distinguish the behavior
of fishing vessels, and it plays an important role in clustering
normal behavior. Because the instantaneous velocity is
random, it cannot reflect the general state of the current
trajectory well, and thus, the average velocity is selected as
the eigenvalue in this paper, as follows:

AS �


n
i�2

��������������������������

loni − loni− 1( 
2

+ lati − lati− 1( 
2



timen − time1
. (8)

(iii) Acceleration. Acceleration reflects the stability of the
fishing vessel.*e greater the acceleration, the more unstable
the behavior of the fishing vessel is and the greater the
probability of abnormality. In this paper, the average ac-
celeration is used as the fishing vessel characteristic quantity,
as follows:

ADS �
1

n − 1


n

i�2

speedi − speedi−1




timei − timei−1
. (9)

(iv) Angular Acceleration. Angular acceleration reflects the
change in direction. Similarly to the above, the mean angular
acceleration is used as the characteristic quantity of fishing
vessels, as given in the following equations:

ADA �
1

n − 1


n

i�2

dirDif
timei − timei−1

, (10)

dirDif �
diri − diri−1|


dirDif ≤ 180,

360 − diri − diri−1


 dirDid> 180.
 (11)

In this paper, the anomaly index of a fishing vessel is
evaluated by calculating the difference between the current
trajectory and the normal trajectory mode. *erefore, a
spatiotemporal distance model between trajectories needs to
be defined. Because the different data magnitudes of dif-
ferent eigenvalues can affect the calculation of distances, the
data needs to first be normalized, as shown in equation (12).
*e spatiotemporal distances of the trajectories TRi and TRj

are then calculated, as shown in equations (13) and (14):

Ci �
Ci − min(C)

max(C) − min(C)
, (12)

D TRi,TRj  �

����������������������������������������

Dif(FR)
2

+ Dif(AS)
2

+ Dif(ADS)
2

+ Dif(ADA)
2



, (13)

Dif(C) � Ci − Cj



. (14)
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4.2.4. Anomaly Detection Process. When moving to the edge
layer for the real-time anomaly detection of fishing vessels,
the trajectory data continue to flow in as a “trajectory flow.”
To improve the performance of anomaly detection,
timeseg is used to represent a basic time unit because of the
insufficient information contained in the individual trajec-
tory points. A timeseg contains more than one trajectory
point. In this study, anomaly detection was performed on the
incoming trajectory data in the current timeseg . Comparing
the difference between TR and normal trajectory patterns
collected in the current timeseg , the higher the difference,
the greater the probability of abnormal fishing vessel be-
havior. *erefore, before anomaly detection, normal be-
havior patterns need to be obtained through historical
trajectory modeling, which is the basis of trajectory anomaly
detection.

(i) Modeling Historic Trajectories. Historic trajectories are
clustered based on selected feature values during the
modeling phase to discover frequent patterns hidden in the
trajectory data set, as detailed in Algorithm 1.

*e VAD-MFC historical trajectory modeling is divided
into four main steps, as follows:

First, Determination of the Frequent Areas. *is study
considered the spatial location characteristics of trajectories,
that is, whether or not they occurred in frequent areas.
*erefore, in this step the algorithm constructs frequent
regions mainly from historical trajectories, which facilitates
the extraction of frequencies. Second, Division into Sub-
trajectories. *is stage mainly groups the continuous tra-
jectory points with the same behavior to ensure that each
subtrajectory contains only one behavior to optimize the
clustering effect. *is stage mainly uses the method men-
tioned in Section 4.2, that is, clustering trajectory points
based on a predefined spatiotemporal distance model. *e
clustering algorithm used here was DBSCAN. 5ird, Ex-
traction of Subtrajectory Features. After the subtrajectories
are divided, the spatial location (frequency) and behavior
(average velocity, average acceleration, and average angular
acceleration) characteristics of all the subtrajectories are
extracted. Finally, Building a Normal Trajectory Model. In
this stage, the subtrajectories are clustered based on the
spatiotemporal distance model between trajectories, and the
frequent pattern of trajectories, that is, the normal trajectory
pattern, is extracted. Because DBSCAN can process noise
points effectively and cluster quickly, it was again used to
cluster historical trajectories in this stage.

(ii) Trajectory Anomaly Detection. *e abnormal index Ac of
the trajectory data TR collected in the current timeseg is
calculated based on the prebuilt normal trajectory model M.
If Ac is greater than the anomaly threshold δ, then the
current behavior of the fishing vessel is considered to be
abnormal. Detailed steps are given in Algorithm 2.

Trajectory anomaly detection using VAD-MFC is mainly
divided into four main steps, as follows:

First, extract the characteristics of the current trajectory
flow TR. Features extracted include the average velocity AS,

average acceleration ADS, average angular acceleration
ADA, and frequency FR. Second, update the normal tra-
jectory model dynamically. *e incremental DBSCAN al-
gorithm is used to incrementally cluster the trajectory
stream data TRcollected in the current timeseg, so as to
update the global feature model dynamically and improve
the accuracy of anomaly detection. *ird, calculate the
distance between TR and all the normal trajectory modes.
*e calculationmethods are given in equations (13) and (14).
Finally, obtain the minimum difference between TRand the
normal trajectory mode, that is, the anomaly index Ac.

4.3. Vessel Trajectory Anomaly Detection Based on Spatio-
temporal Neighbor Similarity. Anomaly detection methods
based on multifeature clustering uses the normal historical
trajectory patterns as the reference standard.*ey can detect
existing patterns better, but it is difficult to detect new
anomaly patterns and anomalous behavior in a specific
scene. To solve these problems, we present VAD-SNS.

*e VAD-SNS algorithm is based on the similarity of
fishing vessel behaviors within a certain spatiotemporal
range (for example, the return of a fishing vessel during a
storm), and thus, if there is a significant difference between
the vessel trajectory in an area and the vessel trajectory in the
adjacent area, the behavior is considered abnormal. *e
following describes in detail how to detect anomalies in
fishing vessel behavior online using spatiotemporal near-
neighbor similarity.

*is study builds on a framework for edge computing
from previous research [32], in which fishing vessels collect
positioning information in real-time through an on-board
terminal device during navigation. For the positioning in-
formation TRcollected in the current timeseg Tc, it can be
formally expressed as a series of trajectory points in chro-
nological order, that is, TR � (p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn) ,
where pi is the fishing vessel at time stamp ti’s position
coordinates and Tc.start< ti < ti+1 <Tc.end. At the same
time, the fishing boat sends position information to nearby
nodes through edge computing nodes so that each edge node
can obtain a neighbor trajectory set
TFc � TR0,TR1, . . . ,TRn , where TRi represents the posi-
tion information collected within the current timeseg of
node i.

Because only the position information of fishing vessels
in adjacent sea areas can be received passively through
automatic identification systems (AIS), there may be missing
data in the TFc trajectories. To improve the accuracy of
trajectory anomaly detection, the abnormal behavior of
fishing vessels can be evaluated by synthesizing the ab-
normality degree of all trajectory segments in TR.*at is, the
segment set of adjacent trajectories for each trajectory
segment is obtained based on the distance model between
trajectories, and then the abnormality degree of the current
trajectory segment is evaluated based on the behavioral
difference characteristics in the local neighborhood. Finally,
the abnormality index of the current trajectory is obtained
by combining the abnormality degree of all the trajectory
segments.
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4.3.1. Neighbor Trajectory Segmentation. *e VAD-SNS
algorithm requires the spatiotemporal neighbor trajectory
segment set first. *e spatiotemporal local neighbors include
temporally local neighbors and spatially local neighbors
because each trajectory point in TFc is collected for the
current timeseg and all the trajectory segments belong to

temporal neighbors. For any trajectory segment tf i, the
spatial neighbor NTc

representation of the segmented tra-
jectory set with tf ispacing is no greater than a given
threshold d, as

NTc
� tf i ∈ TFc|dis tf i, tf j ≤d . (15)

Input:
historical trajectory set D � P1, P2, . . . , Pn 

Output:
normal trajectory model N

Begin
(1) discover frequent regions
(2) get subtrajectories Ds by dividing the training set D

(3) for each TRi ∈ Ds do
(4) extract trajectory features F

(5) build normal trajectory model N

(6) return N

End

ALGORITHM 1: Historical trajectory modeling.

Input:
normal trajectory model N

trajectory TR � P1, P2, . . . , Pn 

Output:
abnormal index Ac

Begin:
(1) trajectory feature extraction
(2) update normal trajectory model by Incremental DBSCAN
(3) for each Ni ∈ N do
(4) calculate trajectory distance
(5) get the minimum trajectory difference Ac

(6) return Ac

End

ALGORITHM 2: Trajectory anomaly detection.

Input:
trajectory TR � tf0, tf1, . . . , tfn 

Output:
abnormal index AN

Begin
(1) for each tf i ∈ TR do
(2) Obtain a time-space neighbor trajectory segment set for tf i

(3) Calculate the local difference of tf i

(4) Calculate tf i’s local anomaly factor
(5) Calculate the local anomaly factors the for current timebin trajectory flow TR
(6) Obtain the anomaly index AN using time decay function
(7) return AN

End

ALGORITHM 3: VAD-SNS.
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Here, dis(tf i, tf j) represents the spatial distance of the
trajectory segment between tf iand tfj. In this paper, the
Hausdroff distance [39] is used, as shown in the following
equations:

H(A, B) � max(h(A, B), h(B, A)), (16)

h(A, B) � max
a∈A

min
b∈B

||a − b||. (17)

4.3.2. Local Anomaly Evaluation. *e local outlier factor
(LOF) is a density-based anomaly detectionmechanism [40]. It
is widely used to detect local neighborhood anomaly data
because it considers the density of data samples relative to their
spatial neighbors and does not require prior knowledge of the
data distribution. Based on the LOF, in this method we use the
local difference density (LDD) to evaluate the degree of be-
havioral difference between current trajectory segment tf i and
its neighbor trajectory segment set NTc

, as

LDDTc
tf i(  �

tfj∈NTc
tf j( 

Diff tf i, tf j 

NTc tf i( )




. (18)

Here, |NTc(tf i)
| denotes the number of trajectory seg-

ments contained in NTc(tf i)
and Diff(tf i, tf j) denotes the

degree of behavioral difference between trajectory segments
and tf j. In this paper, we mainly consider the characteristics
of direction and speed, as

Diff tf i, tfj  � WS ∗ dis(Speed) + WD ∗ dis(Dir). (19)

When a fishing vessel is sailing, it is often found that there is
a significant difference in the behavior of all the fishing vessels
in the adjacent sea area. At this time, it will be considered that
tf i contains an exception that does not correspond to the facts.
It can only be considered an anomaly if the behavior of other
fishing vessels in the neighborhood is similar and there is a
significant difference between the current fishing vessels.
*erefore, based on the LOF, the local anomaly factor (LAF) is
used to evaluate the degree of abnormality of each trajectory
segment in its neighborhood [41]. Larger LAF values corre-
spond to a greater the likelihood of abnormality of the tra-
jectory segment, as

LAFTc
tf i(  �

tfj∈NTc
tf i( )lddTc

tf i( /lddTc
tfj 

NTc tf i( )




. (20)

*e LAF describes the degree of abnormality of tra-
jectory segments within their local neighborhoods, while the
TR collected in the current timeseg contains multiple tra-
jectory segments. *us, the abnormality of trajectory TR can
be defined as

LAFTc
(TR) �

tf i∈TRLAFTc
tf i( 

|TR|
. (21)

Given the time-varying evolution of the trajectory flow
data, the same behavioral characteristics of fishing vessels
may be abnormal within the current timeseg and but be-
come normal in the next timeseg . *erefore, we should not
only focus on the LAFs of the current timeseg but also
consider the influence of the historical LAFs of the fishing
vessel. Sliding window models are widely used in real-time
data streaming because they can process persistent
streaming data effectively while eliminating obsolete and
invalid data. In this paper, we use a sliding window model
based on time decay [42] to ensure data freshness.

*e sliding window model based on time decay is shown
in Figure 4. *e size of the sliding window is N. Each time a
new timeseg datum is processed, the sliding window moves
one timeseg to the right, thereby removing the LAF of the
farthest timeseg . A time decay function reduces the influ-
ence of historical LAFs. For all the fishing vessels, the his-
torical LAF obtained for the previous timeseg is multiplied
by a forward decay time function, and then the LAFs
produced by the current timeseg are accumulated to obtain
the online anomaly index AN of the fishing vessels.*e value
of the forward decay time function is the distance between
the current timeseg and the leftmost timeseg of the sliding
window, as defined in the following equation:

AN � 

Tc

Tk�Tl

g Tk − Ts( LAFTk
(TR)

g Tc − Ts( 
,

g(n) � n
2
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(22)

Here, Tc is the current timebin, Tl is the leftmost
timebinof the sliding window, and g(n) is a monotonic
nondecaying time function.

*e VAD-SNS algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.

4.4. Real-Time Anomaly Detection. RADM is set at the edge
layer to improve the real-time performance and accuracy of
anomaly detection, as shown in Figure 4. It can detect the
current timeseg trajectory data in real-time. If abnormal
behavior is detected, then it will alert and send the results to
the monitoring center.

RADM uses a combination of an online anomaly de-
tection algorithm and a historical trajectory extraction al-
gorithm. First, normal patterns hidden in the historical
trajectory set are extracted based on multifeature clustering,
and the distance from normal patterns is taken as the his-
torical anomaly index AC.*en, combined with the dynamic
information of moving neighborhood nodes, the online
anomaly index AN is obtained based on spatiotemporal

Slide

Time
Sliding windowm timestamps per timeseg

N timebin

Figure 4: Sliding window model based on time decay.
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neighborhood similarity. Finally, a comprehensive anomaly
index A is obtained by combining the weighted two anomaly
detection algorithms:

A � WN ∗AN + WC ∗AC. (23)

Here, WN represents the weight of the online anomaly
index and WC represents the weight of the historical
anomaly index. Because the moving edge node mainly re-
ceives ship data from nearby sea areas through AIS, when a
fishing vessel travels to sparse areas, data from too few
trajectories may be received, which will affect the accuracy of
the AN index. At this time, the WN value can be reduced
appropriately, mainly through historical trajectory extrac-
tion for trajectory anomaly detection. Conversely, the WN

value can be increased.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Experimental Setup. *e study sea area was divided into
0.01°(latitude) × 0.01°(longitude) grids for a total of
1000×1000 grid squares. We installed edge computing
nodes on vessels using the Zhoushan fishing VMS [32].
Using fishing vessel trajectory data collected using the
Zhoushan fishing VMS from May 2016 to November 2018,
the frequent regions were constructed. Grids with trajectory
densities greater than 100 were marked as frequent regions,
and the sampling interval between the trajectory points was
30 seconds. *e results are shown in Figure 5, where black
represents frequent areas and white represents infrequent
areas. *e experiment runs in a Windows 10 system with an
Intel Core i7 4.8GHz processor and 32GB of RAM.

To verify the effectiveness of the RADM, we conducted
comparative experiments using VAD-MFC, VAD-MFC,
and RADM on a selected data set consisting of 50 normal
trajectories and eight abnormal trajectories. We used the
anomaly index mentioned above and the commonly used
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as the eval-
uation standard of anomaly detection.

To simulate the edge computing environment better, we
interpolated the real trajectory data. *e sample interval
after interpolation was 2 seconds, and the following six
possible anomalies were randomly added: steady direction
and large fluctuations in speed, stable speed and large
fluctuations in direction, large fluctuations in speed and
direction, speed greater than 15 knots, avoidance of frequent
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Table 1: AIS device dynamic information update time [43].

Update Time Navigation Status
3 minutes Anchoring
10 seconds Speed between 0 and 14 knots, sailing
3.33 seconds Speed between 0 and 14 knots, changing course
6 seconds Speed between 14 and 23 knots, sailing
2 seconds Speed between 14 and 23 knots, changing course
2 seconds Speed >23 knots, sailing
2 seconds Speed >23 knots, changing course
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areas, and abnormal behavior in a specific environment (e.g.,
fast transit through a port area).

*e interpolated data are shown in Figure 6.
In a real environment, the number of normal trajectories

is much larger than the number of abnormal trajectories.
*erefore, based on the dataset’s statistics, the ratio of
normal and abnormal trajectories in the experimental setup
was 42195 :1005. Edge nodes broadcasted dynamic data
according to the update time (as shown in Table 1) and the
communication distance of the AIS device. To simplify the
calculation model, the communication distance of the ex-
periment was set to 5 nautical miles; that is, each edge node

could receive AIS information from anywhere within the
surrounding 5 nautical miles. Finally, anomaly detection was
performed on the received trajectory stream data.

5.2. Experimental Results. To ensure that each subtrajectory
contains only independent behavior characteristics when
building a normal trajectory model, VAD-MFC first par-
titions the trajectories according to the spatiotemporal
distance model and then extracts the behavior characteristics
of the subtrajectories and clusters them. Because of the large
time span of the subtrajectories, the latter were divided into
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Figure 9: Results of anomaly detection with VAD-MFC.
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Figure 10: *e results of abnormal detection with the RADM.
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five-minute interval trajectory segments to produce a better
clustering effect. *e trajectory segments were then clus-
tered.*e clustering result is shown in Figure 7, where the x-
axis represents the change of speed, the y-axis represents the
change of direction, and the z-axis represents the average
speed. As shown in the graph, the trajectory segments were
grouped into three categories corresponding to the three
normal behaviors of fishing vessels (green for navigation,
orange for mooring, and blue for fishing). *e clustered
centroids of each class represent the frequent pattern of
characteristics of the current behavior.

Figure 8 compares the frequencies of the normal and
abnormal trajectories. Both normal and abnormal trajec-
tories were mostly located in frequent areas, but there were
also low frequencies (such as the No. 6 abnormal trajectory).
Because the number of abnormal trajectories marked in this
experiment was small and the abnormal behavior features
were sparse, fishing vessels away from frequent areas may
have demonstrated abnormal behavior. Frequency was used
as a spatial location feature of the trajectory in the following
experiments; that is, fishing boats that were far away from
the frequent areas may have been identified as anomalies.

Figures 9 and 10 show the abnormal detection results of
VAD-MFC and RADM, respectively. *e abscissa represents
different trajectory sequences, and the ordinate represents the
anomaly index of the current trajectory. As shown, VAD-MFC
could not detect individual abnormal trajectories, and the
detection effect of RADM was better than VAD-MFC.

To evaluate the effectiveness of RADM in the edge
computing framework [32], in this section we compare the

anomaly detection accuracy of VAD-MFC, VAD-SNS, and
RADM. Compared with other anomaly detection indicators,
the ROC curve has greater tolerance to the imbalance of
positive and negative samples, and thus we use the ROC
curve as the evaluation standard for anomaly detection [44].

Figure 11 shows the ROC curves of VAD-MFC and
VAD-SNS. Both VAD-MFC and VAD-SNS had a certain
accuracy of anomaly detection, in which the area-under-
curve (AUC) value of VAD-MFC reached 0.79, and the AUC
value of VAD-SNS reached 0.8, which is much higher than
the 0.5 obtained through random classification. When the
false positive rate of VAD-MFC was 0, the true positive rate
was close to 0.6; thus, VAD-MFC was better than VAD-SNS
in the scenario of normal operation without false alarms.*e
abscissa of the equal error rate point in the VAD-SNS al-
gorithmwas smaller than that in VAD-MFC, and thus VAD-
SNS was better than VAD-MFC when the probability of
detecting normal and abnormal samples was equal.

*e RADM combines the advantages of VAD-SNS and
VAD-MFC. *e results were normalized and weighted, and
Figure 12 shows the accuracy of the RADM anomaly de-
tection under different weight indexes, where the abscissa
represents the weight of VAD-SNS and the ordinate rep-
resents the AUC value of RADM under the current weight.
*e AUC value of RADM increased with the increase of the
VAD-SNS algorithm weight and then gradually decreased.
*e AUC value reached its maximumwhen the weight index
was 0.29.

Figures 13 and 14 show the RADM anomaly detection
results with a weighted index of 0.29. Figure 13 shows the
distribution of the anomaly index, in which the red “X”
represents the anomaly index of the abnormal trajectory,
and the blue dot represents the anomaly index of the normal
trajectory. Although the anomaly index of the normal tra-
jectory was occasionally larger, the anomaly index of the
abnormal trajectory was generally higher than that of the
normal one, and the overall detection effect was better.

Figure 14 shows a comparison of the ROC curves of
VAD-MFC, VAD-SNS, and RADM. *e blue curve shows
RADMwith a weighted index of 0.29, and its AUC value was
0.92, which was much higher than the 0.79 of VAD-MFC
and the 0.8 of VAD-SNS. Moreover, the abscissa of the equal
error rate point of the model was also smaller than that of
VAD-MFC and VAD-SNS. *erefore, RADM had higher
anomaly detection accuracy.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we designed and implemented a real-time
anomaly detection model for fishing vessel trajectories
based on an edge computing paradigm. First, a trajectory
anomaly detection algorithm based on multifeature clus-
tering was designed according to the behavioral charac-
teristics of fishing vessels. *en, aiming at the problem that
the algorithm could not effectively detect new abnormal
patterns that may have existed in the trajectory flow data
and its weak real-time performance, the RADM was
proposed by introducing an edge computing framework
and combining it with the spatiotemporal near-neighbor
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similarity. Finally, experiments were carried out on real
data sets. *e experimental results show that RADM had
high detection accuracy in detecting anomalies of con-
tinuous trajectory flow. RADM can provide a trajectory
anomaly detection service in the edge layer without in-
teraction with a terrestrial monitoring center; thus, it can
improve the real-time performance of trajectory anomaly
detection without the limitations of marine
communications.
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*e field of activity recognition has evolved relatively early and has attracted countless researchers. With the continuous de-
velopment of science and technology, people’s research on human activity recognition is also deepening and becoming richer.
Nowadays, whether it is medicine, education, sports, or smart home, various fields have developed a strong interest in activity
recognition, and a series of research results have also been put into people’s real production and life. Nowadays, smart phones have
become quite popular, and the technology is becoming more and more mature, and various sensors have emerged at the historic
moment, so the related research on activity recognition based onmobile phone sensors has its necessity and possibility.*is article
will use an Android smartphone to collect the data of six basic behaviors of human, which are walking, running, standing, sitting,
going upstairs, and going downstairs, through its acceleration sensor, and use the classic model of deep learning CNN (con-
volutional neural network) to fuse those multidimensional mobile data, using TensorFlow for model training and test evaluation.
*e generated model is finally transplanted to an Android phone to complete the mobile-end activity recognition system.

1. Introduction

Human activity recognition belongs to a branch of pattern
recognition, and its related research can be traced back to the
1980s. Because it can provide personalized support for many
different applications and has connections with many dif-
ferent subject areas, such as medicine, human-computer
interaction, and sociology [1, 2]. *e research on human
activity recognition has never stopped and has always been a
research hot topic for researchers. Numerous researchers
have tried to find amethod that can efficiently and accurately
identify human activities [3, 4]. Based on the support of
various software and hardware, there have been many good
research results in the field of human activity recognition,
but the recognition effect still needs to be improved, and
with the continuous development of technology and con-
tinuous research of various theories, it is necessary to
continuously carry out new exploration and research in the
field of human activity recognition in order to propose an

efficient and accurate method of human activity recognition
in the future [5, 6].

At present, researches in the field of human activity
recognition can be divided into two categories, one of which
is based on the analysis of video images, and the other is
based on various motion sensors, such as inertial navigation
modules and acceleration sensors [7, 8]. *e image-based
research method can be more intuitive and accurate and can
better identify the complex motion state. At present, the
research on human activity recognition in China is mainly
based on image analysis [9, 10]. *is method has its ad-
vantages, but its disadvantages are also obvious. It requires
higher data acquisition equipment, and its costs are higher; it
can only be used in characteristic venues [11, 12]. *erefore,
this method is not very popular and is only applied in some
specific fields. *is research method does not belong to the
research content of this article. It will not be described in
detail. Interested readers can inquire related information by
themselves.
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Another type of activity recognition is based on motion
sensors. In recent years, with the rapid development of
technology, the accuracy of sensors has increased, and the
cost of production has been reduced [13, 14]. Particularly in
recent years, smartphone users have continued to increase at
an almost explosive speed. *e growth of sensor devices in
smart phones is becoming more sophisticated, and wearable
devices are spreading at an alarming rate [15, 16].*ese have
led many researchers to see the research prospects of the
sensor-based activity recognition. *erefore, in recent years,
research in this field has attracted more and more re-
searchers to participate in it and has created many gratifying
researches results [17, 18]. Many related researches have
been applied to the daily lives of people such as medicine and
sports. In China, many researchers have also proposed many
cutting-edge research results. However, as the research
continues and the accuracy increases, the increase in the
types of identification activities has become a major prob-
lem. *ere is no particularly good solution, so research in
this direction still requires the continuous efforts of many
researchers.

*e research on human activity recognition can be di-
vided into two general directions [19]. It is divided into
research based on video images, or research based onmotion
sensors. I will not go into details here, but the general re-
search methods and steps are similar and are generally
divided into the following steps: data collection, feature
extraction, model building, and model evaluation. *e re-
search in this paper starts with data acquisition, that is,
acceleration sensor data and uses TensorFlow1 (Google
open-source system for artificial intelligence) to build a
CNN (convolutional neural network). We further use the
collected data for model training and test and evaluate and
develop the model. In the end, we transplant the developed
model to the mobile computing platform to implement the
mobile-end activity recognition system.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work. Section 3 elaborates the data
collection work in real-world environment. Section 4 ex-
plains the proposed convolutional neural network-based
model. Section 5 depicts the implementation and running of
our platform. Section 6 presents the experiments and
analysis. Section 7 concludes the whole paper.

2. Related Work

As early as 2010, the method of using signal strength de-
scriptor to detect indoor movement was proposed. *is
method can also be applied to the detection of virtual objects
near the transmitter and the movement of people moving in
the room [20, 21].

Later, the method of using WiFi signal to track human
body and recognize simple gestures has been developed one
after another [22, 23], and the corresponding tools have also
been released, such as tools that can record the detailed
measurement of wireless channel and the tracking of re-
ceived 802.11 packets [24]. Wireless network can realize
device-free fall detection [25], which breaks through the
limitation of conventional fall detection system without

external modification or additional environment settings.
WiFi signal can also be used to detect smoking behavior, and
a passive smoking detection system based on foreground
detection is realized [26]. *e latest related papers also focus
on multitarget tracking in mobile environment without
equipment. *is paper proposes an antinoise, unobtrusive,
and no-equipment tracking framework [27].

In addition, the fine-grained activity recognition can be
realized by RGB-D camera, which improves the intelligence
of pervasive and interactive system to a new level [28, 29]. All
kinds of new types of small sensors shine brilliantly in the
application of human activity recognition. *rough wear-
able sensors or even sensors based on smart phones, we can
track human activities and provide health care support
[30, 31]. For example, through wearable acoustic sensors, we
can analyze the voice generated in the throat area of the user
and accurately identify the user’s activities [32]. In Im-
plantable Medical Devices (IMD), wireless communication
is used to deal with the interference attack of others and
improve the security of IMD [33]. *rough WiFi signal, we
can not only recognize human activity, but also hear our
speech by detecting the mouth and analyzing the fine-
grained radio reflection from the mouth action [34]. When
analyzing and calculating the collected data, edge computing
can be used to improve resource utilization and execution
efficiency [35].

*e application of neural network in the field of activity
recognition is more and more extensive. *e image classi-
fication method based on deep convolution neural network
promotes the development of neural information processing
system [36]. On the basis of CNN, the ability of activity
recognition is improved by using data enhancement and
transfer learning [37]. *e framework of activity recognition
based on CNN is developed [38]. When training human
activity data, the activity recognition model trained on one
person may not work well when it is applied to predict
another person’s activity [39, 40]. In order to meet this
challenge, data enhancement for human activity recognition
is also a research hotspot.

3. Data Collection

3.1. Sensors of Smartphone. *e data collected by the sensors
of the smartphone has its own set of coordinate systems (the
natural coordinate system of themobile phone). As shown in
Figure 1, the phone is positive in the x-axis direction, the y-
axis is in the upward direction, and the z-axis is in the
positive direction perpendicular to the mobile phone screen.
*e built system can monitor the change of acceleration
value of the smart phone device in the three axes of the
corresponding x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis.

Looking at the official Google Android developer web-
site2, we can find that the Android platform provides
thirteen sensors for use. Some of these sensors are hardware-
based and some are software-based. However, not all An-
droid sensors have all of these sensors. Different Android
devices integrate different sensors and already support
different devices. *e acceleration sensor used in this article
is based on hardware. It monitors the mobile phone’s x-, y-,
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and z-axis acceleration in m/s2 (including gravity, and the x-,
y-, and z-axes are shown in Figure 1). *is sensor is inte-
grated in most mobile phones and tablets, and the Android
platform has supported it since version 1.5 (Table 1), so
using this sensor to design the activity recognition system
discussed in this article can be applied to almost all the
current market Android phone devices. *e acceleration
sensor measures the force exerted on the sensor and detects
the acceleration of the equipment according to the following
formula:

Ad � −
 Fs

mass
. (1)

Gravity always affects the accuracy of measurement,
which is computed according to the following relationship:

Ad � −g −
 F

mass
. (2)

*e Android platform provides a complete sensor
framework, including a series of sensor classes and inter-
faces. Using the corresponding API allows us to easily use
the functions of the corresponding sensor. *e main classes
used are SensorManager, Sensor, SensorEvent, and Sen-
sorListener. Each category is specifically explained with the
acceleration sensor studied in this paper.

(1) First, we obtain an instance of the SensorManager
class and undertake the management of each sensor,
such as creating a sensor instance, setting the sensor
sampling frequency, and registering/deregistering
sensor event monitoring.

(2) Second, we create an instance of the Sensor class
(acceleration sensor) through the SensorManager
instance.

(3) We use SensorManager to set the sampling fre-
quency of the acceleration sensor and event
monitoring.

(4) We rewrite the listener method, onSensorChanged
(SensorEvent event), where the accelerations on the
corresponding coordinate axes x, y, and z can be
obtained through event.values [0], event.values [1],
and event.values [2], respectively. We can obtain the
timestamp through event.timestamp.

3.2.Design and Implementation ofDataCollector. Due to the
timeliness of experimental purposes, the data is stored lo-
cally in txt text, one sample of data occupies one line, and
each sample of data uses the following format:

Data format: user ID, time stamp, x-axis acceleration, y-
axis acceleration, z-axis acceleration. Example: 1, sitting,
288956018483233, −6.3601966, −1.3551182, and 7.7943234.
Register and log in. After entering the main page of the
collector, select the corresponding state switch button on the
interface to start collecting sensor data. Every 200 pieces of
data are collected and written to the log file. Discard the data
collected for the first time and start recording from the
second set of data.*e design of the interface of the collector
is shown in Figure 2.

Due to the limitation of experiment time, environ-
ment, personnel, and other factors, the personnel involved
in the sampling were only themselves. Such a sampling
way is for improving the ability to train a better model
with less data. In this paper, the mobile phone is sampled
with the screen facing forward and the head down in the
right front pocket of the pants. And the total number of
samples finally obtained is 153,000. *e amount of
samples per activity is shown in Table 2.

*e specific pie chart distribution is shown in Figure 3.
*e sensor sampling frequency is 50HZ; that is, one

piece of data is collected every 0.02 s. *e data are collected
in 200 pieces. Here, waveform analysis of the first 200 pieces
of data collected for each activity is performed, where the
data are collected by the sensor in 4 seconds. *e horizontal
axis of the waveform graph is a time stamp, and the vertical
axis is the x, y, and z accelerations and the true acceleration
after normalization. *e computation is as follows:

Acc �

����������

x
2

+ y
2

+ z
2



, (3)

where Acc denotes the total acceleration.
Each activity corresponds to 4 waveforms. By observing

the waveform diagram of the sensor data corresponding to
human activities, we can intuitively feel that the sensor data
generated by different activities are different, and they have a
certain regularity. *erefore, we can use deep learning to let
machines learn this law and generate corresponding models
to achieve the purpose of identifying related human activ-
ities. *e 4 s sampling waveform of downstairs is given in
Figure 4, the 4s sampling waveform diagram of running is

–Y

+Z

–X

+X

–Z

+Y

Figure 1: Mobile phone natural coordinate system.
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given in Figure 5, and the 4 s sampling waveform of sitting is
given in Figure 6. *e 4s sampling waveform of standing is
shown in Figure 7, the 4 s sampling waveform of upstairs is
shown in Figure 8, and the 4 s sampling waveform ofwalking
is shown in Figure 9.

4. Convolutional Neural Network-Based Model

Convolutional neural network (CNN) belongs to a type of
feedforward neural network. Convolutional neural network
has been widely used in the field of image and speech
recognition because of its better test results. *e most
commonly applied field of CNN is in the field of pattern
recognition, especially for large-scale image processing. It
has its extraordinary performance. Because it can make
images directly input to the network, it can avoid

complicated feature extraction processes and data recon-
struction process. However, due to its continuous innova-
tion, convolutional neural networks (CNN) are now also
used in the fields of video analysis, intelligent language
processing, and drug discovery. And at present, it has be-
come one of the hotspots in many scientific fields. Various
fields are trying to use convolutional neural network tech-
nology to add new vitality to their fields.

Since the successful release of the AlexNet architecture in
2012, a series of classic architectures such as VGG, GoogLeNet,
and ResNet have appeared successively. In recent years, re-
searchers have continued to design many new methods to
improve CNNs. *erefore, many variants of CNN architectures
have been proposed. *erefore, in different literatures, some
detailed description about convolutional neural networks
(CNN) may be biased in some places. However, no matter how
the variants are, the basic concepts and principles of the CNN
architecture will not change, and their various components are
also very close. We adopt LeNet-5 in this paper and adjust the
parameters in order to meet our demand. LeNet-5 can be di-
vided into 6 layers in addition to the input layer and output layer.
Each layer contains a different number of training parameters
(connection weights), as shown in Figure 10. *e specific
structure is convolution layer, pooling layer, volume layer,
pooling layer, fully connected layer, and fully connected layer.

(1) Convolutional layer: Convolutional layer is used for
feature extraction. In convolutional neural networks,
we often use multiple layers of convolutional layers
to get deeper feature maps.

(2) Pooling layer (lower sampling layer): *e main work
of the pooling layer is to compress the input feature

Table 1: Support for acceleration sensors in each version of the Android platform.

Sensor Android 4.0 (APL level 14) Android 2.3 (APL level 9) Android 2.2 (APL
Level8) Android 1.5 (APL level 3)

TYPE_ACCELEROMETER Yes Yes Yes Yes

Figure 2: Design of the main interface of the collector.

Table 2: *e amount of sampling data per activity.

Activity Number of samples Proportion (%)
Walking 21,600 14.1
Running 20,200 13.2
Standing 33,600 22.0
Sitting 27,000 17.6
Upstairs 26,600 17.4
Downstairs 24,000 15.7

15.70%

13.20%

17.60%
22.00%

17.40%

14.10%

Downstairs: 24000
Running: 20200
Sitting: 27000

Standing: 33600
Upstairs: 26600

Walking Downstairs

Sitting
Standing

Upstairs Running

Figure 3: Sample data distribution.
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map along the spatial dimension (height and width).
*e pooling layer can compress the feature map
output by the convolutional layer to extract the main
features, thereby reducing the number of parameters
and accelerating the neural network. And pooling
has translation invariance, which enables us to

extract the feature maps unchanged after the image is
panned and scaled, helping us to make correct and
identical recognition results for images that have
been panned and scaled.

(3) Fully connected layer: *e work of the fully con-
nected layer is relatively simple. It connects all the
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Figure 4: 4 s sampling waveform of downstairs.
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features and transmits these output values to the (i.e.,
SVM and Softmax) classifier for final classification
and judgment.

*e computation procedure of LeNet-5 employed in this
paper is as follows. *e weights that are generated from the
previous layer are represented as wi for the neural unit i. We
use sigmoid function to generate the state zi, which is
computed as follows:

zi � sigmoid wi( , (4)

where sigmoid(·) refers to the sigmoid function. *e output
layer is computed using RBF function (radial basic function)

to compute the result over each class. RBF computes the final
result yi over each class as

yi � 
k

zk − qij 
2
, (5)

where qij represents the ground truth of states.
*e overall structure is similar to LeNet-5 in our paper,

except for input and output, and it can be divided into six
layers. We use the visualization module that comes with
TensorFlow to visualize the specific neural structure in front
of us. *e overall neural network structure of this paper is
shown in Figure 10. Except for the input and output, the
specific neural network structure is convolution layer-
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pooling layer-convolution layer-pooling layer-fully con-
nected layer-fully connected layer. *e CNN structure used
in our work is presented in Figure 11.

5. The Implementation and Running of
Our Platform

TensorFlow is a set of Google open-source machine learning
systems, an upgraded version of DistBelief. According to the
official statement, TensorFlow can improve its performance
by almost 2 times in some benchmark tests compared to its
generation DistBelief. In fact, if TensorFlow is strictly
speaking, it is not a neural network library, but it is often
used to implement neural networks. In essence, TensorFlow

should be an open-source software library which takes the
form of a data flow graph and uses it for numerical cal-
culations. *erefore, as long as your calculations can be
expressed in the form of a data flow graph, then we can use
TensorFlow to implement the calculations. So, TensorFlow
can be said to be a very powerful and highly flexible tool.

In this paper, we finally use TensorFlow to build a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). In addition to the
above mentioned, another crucial point is the important
feature of TensorFlow portability. *is feature can provide
strong support for the ultimate purpose of this paper to
implement an activity recognition system in a smart phone
terminal. We can easily port our trained models seamlessly
to mobile phone projects.
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*is paper will use Pandas and NumPy for related data
processing; use some functions under the scikit-learn
package for machine learning analysis; and Matplotlib is the
suite we use to plot. *erefore, the reader can install these
separately. Of course, for convenience, we can directly install
Anaconda like this article, which integrates many third-
party libraries related to scientific computing, such as
NumPy and Pandas. *e whole process includes four
components, which are data preprocessing, data normali-
zation, data sampling, and saving of data.

6. Experiment and Evaluation

According to the convolutional neural network model
designed in Section 3, we use the function method provided
by TensorFlow to build the network and configure the
corresponding parameters.

6.1. TrainingModel. In order to train the model, we need to
define an index to evaluate the quality of the model. In
general, we define a loss index, the so-called loss to indicate
that the model is bad, and then try to minimize this level of
index.*is paper uses cross entropy as the loss function. We
do not make a detailed derivation of cross entropy but give
its definition as follows:

Hy′(y) � − 
i

yi
′log yi( . (6)

Among them, yi is the predicted probability distribution,
and yi is the actual distribution. In actual implementation,
we compute the code as follows:

cross entropy � −tf .reduce sum Y × tf. log yi( ( . (7)

Among them, y_ corresponds to yi in the above formula,
and Y corresponds to yi in the formula, and cross_entropy is
the cross entropy loss we define.*en, we choose the shaving
descent algorithm to continuously back-propagate and
modify the variable values to reduce costs. In this paper, the
batch size is set to 50, the learning rate is 0.0001, and the
number of iterations is 4 times. Finally, the test result with a
correct rate of 98.24% is obtained. *e reason why we only
need to iterate 4 times to achieve convergence, this article
believes that because of our previous expansion of the data, a
lot of similar data appeared in the training set, which
accelerated the convergence of the network. Imagine if batch
training is performed in the same two batches, the training
effect of one iteration can be equivalent to two.

6.2. Evaluation Model and Parameter Tuning. *is paper
uses the TensorBoard tool to track the changes in the loss
and accuracy values during the training process. From the
change of the two values of our final model, it can be seen
that the loss value we finally got to the model quickly went to
0 during the training process, and the accuracy value was in
the training process quickly reached a level close to 1.
*erefore, it can be judged that the effect of the generated
model is still relatively good.

*e loss in this article uses the cross-entropy loss
mentioned above, which is not repeated here. We introduce
how to obtain accuracy. We can use the tensorflow.argmax
function to give the index value of the maximum data value
of a tensor object in a certain dimension. And labels we
previously changed to one-hot encoding through the pan-
das.get_dummies function, so the label values are all
composed of 0 and 1.*erefore, it can be known whether the
prediction is correct by comparing whether the index of the
predicted label value and the actual correct label value are
the same. *en calculate the proportion of the number of
correct predictions, which is the correct rate of prediction.
*is value is important for model evaluation.

In addition, this paper also uses 3 indicators to evaluate
the quality of the model: F1-score, recall, and precision. *e
higher the recall score, the stronger the model’s ability to
recognize positive samples. *e higher the precision score,
the stronger the model’s ability to distinguish negative
samples. *is shows that the model is more robust. *e
calculation formula of the three indicators is as follows:

P �
TP

TP + FP
,

R �
TP

TP + FN
,

F1 − score �
2P × R

P + R
,

(8)

where P denotes precision and R denotes recall. TP repre-
sents true positive samples, TN represents true negative
samples, FP represents the false positive samples, and FN
represents the false positive samples.

In order to improve the scores of these indicators, this
paper uses the control variable method to compare multiple
groups of experiments and adjust the model parameters. In
the end, after continuous optimization, the three indicators
scored by the model generated by the test using the test set
are that precision is 0.9825, recall is 0.9824, and F1-score is
0.9823. Finally, we applied the model to output the corre-
sponding confusion matrix on the test set. *e so-called
confusion matrix is to use columns to represent the pre-
dicted value that is given by the model according to the
input, and the rows correspond to the ground-truth cate-
gories. *rough the confusion matrix, we can intuitively see
that based on the predictions made by the model, we can
make a better decision on the status of our model. *e
confusion matrix for the test set application to the final
model is given in Table 3.

From the analysis of the confusion matrix, we can
conclude that we made 10608 predictions, of which 187 were
wrong. *ere are 72 errors on the upstairs; the error rate is
4.55%. It can be seen that going upstairs is more likely to be
confused with going downstairs and walking. *ere are 52
errors on the walk; the error rate is 3%. It is shown that
walking is more likely to be confused with going upstairs.
*ere are 51 errors on the running; the error rate is 4.35%.
Running is more likely to be confused with going downstairs
and upstairs.*ere are 12 errors on the downstairs; the error
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rate is 0.67%. *is activity is more likely to be confused with
going upstairs and walk. *e accuracy of sit and stand is
100%. *erefore, it can be concluded that the model is more
accurate in the recognition of standing, sitting, and going
down, while the recognition of going up, running, and
walking is slightly inferior.

7. Conclusion

*is paper starts with data collection, uses convolutional
neural network modeling, and finally transplants the model
back to the mobile phone to complete the activity recog-
nition system. After a series of experiments and tests, we
found that the method of collecting data based on mobile
phone sensors and then training the model through a
convolutional neural network can well complete the task of
activity recognition. In the absence of data, this paper can
finally train a model with an accuracy rate of more than 98%
through some operations on the data, model optimization,
and parameter adjustment.

We verify the practical feasibility of the model by
transplanting it to a real machine test. *erefore, this article
concludes that it is completely feasible to train a convolu-
tional neural network model based on mobile phone sensor
data to complete an activity recognition system, and this
method has great potential.
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-is paper presents an active synchronous control scheme for distributed power grid connection based on the mobile network.
-is scheme avoids the disadvantages of the traditional control method, such as long waiting time and low reliability, and canmeet
the requirements of “the hotplug online” distributed power grid connection. -e scheme uses the mobile network to collect and
detect voltage slip information between the distributed power system and large power grid before operation.When the voltage slip
cannot meet the requirements of grid connection, the side voltage information of the distributed power system is actively
regulated. -e amplitude difference and phase difference signals are, respectively, adjusted by PI, and the generated adjustment
signals are, respectively, sent to the corresponding controllers through the mobile network with different weight coefficients. After
the receiver receives the regulated signal, it changes the amplitude and frequency of its output voltage by shifting the pendent
characteristic curve, so as to realize the distributed power system side voltage and the large power grid side voltage eventually.
Finally, simulation analysis and experiments are used to verify the effectiveness and practicability of the active synchronous
control strategy.

1. Introduction

-e distributed power system is connected with the large
power grid under normal conditions. When the fault of the
large power grid is detected, the distributed power system
can be separated from the large power grid in time to enter
the off-grid independent operation state. Whether in the
grid-connected operation or off-grid operation, it is nec-
essary to coordinate and control the distributed power
system and other distributed power sources and energy
storage equipment to ensure the stability of the system [1, 2].

Due to the transition between the grid-connected and
off-grid state of the distributed generation system, a large
amount of information with random fluctuation and in-
termittence is involved. Accurate grid-connection opera-
tions are also limited by the capacity of the communication
network and data processing capacity. If the measuring
equipment involving massive information cannot realize

timely interconnection with the upper power grid dis-
patching, it will directly lead to the failure of the grid-
connected and off-grid operation of the distributed gener-
ation system. -e measurement terminals participating in
the distributed generation system and off-grid operation are
widely distributed, and most of the capacity is relatively
small. Traditional optical fiber private network, wireless
private network, and other communication methods are
high cost, and the number of connections is limited [3–5].
-erefore, the advantages of large connection provided by
the mobile network can be utilized to improve the quantity
and cost performance of measurement terminal access. -e
literature [6] proposes a scheduling algorithm. -e algo-
rithm first divides the tasks into different levels according to
the topology structure, and then three strings are used to
encode the genes in the algorithm in order to better reflect
the heterogeneity and elasticity of the cloud environment.
Finally, HEFT is used to generate the individuals with the
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minimum completion time and cost. -e literature [7]
analyzes the access and connectivity probability between the
vehicles and the road side units (RSUs) of the multiway
platoon-based VANETs with roadside infrastructure. -e
paper denotes the connectivity probability as the probability
that the vehicles on the highway can access to at least one
RSU besides the road within a designated number of hops.
Moreover, besides considering the connection on the same
road, the connection between the vehicles and the RSU via
vehicles on the nearby neighbor roads are studied. -e
literature [8] proposes the periodic trends of users’ con-
suming behavior from historical records by KNN (K-nearest
neighbor) and SVR (support vector regression) based time
series prediction. It provides a highly personalized and
accurate marketing method for a large number of items and
limited mobile devices.

On the basis of the above research, this paper designs a
grid-connected operating system of the distributed gener-
ation system based on the mobile network, aiming at the
problems of low mass information access rate, poor stability,
and high delay in the control system of grid-connected
operation of the distributed generation system [9, 10]. By
taking advantage of the characteristics of themobile network
with low delay and large connection, the parameters related
to the grid-connection operation of the distributed gener-
ation system, including collaborative perception, collection
of monitored objects in the monitoring area, and other
information, can be fully accessed. And the information will
be transmitted or uploaded to the background management
system in the region. Real-time monitoring of the distrib-
uted transmission system is realized to facilitate rapid
maintenance and off-grid control operations in case of
failure.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Overall Framework of Data Acquisition System. In this
paper, the system architecture diagram as shown in Figure 1
is designed for the data acquisition of both sides of the grid-
connected switch in the distributed generation system. -e
system uses the WCDMA network to collect the data on
both sides of the grid-connected switch. At the same time,
the data are transmitted and processed in real time through
the WCDMA network. Finally, the data are transmitted to
the control system of the interface inverter.

As shown in Figure 1, the data acquisition system
mainly includes three levels: data acquisition layer, data
processing layer, and data central processing layer [11, 12].
-e data acquisition layer is used to collect the on-site data
of the switch. -e collected data are transmitted to the
central control room through the WCDMA network, so as
to carry out the relevant operation on the data, for example,
data query, storage, processing, and display; data pro-
cessing layer, mainly including data preprocessing

operations, such as data cleaning, conversion, and loading
operations.

2.1.1. WCDMA Network Architecture. -e data acquisition
system of grid-connected switch based on WCDMA is
composed of central control room, data acquisition device,
WCDMA communication module, etc., as shown in
Figure 2.

In the WCDMA network system, MSC and VLR are
generally used in combination, and both are implemented
on the same physical network entity [13–15]. MSC is similar
to the brain of the whole network call control, and its main
function is to decide how to handle the call control process
of the user devices under its control, as well as to manage
the mobility of the user devices [16, 17]. In addition, MSC/
VLR also complete authentication and encryption func-
tions. GMSC is the gateway node between the circuit
switching domain of the WCDMAmobile network and the
external network [18, 19]. -e main function of GMSC is to
act as a mobile gateway between the mobile network and
fixed network and to complete the routing function of
inbound calls when PSTN users call mobile users. SGSN
performs mobility management, security management,
access control, and routing functions. GGSN is responsible
for providing the interface between the GPRS PLMN and
the external packet data network and providing the nec-
essary internetwork security mechanism. -e main func-
tion of HLR is to store the user’s contract information,
support new business, and authentication [20–23]. -e
AUC is the functional entity responsible for generating the
corresponding authentication parameters in the authen-
tication center.

2.1.2. Data Transmission and Processing Strategy. -e
scheme adopted in this paper is stochastic linear network
coding. When User 1 needs to share file M with other users,
first of all, it needs to divide file M into P parts
(m1, m2, m3, . . . , mp) [24–26]. When user 1 receives file
requests from other users, a new file will be generated and
sent to the requester after recoding p file slices locally:

Knew � a1, a2, . . . , ap  m1, m2, . . . , mp 
T

� 

p

i�1
ai ∗mi,

(1)

where [a1, a2, . . . , ap] is the p-dimensional coding vector
randomly selected on the finite field GF (256).

When the recencoded data Knew are obtained, values and
random encoding vectors are required to be concatenated in
front of the encoded data for decoding. After encapsulation,
the data transmitted in the network are
Xi � [P, ai1, ai2, . . . , mi].
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When intermediate node 2 receives Pi(Pi ≥P) data, it
can switch to AP mode. Once a file request is received, node
2 will randomly select Pi encoding vectors to encode locally
owned data and send it to the requester.

When a user receives P linearly independent pieces of
data, he can use the formula to decode the original file
[27, 28]. First, extract the P∗P coding matrix A from the
coding file X, and find the inverse matrix of A−1. -en, A−1

multiplied by X will restore the original file M:

A
−1

X �

a(j1)1 a(j1)2 · · · a(j1)P

a(j2)1 a(j2)2 · · · a(j2)P

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

a(jP)1 a(jP)2 · · · a(jP)P

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

−1

Xj1 Xj2 · · · XjP 
T

�

1 0 · · · 0

0 1 · · · 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 0 · · · 1

|

m1

m2

⋮

mP

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� [E|P]. (2)

Once a user has obtained all the data and decoded the
original data, it can switch to AP mode and become the new
data source to send data to other users [29, 30].

Figure 3 shows the difference between a file-sharing
network based on network coding and a traditional copy-
based scheme. In Figure 3(a), device 1 (the file owner) needs
to send two pieces of data (A and B) to each device in the
network. In the first phase, device 1 randomly selects one
data from data A and B to send to adjacent devices (devices
2, 3, and 4). When devices 2, 3, and 4 receive all the data,
they switch to AP mode and only need to forward the
received data to the neighboring nodes. However, in
Figure 3(b), device 1 sends data of different linear com-
binations to neighboring nodes, and when these neigh-
boring nodes are in AP mode, the linear combination data
will also be sent to their neighboring devices. For example,
device 3 sends a new linear combination of data to device 5.
In Figure 3(b), in the third phase, we observe that devices 2
and 5 have all the data. However, in Figure 3(a), devices 2

and 5 receive only partial data. It can be seen that the
scheme using network coding has higher sharing efficiency.
In Figure 3, there are only five devices and the network
transmits a maximum of two hops. In experimental sce-
narios with more devices, each device will switch to AP
mode after receiving partial data, which is more conducive
to sharing files among a large number of devices. -rough
the multiple relay data of the network equipment, the
coverage of the network has been greatly expanded.

2.2. Active Synchronization Control Strategy

2.2.1. Slip Signal Detection. Slip signal is an important index
for the central controller to determine whether the dis-
tributed power system side voltage information meets the
grid-connection standard. As the most commonly used slip
signal detection method, the zero-crossing detectionmethod
is simple in principle and easy to implement, but it has the
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Figure 3: Network coding mode of the mobile network.
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disadvantages of long detection time and weak anti-inter-
ference ability [31, 32].

To overcome these shortcomings, experts at home and
abroad have studied the improvement of the slip signal
detection method:

(1) Modified zero-crossing detection scheme: the volt-
age sampling curve is fitted by polynomial. Under
stable state, the accurate frequency tracking is re-
alized, but the anti-interference ability is weak
[1, 14, 33].

(2) -e scheme based on discrete Fourier transform has
strong antiharmonic interference ability. However,
due to the complexity of calculation, long operation
time, and fast frequency change, the slip signal error
is relatively large [34, 35].

-is paper presents a fast and effective slip signal de-
tection method. By converting A, B, and C three-phase
voltage signals to the two-phase synchronous rotating co-
ordinate system, the amplitude difference, phase difference,
and frequency difference between the voltage on both sides
of the distributed power system and large power grid can be
obtained quickly and accurately through simple and effective
calculation [36–38].

Assuming that both sides of the distributed power
system and the large power grid are ideal balanced three-
phase sinusoidal AC voltage, its expression is as follows:

Ua

Ub

Uc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

U cos(ωt)

U cos ωt − 120°( 

U cos ωt + 120°( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (3)

Va

Vb

Vc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

V cos ωt − θ0( 

V cos ωt − 120° − θ0( 

V cos ωt + 120° − θ0( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (4)

According to coordinate transformation, the voltage
information of both sides is converted to the same rotating
coordinate system. -e DQ axis components of the voltage
on both sides of the distributed power system and the large
power grid are, respectively,

Ud

Uq

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ �
U cos ωt − θt( 

U sin ωt − θt( 
  �

U

0
 ,

Vd

Vq

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ �
V cos ωvvt − θt − θ0( 

V sin ωvvt − θt − θ0( 
 .

(5)

In order to facilitate the calculation of voltage slip, as-
sume that the large grid voltage vector is U∠00, angular
frequency is ω, distributed power system voltage vector is
V1∠ − θ0, and angular frequency isω1 [9, 39, 40].-e general
voltage vector diagram is shown in Figure 4, where the
voltage rotates counterclockwise.

According to the DQ axis components of the voltage on
both sides, the amplitude difference, phase difference, and
frequency difference can be calculated as follows:

Δv �

�������

U
2
d + U

2
c



−

�������

V
2
d + V

2
c ,



Δθ � tan−1Uc

Ud

− tan−1Vc

Vd

,

Δω �
d(Δθ)

dt
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

2.2.2. 4e Design of Active Synchronous Control Strategy.
Active current and reactive current output by multiple in-
verters is controlled by adjusting the amplitude and fre-
quency of the output voltage. -e adjustment process is
completed, and the new stable operation state is reached. At
this point, the active and reactive currents can be evenly
divided. -e specific expression is as follows:

E � E′ − L Idk − Idk
′( ,

ω � ω′ − K Iqk − Iqk
′ .

⎧⎨

⎩ (7)

If the droop coefficient of multiple inverters meets the
inversely proportional relationship with their capacity in the
case of isolation, the current can be distributed propor-
tionally according to their capacity. Set the inverter capacity
ratio as n, and then

L1

L2
�

Id2

Id1
�

I1.d2

I2.d1
�
1
n

,

K1

K2
�

Iq2

Iq1
�

I1.q2

I2.q1
�
1
n

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

-e expressions of active and reactive power circulation
for parallel systems of inverters with different capacities are
shown as follows:

IdK � Id1 − nId2 �
E1 cos ϕ1

r1 − n∗E2 cos ϕ2/r2
−

U

r1 − n∗U/r2
,

IqK � Iq1 − nIq2 �
−E1 sin ϕ1

r1 + n∗E2/r2
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

In addition,

Δθ0 ω

ω1

V1∠–θ

U∠0°

Figure 4: General vector diagrams for large power grids and
distributed power systems.
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IdK �
EK cos ϕK − U( cos ϕK + EK sin ϕK cos ϕK 

ZK

,

IqK �
− EK cos ϕK − U( sin ϕK − EK sin ϕK cos ϕK 

ZK

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

-e output voltage of the inverter can be obtained by
combining equations (7) and (10):

EK �
EK
′ rK/LK(  + U + rKIdK

′

rk/LK(  + cos ϕK

. (11)

According to equation (10), it is necessary to eliminate
voltage deviation in steady state, and the sag coefficient is
inversely proportional to the capacity. -erefore, there is
n∗ r1 � r2.

According to the above analysis, considering from the
perspective of circulation, the equivalent impedance of the
system is inversely proportional to the capacity of the in-
verter, which can realize the parallel connection of inverters
with different capacity to distribute the load accurately and
proportionally according to the capacity.

Due to the integration link in droop control, the fre-
quency of the system will automatically synchronize when it
reaches steady state. Here,

ω1 � ω2 � · · · � ωK � H. (12)

Combined with the current droop governing equation, it
can be obtained as follows:

K1 ∗ Iq1 − Iq1′  � ω1′ − ω1 � · · · � ωK
′ − ωK � KK ∗ IqK − IqK

′  � H.

(13)

As can be seen from the above equation, in order tomake
the reactive current accurately share the load in proportion
to the capacity, it only needs to set the corresponding droop
coefficient in proportion.

When the system impedance is pure resistance, equation
(10) can be simplified as

IdK �
EK cos ϕK − U

rK

≈
EK − U

rK

,

IqK �
EK sin ϕK

rK

≈
EKϕK

rK

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

According to formulas (7) and (14), the control block
diagrams of active current and voltage, reactive current, and
angular frequency of the system can be drawn. According to
the control block diagram, the output active current and
reactive current of the inverter can be obtained:

IdK(s) �
EK
′ − U + L∗ IqK

′

rK + L
,

IqK(s) �
EK ω′(s) − ωK(s) + L∗ IqK

′ 

s∗ rK + L∗EK

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

According to equation (3), it can be seen that the static
difference in the steady-state condition will be suppressed to
a certain extent because there is an integral link in the sag
control of reactive current. Since the active current has no
regulating function of integral, it is difficult to realize the
equal division of the active current.

-erefore, it can be considered to calculate the difference
between the voltage amplitude of its own output and the
voltage amplitude at the common connection point col-
lected. After that, the difference is adjusted through the PI
regulator. Finally, the output variable of the PI regulator is
added to the voltage output expression (17) of the original
droop governing equation:

E � A1 � A2 � · · · � An � V. (16)

-us, the adaptive control method can be obtained, as
shown in Figure 5:

S �

������

S
2
1 + S

2
2



, (17)

where S1 and S2 are the apparent capacity of harmonic and
reactive currents in the detected load current Lf.abc, re-
spectively. It can be calculated from equations (18) and (19),
respectively:

S
2
1 � UdIfd + UqIfq 

2
+ UdI1d − UqI1q 

2
, (18)

S
2
2 � UqI2d − UdI2q 

2
, (19)

where 1, 2, and 3 are, respectively, the effective value
components of grid voltage, reactive current, and harmonic
current in the selected coordinate system. -e calculation
formula of effective value is as follows:

Ikw �

������������

1
T


T

0
i
2
kw(t)dt,



(k � −h;ω � d, q), (20)

where T � 2π/ω is the power frequency period of the power
grid, and ω is the fundamental wave angular frequency of the
power grid.

Instead of calculating the apparent capacity of the
harmonic current, an approximate and simple method will
be found.

In the ideal case, the grid voltage without distortion and
three-phase asymmetry can be expressed as
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Ua � Um sin ϕ − 30°( ,

Ub � Um sin ϕ − 30° − 120°( ,

Uc � Um sin ϕ − 30° + 120°( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(21)

-e phase of grid voltage is 0°, so the line voltage can be
expressed as

Uab �
�
3

√
Um sin ϕ,

Ubc �
�
3

√
Um sin ϕ − 120°( ,

Uca �
�
3

√
Um sin ϕ + 120°( .

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(22)

Furthermore, the analytical expression of the three-
phase uncontrolled rectifier nonlinear load current can be
obtained as follows:

ifa �

0 ϕ ∈ 0, 60° ∪ 180°, 240° ,

uab

R
ϕ ∈ 60°, 120° ,

uac

R
ϕ ∈ 120°, 180° ,

uab

R
ϕ ∈ 240°, 300° ,

uac

R
ϕ ∈ 300°, 360° ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ifb �

ubc

R
ϕ ∈ 0, 60° ,

uba

R
ϕ ∈ 60°, 120° ,

0 ϕ ∈ 120°, 180° ∪ 300°, 360° ,

ubc

R
ϕ ∈ 180°, 240° ,

uba

R
ϕ ∈ 240°, 300° ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ifc �

ucb

R
ϕ ∈ 0, 60° ,

0 ϕ ∈ 60°, 120° ∪ 240°, 300° ,

uca

R
ϕ ∈ 120°, 180° ,

ucb

R
ϕ ∈ 180°, 240° ,

uca

R
ϕ ∈ 300°, 360° .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(23)

-e following formula can be obtained:

ifd

ifq

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � Tabc/dq

ifa

ifb

ifc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�

ifdq1,ϕ ∈ 0, 60° ∪ 180°, 240° 

ifdq2,ϕ ∈ 60°, 120° ∪ 240°, 300° 

ifdq3,ϕ ∈ 120°, 180° ∪ 300°, 360° 

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(24)

ifdq1 �
−

�
6

√
Um

2R

cos θ − ϕ − 60°(  − cos θ + ϕ + 60°( 

sin θ + ϕ + 60°(  + sin θ + ϕ − 60°( 
 ,

(25)

ifdq2 �
−

�
6

√
Um

2R

−sin θ + ϕ + 30°(  − sin θ − ϕ − 30°( 

−cos θ + ϕ + 30°(  + cos θ + ϕ − 30°( 
 ,

(26)

ifdq3 �
−

�
6

√
Um

2R

sin −θ + ϕ + 60°(  + cos(θ + ϕ)

cos −θ + ϕ + 60°(  − sin(θ + ϕ)
 . (27)

If oriented by grid voltage θ � ϕ − 30°, the DQ axis
component of large grid voltage Udq can be expressed as

Ud

Uq

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � Tabc/dq

Ua

Ub

Uc

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�

�
6

√

2

0

−Um

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦. (28)
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Figure 5: Adaptive control strategy scheme.
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At this time, equations (25)–(27) can be simplified into

ifdq1 �
−

�
6

√
Um

2R

−cos 2ϕ + 30°( 

1 + sin 2ϕ + 30°( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (29)

ifdq2 �
−

�
6

√
Um

2R

−sin(2ϕ)

1 − cos(2ϕ)
 , (30)

ifdq3 �
−

�
6

√
Um

2R

cos 2ϕ − 30°( 

1 − sin 2ϕ − 30°( 
 . (31)

According to the analysis results of equations (29)–(31),
the average value of load current in the axial component is

Ifd
′ �

1
T
∗ 

T

0
ifd(t)dt  �

1
2π
÷ 

180°

0
ifd(ϕ)dϕ 

� −

�
6

√
Um

2R
∗
3
π


60°

0
−cos 2ϕ + 30°(  dϕ � 0,

ILd
′ �

1
T
∗ 

T

0
ifq(t)dt  �

1
2π
÷ 

180°

0
ifq(ϕ)dϕ 

�
3
π
∗ 

60°

0
1 + sin 2ϕ + 30°(  dϕ

� −

�
6

√
Um

2R
∗
1 + 3
π
∗

�
3

√

2
.

(32)

Similarly, the maximum DQ axis component of the
harmonic current can be expressed as

ih d.max �

�
6

√
Um

2R
∗ cos 30°,

ihq.max � −3
�
6

√
Um

2R
∗ 1 + sin 60°  − If d

′.

(33)

In addition, according to the definition of equation (21),
the effective values of the DQ axis component of the har-
monic current can be obtained as follows:

Ih d �

��������������������

1
T
∗

T

0
ifd(t) − Ifd

′ 
2
dt



�

��������������������

1
T


360°

0
ifd(ϕ) − Ifd

′ 
2
dϕ



�

����������������������

6
2π
∗

60°

0
ifd(ϕ) − Ifd

′ 
2
dϕ



�

�
6

√
Um

2R
∗

����������

1
2

−
3
π
∗

�
3

√

8



,

Ihq �

������������������

1
T


T

0
ifq(t) − Ifd

′ 
2
dt



�

����������������������

1
T
∗

360°

0
ifq(ϕ) − Ifd

′ 
2
dϕ



�

�����������������������

6
2π
∗

60°

0
ifq(ϕ) − Ifq

′ 
2
dϕ



�

�
6

√
Um

2R
∗

�����������
5
4

+
3
π
∗
3
8

−
3
2



.

(34)

Taking Um � 128V and R � 15Ω as an example, the
effective values of ihd and ihq in a period T can be calculated
as 5.65A and 1.63A, respectively; -e maximum ihdq and

ihdmax of ihqmax can also be calculated to be 9.05A and 2.85A,
respectively.

According to the definition, the autocorrelation wave-
form coefficients nd and nq of the harmonic load current in
axis D and axis Q are

nd �
Ihd

Ihd.max
,

nq �
Ihq

Ihq.max
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(35)

where − and � are the instantaneous maximum values of the
harmonic current under the D axis and Q axis, respectively.

It should be noted that the control strategy compensates
the detected harmonic and reactive currents of each dis-
tributed generation system in a certain proportion and only
apportions the reactive and harmonic currents according to
its own capacity.

2.3. Simulation and Experiment. In order to verify the
correctness and feasibility of the proposed control strategy,
simulation and experimental verification are carried out.-e
test conditions are shown in Figure 6: -e test system
consists of two distributed generation systems, and a
5.8GHz wireless network bridge is placed in the simulation
monitoring center of the distributed generation system.
Among them, the distance between distributed generation
system 1 and distributed generation system 2 is about
1–1.5 km, and the distance between distributed generation
system 2 and the monitoring center is about 2 km. -e
parameters of each part are shown in Table 1.

2.3.1. Simulation

(1) Performance Test and Analysis of Wireless Communi-
cation Network. Run the test software program, and finally
get the test results as shown in Table 2 and Figures 7 and 8.
-e test data statistics can be seen in Table 2. RSSI is the
abbreviation of Received Signal Strength Indication, which
refers to the Received Signal Strength. Figures 7 and 8,
respectively, show the throughput and response time of
wireless network data transmission. It is found that its
throughput ranges from 0.689 to 14.321. -e response time
is between 0.111 and 0.251. It can be seen that the com-
munication effect of this wireless network can basically meet
the communication requirements of a small number of
distributed power sources, and there is enough allowance,
and the packet loss rate is small, far less than 2%. -e overall
performance of the network meets the application
requirements.

(2) 4e Simulation Analysis of Active Synchronization
Control Strategy. In order to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed control scheme, firstly, the simulation model was
built according to the distributed power system structure
shown in Figure 6, and the parameters of each part are
shown in Table 1. And then the simulation is carried out.
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-e experimental process is shown in Figure 9: at the
initial moment, the distributed generation system is con-
nected to the large power grid. After the sudden load in-
crease, the amplitude and frequency of the system side
decrease. -e amplitude and frequency of the slip signal are
increased to the rated output, and the output power reaches

the rated demand of the load after adjusting the slip signal
with active synchronous regulation. -e distributed gen-
eration system can keep the synchronous operation with
the large grid, and the simulation verifies the correctness of
the active synchronous control scheme proposed in this
paper.

Load 1Power 
grid

Distributed 
generation systems

L L Power 
gridLoad 2Load 3

Distributed generation 
systems

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4

Figure 6: Simplified structure diagram of the distributed power system.

Table 1: Parameters of the distributed power system.

Rated voltage/frequency Rated active/reactive power frequency
Inverter 220V/50Hz 5 kW/0 kvar
Synchronous generator 220V/50Hz 10 kW/0 kvar
Load 1 220V/50Hz 5 kW/0 kvar
Load 2 220V/50Hz 10 kW/0 kvar
Load 3 220V/50Hz 5 kW/4 kvar

Table 2: Performance test results of the wireless communication network.

RSSI1 Test terminal -roughput (Mbps) Response time (s) Packet loss rate
RSSI1-test terminal −64 dBm −65 dBm 0.689∼14.321 0.111∼0.251 2% (1169)
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Figure 7: -e testing results of wireless communication network throughput.
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Figure 8: Test results of response time of the wireless communication network.
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2.3.2. Experiment. In order to further verify the correctness
of the scheme, the experiment is carried out on the ex-
perimental platform. -e background of the experiment is
shown in the previous section.

At the beginning, the output voltage of the inverter is the
same as the voltage information of the large grid side. At a
certain moment, Load 3 is suddenly added. After that, the
slip signal is detected because slip signal is an important
index for the central controller to determine whether the
side voltage information of distributed generation system
meets the grid-connection standard. As the most common
slip signal detection method, the zero-crossing detection
method is simple in principle and easy to implement.
However, it has the disadvantages of long detection time and
weak antijamming ability. Using the improved zero-crossing
detection method proposed in this paper, the slip signal
detection unit can quickly and accurately obtain the slip
signal between the distributed generation system and the

large power grid. Finally, the slip signal waveform as shown
in Figure 10 is obtained.

As can be seen from Figure 11, slip signal detection
unit detects that the amplitude difference of voltage on
both sides of the distributed power system and large power
grid is about 5 V, the frequency difference is about 0.5 Hz,
and the phase difference is the periodic transformation of
T � 2 s. Obviously, the voltage amplitude on the side of the
distributed generation system is greatly different from that
on the side of large power grid, which does not meet the
grid-connection standard and will still produce a large
impulse current. -erefore, it is impossible to reconnect
the distributed generation system with the large power
grid, so the slip signal needs to be synchronously adjusted
actively.

Figure 10 shows the voltage slip waveform without active
synchronous adjustment. It can be seen that the voltage slip
has changed periodically. Close the distributed power grid-
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Figure 9: Frequency/active power variation waveform.
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connected switch near 1.7 s, because at this time, the voltage
slip is the minimum and the current impact is the minimum.
However, if you miss this moment, the voltage slip becomes
larger and you need to wait again. -e smaller the frequency
difference is, the longer the waiting time will be, and then the
moment with the smallest voltage slip will appear again.
When t� 1.8 s, the local controller simultaneously adjusts
the voltage amplitude, phase, and frequency of the dis-
tributed power system. -e variation of the detected voltage
slip signal is shown in Figure 12, and the A-phase voltage
and slip waveform at PCC point and both sides of the large
power grid are shown in Figure 13.

As can be seen from Figure 12, after active adjustment,
the amplitude, frequency, and phase difference all decreased
to 0 after about 1 s. During active regulation, the local re-
ceiver first adjusts the local output voltage after receiving the
regulated signal. Its essence is to change the output voltage
amplitude and frequency by shifting the sag characteristic
curve. -e voltage information at the common coupling
point of the distributed generation system changes with the
change of its output voltage and finally realizes the syn-
chronization with the large grid voltage.

It can be seen from Figure 13 that, at the corre-
sponding moment, the side voltage of the distributed
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power system fully tracks the voltage on the side of the
large grid. It shows that after active synchronization
regulation, the voltage of the distributed power system
side can be synchronized with the large power grid. -e
correctness of the proposed active synchronous control
scheme is verified.

3. Conclusions

-is paper studies the synchronization problem between the
distributed power system and large power grid and proposes an
active synchronization control scheme which can be applied to
the distributed power grid-connection system. Under the
background of hierarchical control strategy, the regulation
signal is sent to the local control layer through the mobile
network at the central control layer of the distributed power
system, and then the output voltage information of the dis-
tributed power plant is changed by shifting the pendent
characteristic curve, and then the voltage information at the
PCC point is changed until it is synchronized with the voltage
information at the large grid side. Finally, simulation and ex-
perimental verification are carried out. -e results show that
after a period of adjustment, the voltage information at the
common coupling point of the distributed power system ba-
sicallymatches and synchronizes with the voltage information at
both ends of the large power grid, which verifies the correctness
and effectiveness of the active synchronous control scheme.
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Mobile EdgeComputing (MEC) technology brings the unprecedented computing capacity to the edge ofmobile network. It provides the
cloud and end user swift high-quality services with seamless integration of mobile network and Internet. With powerful capability,
virtualized network functions can be allocated to MEC. In this paper, we study QoS guaranteed multicasting routing with Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) in MEC. Specifically, data should pass through a service function chain before reaching destinations
along a multicast tree with minimal computational cost and meeting QoS requirements. Furthermore, to overcome the problems of
traditional IPmulticast and software-definedmulticasting approaches, we propose an implementablemulticast mechanism that delivers
data along multicast tree but uses unicast sessions. We finally evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism based on ex-
perimental simulations. +e results show that our mechanism outperforms others reported in the literature.

1. Introduction

In recent years, social networking and personal enter-
tainment have made great success. In many popular sce-
narios, concurrent subscribers receive data from single or
multiple servers, such as remote video conference, online
education, and interactive gaming. +is paradigm is
deemed to be multicasting. Nevertheless, data from most
current applications are distributed in a multicast pattern
but use unicast sessions in practice. +e replicated data put
huge traffic pressure on server-side and backbone net-
works. Meanwhile, with specific requirements, data needs
to pass various network functions before reaching desti-
nations, such as Encoder, Network Address Translation
(NAT), firewall, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), and
proxies. +e implementation of those functions using a
software instance is called Network Function Virtualiza-
tion (NFV) [1]. As a core functionality of Software-Defined

Networking (SDN), NFV is a promising technique to re-
place the hardware network middle box. It implements
network functions in software-based Virtual Machine
(VM) instances. Each network function, named Virtual
Network Function (VNF), can be deployed on commodity
server and further on Mobile Edge Cloud (Computing)
(MEC) [2, 3].

With the explosive growth of mobile terminals and
application markets, application technology is progressing
by leaps [4, 5]. +e demands of computational resource on
terminals promote the rapid development of MEC tech-
nology. MEC has emerged as the light cloud computing
distributed at the edge of core network. It realizes data
processing and storage capability in the vicinity of terminal
devices. Allocating at the edge, MEC significantly reduces
the response delay in some situations and enhances the
capabilities of mobile users with ever-growing resource
demands [6, 7].
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A sequenced chain of VNFs comprises a service function
chain. A service function chain can be flexibly composed of a
series of heterogeneous VNF nodes from different MECs to
process massive data flows. Different types of multicast
services may require different combination and order of
VNFs. To improve the efficiency of resource utilization of
MECs, VNFs can be placed on different cloudlets. +e
implementation of NFV is usually combined with SDN [8],
because SDN enables flexible management of VNF
placement.

Provisioning multicasting service with a specific network
function chain in software-defined MEC is a promising
technique and poses many challenges. Firstly, most of the
studies on multicasting in MEC or SDN are based on classic
IP multicast [9–12], which is not negligible to face those
basic issues [13]. +e applicability is necessary to be con-
cerned before designing multicasting mechanism. Secondly,
comparing with self-contained centralized cloud networks,
the computing and storage resource at cloudlets and link
capacity is limited to accommodate VM-based VNFs. +ere
should be a consultation mechanism on how to efficiently
apply existing or create new VNF instances to minimize the
operational cost and meanwhile satisfy the QoS require-
ments of applications [14]. Further, how to steer data traffic
to pass a specific sequence of network functions within a
reasonable cost should be deliberated [15].

In this paper, we address the aforementioned challenges
by presenting an implementable multicast mechanism in
software-defined hybrid MEC network, including cost
modelling, data processing mechanism, and tree construc-
tion algorithm.+e novelties and contributions of this paper
are as follows:

(a) We present an implementable multicast mechanism
using the SDN technique to overcome the dilemma
of traditional IP multicast. Based on our mecha-
nisms, legacy network devices and terminal users are
unnecessarily aware of data distribution pattern. +e
server sends data in unicast sessions (not tunnelling)
to each destination. +erefore, the presented
mechanisms are not only limited to apply to MEC
networks but also suitable for SDN/Internet hybrid
networks.

(b) We study the problems of NFV-enabled QoS mul-
ticasting in MEC networks, exploring VNF instance
placement and resource sharing. We strive for the
minimum of accumulative computational cost while
meeting the QoS requirements of applications. We
further present an NFV-enabled QoS guaranteed
multicast tree construction algorithm.

(c) We evaluate the performance of the proposed al-
gorithms through experimental simulations. +e
results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms are
promising and outperform compared algorithms.

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 introduces the
system model, notions and notations, and problem defini-
tions. Section 4 develops an implementable SDN-based

NFV-enabled QoS multicasting mechanism. Section 5
elaborates the detailed multicast tree maintenance algo-
rithms. Section 6 evaluates the proposed algorithms em-
pirically, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Network traffic engineering has regained much attention
due to the opportunities introduced by SDN [9, 16, 17].
Many studies are devoted to finding the optimal placement
of VNFs [14, 15, 18, 19]. However, most of them were
primarily applied to unicast communication scenarios. For
example, Golkarifard et al. [14] presented a dynamic VNF
placement algorithm in 5G environment. Yu et al. [19]
address the VNF placement to minimize cost and meet the
delay demand of each unicast session.

Recently, many studies focus on multicast mechanisms
in SDN [9, 20] and NFV-enabled multicasting [10, 21]. For
instance, Chiang et al. [9] proposed a dynamic group
management approach, Online Branch-aware Steiner Tree
(OBST). OBST considers bandwidth utilization, tree scal-
ability, and rerouting overhead. Alhussein et al. [21] pre-
sented a multicast service orchestration framework to deal
with joint routing and VNF placement problem, while
maximizing the throughput of the physical substrate and
minimizing the provisioning cost. He et al. [10] took into
account QoS constraints to build a reliable multicast tree
with recovery nodes and passing a service chain. +e
overhead could be large for data recovery using response
messages if the network is unstable. However, those pro-
posals did not take into account the computation capacity of
edge cloudlets, as well as the applicability in real hybrid
Internet/MEC networks.

+ere are rare studies on multicasting in NFV-enabled
MEC networks [11, 12]. Ma et al. [11] focused on the
maximization of throughput. To minimize the cost, they
presented an approximation algorithm and an online
throughput maximization algorithm. Ren et al. [12] pro-
posed a delay-aware NFV-enabled multicasting mechanism.
+ey presented an approximation algorithm and a heuristic
algorithmwith and without delay constraint. Although those
NFV-enabled multicasting algorithms aimed to minimize
resource expense, they did not involve the combined con-
straints of QoS demands and computing capacity of
cloudlets. Most of the above researches did not consider the
basic implementation method of data distribution.+us, it is
an urgent problem to design an implementable multicasting
approach before putting into effect the aforementioned
algorithms.

For the deployment of multicasting in SDN, most of the
studies endeavoured to implement or amend IP multicast
mechanisms. +at is, data dissemination is still based on
multicast IP addresses and inevitably suffers frommost of IP
multicast problems. For instance, MultiFlow [22] developed
an approach to parse IGMPmessages by OpenFlow switches
(OFSs), in order to perform group member management.
OFM [23] developed multicast services from a clean-slate
perspective. +e limitation of MultiFlow and OFM is that
OFSs need to have the capability of parsing group joining
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and departure messages. Locality-Aware Multicast Ap-
proach (LAMA) [24] reduced the computation cost of
multicast tree construction by designing an election algo-
rithm of Rendezvous Point (RP). +e algorithm calculates
the distances from RP to all sources and generates a min-
imum tree. +e problem is that RP election algorithm re-
quires additional message exchanging, which causes packet
overhead and challenges the capacity of flow table. SDM [25]
attempted to slice multicast tree by designing SDM domain
consisting of pure SDN devices to distribute traffic using
multicast address. A flow table entry was required for each
group. Specific messages were elaborated to realize the
functions of network entities, such as NL-SDM and Virtual
Peer Instance. In brief, all those proposals use IP multicast
mechanism or design new protocols to manage groups and
parse multicast traffic.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we first introduce the system model, nota-
tions, and key concepts and then define the problems
precisely.

3.1. SystemModel. We consider an MEC network modelled
by an undirected graph G � (V, E) with a set V of Open-
Flow-enabled access points (APs), OFSs, cloudlets, and a set
E of links in the network. Each cloudlet is colocated with an
AP node (or an OFS) v (v ∈ V) connected via a high-speed
optical cable. Communication delay between cloudlet and
directly connected APs is negligible. Cloudlets have the
computing and storage capacity to implement various VNFs
based on VMs. +ere is at least one SDN controller taking
the role of the brain of the network. SDN controller is re-
sponsible for network traffic steering, multicast group
management, and placement of VNFs.

In Figure 1, we present an illustrative example of an
NFV-enabled MEC network, in which some of the APs/
OFSs are attached to cloudlets, while the rest nodes are not.
VNF-enabled APs/OFSs provide VNF support on behalf of
multicasting services. SDN controller is responsible for the
management of APs/OFSs, while the source node produces
streaming and provides the information of group members.
All those entities connect to the Internet. All the links could
be direct physical links or virtual links.

3.2. Cost Model of NFV-Enabled QoS Multicast Routing.
For real-time service, QoS multicast routing is essential to
provide high-quality service. In this paper, our study ach-
ieves the objective that is constructing multicast tree with
NFV support and meeting QoS constraints. For QoS
guarantee, we mainly consider the QoS service in two as-
pects: delay constraints and bandwidth constraints.

Delay constraints: it is assumed that Pk is a set of unicast
routes from source Sk to destinationDk in themulticast graph.
Path pm ∈ Pk denotes the path from Sk to a destination. +e
maximal delay is incurred by the largest end-to-end delay of
pm. +en, we can define the transmission delay dt

k using

d
t
k � max

pm∈Pk


e∈pm

d(u, v). (1)

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the
processing delay of path p, denoted byd

p

k , is proportional to
the data rate of the flow. +e processing delay may be
different, since the computational consumption of each
VNF is disparate. Besides, the processing delay of VNF and
legacy routers is also discrepant. Generally, the func-
tionality implemented by hardware is much faster than
implemented by software. +erefore, d

p

k can be deduced by
the sum of processing delay of each VNF and legacy
routers, denoted by

d
p

k � 
fk,i∈SCk

αj · rk + 
e∈E,e ∉ SCk

β · rk,
(2)

where αj and β are given proportional factors for each VNF
processing delay and legacy network device processing
delay, respectively.

Finally, we obtain the maximum delay dk of the multicast
tree, depicted in equation (3). To meet the delay demand of
service k, dk should be lower than delay threshold Dk; that is,
dk <Dk.

dk � d
t
k + d

p

k . (3)

Bandwidth constraints: denote by bp the available
bandwidth of a path pm ∈ Pk from source Sk to destination
Dk. Denote by bm theminimum bandwidth of amulticast tree.
+en, bp and bm can be calculated by equations (4) and (5)

bp � min
e∈Pm

e(u, v), (4)

bm � min
pm∈Pk

bp. (5)

Demand bandwidth Bk should be larger than bm; that is,
bm >Bk.

Instantiating a new VNF instance consumes both
computing and storage resources. +e cost of setting up a
new VNF is denoted by cins(fk,i, v). Unit data processing
cost using an existing instance of function fk in cloudlet v is
indicated bycproc(fk,i, v). +en, the processing cost of a
service with data rate rk is rk · cproc(fk,i, v). Notice that, the
placement of VNFs on different cloudlets may result in
different cost. Let nins be the number of newly created in-
stances for fk,i in cloudlet v, while next is the number of
existing instances to process data on behalf of fk,i.

+e total operational cost for k-th multicast service is
represented by the sum of the cost of setting up new VNFs
and the processing cost of k-th service with data rate rk.

+e cost of setting up new VNFs for the multicast service
isfk,i∈SCk

nins · cins(fk,i, v). +e processing cost of all VNFs
isfk,i∈SCk

(nins + next) · rk · cproc(fk,i, v).
+en, the total cost to implement and run all VNFs can

be specified as

Ck � 
fk,i∈SCk

nins · cins fk,i, v  + nins + next(  · rk · cproc fk,i, v  .

(6)
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For a service function chain SCk � (fk,1, fk,2, . . . , fk,Lk
)

with m available cloudlets, the total cost can be represented
by a matrix, as shown in equation (7). Where the set (CL1,
CL2, . . ., CLm) is the cloudlets that have sufficient resource to
implement VNF instances, the element is the operational
cost of a VNF implementing on a cloudlet. +en, the
computational cost of each cloudlet is the summation of
each row, which has an upper bound threshold depending
on the computation capability of each cloudlet.

fk,1 fk,2 fk,Lk...
CL1

Ck = CL2

...
CLm

a1 a2 aLk...
b1 b2 bLk...
... ... ......
m1 m2 mLk...

(7)

For clarity, the symbols that used in this paper are
summarized in Table 1.

3.3. Problem Definitions

Problem 1. Most of the studies focus on the functional
design of multicast routing and ignore the implementa-
tion of basic functionalities, in most cases, IP multicast.
Because IP multicast is far from being widely deployed in
current Internet architecture, puzzled by router capabil-
ity, scalability, security, economic efficiency, and so on.
+erefore, it is difficult to be implemented in large-scale
networks.

+e first challenge is to design an implementable mul-
ticast approach that can be facilely applied to real IP

networks. In particular, with the development of new-type
network technology, such as SDN and MEC, there emerge
new thoughts and innovation opportunities to be put for-
ward to novel multicasting algorithms. +erefore, we at-
tempt to design an implementable multicast mechanism
considering NFV and QoS requirements, which is com-
patible to SDN, MEC, and various Internet hybrid networks.

Problem 2. NFV-enable multicast routing with QoS guar-
antee problem is NP-hard.

Proof. NFV-enable multicast routing is a special case of
classic QoSmulticast routing without NFV support. It builds
a multicast tree from source to destinations passing by a
series of VNFs. For simplicity, we split the process of tree
construction into two steps. First, the paths from source to
the last VNF of a service chain are sorted by the cost of
equation (6). +en, we construct the minimal multicast tree
from each last VNF to destinations with QoS guarantees.
Finally, the optimal multicast tree is generated with NFV-
enabled and meeting QoS requirements. According to lit-
erature [11, 13, 26], multicast tree construction problem can
be reduced to a Steiner tree problem. □

Problem 3. NFV-enable multicast routing problem in MEC
network is to route the traffic to each destination bypassing
either existing or newly created VNF instances. Such that, it
requires that the operational cost is minimum, while sat-
isfying the QoS requirements Dk and Bk, as well as the
capacity constraint of each cloudlet. If the computational
resource of each cloudlet is sufficient to implement all re-
quired VNFs, the problem is simplified into a QoS

VNFs

VNFs VNFs

VNFs
SDN controller

Source

Access point (AP)

Cloudlet

Open flow switches (OFSs)

Internet

Figure 1: An illustrative example of an MEC network with VNFs and SDN.
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constraints multicast routing problem that is to find a QoS
guaranteed minimal spanning tree, while the VNFs can be
placed on any cloudlet on the paths from source to each
destination.

4. Design of Implementable SDN-Based
Multicasting Routing Architecture

4.1. System Architecture. +e proposed mechanism is built
on top of overlay SDN architecture with three layered planes.
Functionalities are designed as application modules in ap-
plication plane, routing decision distributed by SDN con-
troller in control plane [27, 28] and executed by OFSs in data
plane. Unlike other studies, we involve servers as a partic-
ipant for multicast group management. +en, it is much
easier to manage group members from the point of both
source and SDN controller. +e roles and responsibilities of
the main entities are described as follows. Parts of the
content of this section have been presented in our previous
work [29].

Receiver. End host that initiates service request in a
unicast session to a source node. Commonly, it also
receives data from this unicast session. +us, it
is transparent to multicast data distribution
mechanism.

Source. Server that provides data distribution service. In
this proposal, it acts not only as a resource server but
also as a participant for group management. It is re-
sponsible for maintaining the unicast session infor-
mation with each receiver and meanwhile keeping the
information of receivers updated with SDN controller.

SDN Controller. +e brain of the whole system. It al-
locates network resource, manages multicast group,
constructs and maintains multicast tree, distributes
decisions where to place VNFs, and so on.
OpenFlow Switch and OpenFlow-enabled AP. In the
virtualized overlay network, OFS is the network entities
managed and controlled by SDN controller. +ey
connect to cloudlets, Internet, and each other. OFS is
the actor of data forwarding strictly following the rules
from controllers. More importantly, it monitors the
status of direct links and counts the statistics of pro-
cessed packets.
Legacy router. Except OFSs, there are numerous legacy
routers in the current dominant Internet. +ey are
lacking programmability and out of the control of
controller. +ey are used to connect OFSs. When
building virtualized overlay network, legacy routers are
ignored since they do not participate in any multicast-
related operation.

4.2. Processing of Multicast Service. +e procedure of mul-
ticast service is illustrated in Figure 2. It is assumed that
source node S accesses the Internet by an OFS and provides
only a single streaming service. Before initiating the
steaming, source needs to complete the authentication to
controller. Amulticast address is assigned to S to indicate the
multicast service.

Initially, S does not stream and waits for service request.
After that, host R1 issues the first service request to S. S
replies a response message to R1 encapsulating an authen-
tication request. +e authentication can be completed based

Table 1: Symbols.

Symbols Meaning

G � (V, E)
A software-defined Mobile Edge Cloud network with a set V of OpenFlow switches (OFSs) or APs and a

set E of links
v and e An OFS node or an AP node v (v ∈ V) and a link e (e ∈ E)

Cv +e available computing capacity of the cloudlet attached to node v

Mk � (Sk, Dk, SCk, bk, dk)
+e k-th multicast service with source node Sk, the set of destinations Dk, the service chain SCk that

consists of a sequence of VNFs, bandwidth requirement bk, and delay limitation dk
Lk +e number of VNFs in SCk
SCk � (fk,1, fk,2, . . . , fk,Lk

) A service chain for k-th multicast service consisting of Lk-th functions(fk,1, fk,2, · · · , fk,Lk
)

cf, m Computational cost to implement a VNF f on VM m
du,v Delay of link e(u, v)
bu,v Available bandwidth of link e(u, v)
rk Data rate of k-th multicast service
Pk A set of unicast route from source Sk to each destination from Dk
pm A route from source Sk to a destination
dt

k and d
p

k Transmission delay and processing delay, respectively
dk +e maximum delay of the multicast tree
bp and bm +e minimum bandwidth of a path and a multicast tree, respectively
Dk and Bk QoS requirement of delay and bandwidth, respectively
cins(fk,i, v) +e cost of instantiating a new VNF instance i on node v for k-th multicast service
cproc(fk,i, v) +e cost of using an existing VNF instance i on node v for k-th multicast service
Ck +e total operational cost for multicast service k
CL� (CL1, CL2, . . ., CLm) A set of cloudlets that have sufficient resource to implement VNF instances
VNFL� (VNF1, VNF2, . . .,
VNFn)

VNF that exists or can be created for a multicast service
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on frequently used password-based authentication, which is
out of the scope of this paper and will not be further ex-
tended. After achieving authentication, S creates a unicast
session with R1. It fetches the session information from the
exchanged packets and stores it to the receiver list. Since R1 is
the first receiver of the service, S issues data to R1 through the
unicast session along the default routing path. OFSs on the
path may report the arrival of new packets to the controller
and request for admission of access.

After that, other hosts may request the service. S
maintains the receiver list dynamically and updates syn-
chronously with the controller. As decision-maker, SDN
controller constructs and adjusts the multicasts tree along
with the joining and departure of receivers. It issues rules to
the corresponding OFSs on behalf of data dissemination for
each receiver. Data manipulation mechanism will be pre-
sented in Section 5.

When receiver leaving, the corresponding session will be
closed. +e information of the receiver is removed from the
receiver list. Tree adjustment algorithm initiates if necessary.

5. Joint Unicast and Multicast Routing
Algorithm for NFV-Enabled QoS
Guaranteed Network

5.1. Data Manipulation to Realize Packet Distribution on
Multicast Tree. For a better understanding of the proposed
mechanism, we first introduce how to steer data delivered
along constructed multicast tree ignoring VNFs. To illustrate
the basic operation, we present a brief example in Figure 3.
+ere, triangle icons denote the server; circular icons and
grey squares with sequence numbers inside indicate OFSs
and receivers, respectively.

It is assumed that R1 is the first host that sends a request
to the source. +e server sends data packets to R1 directly in
unicast session. Afterwards, R2 requests the same source.
Now, a branch is necessary to distribute data to R2 with
minimum cost. +erefore, an OFS is selected as the oper-
ation node for data bifurcation. Following the tree con-
struction mechanism presented in Section 5.2, the fork node
selected is OFS4 in common situation. OFS4 replicates the
flow and replaces the destination of the replicated flow with
the IP/Port pair of R2, which is from <IPR1, PORTR1> to
<IPR2, PORTR2>. Similarly, OFS2 is selected as the operation
node for R3, which transfers duplicated packets from <IPR1,
PORTR1> to <IPR3, PORTR3>.

In current networks, there are numerous legacy routers,
and some OFSs may be capacity limited to be an operation
node. In fact, the operation node is not necessary to be a
physically branching node. Wrapping route is allowed to
find a usable operation node. For example in Figure 3, the

ControllerSource (S) OFSsReceivers (Ri)

Request

Update RL

Authentication

Assign group ID

Authentication

Link status

Session close 

Update RL Issue rules

Requests from 
other hosts

Tree 
construction

Tree 
adjustment

Response

Issue rules

Issue rules

Data

Update RL

Figure 2: Brief illustration of functional flowchart.
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Figure 3: Basic operations of multicast data distribution.
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desired operation node for R3 is OFS2. However, if OFS2 is
unable to serve as the operation node, other OFSs, such as
OFS1, OFS3, OFS7, or even OFS4, could undertake the task of
data manipulation for R3.

In this section, we described how data are distributed
along a multicast tree but in unicast sessions, without in-
volving NFV capability, QoS, and MEC capacity constraints.
+is is the implementable method and can be extensively
applied to NFV-enabled SDN MEC networks.

5.2. NFV-Enabled QoS Guaranteed Multicast Tree Con-
struction Algorithms. In this section, we elaborate how to
solve VNF placement problems during multicast tree con-
struction. Based on the introduction of NFV and notions in
Section 3.2, we consider the cost matrix defined in equation
(7) and aim to calculate the computational cost of each
possible route from source to a last VNF in a specific se-
quence of service chain, that is, with a set VNFL� (VNF1,
VNF2, . . ., VNFn) of VNFs and a service chain
SCk � (fk,1, fk,2, . . . , fk,Lk

), to find all the paths from source
to the node of the last service function fk,Lk

passing the
service chain of SCk and to calculate the cost using equation
(6).

After sorting out the paths from the source to the last
function nodes, we then construct trees from each last
function node to the set of destinations, which is the Steiner
tree problem with NP-hard. How to build a Steiner tree will
not be extended in this paper; readers can refer to [30, 31] for
more information. We calculate the minimal spanning trees
meeting QoS constraints. Subsequently, a set of multicast
trees are generated from each function node of fk,Lk

to the
set of destinations.

Finally, we get the set of paths from the source to the
node of the last service function fk,Lk

and a set of multicast
trees from each last function node to the destination set.
Based on the information, we can find the optimal multicast
tree from the source node to the destination set with
minimal cost and meeting the QoS requirements while
passing required VNFs. Notice that, the cost of links from
the last function node to the set of destinations is ignored,
because we hold the opinion that the cost of deploying VNFs
is much larger than that of utilizing a link in the case of QoS
guaranteed. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of the
NFV-enabled QoS guaranteed multicast tree construction
algorithm.

6. Methodology, Implementation,
and Evaluation

It is a great challenge to design an SDN/NFV/MEC-enabled
multicast routing mechanism. Likewise, it is hard to im-
plement the proposal in a single simulation environment.
+erefore, to experiment our proposal, we first set up an
SDN environment in Mininet [32], and we use NS2 sim-
ulator to build the same network as the comparison. In this
section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
mechanism and investigate the impact of the main
parameters.

We denote our proposal by SDUM. Many of the existing
multicast approaches explicitly or implicitly apply or im-
prove IP multicast to suit specific network scenarios.
However, the performance of basic data distribution effi-
ciency is commonly no better than native IP multicast. In
this paper, we chose SDM [25] and PIM-SM [30] as the
comparison. SDM is a pure SDN-based multicast approach,
while PIM-SM is a classical IP multicast routing protocol
suitable for multicast in sparse networks. Both of them are in
line with the cases of our proposal. Multicast tree rooted
from the source to destinations was constructed according to
Steiner tree algorithm. +us, the tree topology was the same
for all three methods.

6.1. Simulation Setup. We implemented SDUM on top of the
Ryu controller [33] based on OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.
+e network topology was constructed using Mininet version
2.2.2. Due to functional limitations, it is difficult to implement
the PIM-SM protocol in Mininet. +erefore, we deployed the
same network with the exact same link status using NS2,
which was able to simulate IP multicast protocols.+e testbed
was allocated in a desktop PC with Ubuntu Desktop 16.04.
Each simulation time was set to 60 seconds for each scenario.

We built the networks consisting of 50 to 250 OFSs.
Network topology was generated using the tool GT-ITM
[34]. Source node was attached to an OFS and generated
1Mbps constant UDP streaming.

6.2. Evaluation and Analysis. Since the examined ap-
proaches were all based on the Steiner tree algorithm, they
conducted actually the same multicast tree. +erefore, it is
meaningless to compare tree construction efficiency, data
delivery latency, or bandwidth consumption with each
other. Instead, it is significant to evaluate the number of
control messages, signalling overhead ratios, and utilization
of flow table entries or routing table entries installed to OFSs
or routers, respectively, on the multicast tree to enable data
transmission. We also evaluated the impact of the number of
OFSs in a hybrid network. Finally, we present a qualitative
comparison of typical multicast approaches.

6.2.1. Impact of Network Scale. In the experiments, we in-
creased the network scale from 50 nodes to 250 nodes with 30
randomly selected destinations.+e results (Figures 4(a)–4(c))
show that the total cost on three aspects significantly increased
with the growing of network size. It is mainly because that
multicast tree grows up along with more links and exchanging
control messages when the network is scaling up.

+e number of control messages reveals the load of
protocols or approaches imposed on the network. For PIM-
SM, control messages are exchanged among routers to build
and maintain multicast tree, such as IGMP and RP election
messages. For SDM and SDUM, control messages are mainly
OpenFlow messages exchanged among OFSs and controller,
including PacketOut messages for rule installation, PacketIn
messages for rule query, and so on. Except OpenFlow
messages, SDM generates control messages for domain
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Figure 4: +e impact of network size on control overhead. (a) +e number of control messages. (b) Signalling overhead ratio. (c) +e
number of flow/routing entries.

Input: G � (V, E), Mk, Dk, Bk, cf, m, SCk, CL
Output: A QoS guaranteed multicast tree with minimal cost

(1) Calculate the cost Ckj of path j from source Si to VNF node v(v ∈CL) that implementing fk,Lk
;

(2) Get a set of path costs Ck � (Ck1, Ck2, . . ., Ckn);
(3) for v ∈CL, do
(4) Construct a Steiner tree from each v to destination set;
(5) With QoS requirement constraints, generate a set of multicast trees T;
(6) end
(7) Select the multicast tree Topt with the minimum cost of Ck of v, which meets the QoS requirements
(8) Return Topt

ALGORITHM 1: NFV-enabled QoS guaranteed multicast tree construction
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management, virtual peer operation, host joining and
leaving, and so on. From the results in Figure 4(a), we can
conclude that SDUM injects much less control messages
than SDM and PIM-SM.

Signalling overhead ratio denotes the bitrate proportion
of multicast-related control messages to the total data rate
per link. We emulated a constant 1Mbps UDP traffic as the
streaming. Depending on the basic format of control
messages, PIM-SM control messages are around 70 bytes
while control messages in SDN are around 200 bytes. +e
number of the control messages may not reveal the real
signalling overhead due to different packet size. We can see
that PIM-SM is the overwhelming approach among them, as
depicted in Figure 4(b).

It is also necessary to measure the utilization of flow
(routing) table entries, because it is the main reason that
limits the globe deployment of IP multicast. Similarly, the

volume of flow table is also restricted by the price of memory
(TCAM). As a contrast, PIM-SM requires one table entry for
each group on every router that may process multicast
traffic. For SDM and SDUM, it is necessary to install rules to
flow table to realize packet duplication, address translation,
and data forwarding. +e results in Figure 4(c) show that
SDM performs worse since the occupation of flow table
increase sharply. SDUM incurs a horizontal line, which is
because the number of rules installed to OFSs depends on
the number of destinations (30), while SDUM and PIM-SM
are sensitive to the size of the network and the multicast tree.

6.2.2. Impact of Group Size. We further measured the impact
of group size. We set the network size to 200 nodes, with the
number of destinations switched from 10 to 90. A constant
1Mbps UDP traffic was injected as the streaming to the
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Figure 5: +e impact of group size on control overhead. (a)+e number of control messages. (b) Signalling overhead ratio. (c)+e number
of flow/routing entries.
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network by source node. Although the number of control
messages increases for all three methods, the performance of
SDM is close to IP multicast while SDUM consumes much
less control messages (Figure 5(a)). For signalling overhead
(Figure 5(b)), the number of edges of the multicast tree is also
rising with the growing of destinations. +erefore, the sig-
nalling overhead per link becomes gently with the variation of
destinations. In these experiments, the performance of PIM-
SM is overwhelmed, because the packet size in PIM-SM is
much smaller than OpenFlow messages. For utilization of
flow (routing) table entries (Figure 5(c)), SDUM performs
outstandingly than both others. +e number of flow table
entries grows linearly correlated to the number of receivers.
For SDM, the number of rules installed greatly relies on
network topology and destination location. It is necessary to
install rules not only on access OFS of each receiver but also
on specific core OFSs. For PIM-SM, only the legacy routers on
the multicast tree are required to insert an entry to the routing
table, which is necessary for parsing multicast addresses.

From the above experiments, we can conclude that SDM
shows a worse scalability performance with the growing of
network size and the increasing number of destinations. +e
performance of PIM-SM is more correlated to the size of
multicast tree, while SDUM has strong correlation with the
number of destinations. +erefore, PIM-SM is suitable for
sparse network with limited groups, while SDUM is better to
be deployed for large networks with a small quantity of
receivers in each group.

6.2.3. Impact of the Number of OFSs in Hybrid Network.
As we mentioned, our design is suitable for hybrid networks.
+e number of OFSs in the network affects the performance
of multicast tree construction. In the simulation, we as-
sumed that OFSs distributed in the network randomly.
Legacy routers connected with OFSs and formed the net-
work together. +erefore, instead of counting the edges of
the virtualized network, we should count the physical edges
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Figure 6: +e impact of varying number of OpenFlow switches (OFSs) in hybrid network.
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of the multicast tree including legacy router-connected links.
We present the experiments with different number of OFSs
from 40 to 200 in networks with a total of 200, 300, and 400
nodes. We counted the number of edges that formed the
multicast tree. For the simplicity of the simulation, we as-
sumed that a single OFS at most attaches to one receiver.

According to the results demonstrated in Figure 6, it is
obvious that the number of edges of a multicast tree has a
strong correlation with the number of OFSs in hybrid
network. With the raising of network size, the number of
edges also increases. For a fixed network size, with the in-
creasing of the number of OFSs, the number of edges de-
creases. +at is because, in our mechanism, one receiver
corresponds to a specific operation node (OFS). We can
conclude that our mechanism can generate minimal mul-
ticast tree if most of the network devices are OFSs.

6.2.4. Qualitative Comparison. It is also meaningful to make
a qualitative comparison about the classic multicasting ap-
proaches. As shown in Table 2, the main concern is the in-
cremental implementation, which is essential whether it can
be popularized or not. To implement multicasting service,
PIM-SM requires all routers support multicasting function,
while SDM requires that all devices are OpenFlow enabled in
SDM domain. As a comparison, SDUM requires that only the
operation nodes are OpenFlow enabled without any other
function demands. For scalability consideration, we need
concern about how many devices are required to support
specific functions. To implement PIM-SM, all routers need to
install the multicast protocol. For SDM, pure SDN domain is
required and thus inadequate to be applied to hybrid net-
works. SDUM is suitable for hybrid networks with distributed
OFSs in the network and implementable in large complex
networks. For ISP control and access control, it is hard to
manage group members using IP multicasting protocols due
to the distribution management feature of group joining and
leaving. However, attribute to the centralized management
manner of SDUM, it can easily achieve source, receiver, and
on-the-fly data traffic management and control.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an implementable multicast
routing mechanism for NFV-enabled software-definedMEC
networks. We first investigated the system mode with

problem statements and analysed the capacity constraints of
cloudlets and QoS constraints of service. +en, we proposed
an implementable unicast and multicast jointed routing
mechanism, which enabled us to deliver data in unicast
sessions along a minimal multicast tree. +us, it can provide
a generic multicast service in network layer for SDN-based
MEC networks. +e evaluation results indicate an evident
improvement in terms of control message and signalling
overhead ratio, utilization of flow/routing table, number of
OFSs in hybrid network, and qualitative comparison. For
future work, we will focus on mechanism optimization and
experiments in various scenarios.
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(Grants nos. 2017KJ090 and 2018KJ215).

Table 2: Qualitative comparison.

PIM-SM SDM SDUM

Incremental
implementation

All routers in the network need to install
multicast protocol

No legacy router allowed in SDM
domain

Support hybrid networks; only
operation nodes are OpenFlow

demand

Scalability
Low (distributed routers of multiple ISPs
result in difficulty to use same multicast

mechanism)

Low (in the current evolution
network, it is hard to build a pure

large-scale SDN)

High (virtualized network on top
of hybrid network is possible)

ISP control Low (distributed legacy routers are hard
to be managed)

High (centralized control of OFSs in
SDM domain)

High (centralized control of fork
OFSs distributed in the network)

Access control Some specific protocols are necessary, for
example, IGMP-AC and SIGMP No concern Source, receiver, and on-the-fly

traffic management and control
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Edge computing has become a promising solution to overcome the user equipment (UE) constraints such as low computing
capacity and limited energy. A key edge computing challenge is providing computing services with low service congestion and low
latency, but the computing resources of edge servers were limited. User task randomness and network inhomogeneity brought
considerable challenges to limited-resource MEC systems. To solve these problems, the presented paper proposed a blocking- and
delay-aware schedule strategy for MEC environment service workflow offloading. First, the workflow was modeled in mobile
applications and the buffer queue in servers. ,en, the server collaboration area was divided through a collaboration area division
method based on clustering. Finally, an improved particle swarm optimization scheduling method was utilized to solve this NP-
hard problem. Many simulation results verified the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. ,is method was superior to existing
methods, which effectively reduces the blocking probability and execution delay and ensures the quality of the experience of
the user.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the rapid growth of mobile Internet and
the proliferation of user devices [1, 2] has led to more new
mobile applications such as face recognition, augmented
reality [3], and mobile online games emerging. ,ese
services require more computation resources due to in-
tensive computation. However, mobile devices lack
computing resources, memory, and battery capacity.
,ese applications often exceed the computing power of
ordinary mobile devices. Mobile devices may not be able
to complete computationally intensive tasks within the
current latency limit. However, cloud computing has
rescued mobile applications, to a certain extent, via high
resource requirements, while providing computing power
and simple centralized architecture that helps run these
applications with influential economies of scale. However,
the 5 G era with ultra-high bandwidth and ultra-low la-
tency [4] means that cloud computing often fails to meet

the strict delay-sensitive application requirements due to
unpredictable network delays and expensive bandwidth
[5]. To remedy these limitations, the utilization of com-
puting resources at the network edge has been proposed as
a solution, and mobile edge computing has recently been
utilized as a new computing paradigm. Designed to reduce
latency and transfer computing power to the network
edge, mobile edge computing can effectively mitigate the
task transmission delays due to its user proximity, and it
can provide effective computing services. Being a
promising solution in a mobile edge computing system,
users offload tasks requiring a large number of computing
resources in mobile devices to the server connected to the
base station edge for execution [6], and wireless devices
with limited battery capacity can ease some tasks via MEC,
which can significantly reduce delays and extend battery
life [7]. ,e Internet of things is also a very important
solution in the edge environment. ,e concept of smart
city is given in [8].
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Aiming at task offloading with delay constraints in the
mobile edge environment, an optimization algorithm for
minimizing delay was proposed, which offloaded tasks with
strict delay boundaries to the edge cloud and offloaded tasks
with loose delay boundaries to the remote cloud [9]. Task
allocation in the Internet of things is solved by offloading
computing intensive tasks to the cloud server so as to achieve
real-time monitoring [10]. For the task offloading problem
of multiuser shared resources in the mobile edge environ-
ment, a corresponding joint optimization problem opti-
mization algorithm was developed to minimize the user task
completion time [11]. Some authors utilized the software-
defined network to express the workflow offloading problem
as an NP-hard problem and proposed a workflow task
offloading scheme, which effectively reduced the task exe-
cution time [12]. ,e problem of task offloading has been
studied for multidevice systems [13]. Multiuser single-server
systems have been studied in [14–18].

,rough those documents, each server was found to run
independently in these schemes. However, because user
requests arrived at the server randomly and frequently, the
problem of load imbalance was important [19]. Users in
areas with heavy loads will inevitably have a bad experience.
,is was a massive challenge for MECs with limited com-
munication and computing resources. Besides, service
workflow and network state are also important difficulties in
the edge computing environment. A dynamic reconfigu-
ration scheme of service workflow in mobile e-commerce
environment based on cloud edge was proposed, which was
more suitable for cloud edge environment [20]. A training
resource allocation strategy based on reinforcement learning
was proposed [21]. ,e strategy dynamically generates an
appropriate resource allocation scheme according to the
system state so as to maximize the trusted gain of the service.
A sparsity alleviation recommendation approach was pre-
sented in [22], which achieves a better recommendation
performance for user to choose better edge servers by the
model. An attempt to employ neural network technique for
QoS prediction is shown in [23], and the network-based time
series predicts the periodic trend of user behavior in [24]. A
VANET routing decision scheme based on the Manhattan
mobility model was proposed to get better network
scheduling [25]. When the edge servers form clusters, the
quality of user QoS is still an important issue. A load bal-
ancing scheme tominimize the blocking probability and task
waiting time for two servers was presented [26].

A promising solution is cooperating betweenMECs [27].
With the trend of deploying edge servers, each server usually
has some neighbors nearby. Simultaneously, all servers
rarely overload. An intelligent monitoring system is pro-
posed to control the load state of each edge server [28]. ,e
MEC cluster can balance workloads among geographically
distributed servers by offloading servers with large com-
puting workloads to neighboring servers with small com-
puting workloads and coordinate between them to serve
mobile users. Tomeet user needs, maintaining a load balance
between servers is an important issue. Task offloading be-
tween MECs is not straightforward, and two major chal-
lenges are clear as follows:

(1) ,e problem of MEC cooperation collaboration area
division is as follows: edge servers with small
computing workloads need to help servers with large
computing workloads; however, it is unrealistic for
two servers to share a large delay to cooperate, which
will cause execution delay. Dividing the collabora-
tion area first is necessary. On the one hand, the
collaborative regions can capture the MEC inho-
mogeneity and speed up network stabilization [29].
On the other hand, effective collaboration area di-
vision helps reduce the search space of the strategy
set.

(2) Task scheduling problems inMEC cooperation are as
follows: ,is problem is NP-hard [30]. ,e goal to
find an optimal approximate solution must be ob-
tained in a very short time.

To meet these challenges, a blocking- and delay-aware
strategy for service workflow offloading in the MEC envi-
ronment was proposed. First, the service workflow in mobile
applications and buffer size in edge serves were defined.
,en, the computation offloading problem was formulated
while considering the blocking probability and execution
delay. Finally, a collaboration area division method and an
improved immune particle swarm optimization scheduling
algorithm were presented to solve this problem. Many
simulation results verified the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme.

,e rest of the presented paper was structured as follows.
Section 2 presents the system model of the MEC network.
Section 3 presents an optimization problem and introduces
the solution and optimization algorithm of the problem.
Section 4 validates the model against simulation results.
Section 5 concludes the paper and identifies future directions.

2. System Model and Problem Formulation

In this section, a workflow offload framework in the MEC
environment is introduced. Figure 1 shows that the MEC
system consisted of the user device and edge servers
equipped with base stations. User device includes mobile
phones and laptops. A user device executed an application,
and the application was modeled as a workflow. If the
workflow required a lot of calculation, it would be offloaded
to the edge server through the base station. ,e workflow
arriving at the server is decomposed into tasks. ,is server
would execute the workflow locally or redirect it to other
servers according to its load status. Tasks enter the server
buffer queue according to the principle of first come first
served, or are dispatched by the server to other servers. ,e
tasks scheduled to other servers are transmitted through the
wired network between the base stations and enter the task
buffer according to the principle of first come first service.
When the server completes the task, the desired task results
and the required parameters will be returned to the user’s
device. ,e MEC servers cooperated to complete tasks to
meet user delay and energy consumption requirements.
Also, the system time was divided into several identical time
slots τ � {1, 2, . . ., n}.
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2.1. Service Workflow Model. In the MEC system, the user
device executed the application, and the application was
modeled as a workflow. ,e workflow user-submitted was
defined as W � {T, E}, where T � {t1, t2, t3, . . ., tn} repre-
sented the task set in server-l, ti � {ui, vi}, ui represented
the task size, and vi was the processing density required
for ti which represented the dependencies between tasks,
and the tasks with dependencies needed to be executed in
order.

,e task execution queue for the workflow was gen-
erated and then the workflow entered the edge server
buffer queue. A single task flow was defined as the smallest
unit in workflow scheduling. ,ere were dependencies
between tasks in the workflow and transmission results
between different servers that would cause unnecessary
overhead.

2.2.MECEdge ServerModel. ,eMEC system consisting of
S servers that form a server cluster and N users were
considered. Each server had one base station (BS) that was
connected to users via wireless cellular links. ,is was a
highly collaborative edge computing system, and every
server was connected via a wired network. ,ere was a
buffer queue in every server to store the requests from local
users. Each buffer size represents the ability of a server to
accept tasks. To simplify the problem, the size of the buffer
queue in each server was assumed to be the same.Workflow
service was based on the first-come-first-served policy
(FCFS), and workflows that have not yet been executed
would wait in the buffer queue. ,en, the server will
continue to accept tasks. In fact, the server capacity is
limited. When a workflow was offloaded to the MEC, it first

entered the task buffer queue; then, the MEC server pro-
vided computing resources for it. It would be deleted from
the buffer queue after the workflow was completed. ,e
workflow would be executed directly if the CPU was idle; if
the CPU was busy, the requested would store in the buffer
queue. ,e task buffer queue has a maximum capacity
Qj

max. Qj (τ) presented the queue backlog for unprocessed
workflows from server-j at slot τ:

Qj(τ) � w1, w2, w3, ..., wn , (1)

where wi represented the i-th waiting workflow in the buffer
queue.

,e load status of the server i was defined as Li(τ)�

Qj(τ)/Qj
max at slot τ; if Li(τ)≥ threshold, this was considered

a server with large computing workloads and was described
as a hot server. Otherwise, it was defined as a nonhot server.
In urban areas, some nonhot MEC servers are located near
the high ones [31]. In the present scheme, only when the
buffer exceeded server’s threshold would the server offload
its workflow to other servers.,e goal of the presented paper
was to schedule these workflows that exceeded the threshold.
,e server will not schedule the workflow outward if the load
state of each server does not exceed the threshold because the
waiting time of the task is acceptable, which will cause
unnecessary overhead. When the load state exceeds the
threshold, the server will schedule the workflow outward to
achieve a smaller task waiting delay and reduce the possi-
bility of blocking.

When a large number of workflows were offloaded to the
server in a certain period, the task buffer queue of the server
would continue to grow. ,e update process of the buffer
queue at slot τ was as follows:

UE generate workflow 

Workflow topology
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m3 m4
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ng
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others 

Local
execution 

Workflow scheduling
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MEC server select
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cb ed
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Figure 1: ,e framework of workflow offload in the MEC system.
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Qi(τ + 1) � min max Qi(τ) − 

j∈R

j�0,j≠i
xi,j(τ) − Bi(τ), 0

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
+ 

j∈R

j�0,j≠i
xj,i(τ) − Ai(τ), Q

max
i

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
, (2)

where Ai (τ) represented the number of workflows offloaded
via users locally at slot τ, Bi (τ) represented the number of
workflows handled by the MEC server-i, and xi,j (τ) rep-
resented the number of workflows allocated from server-i to
server-j at slot τ. When the buffer queue was full and
workflows were still arriving, the workflows would be
blocked and fail to offload. ,e user failing to offload would
seriously affect the user quality of experience (QoE).

Besides, the blocking probability Pf was defined as
follows:

Pf(τ) �
Nf(τ)

Nall(τ)
, (3)

whereNf (τ) represented the number of workflows that failed
to offload and Nall (τ) represented the number of workflows.

2.3. Computation Delay. In this model, the execution delay
represented from when the workflow arrived at the server to
when it finished. It mainly concluded transmission delay,
waiting delay, computing delay, and extra time due to
blocking, while ignoring the time to download the calcu-
lation result from the server. ,e basic principle was that,
when compared with the workflow before the calculation,
the size of the calculation result was usually smaller.

Assuming a workflow ws generated at slot τ, the
transmission time of the workflow from server-i to server-j
was as follows:

T
trans
i,j ws(  �


n
l�1 ul

BWi,j

, (4)

where ul represented the size of the task in ws and BWi,j was
the bandwidth between server-i and server-j.

,e workflow waiting time at server-i was as follows:

T
wait
i (τ) � 

m

j�1
T
exec
i wj , (5)

where m represented the number of workflows in the buffer
queue.

,e computing time of tk which in ws was as follows:

T
exec
i tk(  �

vk

fi,k(τ)
, (6)

where fi,k indicated the calculation frequency assigned to tk
by server-i. ,e MEC server was deployed to provide faster
computing power for the UE.

,e cost was zero if the UE offloaded the workflow ws

successfully. If it failed, it would continue to upload within
the UE’s acceptable time w. ,e extra time caused by offload
failed Tsfail was as follows:

T
fail
s �

0, success

f1, i ∈ 0, 1, ...{ }, fail
 (7)

,e execution delay of the workflow ws was as follows:

T ws(  �
T
wait
i ws(  + T

fail
i ws(  + T

exec
i ws( , server − i

T
trans
i,j ws(  + T

wait
j ws(  + T

fail
j ws(  + T

exec
j ws( , server − j

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(8)

2.4. Problem Formulation. ,e optimization goal of the
presented paper was to reduce execution delay while ensuring a
low task blocking possibility. ,e offloading failure cost was
lower QoS and additional overhead caused by task retrans-
mission, replication, or scheduling.,rough the above analysis,
this paper involved a joint blocking probability and task delay
algorithm, while meeting a low blocking probability, thereby
reducing execution delay as much as possible.,e optimization
model was as follows:

min αP
fail

(τ) +
1
m



m

i�1
T wi( ,

s.t. 0≤Qi(τ)≤Q
max
i , ∀i ∈ S,

fi,k ∈ f
min
i , f

max
i , ∀i ∈ S,

0≤T
fail
i ≤w, ∀i ∈ S.

(9)

Equation (9) was the objective function, where m repre-
sented the number of workflows that need to be coordinated and
α was the penalty coefficient for blocking. Equation (9) ensured
that the buffer queue would not exceed the maximum length.
Equation (9) was a constraint to allocate computing resources to
users. Equation (9) gave the time limitation to task failure.

3. The Proposed Scheme

In this section, a blocking- and delay-aware schedule strategy for
service workflow offloading in the MEC environment was
proposed. ,e scheme included a collaboration area division
method and an improved particle swarm algorithm. Figure 2
shows the flow of each time slice. First, the hot server sent the
cooperation request, and then the cooperation area was divided
by Algorithm 1. Each collaboration area randomly selected a
server as the leader. ,e leader generated workflow scheduling
decisions via Algorithm 2.
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Regroup by
algorithm 1
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Get all inform-
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Yes

No
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Figure 2: ,e process of the scheme.

Input: Qi, BWi,j, w, fi,j, B, t, epoch, i, j ∈R
Output: Gbest
(1) for i� 1,2, . . ., s do
(2) Ci � {mi}
(3) end for
(4) q� s
(5) while q> k do
(6) for i� 1 to q do
(7) for j� i+ 1 to q do
(8) Calculate R(Ci, Cj) by (10)
(9) get the nearest cluster Ci∗ and Cj∗

(10) end for
(11) end for
(12) for j� j∗ + 1, j∗ + 2, . . ., q do end for
(13) Renumber Cj �Cj−1
(14) end for
(15) q� q−1
(16) end while

ALGORITHM 1: A collaboration area division method based on clustering.

Input: Qi, BWi,j, w, fi,j, B, t, epoch, i, j ∈R
Output: Gbest
(1) Set count, Gk, c1, c2, wi, we, epoch, seed, X, V
(2) for l� 1 to seed do
(3) initialize velocity vi,j and position xi,j for particle
(4) evaluate particle Xl and set pbestl �Xl
(5) end for
(6) for k� 1 to Gk do
(7) update w by (10);
(8) for i� 1 to seed + s do
(9) for j� 1 to h do
(10) update X and V by (10)
(11) Constrain the particle boundary
(12) end for end for
(13) if fit(Xi

k)< fit(pbesti) then
(14) pbesti �Xi

k

(15) if fit(Xi
k)< fit(Gbest) then

(16) Gbest�Xi
k

(17) end for
(18) immune operation through formulas (14)–(16)
(19) end for

ALGORITHM 2: An immune particle swarm algorithm for computing offloading in MEC environment.
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3.1. A Collaboration Area Division Method Based on
Clustering. Collaboration area division was necessary be-
cause it could improve resource utilization. ,e MEC server
would be grouped according to the server load status. ,ere
was a requirement in the collaboration area division:
proximity principle; that is, the overload of MEC servers
could only be assisted by adjacent server with high trans-
mission rate between them.

,e distance between the two clusters was as follows:

R Ci, Cj  �
1

mn


m

l�1


n

k�1
log2 BWk,l + 1 , (10)

where m and n represented the number of servers in Ci and
Cj and BWk,l represented the bandwidth between server-k
and server-l.

,e proposed Algorithm 1 started with initialization
(lines 1-2), in which s represented the number of servers. q
was defined as the number of clusters (line 4). If the value of
q is higher than k, the two nearest clusters would be searched
and merged. Some clusters would be renumbered (line13-
14), and q would be updated (line 16). Finally, the MEC
servers were divided into k clusters.

3.2. An Improved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
Framework. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a reliable
algorithm to obtain feasible solutions from a large search space
by using the principle of evolution.,e problem of minimizing
blocking probability and execution delay is NP hard.,e goal of
the problem proposed in this paper is to find an optimal ap-
proximate solution. To solve this problem, an immune particle
swarm optimization-based algorithm (IPSOA) is proposed.

3.2.1. Particle Encode and Particle Fitness Function. In the
collaborative offloading problem, the collaboration will be
engaged in tasks that exceed the server load threshold. ,e
workflows that needed to be scheduled at slot τ were as
follows:

W(τ) � w1, w2, w3, ..., wh . (11)

,e solution was defined as a particle swarm X � {X1,
X2, . . ., Xseed}, in which seed represented the amount of
particle swarm. Each particle Xi could be represented as a
n-dimensional tuples {xi,1, xi,2, xi,3, . . ., xi,h}. ,e rela-
tionship between the workflow and the server was defined
as mapping relations. And xi,j � 5 represented that the j-th
workflow would be redirected to edge server-5, and i was
the number of the particle swarm. Each particle was as-
sociated with a position xi,j and a velocity vi,jj. ,e value of
xi,j and vi,jj was restricted within intervals [xmin, xmax] and
[vmin, vmax]. ,e random initialization method was used to
generate the initial particle. Every particle was considered
as a solution in the present scheme. Gbest and Pbest were
defined as the global best particle and the personal best
particle, respectively.

,e fitness function was an essential basis for measuring
the particle positions. In the present article, the blocking
probability and execution delay of the workflow that

exceeded the server load threshold as the value of fitness
calculation were utilized. ,e calculation method of particle
fitness was as follows:

fit(X) � αPf(X) + T(X), (12)

where X was the particle matrix. T(X) was the execution
delay of the particle, Pf(X) represented the particle blocking
probability, and α was the penalty coefficient for blocking.

3.2.2. Particle Update. In the IPSO framework, every par-
ticle moved towards to Gbest and Pbest. ,e velocity vi,j and
the position xi,j of particle X were updated by equation (13).
w was the inertia weight, and it would be updated by
equation (13), and the value of the inertia weight w was
restricted within interval [wi, we]. Gk represented the
maximum number of iterations. r1 and r2 were random
numbers distributed within the interval [0,1]. c1 and c2 were
the individual cognition component and the social com-
munication component, respectively.

v
k+1
i,j � wv

k
i,j + c1r1 pbesti − x

k
i,j  + c2r2 Gbest − x

k
i,j ,

x
k+1
i,j � x

k
i,j + v

k+1
i,j ,

w � wi − we(  ·
Gk − k( 

Gk + we( 
.

(13)

3.2.3. @e Immune Strategy of Particle Swarm Optimization.
In the standard particle swarm algorithm, an immune op-
eration was added, and the immune operation of the im-
mune algorithm helped the particles to easily get rid of the
optimal local state, thereby ensuring the global nature of the
solution of the workflow scheduling scheme. In the immune
algorithm, the system needed to first calculate the antibody
concentration Conc(Xi

k) as follows:

Conc X
k
i  �

1
h + s



h+s

j�1
sr X

k
i , X

k
j , (14)

where h+ swas the original particle plus the size of the newly
generated antibody and sr(Xi

k, Xj
k) was the result of particle

similarity determination:

sr X
k
i , X

k
j  �

1, aff X
k
i , X

k
j < ε

0, aff X
k
i , X

k
j ≥ ε

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
,

aff X
k
i , X

k
j  �

��������������



n

d�1
X

k
i,d − X

k
j,d 

2




,

(15)

where aff(Xi
k, Xj

k) represented the affinity between anti-
bodies and ε was the threshold utilized to determine the
similarity between particles, and then the incentive sim(Xk)
was calculated as follows:

sim X
k

  � fit X
k

  · exp −β · Conc X
k

  . (16)

Finally, the antibodies were screened and arranged in
descending order according to the excitation degree, and the
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first s antibodies were selected to enter the next population
iteration to maintain the concentration of antibodies within
the optimal response range.

3.2.4. An Immune Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
for Computing Offloading. ,e proposed Algorithm 2 started
with an initialization procedure (lines 2-3), in which seed
represented the number of particle swarms. For each iteration,
w would be updated first (line 7).,en, the position xi,j and the
velocity vi,j of the particle were updated (line 10). In each it-
eration, personal best particle and the global best particle would
be updated if a better solution was found (lines 12–15). An
immune operation is added (line 16).,e complete algorithmic
procedure of IPSO was given in Algorithm 2.

4. Experiment

In this section, experiments are implemented to verify
purposes. Our experiments are implemented on a work-
station with an AMD Core CPU and 16GB RAM. ,e
operation system of the workstation is Windows10 Pro-
fessional, and the Python 3.7 programming language was
used. In addition, the fundamental packages NumPy and
Tensorflow were used in our experiments, and our experi-
mental data are obtained by simulation.

4.1. Experimental Setup. A resource-limited MEC system
with 50 servers was considered. ,e processing capacity of
each server was a Poisson distribution that obeyed λ� 0.9.
,e size of the task in the workflow was assumed to have
obeyed the Poisson distribution μ� 0.3, and the processing
density which the task required obeyed the negative expo-
nential distribution. In the model, each server was assumed
to have the same configuration and the same size buffer
queue.

In this paper, three schemes were utilized as
benchmarks.

(1) No Cooperation Offloading (NCO). Tasks would be
queued for execution at the local server, and no
cooperation existed among the MEC servers [32].

(2) RandomWorkflow Offloading (RWO). ,e workload
was offloaded via the MEC, and the MEC servers
cooperated. When the buffer of a server reached the
threshold, it randomly selected the MEC server to
handle the new task [33].

(3) Greedy Workflow Offloading (GWO). When the
buffer of a server reached the threshold, it would
offload to the lowest load MEC server [34].

,ese three schemes were chosen for study because they
were representative schemes. Specifically, scheme 1 pro-
hibited resource sharing. MEC servers collaborated with the
other MEC server randomly when the MEC server was
overloaded in scheme 2. In scheme 3, it allowed for complete
sharing of resources, but the execution time was not
considered.

,ree main performance indicators were considered to
evaluate this scheme: blocking probability of service
workflow, the execution delay, and energy consumption.

4.2. Performance Evaluation. To better simulate the scheme
and show the MEC cooperation area division effect, a
comparative experiment was conducted for each group of
experiments. Each group of experiment (1) showed the
experimental results without the collaboration area and (2)
showed the experimental results with the collaboration area.

Figure 3 analyzes the buffer size impact of the MEC
server on the blocking probability. ,e present scheme
achieved a lower blocking probability than others. ,is was
because the present scheme accounted for the situation of
multiple servers in the collaboration area, and hot servers to
offload workflows to a nonhot server compared with
schemes 2 and 3 would not occur, so that a lower block
probability could be obtained. After the collaboration area
division in Figure 3(b), the blocking probability achieved by
our approach converged with the blocking probability ob-
tained via scheme 3.,e reason was that when the buffer size
was small, a few solutions existed for the edge server to
offload tasks as the buffer size was too small to accept all
tasks. When the buffer size became larger, as expected, it
could effectively reduce the blocking probability for the edge
server, which had more space to receive service requests.
After the collaboration area was divided, schemes 2 and 3
had a better solution set space.

,e average time delay versus different buffer sizes for
the four different schemes is shown in Figure 4.,e blocking
probability of schemes 1, 2, and 3 was significantly higher
than that of the present scheme.,e higher offloading failure
probability of scheme 1 was predictable. Because it was not
shared, an increase in the number of tasks would cause tasks
to accumulate in the buffer. Both the greedy scheme and the
proposed scheme had lower failure rates.,e reason was that
those schemes were considered to be cooperative with
nonhot edge servers. For all schemes, the average time delay
increased with the buffer size. ,is result was because the
request of the users was more likely to be stored in the server
if the buffer capacity became larger. Moreover, the length of
the task queue was longer. After grouping, schemes 2, 3, and
the present had a delay reduction; when the collaboration
area was divided, the delay between servers in the same area
was small, which once again illustrated the effectiveness of
the present collaboration area division method.

Figure 5 depicts the blocking probability versus
threshold in the same buffer size. Figure 5(a) shows that the
blocking probability decreased as the threshold increased.
Scheme 1 had the highest block probability as it did not
cooperate with other servers; the scheme 2 and 3 reduced the
blocking probability to a certain extent but not as well as the
present scheme. ,e present scheme could get reduction
blocking probability. After the cooperation area was divided,
the blocking probability of schemes 2 and 3 had been re-
duced. Our scheme always obtains a low blocking
probability.
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To compare the energy consumption, the energy con-
sumption of the four schemes was simulated and calculated.
Figure 6 demonstrates the impact of the number of work-
flows on energy consumption in different schemes. Figure 6
also shows that the task offloading energy consumption
increased as the number of workflows increased. ,is was
because more energy was the cost to compute and schedule
workflows. In comparison, the present scheme could

maintain a lower overhead than NCO, RWO, and GWO as it
found a better solution in the iterative process.

To examine the performance of the IPSO algorithm
and compare it with the standard PSO algorithm, an
example calculation was conducted, and the fitness values
of the particles under the same workflow and the number
of particle swarms were compared. Figure 7 shows the
results from iterations. Fix(X) represents the fitness
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Figure 3: Block probability versus buffer size.
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Figure 4: Time-average delay versus buffer size.
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values of particles. ,e IPSO could converge to the global
optimal almost every time, and the convergence speed
was faster, while the standard PSO algorithm could search
for the optimal result within about 500 iterations, while
the IPSO algorithm was about 400. Compared with the
standard PSO algorithm, the IPSO fell into the local
optimum less. ,is was because an immune operation was
added to the improved particle swarm algorithm to help
the particles get rid of the local optimal state.

5. Conclusions

Efficient offloading of service workflow in mobile applica-
tions was an essential content in edge computing research.
In this paper, the workflow buffer queue and workflow
execution delay were modeled. A cluster-based division of
collaborative areas was designed, and an immune particle
swarm optimization algorithm combined with service
workflow was proposed. In the task scheduling, task
blocking and delay are fully considered and combined with
the IPSO algorithm. ,e algorithm was integrated into the
immune algorithm in the particle swarm algorithm, which
solved the defect that particles were easy to fall into local
optimality and ensured the solution’s globality. Simulation
experiment results showed that the IPSO algorithm could
effectively reduce execution delay and blocking probability.
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Target tracking is a significant topic in the field of computer vision. In this paper, the target tracking algorithm based on deep
Siamese network is studied. Aiming at the situation that the tracking process is not robust, such as drift or miss the target, the
tracking accuracy and robustness of the algorithm are improved by improving the feature extraction part and online update part.
,is paper adds SE-block and temporal attention mechanism (TAM) to the framework of Siamese neural network. SE-block can
refine and extract features; different channels are given different weights according to their importance which can improve the
discrimination of the network and the recognition ability of the tracker. Temporal attentionmechanism can update the target state
by adjusting the weights of samples at current frame and historical frame to solve the model drift caused by the existence of similar
background. We use cross-entropy loss to distinguish the targets in different sequences so that their distance in the feature
domains is longer and the features are easier to identify. We train and test the network on three benchmarks and compare with
several state-of-the-art tracking methods. ,e experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm proposed is superior to other
methods in tracking effect diagram and evaluation criteria. ,e proposed algorithm can solve the occlusion problem effectively
while ensuring the real-time performance in the process of tracking.

1. Introduction

Target tracking is a research hotspot and basic topic in digital
image processing. It has important applications in many
fields, such as military field, traffic monitoring, human-
computer interaction, videomonitoring, precision guidance,
and so on [1, 2]. ,e task of target tracking is to predict the
position and motion state of the target in the subsequent
frames of video according to the motion trajectory and
posture changes of the target given the target size and po-
sition in the initial frame of a video sequence [3]. Due to the
change of target and environment information in the pro-
cess of target tracking, the characteristics of target are
changing constantly, and the problem that speed and ac-
curacy requirements of target tracking is also discussed.
,ere are several difficulties in target tracking, such as
background clutter, deformation, scale variation, and oc-
clusion. In addition to the above common challenges, there

are other challenging factors such as illumination change,
motion blur, rotation, out of view, and fast motion. All these
challenges together determine that target tracking is a very
complex task in computer vision [4]. In order to solve these
practical problems, researchers have proposed many
tracking methods in recent years.

Most of the methods are to solve the tracking problem by
establishing the model, which can distinguish the target
from the background. Because the specific information of
target is available for tracking, it is difficult to learn the target
model in the process of offline training, such as in target
detection. On the contrary, the target model must be con-
structed by using the target information given during the
test. ,e unconventional nature of the target tracking
problem brings significant challenges when pursuing an
end-to-end learning solution [5].

,ese problems have been solved by Siamese neural
network successfully [6–8]. ,ese methods learn a feature
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embedding to calculate the similarity between two image
regions through simple cross-correlation. ,en, choose the
image region that is the most similar to the template to be
tracked. Because the model only corresponds to the template
features extracted from the target area, the tracker can make
use of the annotated images for end-to-end training easily.
Although Siamese neural network has been successful in
target tracking in recent years, there are still limitations
seriously. Firstly, lacking of the offline training datasets can
lead the measurement standard of similarity to have errors
sometimes, resulting in the poor generalization. Secondly,
Siamese neural network only uses the appearance of the
target when inferring the target model but ignores the in-
formation of background appearance that is necessary to
distinguish the target from similar objects. ,irdly, Siamese
neural network lacks of a powerful model updating strategy.
All these limitations make the robustness of Siamese neural
network need to be improved [9].

,e contributions in this paper are as follows:

First, we add the SE-block substructure [10] to the
Siamese neural network, which can enhance feature
representation of effective channels and improve fea-
ture discrimination by modeling the correlation be-
tween each channel of the image. ,ereby, we can
reduce the computational cost of extracting features.
Second, in order to solve the problem that the target is
easy to be occluded in the tracking process, we add the
temporal attention mechanism in Siamese neural
network framework. Temporal attention mechanism
can help the parameter to update of loss function by
adjusting the weights of samples at current frame and
historical frames.

Furthermore, we use the cross-entropy loss to distin-
guish the targets in different sequences of video, which
makes the distance in the feature domain keep longer and
the features have more resolution to classify the target and
background.

For testing the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm,
we perform comprehensive experiment on three bench-
marks, respectively. ,e results demonstrate that the pro-
posed approach can have a wonderful effect on three
benchmarks which is superior to other contrast methods
through the qualitative and quantitative evaluation. ,is
paper can verify the feasibility of the network that we
proposed and alleviate the problem of target occlusion ef-
fectively while ensuring real-time performance.

2. Related Work

2.1. Depth Models. ,e target tracking methods based on
deep learning can track the target through the powerful
representation ability of deep learning models. In 2012, the
convolutional network AlexNet [11, 12] was first proposed
and many networks based on convolutional were generated
for target tracking subsequently, such as VGGNet [13],
Google Inception Net [14], ResNet [15], and DenseNet [16].
,e development of convolutional networks has solved a
series of problems about gradient diffusion in the back-

propagation process, and the extracted semantic informa-
tion is more robust to larger changes. ,ese models can have
significant effects on target detection and recognition
[17, 18] and image classification [19]. However, the effect of
tracking is subtle due to the factors such as limited datasets
and real-time performance.

According to the way of deep learning model feature
extraction, target tracking can be divided into tracking based
on pretrained deep features and tracking based on offline
training deep features.

In target tracking based on pretrained depth models,
the ImageNet [17] was the earliest way to extract features in
2013. Ma et al. proposed the HCF algorithm [20] to use
VGG which integrated the shallow features and deep
features in the network into the correlation filters in 2015. It
showed a good experimental result, but the algorithm did
not process the scale of target and assumed that the target
scale is invariant in the tracking process which has far less
robustness when tracking targets with large-scale changes.
In 2016, Qi et al. used the Hedge algorithm [21] to improve
the fusion of the correlation filters trained by each layer of
features. ,en, Danelljan et al. proposed the C-COT al-
gorithm [22] that combined the deep semantic information
and shallow appearance information to obtain a contin-
uous spatial resolution response map by interpolating
according to the response of different spatial resolutions
and then found the optimal scale and position by iteration
[23]. ,e C-COT algorithm can integrate the feature maps
of different resolutions harmoniously. However, the dis-
advantage is that the amount of data in training is very
large, which is easy to lose frames. In 2017, Danelljan et al.
proposed the ECO [24] algorithm, which was improved by
grouping samples, decomposing convolution factors, and
updating strategies. It improved the speed of the algorithm
while ensuring the accuracy of the algorithm. In 2018, Bhat
et al. proposed the UPDT algorithm [25], which made a
distinction between deep features and shallow features and
made use of data enhancement and the difference response
function to improve the accuracy and robustness of
tracking effectively and proposed a quality evaluation
method concurrently to self-adaptation and fuse the re-
sponse map to further optimize the tracking effect. ,e
deep learning model based on pretraining requires less
training data that can be used for target detection directly.
However, the model is larger, the parameters are more, and
the model structure is not flexible which leads to a large
amount of calculation.

,e methods of target tracking based on the offline
training depth model can achieve good tracking results
through the end-to-end training features matching the
tracking task. Nam and Han et al. proposed the
MDNet algorithm [26] in 2016, which learned convolutional
features to represent the target by a lightweight small-scale
network and used SoftMax classifier [27] to classify the
samples that sampled which had good tracking performance,
but the speed of tracking ought to be better. ,e deep
learning model based on offline training can achieve higher
precision with less parameters, which can speed up the
convergence while reducing the number of parameters.
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2.2. Siamese Neural Network. Siamese neural network be-
longs to the deep learning model of offline training. Berti-
netto et al. proposed the Siamese-FC algorithm [28] that
solved the more general similarity learning problem by
training a depth network in the initial offline stage and
trained a fully convolutional Siamese network to locate
candidate regions in larger search images. ,is algorithm
performed well in real-time, but the accuracy is not as good
as the correlation filtering method combined with depth
features. Tao et al. made improvements on this foundation
and proposed the SINT algorithm [29], generated multiple
candidate regions in images, learned the matching function
of the candidate regions and the target templates in Siamese
neural network, and then selected the candidate region with
the smallest difference as template for online tracking which
transmuted the tracking problem into a matching problem
for the first time. However, the process of processing large
number of candidate regions was cumbersome and time-
consuming. In 2018, Li et al. used the region proposal
network (RPN) [30] based on the Siamese-FC algorithm to
replace bounded box regression with multiscale detection
for obtaining the bounding box with maximum response
which can improve the efficiency and performance of
tracking, but the feature extraction capability of the con-
volutional layer remained to be improved. However, most of
the Siamese networks that mentioned above are based on
shallow networks, while the deeper networks are prone to
position errors due to filling.

2.3. SE-Block. SE-block is a substructure that consists of
squeeze and excitation, and it is remarkable that the SE-
block does not belong to integrity network structure. SE-
block is to learn the feature weights according to the loss of
network so that the effective feature weight becomes larger
and the little effect or invalid feature weight becomes smaller
and enhance the image by effective channels [23] which
makes the input image frame enhance the effective features
extracted by using the channel correlation while considering
the spatial feature information fully in order to make the
training model achieve better results.

2.4. Temporal Attention Mechanism. Attention mechanism
is an important concept in neural network, which has been
used widely in different fields, especially in image recog-
nition, image processing, and NLP [31]. ,e attention
mechanism in deep learning is to focus attention on the key
point, obtain the key information, and ignore other useless
information. Most attention mechanism models are based
on encoder-decoder framework. ,e framework is shown in
Figure 1.

In Figure 1, we give input x, and target y is generated by
encoder-decoder framework. ,e encoder encodes input x

and transforms input into the intermediate semantics, which
is represented by c through nonlinear transformation. ,e
decoder generates information of target according to se-
mantic representation c of input x and generated historical
information previously. So, encoder-decoder framework is
regarded as a general framework; encoder and decoder can

use various model combinations, such as CNN, RNN,
LSTM, and GRU.

Many approaches are proposed for handing occlusion but
have received only limited acclaim [12, 18, 32]. In this paper,
temporal attention mechanism is introduced to handle oc-
clusion. In detail, the temporal attentionmechanism is used to
update the target state by adjusting the weight of loss from
training samples at current frame and historical frame.

3. Tracking Network

3.1. Construction of Network. ,is paper proposes the net-
work that based on the Siamese neural network, which can
improve the speed and accuracy and handle occlusion of
target tracking.,e training of the network is offline through
the end-to-end way. ,e structure of our network is shown
in Figure 2.

,e structure of our network is composed of two pro-
cesses, one is the feature extraction operation in Siamese
neural network and another is using the positive and neg-
ative samples at current and historical frame to update the
target state with the help of the temporal attention mech-
anism. ,e target is generally the bounding box given by the
first frame, we adopt the exemplar images whose size is
127×127 pixels after preprocessing, the search images mean
the candidate box search region in the frames to be tracked
later, and the size of the search images is 255× 255 pixels
after preprocessing [23]. SE-block is added after conv5 of the
network to form the SE-CNN structure, which can make full
use of the channel and spatial information of the image to
enhance the effectiveness of the channel features and im-
prove the effect of feature extraction. SE-CNN is used to
extract the features and then weighted of exemplar images
and search images. ,e state of the search image with the
maximum classification score is used as the estimated target
state. ,en, we collect the positive and negative training
samples at current frame according to the overlap with the
estimated target state. ,e positive training samples at
historical frame are also used for updating the target state.
Temporal attention mechanism actually reflects the weight
of the estimated target state in the total loss when we update
the parameters online. ,e total loss is composed of positive
and negative samples at current frame and positive sample of
historical frame, and the model is trained using cross-en-
tropy loss.

3.2. Network Improvement. In this paper, the network uses
the AlexNet structure [10] that includes five convolution
layers and three full connection layers to extract features.
,e convolution kernel of conv1 is 11× 11 pixels, conv2 is
5× 5 pixels, and conv3–5 is 3× 3 pixels, respectively. Kernel

Encoder

X1 X2 X3 X4

Semantic coding Decoder

Y1 Y2Y3Y2

Figure 1: Encoder-decoder framework.
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size is 3, and stride is 2. ,e network adopts the Max-
pooling, and there is a ReLu (rectified linear unit) nonlinear
activation function after each convolution layer except the
conv5. Adding SE-block after the conv5, the normalization
layer prevents the data distribution from changing in order
to reduce the risk of overfitting in the training process.

,e first measure of our improvements is to embed the
SE-block after the conv5 to form SE-CNN module in this
paper [23]. ,e SE-block consists of squeeze and excitation.
,e squeeze operation reduces the dimension of features,
turns each two-dimensional feature channel into a real
number, which has a global receptive field to some extent,
and matches the output dimension with the number of input
feature channels, representing the global distribution of
responses on feature channels. ,e excitation operation
generates weights for each channel through the correlation
between the feature channels, and the weight means the
importance of each feature channel after feature selection.
,e reweight operation uses multiplication to weight the
feature channels to the original features one by one and
completes the recalibration of the original features in the
channel dimension.

,e details of the improvement are shown in Figure 3.
,e second improvement is making full of the temporal

attention mechanism to pay attention to historical and
current samples based on occlusion status. Encoder-decoder
framework can give different influences (i.e., weight) to the
positive and negative samples of video frames in different
time and extract the key frames and their information we
contained that may be useful for tracking which make the
model be more accurate on judgment of target tracking
without increasing the cost of calculation and storage. ,e
historical sample is the reliable and positive sample collected
at historical frame, and the sample at current frame reflects
the state change of the target.

3.3. Tracking Strategy. In essence, the tracking strategy can
be divided into the following four parts roughly:

Feature Extraction. SE-CNN is used as a feature ex-
tractor to extract the features of the input images and
the search images
Binary Classification. ,e feature extracted from SE-
CNN is input into the binary classifier, and the output
indicates the probability of candidate state belonging to
the estimated target state, that is the classification score

Estimated Target State. After comparing the classifi-
cation score, the candidate state with the maximum
score is selected as the estimated target state
Handle Occlusion. We obtain the training samples from
current frame and historical frame. Temporal attention
mechanism is to balance the relative importance be-
tween current and historical visual cues based on oc-
clusion status

3.4. Algorithm Process. ,e process of the algorithm in this
paper is shown in Figure 4.

3.4.1. Image Preprocessing. ,e exemplar images and the
search images are “modified” to a fixed size. Specifically, it
includes padding, cutting, and scaling, and these processes
cannot damage the information on the size of the object to
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Search
image

Feature
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SE-CNN

Binary
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Binary
classifier
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Figure 2: Network architecture.
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Figure 3: Diagram of improvement detail.
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make the target which is manually labeled to be at the center
of the image [23].

3.4.2. Feature Extraction. ,e exemplar and search images
after preprocessing are input into the convolution layer in
pair for convolution operation. Assuming that the input
image is X ∈ RW′×H′×C′ and the output feature map is
U ∈ RW×H×C, the formula of the convolution operation is as
follows:

uc � vc ∗X � 
c

s�1
v

s
c ∗X

s
, (1)

where vc means the c − th convolution kernel, Xs means the
s − thinput, and uc means the receptive field of the feature
map in the c − th channel.

,en, the feature map is to squeeze operation after GAP
(global average pooling), which is written as Fsq(·). In order
to express the global information of the feature map, we
transform the feature map from the input of H × W × C to
the output of 1 × 1 × C, as shown in the following:

Zc � Fsq uc(  �
1

W × H


W

i�1

H

j�1
uc(i, j). (2)

Next, the feature is to the excitation operation, which is
denoted as Fex(Z, W), as shown in the following:

s � Fex(Z, W) � σ W2δ W1Z( ( , (3)

where ReLu is a nonlinear activation function, σ(·) means
the sigmoid function, Z means the result of squeeze oper-
ation, W1 and W2 mean the parameters of two full con-
nection layers, respectively, the two full connection layers
are used to fuse the featuremap information of each channel,
and s means the weight of feature maps in different channels
that is set as ωi(i � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). ,ese weights are learned by
the full connection layers and the nonlinear layers, so they
can be trained by end to end [23].

Finally, the reweight operation is performed, and the
weights that output are recalibrated in the original image,
corresponding to the following:

Xc � Fscale uc, sc(  � sc · uc, (4)

wherescmeans the weight and ucis a two-dimensional
matrix. We give the different weights to different channels.
,e network can not only strengthen the effective channels
according to their importance but also improve the
characterization ability of feature after the above im-
provements [23].

3.4.3. Binary Classifier. Given the refined feature repre-
sentation Φatt(Xi

t,j), the classification score is obtained as
follows:

p
i
t,j � fcls Φatt X

i
t,j ;ωi

cls , (5)

where pi
t,j ∈ [0, 1] is the output of binary classifier that

represents the probability of whether the candidate state Xi
t,j

is the target Ti and ωi
cls is the parameter of the classifier for

target Ti.

3.4.4. Estimated Target State. ,e initial state of target Ti is
estimated by choosing the candidate state with the maxi-
mum classification score as follows:

X
i

t � argmaxfcls Φatt X
i
t,j ;ωi

cls . (6)

It is worth noting that the initial estimated state with too
small classification score will lead to deviation to the
updating of the model. To avoid model degeneration, we set
a threshold if the score is lower than the threshold, which
represents that the target is not tracked at current frame.
Otherwise, the initial state X

i

t will be further refined using
the object detection states Dt � Xd

t,m 
M

m�1. In detail, the
nearest detection state for X

i

t is obtained as follows:

X
d,i
t � argmax IoU X

i

t, X
d
t,m , (7)

where IoU( X
i

t, Xd
t,m) calculates the bounding box IoU

overlap ratio between X
i

t and X
d

t,m. ,en, the final state of
target Ti is defined as follows:

X
i
t �

o
i
tX

d,i
t + 1 − o

i
t  X

i

t, o
i
t > o0,

X
i

t, otherwise,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(8)

where oi
t � IoU( X

i

t, Xd,i
t )and o0 is a predefined threshold.

3.4.5. Handle Occlusion. ,e training samples for online
updating are obtained from the current frame and historical
states. For the target that be tracked, positive samples are
sampled at current frame t with scale variations and small
displacement around the estimated target state Xt. In ad-
dition, the historical states are also used as positive samples.
If the target is considered untracked at current frame, we
only use the historical states of the target as positive sample.
All negative samples are collected at current frame t. ,e
target-specific branches require the ability to discriminating
the target that we tracked from other targets and back-
ground. ,erefore, the estimated status of other tracking
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Figure 4: Algorithm process diagram.
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targets and samples sampled randomly from the background
are regarded as the negative samples.

For target Ti, given the current positive samples set

Xi+
t,j 

Ni+
t

j�1, the current negative samples set Xi−
t,j 

Ni−
t

j�1, and

positive samples set from historical set Xi+
h,j 

Ni+
h

j�1
, the

function of loss for updating corresponding target-specific
branch is defined as follows:

L
i
t � L

i−
t + 1 − αi

t L
i+
t + αi

tL
i+
h , (9)

L
i−
t � −

1
N

i−
t



Ni−
t

j�1
log 1 − fcls Φatt X

i−
t,j ;ωi

cls  , (10)

L
i+
t � −

1
N

i+
t



Ni+
t

j�1
log fcls Φatt X

i+
t,j ;ωi

cls , (11)

L
i+
h � −

1
N

i+
h



Ni+
h

j�1
log fcls Φatt X

i+
h,j ;ωi

cls , (12)

where Li−
t is the loss from negative samples at current frame,

Li+
t is the loss from positive samples at current frame, Li+

h is
the loss from positive samples in the history, and αi

t is in-
troduced by the temporal attention mechanism.

In order to alleviate the problem of target occlusion in
the process of tracking, we introduce the temporal attention
mechanism.,e temporal attention of target Ti is defined by
feature weighted U(Xi

t) and the overlap statuses with other
targets as follows:

αi
t � σ c

i
s

i
t + βi

o
i
t + b

i
 , (13)

where ci, βi, and bi are parameters that are learnable, si
t is the

mean value of feature weighted U(Xi
t), α

i
t represents the

occlusion status of target Ti, the larger the value is, the more
seriously the target is occluded and the smaller the weight of
positive samples is at current frame, oi

t is the maximum
overlap between Ti and the other targets at current frame t,
and σ(x) � 1/(1 + e− x) is the sigmoid function. ,erefore,
we add the temporal attention mechanism to our network
that provides a good balance between the current and
historical visual cues of the target.

4. Experience

4.1. Experimental Setup. ,e experiment in this paper is
based on the PyTorch framework to build and train the
convolutional neural network. In terms of model training,
this experiment uses the GeForce RTX 2080ti GPU and the
2.4GHz CPU to iterate 50 times [23]. ,e first 20 iterations
only train the feature extraction network and the last 30
iterations train the whole network which means whether the
location found by object tracker is covered by object de-
tection. In terms of parameter setting, the SGD optimizer
[33–35] is used to optimize the loss function of the network

and update to the network weights in order to avoid affecting
the speed of tracking. Meanwhile, the algorithm parameters
are set as follows: the training batch size is set to 16, the
warmup learning rate mechanism is adopted, the initial
learning rate for the first 20 iterations is 0.001, the learning
rate for the last 30 iterations is 0.005, which decreased to
0.0005 (weight decay), the speed of test sequences is 0.5 fps,
and the momentum is 0.9. We collect positive with≥0.7 and
negative samples with≤0.3 IoU overlap ratios with the target
state at current frame [36].

4.2. Experimental Process. ,e experiment process in this
paper is shown in Figure 5, which is mainly divided into the
following processes.

Firstly, SE-network and temporal attention mechanism
are introduced on the framework of the Siamese-FC algo-
rithm to debug the code. And dataset is selected for training
and testing, the training data are preprocessed, the code is
implemented to improve the algorithm, and the tracking
model is trained. ,en, the trained model is used to conduct
experiments in the dataset, and the results were evaluated.
Finally, other advanced tracking algorithms are tested
andthe results are compared with that of the algorithm we
proposed.

4.3. Qualitative Evaluation. For evaluating the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm, we train and test network on the
public available GOT10k benchmark [37] in unconstrained
environments. It includes more than 10000 videos in 563
categories. ,e test video sequences include many inter-
ference factors such as rotation, occlusion, light change,
direction change, and scale transformation which are helpful
to verify the practical value of the algorithm that we pro-
posed. C-COT [22], ECO [24], UPDT [25], MDNet [26], and
CFNet [38] are selected to compare with our algorithm on
this benchmark. All the compared state-of-the-art algo-
rithms including ours use the same parameters during
testing for fair comparison.

,is paper shows some experimental results of six al-
gorithms on GOT10k. Boxes with different colors represent
the tracking results of different algorithms, and the algo-
rithm that we proposed is represented with red box.
Qualitative evaluation of the algorithm is carried out from
the following five aspects so as to show the tracking effect
better than other algorithms to a certain extent, as shown in
Figure 6.

(1) Target Rotation. In “000577” and “005501,” the di-
rection of the target we tracked has changed dra-
matically, which makes other five algorithms track
failure but our algorithm can track the target
accurately.

(2) Motion Blur. For video sequences “003867” and
“006037,” motion blurs due to fast moving of the
target or camera shaking, which result in the algo-
rithms that compared have drift, but our algorithm is
not affected.
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(3) Illumination Change. For video sequences “000047”
and “006504,” the illumination changes dramatically
in the process of tracking, which requires the al-
gorithm to be robust to the influence of illumination.
In video sequences “006504,” the contrast algorithm
fails one after another and only our algorithm can
track the target accurately after the 119-th frame
when the illumination changes dramatically.

(4) Complex Background. For video sequences “000492”
and “000501,” complex background has great chal-
lenge to the tracking accuracy of the algorithms. In
addition to our algorithm, the comparison algo-
rithms are interfered by complex background which
lead to loss the target in “000492.” In “000501,” the
comparison algorithms have different degrees of
drifts except our algorithm from the 10-th frame, and
our algorithm can track the target accurately.

(5) Occlusion. For video sequences “000496,” “000505,”
“000507,” and “000510,” the target appears occluded
in different degrees in the process of tracking. In
“000510,” the target is occluded by several animals
seriously but only our algorithm can track the target
correctly.

4.4. Quantitative Evaluation. For demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of the algorithm objectively and comprehensively,
we compare our proposed algorithm with several advanced
tracking methods on three challenging benchmarks.

GOT10k [37]: It is a large-scale benchmark including
over 10,000 videos. Our algorithm is compared with C-COT
[22], ECO [24], MDNet [26], SiamFCv2 [38], CF2 [39],
GOTURN [40], and SiamFC [28] choosing AO (average
overlap) and SR (success rates) as the evaluation criteria.
Results are shown in Table 1.

VOT2018 [41]: It is a benchmark consisting of 60
videos. Our algorithm is compared with UPDT [25], MFT
[41], ATOM [42], DiMP [43], DRT [44], RCO [45], and
LADCF [46] choosing accuracy (average overlap over
successfully tracked frames) and EAO (expected average
overlap) [47] as the evaluation criteria. Results are shown in
Table 2.

OTB2015 [48]: It is a benchmark that includes over 100
videos. Our algorithm is compared with C-COT [22],
UPDT [25], MDNet [26], SiamFC [28], CF2 [43], ADNet
[49], and CREST [50] choosing OPE (one pass evaluation)
as the evaluation criteria [51]. Results are shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 6: Tracking results of different algorithms on GOT10k: (a) 000577; (b) 005501; (c) 003867; (d) 006037; (e) 000047; (f ) 006504;
(g) 000492; (h) 000501; (i) 000496; (j) 000505; (k) 000507; (l) 000510.
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5. Conclusions

,is paper uses the Siamese neural network as the research
framework and adds SE-block and TAM to the network. SE-
CNN can make full use of spatial feature information and
channel correlation and make the extracted feature weights
change according to contribution which is equivalent to a
channel attentionmechanism. TAM can update the target state
by adjusting the weight changes of samples at current frame
and historical frames. ,e experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm has good robustness in the application of
target tracking, which can satisfy the real-time requirements of
tracking and alleviate the problem of occlusion effectively.
However, there is still a problem of deviation because the speed
is too fast of the target in some video sequences. How to solve
this problem is the focus of the next research. We should do
further research on this problem.
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Figure 7: Results of OPE.

Table 2: Results of accuracy and EAO.

UPDT RCO DRT MFT LADCF ATOM DiMP Ours
Accuracy 0.536 0.507 0.519 0.505 0.503 0.590 0.594 0.599
EAO 0.378 0.376 0.356 0.385 0.389 0.401 0.402 0.407

Table 1: Results of AO and SR.

ECO C-COT MDNet SiamFCv2 CF2 GOTURN SiamFC Ours
AO 31.6 32.5 29.9 37.4 31.5 34.7 34.8 39.6
SR 30.9 32.8 30.3 40.4 29.7 37.5 35.3 42.9
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Applications of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) make the life of human beings more intelligent and convenient. However, in the
present, there are some problems in IoV, such as data silos and poor privacy preservation. To address the challenges in IoV, we
propose a blockchain-based federated learning pool (BFLP) framework. BFLP allows the models to be trained without sharing raw
data, and it can choose the most suitable federated learning method according to actual application scenarios. Considering the
poor computing power of vehicle systems, we construct a lightweight encryption algorithm called CPC to protect privacy. To
verify the proposed framework, we conducted experiments in obstacle-avoiding and traffic forecast scenarios. ,e results show
that the proposed framework can effectively protect the user’s privacy, and it is more stable and efficient compared with traditional
machine learning technique. Also, we compare the CPC algorithm with other encryption algorithms. And the results show that its
calculation cost is much lower compared to other symmetric encryption algorithms.

1. Introduction

Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a new type of industry with deep
integration of automobile, electronics, information com-
munication, transportation, and traffic management. As a
necessary technical means to realize the intelligent trans-
portation system and automatic driving, IoV is the core
technology to solve the current traffic problems. In IoV, data
exchange between on-board unit (OBU), roadside unit
(RSU), and mobile network enable information sharing
between vehicles and all systems. For example, in vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communications [1], which is one of the IoT
applications, the functions running on our sensor nodes can
be part of the on-board system of each vehicle and the
functions running on base stations can be running on
roadside devices. In this way, the local transportation de-
partment can accurately and comprehensively grasp the real-
time traffic information to conduct intelligent analysis and
make decisions. And the current decision information is fed
back to each vehicle for emergency warning of traffic in-
cidents and path planning [2]. ,e development of IoV and

service capability has spawned many applications, such as
driving safety applications, traffic efficiency applications,
and entertainment applications. At present, all countries in
the world are actively researching the related technology of
IoV and giving strong support to the development of it. In
2016, the U.S. Department of Transportation officially re-
leased Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 150
(FMVSS No. 150), which mandatorily requires all light
vehicles to install vehicle communication equipment to
ensure the real-time transmission of safety information
between vehicles. In 2018, the standardization of global
unified vehicle networking communication standard LTE-
V2X was completed, which is formulated by the interna-
tional standard organization 3GPP. In 2020, China’s na-
tional standard system for IoV is completed. With the
application of IoV, vehicles can get more information than a
single vehicle, which is of great significance to improve
traffic efficiency, reduce the incidence of traffic accidents,
and improve traffic management.

,e transmission and sharing of data in IoV bring great
value, but if the data are leaked in the process of
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transmission, storage, and sharing, it may cause serious risks
to users and society. Compared with the server, the com-
puting power of the on-board system is usually poor, so
there may be loopholes in various security protection
measures. Due to the working mechanism of IoV, vehicles
need to exchange BSM messages with other vehicles and
RSU regularly. BSMmessages are generally sent in broadcast
form without the process of encryption, which brings a
privacy leakage risk to each node in IoV [3]. ,e collection
and analysis of data can help the transportation department
make better decisions, but it may cause privacy problems for
users. Research has shown that activities in physical space
and virtual space can influence one another [4]. ,ere have
been several IoV security incidents since 2015. ,e vehicles
are invaded remotely by attackers because of the vulnera-
bility of the BMW connected-drive system, putting more
than 2 million vehicles at the security risk of being attacked
by hackers. In 2017, Nissan announced that the database of
its vehicle financing department was invaded, as many as 113
million customers’ personal information was hacked. In
2020, Tesla was exposed to iBeacon privacy leaks, which
caused great distress to car owners’ privacy.

To solve the dilemma of data silos and data privacy,
Google and WeBank have proposed different federated
learning (FL) algorithm frameworks. In federated learn-
ing, participants’ data are kept locally, no privacy is
disclosed, and participants build the federated model and
benefits together [5]. Compared with traditional machine
learning, the nodes in federated learning are unstable and
highly autonomous. Vehicles can move at high speed and
frequently and drive in and out at any time, and the
density of the vehicle varies greatly in different space-time
scenarios. ,erefore, we can apply federated learning to
IoV. ,rough federated learning, each vehicle can jointly
train the machine learning model without exchanging
local data [6].

To solve a series of security problems in IoV environ-
ment, we propose a blockchain-based federated learning
pool (BFLP) framework and integrate a lightweight en-
cryption algorithm into it. In this framework, we combine
blockchain and federated learning to protect user’s data
privacy. Considering the poor computing power of the
vehicle system, we use a lightweight encryption algorithm to
encrypt the user’s data to ensure security when vehicles share
information. At the same time, we construct a federated
learning pool module (an adaptive learning model) so that
the server can select the corresponding federated learning
method automatically according to different distribution
characteristics of the data source. ,rough BFLP, user’s data
privacy can not only be better protected but also the model
trained can be better. Our main contributions in this paper
are as follows:

(i) We proposed a federated learning pool (FLP)
module to train the model, which can choose the
most suitable federated learning method according
to the present application scenarios.

(ii) We construct a lightweight algorithm called CPC
for the vehicle system to encrypt user’s data.

(iii) We use the blockchain as the bottom layer of the
framework to facilitate the sharing and storage of
user’s information, ensure the reliability of data
transmission, and protect user’s privacy.

,e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we will introduce our related work. In Section 3,
we will introduce our privacy protection model in detail. In
Section 4, we verify the proposed framework by experiments
and discuss the experimental results and the security of our
framework. Finally, Section 5 concludes this article and
discusses future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Federated Learning. ,e great success of AlphaGo in
2016 shows us the great potential of artificial intelligence
(AI). Although AI has high commercial value, the reality is
disappointing. AI depends on the data of many fields to
train, but in reality, due to industry competition, privacy
security, and other issues, data exist in the form of data silos.
On the contrary, data security and privacy have received
unprecedented attention in recent years. China imple-
mented the Network Security Law of the People’s Republic
of China in 2017, and the EU formally implemented the
General Data Protection Column in 2018. To solve data silos
and privacy protection, federated learning was created.
Figure 1 shows a traditional FL model. In federated learning,
each node jointly trains the model under the coordination of
the server, and the training data are stored locally without
sharing with others.

Compared with traditional machine learning, federated
learning does not need to collect all data but has a similar
modelling effect, which greatly reduces the privacy risk and
cost of machine learning. Federated learning is applied in
many fields with its privacy protection. In [7], Yan et al.
applied federated learning to variant perceptual learning of
multisource decentralized medical image data and con-
structed small medical image data sets of different institu-
tions into large medical image data sets. Kang et al.
integrated federated learning modules into mobile networks
to enable mobile devices to train and share models without
leaking their local data [8]. Niknam et al. applied federated
learning to wireless communication to protect privacy [9].

For different data sets, Yang et al. [5] divided federated
learning into horizontal federated learning, vertical feder-
ated learning, and federated transfer learning, which
enriched the scope of federated learning. ,e characteristic
of moving frequently of vehicle nodes makes it very suitable
for federated learning, and many researchers have applied
federated learning to IoV. Lu et al. applied federated learning
to vehicle network physical systems to protect data privacy
[10]. With the emergence of federated learning, the privacy
of users can be further protected while machine learning.
Pokhrel and Choi proposed an autonomous blockchain-
based federated learning (BFL) design for sensing privacy
and efficient vehicular network [11]. Elbir and Sinem applied
federated learning to vehicle networks to develop an in-
telligent transportation system [12]. Federated learning can
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make individual training data stay locally while building a
model together, which greatly reduces the possibility of
user’s privacy leakage.

2.2. Homomorphic Encryption. Homomorphic encryption
(HE) is a special encryption algorithm based on the com-
putational complexity theory of mathematical problems,
which allows the processing of encrypted data without the
private key. In addition to the basic encryption operations,
the biggest feature of homomorphic encryption is that it
allows ciphertext to be calculated directly compared with the
general encryption algorithm, and the results after de-
cryption are the same as those directly calculated in the
plaintext. ,erefore, homomorphic encryption has a higher
safety. As early as 1978, Ron Rivest and Leonard Adleman
put forward the concept of homomorphic encryption.
Homomorphic encryption can make the operation satisfy
the additive homomorphism and multiplication homo-
morphism, and it is divided into somewhat homomorphic
encryption and fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). ,e
elliptic curvature cryptography (ECC) proposed by Neal
Koblitz and Victor Miller in 1985 is a partial homomorphic
encryption algorithm satisfying additive homomorphism.
,e famous RSA algorithm is also a partial homomorphic
encryption algorithm satisfying multiplicative homomor-
phism. In 2009, Craig Gentry, a Ph.D. student from Stanford
University, constructed a fully homomorphic encryption
scheme based on the ideal lattice, which marks a break-
through in homomorphic encryption technology.

Because of the characteristic of higher safety of homo-
morphic encryption, many scholars have applied it to the
Internet of ,ings (IoT), biometric authentication, block-
chain, and other fields for privacy protection. Zouari and
Hamdi applied homomorphic encryption to IoTand realized
the effective combination of information of multiple nodes
safely [13]. Salem et al. applied homomorphic encryption to
biometric identification, which improved the security of
biometric authentication [14]. Besides, homomorphic en-
cryption can also provide a method for privacy protection in
blockchain, and She et al. integrate homomorphic encryp-
tion algorithm into blockchain and apply it to smart home
systems to protect user’s privacy [15]. Liang proposed a

circuit copyright protection blockchain based on homo-
morphic encryption, which can effectively solve the security
problem of circuit copyright transaction [16].

Homomorphic encryption provides a new method for
privacy protection [17]. It can separate the ownership and
processing rights of data and directly calculate the cipher-
text, and the original data of any participant will not be
leaked. ,is makes the user’s privacy can be well protected.

2.3. Blockchain. Blockchain was originally revealed by re-
searchers in 1991, aiming to add time stamps to digital
documents so that they can be traced or cannot be tampered
with. In 2009, Nakamoto applied blockchain to the man-
agement of the bitcoin financial system for the first time.,e
core of blockchain is distributed account, decentralized,
smart contract, and consensus mechanism. Besides, the
typical blockchain scheme also has the characteristics of a
reliable database, detrust, trade quasi-anonymity, and open
source programmable, so we can track data stored in blocks
safely and transparently. In 2017, Wal-Mart, IBM, and
JD.com launched a blockchain food safety project called
Alliance in China. Maersk and IBM launched TradeLens to
support information sharing and promote efficient and safe
global trade. Also, blockchain can be used in electronic
voting, copyright protection, and medical fields.

Blockchain has a higher safety, and it creatively uses hash
calculation, proof of work, and distributed storage to make
tamper with block almost impossible. At present, researchers
have used blockchain to solve the problems of privacy pro-
tection in the Internet of Vehicles. In [18], Pokhrel and Choi
applied blockchain and federated learning to autodriving to
protect user’s privacy and used a blockchain incentive
mechanism to reward the worker nodes performed better in
federated learning to encourage them to participate in fed-
erated learning more actively. Das et al. applied blockchain to
vehicle theft prevention to ensure vehicle safety and owner’s
privacy through smart contracts [19]. In [20], Rawat applied
blockchain to V2X communication to protect data privacy.
Liu et al. proposed an electric vehicle power trading model
based on blockchain and smart contracts [21].

,e information records in blockchain have the char-
acteristics of a lifelong responsibility system. Once

……
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Figure 1: A traditional federated learning model.
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completed, it is very difficult to tamper with and delete.
Because of the deterrent force of this lifelong responsibility
system, commercial cooperation, social behaviour, and
credibility will be greatly improved. It will be of great help to
increase the construction of our future credit system and
even the progress of human civilization. Finally, blockchain
technology ensures that all parties to the collaboration see
the same information system, which laid a good foundation
for building a wider range of social cooperation in the future.

3. Privacy Protection Model and Algorithm

In the current application of IoV, V-C2X andMEC technology
make the vehicles, people, and roadside units share informa-
tion. It realizes the interaction of real-time traffic information
which greatly facilitates our lives, but the privacy protection in
IoV is not paid enough attention at present. ,e emergence of
federated learning can well solve the problem in the application
of the Internet of Vehicles at the present stage. It not only solves
the problem of data silos but also ensures the security of user’s
privacy. To solve the privacy problems in IoV, we propose a
blockchain-based federated learning pool framework [22–26].

As shown in Figure 2, our framework consists of the
federated learning pool, adaptive learning models, and
blockchain. We use blockchain as the bottom layer of the
framework to ensure the reliability of data transmission. All
parameters are uploaded to the server in the blockchain
through base stations and RSU. Each adaptive learning
model can automatically select the most suitable federated
learning method according to the characteristics of the data
source in the process of federated learning. And in V2V,
vehicle nodes are equipped with CPC lightweight encryption
algorithm to ensure the user’s privacy and security while
sharing information. Meanwhile, the use of homomorphic
encryption algorithm in C2V is to further ensure security. In
the end, the global model is built in the server of blockchain
with multiple federated models.

3.1. FederatedLearning Pool. Given the complexity of IoV, it
is a very difficult problem to choose which federated learning
method to use. However, if the server can independently
analyse the distribution characteristics of data sources and
automatically select the corresponding federated learning
method, this problem will become very simple. ,erefore,
we propose the concept of federated learning pool, which is
an adaptive federated learning module carried on servers
and can select the most suitable federated learning method
according to the characteristics of data sources. In FLP,
according to practical application scenarios, some design
criteria such as decentralizing or weak centralizing, energy-
saving, and security are selected purposefully, and some
strong or weak principles are selected, to improve the ef-
ficiency of the system [27, 28]. ,ere are three federated
learning methods (horizontal federated learning, vertical
federated learning, and federated transfer learning) in our
scheme, and the most suitable learning method will be
chosen according to actual application scenarios, which
protect the privacy of users.

3.1.1. Horizontal Federated Learning. In IoV, each vehicle is a
collector of information, and all the real-time traffic infor-
mation they collect is an indispensable part of building the
global model. ,e information interaction between vehicles
makes drivers get more information, but at the same time,
user’s data privacy may be leaked. In this model, we make
vehicles as clients and servers in the blockchain as server nodes.
,e vehicles download the parameters from the blockchain and
conduct local model training with the local data. After training,
the updated parameters encrypted by CPC lightweight algo-
rithm are returned to the blockchain. In this progress, the base
station and RSU will aggregate the parameters returned by
vehicles to share the work of the server.

,e objective function of finite sum in this method is
denoted by minwvehicle∈Rdf(wvehicle), wheref(wvehicle) �

def

(1/n) 
n
i�1 fi(wvehicle) and wvehicle is the data parameter of

vehicle.
We take fi(wvehivle) � l(xi, yi; wvehicle); that is, the loss of

prediction on example (xi, yi) made with the data parameter
of vehiclewvehicle. We assume there are K vehicle clients
altogether, with (DBvehicle)k the set of local data on vehicle
client k, with nk � |(DBvehicle)k|. ,en, we can rewrite the
objective function as

f wvehicle(  � 
K

k�1

nk

n
Fk wvehicle( , Fk wvehicle( 

�
1
nk


i∈DBvehicle

fi wvehicle( .

(1)

From the above definition, we can know that the total loss
function is the weighted average of the local loss of each
vehicle client and the number of samples. And in each round
of communication, there will be a batch of gradient calcu-
lation, through multiple rounds of efficient iterative calcu-
lation to build a better model. ,e method of each iteration is
as follows (t represents the t th round of iteration).

Vehicle client performs as follows:

AvgTvehicle( k � ∇Fk wvehicle( 
t

 , (2)

that is, the average gradient for the local data with the
current model parameters (wvehicle)

t.
,e base station aggregates the gradient:

wvehicle( 
t+1← wvehicle( 

t
− η K

k�1
nk

n
AvgTvehicle( k, (3)

where 
K
k�1(nk/n)(AvgTvehicle)k � ∇f((wvehicle)

t) and η
represents the efficiency of machine learning.

Method of equivalent update:

∀k, wvehicle( 
t+1
k ← wvehicle( 

t
− η AvgTvehicle( k,

wvehicle( 
t+1←

K

k�1
nk

n
wvehicle( 

t+1
k .

(4)
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,e vehicle clients send parameters to the base station by
several rounds of updating, and then, the base station
computes weighted average of these parameters.

Algorithms 1 and 2 show the details of horizontal fed-
erated learning.

3.1.2. Vertical Federated Learning. ,e driver assistance
system in IoV can provide a range of support for drivers while
driving, including lane keeping assistance, autoparking assis-
tance, brake assist, and automatic driving. ,ese systems
improve the driving experience and even avoid disasters in
some dangerous situations. However, most manufacturers’
driver assistance systems rely more on their sensors, cameras,
and algorithms. Such a method can also train models, but the
model lacks some other important data that is not perfect.
,erefore, we apply vertical federated learning to some
complex road conditions or accident-prone areas. ,e data
collected by vehicle sensors in the same area are not the same as
the data owned by the transportation department in charac-
teristics and parameters. ,e vehicles and transportation de-
partments use the data with different characteristics in the two
data sets to train the local model and then send parameters to
the base station and RSU server to conduct gradient poly-
merization. In the end, the updated parameters are sent to the
server in the blockchain to build a federated model.

,e data sets owned by vehicles and transportation
department are different, and we assume the data owners
were involved in building models as Pt(t � 1, 2, . . . , T). And
suppose the data owners Pt collaboratively train a machine
learning model based on Dj(j � 1, 2, . . . , N) data samples
mi, ni 

N

i�1 and the feature vector mi ∈ RId are distributed
among Pt parties, mt

i ∈ R
Idt 

T

t�1, where dt is the feature
dimension of Pt. Without loss of generality, we assume Pt

holds the data labels. And we denote the data set of each part
as Jt

i ≜ mt
i , for t ∈ [T − 1], JT

i ≜ mT
i , nT

i , and
Ji ≜ Jt

i 
T

t�1, where [T − 1] denotes the set 1, . . . , T − 1{ }.
,en, the vertical learning model can be described as

min
Θ

L(Θ;J)≜
1
N



N

i�1
f ρ1, . . . , ρT;Ji(  + λ 

T

t�1
κ ρt( , (5)

where ρt ∈ Rdt denotes the training parameters of the t th
parties, Θ � [ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρT], f(·) and κ(·) denotes the loss
function and regularizer, and λ is the threshold. In this
condition, the loss function can be described as follows:

f ρ1, . . . , ρT,Ji(  � f 
T

t�1
m

t
iρt, n

T
i

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (6)
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Figure 2: Blockchain-based federated learning pool.
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,e objective is for Pt to find its ρt without sharing its
data set Jt

i or parameter ρt to other parties.
,en, we describe the way the server updates parameters.

If a minibatch L ⊂ J of data is sampled, the stochastic
gradient ρt is given by

ϖt(Θ; L)≜∇tf(Θ; L) + λ∇κ ρt( . (7)

For the arbitrary loss function, let Ht
i � mt

iρt,

Hi � 
T
t�1 Ht

i , and the collection of information needed to
calculate the loss function ∇tf(Θ; L) is defined as

H
L
−t ≔ H

t
p ρp, L

p
  

p≠ t
, (8)

where Ht
p(·) is a function summarizing the information

required form data owner p to t.
Based on the descriptions above, the stochastic gradients

can be computed by (7) as

ϖt(Θ; L) � ∇tf H
L
−t, ρt; L  + λ∇κ ρt( ≜ϖt H−t, ρt; L( .

(9)

In each iteration of the server, the following formula is
used to update the characteristic dimension of the t th data
party (ηis the learning rate):

dt � −ηϖt H−t, ρt; L( . (10)

Because H−t is the intermediate information obtained in
the most recent synchronization, which may contain staled

information so it may no longer be an unbiased estimate of
the true partial gradient. For another thing, during the Q

local updates, no interparty communication is required. In
the same spirit, a sequential version of the algorithm allows
two parties to update their local ρt sequentially, while each
update consists of Q local updates without interparty
communication.

Algorithm 3 shows the details of vertical federated
learning.

3.1.3. Federated Transfer Learning. Federated transfer
learning is suitable for learning different data sets from
different feature spaces. It migrates the features of different
feature spaces to the same potential representation and train
models with the labels in the labelled data collected by
different parties. ,e goal is to use federated transfer
learning to solve the problem of the lack of data and labels
while protecting privacy. It can not only be applied to two
sample spaces but also two different data sets. ,e federated
transfer learning selects overlapping data and then conducts
sample alignment, which is helpful for the part with good
labelled data to build an improved model. Based on this
model, the other parties predict the lack of characteristics of
the samples and modify the model.

In IoV, the distribution of the data collected by vehicles
and the data owned by the transportation department well
meets the above conditions. ,e data collected by vehicles

Input: update parameters encrypted by CPC (wvehicle′ )k

Output: update parameters of the vehicle Uvehicle
1: Decrypt (wvehicle′ )k;
2: Initialize (wvehicle′)0;
3: for each round t� 1, 2, ... do
4: e⟵ max((Percentvehicle) · (K), 1);
5: //Percentvehicle is percentage of vehicles selected each round.
6: Ct⟵ (random set of e vehicles);
7: for each vehicle k ∈Ct in parallel do
8: (wvehicle)

t+1
k ⟵VehicleUpdate(k, (wvehicle)

t);
9: end for
10: (wvehicle)

t+1⟵
K
k�1 /nkn(wvehicle)

t+1
k ;

11 end for

ALGORITHM 1: Horizontal federated learning: the base station executes.

Input: DBvehicle
Output: wvehicle
1: g⟵ (split DBvehicle into batches of size G); //G is local minibatch size of vehicle.
2: for each local epoch i from 1 to Ivehicle is the number of local epochs.
3: for batch b ∈ G do
4: wvehicle⟵wvehicle − η∇l (wvehicle; b);
5: end for
6: Use CPC to encrypt wvehicle;
7: return wvehicle′ to the base station
8: end for

ALGORITHM 2: Horizontal federated learning: VehicleUpdate (k, wvehicle).
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are often road conditions in a certain region, and the data
owned by the transportation department contain other data
except that. If the leakage of data occurs in the process of
interaction between the two parties of the training model, it
will cause very serious problems. According to the distri-
bution characteristics of vehicle data sets and the trans-
portation department, we choose federated transfer learning
to build a model and protect privacy.

Let us denote data source of vehicles V, data source of
transportation T, servers of RSU Server-RSU, servers in the
blockchain Server-BC. Firstly, the hidden neural networks of
V and T are established by an end-to-end solution. We
initialize the parameters to be passed in V and T and use a
prediction function to mark the target domain andminimize
the alignment loss between V and T. ,us, we can express
the function of updating of Server-RSU. We can also cal-
culate the update gradient passed to V and T in the diffusion
of Server-RSU to update and optimize the existing data
model of V and T. To meet the security and privacy re-
quirements of federated transfer learning, it is required to
ensure that original data of V and T are hidden. We use the
fully homomorphic encryption method to protect the pri-
vacy. V and Twill generate their public keys and encrypt the
parameters needed to be passed in each data party. At the
same time, the private key is used to decrypt locally to obtain
training information which will be uploaded to Server-BC.
,e notations used in Algorithm 4 are listed in Table 1.

3.2. Federated Learning Model. In this section, we will de-
scribe the details of our lightweight encryption algorithm
and the adaptive learning models.

3.2.1. CPC Lightweight Encryption Algorithm. Although
federated learning has brought many public values (such as
protecting privacy and breaking data silos), it still has some
malpractice. In federated learning, although the user’s data
do not leave the device and only parameters of model and
gradients returned by users are transmitted in the channel,
these gradients almost carry all the information of the user’s
data, and we can infer the user’s information through reverse

engineering and other methods. In federated learning, both
server and worker can repeatedly get the model parameters
after each iteration, which means that it is easier to infer the
user’s data in federated learning. ,erefore, based on the
Feistel cipher structure [29], we propose a new lightweight
encryption algorithm called CPC. ,e CPC lightweight
encryption algorithm has fewer encryption rounds, simpler
conversion, and more efficient replacement. Considering the
poor performance of the vehicle system, to reduce the cost of
encryption of vehicle nodes, the algorithm only performs
eight rounds of encryption, in which the input is 256-bit
plaintext and 256-bit master key. Figure 3 shows the process
of our encryption algorithm. We divide the plaintext into
four subblocks and use the master key to derive a subkey,
and then, four new subblocks are output in each round of
conversion.

(1) 9e Generation of the Master Key. To encrypt the mes-
sage, each sensor node generates an encryption key called
Kenc, which is shared it with the base station. In this section,
we present the process of the generation of this key which
will be used in the CPC encryption process. Table 2 shows
the parameters used in the key generation process.

Before deployment, the base station predistributes a set
of keys to each sensor node in the network. Our asymmetric
keys are based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) algo-
rithm. ,is cryptography has already been proved that it
provides a more security of shared keys, which ensures an
equivalent level, or evenmore secure, than other asymmetric
systems. ,e base station begins to create an asymmetric key
pair unique to each node in the network. For example, a
node N will have a pair of unique public-private keys
(Pn, Kn). Kn is selected in the interval [1, m], wherem is the
parameters of ECC. Kn is considered as the private key of
node N. ,e public key of N is obtained by the following
scalar multiplication:

Pn xN, yn(  � Kn · G(x, y), (11)

where G(x, y) is the point on the curve.
Each sensor node stores its public and private keys,

identity ID, and public keys PBS of the base station:

Input: η
Output: ρ1, ρ2, . . ., ρT
1: Party Pt(t� 1, 2, . . ., T) initialize ρ1, ρ2. . .ρT;
2: Exchange Pt(t� 1, 2, . . ., T);
3: for each iteration x� 1, 2, . . .do
4: Randomly sample a minibatch L ⊂ J
5: for each party t� 1, 2, . . ., T sequentially do
6: for each local iteration r� 1, 2, . . ., Q do
7: t computes ϖt(H−t, ρt; L) using (9);
8: update ρt←ρt − ηϖt(H−t, ρt; L);
9: end for
10: Exchange Pt (t� 1, 2, . . ., T);
11: end for
12: end for

ALGORITHM 3: Vertical federated learning.
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(Pn, Kn, I D, PBS). ,e base station stores its public and
private keys (PBS, KBS) and all the public keys PN of different
sensors in the network.

After deploying sensors, each node N must create a
master encryption key Kenc to encrypt messages in the en-
cryption process. Our main encryption key Kenc consists of
256 bits, which contains two components (Figure 4). ,e first
component KECC is composed of the first component (128
bits) of the output of the ECC cipher algorithm. ,e second
component is a 64-bit ID (node identifier). When these

components are generated, KECC are combined with ID to
generate a 256-bit master encryption key Kenc through SM3.

After the initial deployment is completed, the identity
authentication and key distribution stage are carried out. We
intend to use the preassigned asymmetric key before the
deployment of nodes to share the key between each sensor
node and the base station. In the process of key generation,
we use Diffie–Hellman mechanism [30]. ,e main idea is
that each node in network can create a shared key KECC by
using the parameters of ECC without interacting with the

Input: Sv, ST
Output: lServer−RSU
1: V and T do
2: Initialize N required by L;
3: Distribute the public keys τV and τT;
4: Use fully homomorphic encryption to encrypt N;
5: Send [N] to Server-RSU;
6: Server-RSU do:
7: Distribute the public keys τRSU;
8: while the model is not convergent do
9: Server-RSU Execute:
10: Decrypt [N′]locally;
11: Calculate L, zv, zT;
12: Use fully homomorphic encryption to encrypt zv, zT;
13: Send [zv] to V and send [zT] to T;
14: Send [L] to Server-BC;
15: V do:
16: Decrypt [zV] locally;
17: Calculate cV;
18: Use fully homomorphic encryption to encrypt cV;
19: Send [cV] to Server-RSU;
20: T do:
21: Decrypt [zT] locally;
22: Calculate cT;
23: Use fully homomorphic encryption to encrypt cT;
24: Send [cT] to Server-RSU;
25: end while

ALGORITHM 4: Federated transfer learning.

Table 1: Notations and definitions.

Notation Definition
SV Hidden neural network of vehicles
ST Hidden neural network of transportation department
ℓServer−RSU Updated parameters of RSU server
N ,e initialization set of parameters in two neural networks needed by RSU server
N′ Set of parameters in two neural networks needed by terrestrial node servers
L Function of updating in RSU server
τV Public key of hidden neural network for the data sets of vehicles
τT Public key of hidden neural network for the data sets of transportation
τRSU Public key of RSU server
zV Updated parameter returned to vehicles by RSU server
zT Updated parameter returned to transportation department by RSU server
[·] Fully homomorphic encryption function
cV Set of parameters that the hidden neural network of vehicles sent to RSU server
cT Set of parameters that the hidden neural network of transportation department sent to RSU server
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base station, which means no message there is exchanged.
,e generation process of KECC is as follows.

,e base station (BS) calculates a temporary key DBS−N:

DBS−N � KBS × PN. (12)

Node N calculates a temporary key:

DN−BS � KN × PBS. (13)

According to the Diffie–Hellman mechanism,

KECC � DN−BS � KN × PBS

� KN × KBS × G( 

� KN × G(  × KBS

� PN × KBS

� DBS−N.

(14)

Combine KECC and ID and then hash the merged result
by using SM3 (a hash function) to generate our encryption
key Kenc (output 256 bits):

Kenc � HSM3 IDKECC( . (15)

Finally, the node N sends its main encryption key Kenc to
the base station safely with the message containing
authentication:

N⟶ BS: IDN IDBS
����

����MACKN
Kenc, IDN IDBS

����
����tN .

(16)

After these processes, Kenc will be stored in the memory
of the sensor node. With the length of 256 bits, an attacker
cannot figure out Kenc and this key will keep secret during
the encryption process.

Table 2: Key generation parameters.

Parameter Description
G Base point that lies on the elliptic curve
KN Private key of sensor node N

Kenc ,e main encryption key with 256 bits
KECC Key produced with the ECC algorithm (the first component of Kenc with 128 bits)
HSM3 SM3 hashing function (output of 256 bits) used to hash the concatenation result of KECC and IDN
tN A nonce generated by sensor node N

MACK(M) Message authentication code (MAC) of message M using MAC key K

N⟶ BS: M Node N sends a message M to BS
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Figure 3: Progress of CPC encryption algorithm.
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(2) Generation of the Subkey. We use the master key Kenc to
calculate eight subkeys Keyi, which is used for the i round
encryption. In the generation process of subkey, we design
some calculations to ensure that different subkeys have
different characteristics when facing a particular attack. In
the initialization phase, we split the 256-bit master key Kenc
into 8 equal-length 32-bit blocks K1, K2, . . . , K8. ,e gen-
eration of each subkey is based on different master key
blocks Ki and different exclusive-OR functions, and the
function Inv(k) is used to reverse the different positions of k.
,e generation details of different subkeys are given in
Algorithm 5.

(3) Progress of Encryption. ,e content of each round in the
process of encryption is shown in Figure 5. Each round
contains four different operations: Count_Zero, function f1,
function f2, and permutation operation. 128-bit plaintextM
is divided into four 32-bit blocks. Four new bit sequences are
generated in each round and then begin the next round of
encryption.

Algorithm 6 shows the details of encryption.
In the end, three blocks Mj+1, Mj+2, Mj+3 are replaced to

update the order of the encrypted text blocks. Algorithm 7
shows the permutation function in the process of
encryption.

At the end of the eighth round of encryption, the
generated ciphertext C is defined as follows:

C � M9 M10
����

����M11
����M12. (17)

(4) Progress of Decryption. When the base station receives the
ciphertext with the authentication message sent by the
nodes, separates it, and then starts the process of decryption,
it will use the shared key Kenc to decrypt the ciphertext to
obtain the plaintext. ,e process of decryption is shown in
Figure 6.

In the Feistel cryptosystem, decryption is an inverse
process of encryption. It uses the same functions and pa-
rameters in the process of encryption. ,ere is no essential
difference between encryption and decryption calculations,
but the order of using the subkey sequence j is on the
contrary. We assume that the sequence of blocks in the

process of encryption is known, and Figure 7 shows themain
steps of each round in the decryption process.

,e permutation function in the process of decryption is
shown in Algorithm 8.

,e definition of plaintext is as follows:

M � C1 C2
����

����C3
����C4. (18)

,e process of decryption is shown in Algorithm 9.

3.2.2. Adaptive Model. In our federated learning framework,
there are three adaptive learning models, V2V, V2A, and
C2A, according to the characteristics and scenarios of data
sources. And servers in the 3 models are all the servers in the
blockchain. In our models, adaptation is mainly reflected in
two aspects. On the one hand, the system allows different
federated learning methods to meet the application re-
quirements of different scenarios. Users can assign the initial
learning mechanism through some APIs. On the other hand,
the system supports the upgrading of federated learning
methods at any time to achieve a hot upgrading of federated
learning mechanism:

1: Split the 256-bit main encryption key Kenc into 8 blocks of 32-bits: K1, K2,. . ., K8
2: ,e 8 subkeys (Key1, Key2, . . ., Key8) are computed as follows:
3: Key1 :�K1 ⊕ [Inv (K2) ⊕ Inv (K3)]
4: Key2 :�Key1 ⊕ [Inv (K3) ⊕ Inv (K4)]
5: Key3 :�Key2 ⊕ [Inv (K4) ⊕ Inv (K5)]
6: Key4 :�Key3 ⊕ Key2 ⊕ Key1
7: Key5 :�Key4 ⊕ [Inv (K5) ⊕ Inv (K6)]
8: Key6 :�Key5 ⊕ [Inv (K6) ⊕ Inv (K7)]
9: Key7 :�Key6 ⊕ [Inv (K7) ⊕ Inv (K8)]
10: Key8 :�Key7 ⊕ Key6 ⊕ Key5

ALGORITHM 5: Subkeys generation algorithm.
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Figure 5: Progress of encryption.
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(1) V2V
In this model, we make vehicles as the worker nodes.
At the same time, we apply the CPC lightweight
encryption algorithm to the vehicle system.

Step 1: vehicles download the parameters from the
blockchain and conduct local data training.
Step 2: when the training is completed, the gradient
is encrypted through the CPC encryption algorithm
and returned to the base station and RSU servers.
Step 3: the base station and RSU servers conduct
gradient aggregation and upload the updated
parameters.

Step 4: the servers in blockchain choose horizontal
federated learning to build a model through the
FLP module according to the distribution charac-
teristics of data sources.

(2) C2A
In this model, we make the motor corporation and
transportation department as the worker nodes.

Step 1: motor corporation and transportation de-
partment download the parameters from the
blockchain and conduct local data training.
Step 2: when the training is completed, the gradient
is returned to the base station and RSU servers.

Input: M, Kenc
Output: C
1: Divide M⟶M1, M2, M3, M4
2: Generate different Keyj form the main Key Kenc
3: for each round j� 1 : 8 do
4: X :�Mj ⊕ Mj + 1
5: Y :�Mj + 1 ⊕ Mj + 3
6: Count1 :�Count−Zero (X)
7: W :� f1 (Count1, X)
8: R :�W ⊕ Y
9: Count2 :�Count−Zero (R)
10: S :� f2(Count2, R)
11: Mj+4 :� S
12: Permutation: (Mj + 1, Mj + 2, Mj + 3)
13: end for
14: C :�M9||M10||M11||M12
15: Output C

ALGORITHM 6: CPC encryption process.

1: Let tr a temporary variable
2: tr :�Mj + 2
3: ,e permutation operations are the following:
4: Mj + 2 :�Mj + 3
5: Mj + 3 :�Mj + 1
6: Mj + 1 :� tr

ALGORITHM 7: Permutation function for round j in the encryption process.
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Figure 6: ,e overall architecture of decryption.
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1: Let dr a temporary variable
2: dr :�Cj + 1
3: ,e permutation operations are the following:
4: Cj + 1 :�Cj + 3
5: Cj + 3 :�Cj + 2
6: Cj + 2:� dr

ALGORITHM 8: Permutation function for round j in the decryption process.

Input: C, Kenc
Output: M
1: Receiving C
2: Generate different the 8 subkey Keyj from the main Key Kenc
3: Partition C into 4 segments: C9, C10, C11, C12
4: for each round j� 8 :1 do
5: Permutation: (Cj + !, Cj + 2, Cj + 3)
6: X :�Cj + 4 ⊕ Cj + 1
7: Y :�Mj + 2 ⊕ Mj + 3 ⊕ Keyj
8: Count1 :�Count−Zero (X)
9: W :� f1 (Count1, X)
10: R :W ⊕ Y
11: Count2 :�Count−Zero (R)
12: S :� f2 (Count2, R)
13: Cj :� S
14: i :� i− 1
15: end for
16: M :�C1||C2||C3||C4
17: Output M

ALGORITHM 9: CPC decryption process.
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Step 3: the base station and RSU servers conduct
gradient aggregation and upload the updated
parameters.
Step 4: the servers in blockchain choose vertical
federated learning to build a model through the
FLP module according to the distribution charac-
teristics of data sources.

(3) V2A
In this model, we make vehicles and the trans-
portation department as the worker nodes. At the
same time, we apply the fully homomorphic en-
cryption algorithm to protect privacy while the
transportation department is sharing the data.

Step 1: vehicles and transportation department
download the parameters from the blockchain and
conduct local data training.
Step 2: when the training is completed, the gradient
of the transportation department is encrypted by
FHE and returned to the base station and RSU
servers.
Step 3: the base station and RSU servers conduct
gradient of the transportation department and
vehicles aggregation and upload the updated
parameters.
Step 4: the servers in blockchain choose federated
transfer learning to build a model through the FLP
module according to the distribution characteris-
tics of data sources.

In the end, the global model is built in the blockchain
with multiple federated models.

4. Experiment and Analysis

In this section, we will discuss the security of our model and
analyse the results of simulated experiments. We tested and
compared the performance efficiency and storage cost of the
CPC lightweight encryption algorithm with other encryp-
tion algorithms and analysed the advantages of the FLP
module compared to traditional distributed machine
learning based on the logistic regression model in the
simulated environment of IoV. We also used caliper to test
the performance of our system. In the end, we analysed the
security and privacy of our proposed framework from the
perspective of potential attacks. ,e details are as follows.

In our experiments, we used the TOSSIM simulator
which is used for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [31] to
build the vehicle sensor-base station model. To measure the
execution time of CPC and other encryption algorithms, we
tested a variety of encryption algorithms in the TinyOS [17]
system through many experiments, including CPC, TEA
[32], XTEA [33], and AES [34], which are all newly proposed
algorithms and used for low-resource embedded devices or
mobile devices. Novelan et al. gave the implementation of
the encryption algorithm TEA. TEA adopts a simplified
scrambling function and short data packet, which can greatly
reduce the cost of the decryption and encryption. However,
it presents a poor key agility (the amount of time from

generating/importing a new key to starting encrypting is
negligible) and increases the burden of the gateway node.
XTEA is the latest variation in TEA, which is an encryption
algorithm based on ECCwith a 128-bit key, 64-bit block, and
64 rounds Feistel structure. With the help of ECC, XTEA
greatly improves the lifetime network, but the memory size
remains a big challenge for this algorithm. Compared with
the former algorithms, AES reduces the storage of keys in
nodememory by usingmaster keys in key establishment. But
resistance to attack is low, since the master key can be
compromised at any time, and the different keys established
after deployment using this key can be compromised too.

It is extremely important for critical applications in sensor
networks to have a security mechanism that ensures authen-
tication and confidentiality. However, optimal security in this
type of network is particularly difficult due to the limitation of
node resources. ,erefore, we compared it with the above
algorithms by experiments for testing our algorithm. To make
the comparison, two crucial parameters have been selected:
performance efficiency and storage cost. ,en, we used the
spark analysis platform to simulate the IoV environment and
made analysis and prediction of the data. ,e specific exper-
imental environment is shown in Table 3.

Firstly, we measured the performance efficiency of CPC
algorithm. Because the decryption time is the same as the
encryption time, we only measured the execution time of
encryption. We used the above encryption algorithms to
encrypt 50 times each and recorded the execution time
through different lengths of vehicle sensor data plaintext.
Figure 8 shows the time of the four algorithms to encrypt
different plaintexts.

As shown in Figure 8, the encryption time the CPC
algorithm needs is shorter compared with other tested al-
gorithms.We can conclude that the execution time provided
by CPC is much faster than other algorithms. ,is is due to
the use of simple mathematical XOR, scrambling functions,
and a less encryption round of CPC to be completed.

,en, we measured the storage cost of CPC algorithm.
Figure 9 presents the result of the comparison in terms of
occupying memory space by the four algorithms. During
simulation, only the encryption times were measured.

As shown in Figure 9, TEA algorithm uses the longest
S-box and can encrypt data with maximum length of 64 bits,
which is present more times than CPC. XTEA algorithm
takes more times than CPC to execute the encryption
process because it contains more rounds. So CPC has su-
periority over the three algorithms.

,e information obtained by sensors has certain limi-
tations because the actual driving of the vehicle is restricted
to time and space. ,e application of federated learning
effectively improves the robustness of the machine learning
model in IoV. In the following experiments, we compared
the model and algorithm proposed in this paper with the
traditional distributed machine learning algorithm based on
the logistic regression model. Based on the analysis of
multiple orders of magnitude of IoV data sets, we predicted
the road conditions of next week. Meanwhile, we tested the
success rate of avoiding obstacles. ,e test results are shown
in Figures 10 and 11.
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As shown in Figures 10 and 11, in the test of predicting
road conditions and avoiding obstacles, with the increase in
the magnitude of the input data set, the success rates of the
two algorithms are also improved. And with the same data
scale, the success rates of two tests based on FLP are higher
than the traditional distributed machine learning algorithm
based on the logistic regression model, which means our
model is better in terms of accuracy.

,en, we measured the average computation time of FLP
and the traditional distributed machine learning model in
two experiments mentioned. Figure 12 shows the results.

As shown in Figure 12, with the same data scale, FLP
takes about 15% less time than the traditional distributed
machine learning algorithm based on the logistic regression

model, which means our model is better in terms of
effectiveness.

Due to the dependence andmobility onmassive data, the
performance index of blockchain-driven IoV network is
quite important, which includes latency, energy consump-
tion, throughput, and scalability. In our experiment, we used
the caliper to test the performance. Caliper is a blockchain
performance testing framework that currently supports
testing for processing traffic (TPS), latency, and resource
utilization. After each round of test, users can obtain a series
of test results and reports by caliper.

As shown in Figure 13, the throughout increased steadily
with the increase in transaction times. It reached the peak
when the transaction times reached 5000, the throughput is

Table 3: ,e experimental environment.

Number of cluster servers 5
CPU AMD Ryzen 5900x
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080Ti
Memory of single pc 16G
System version Ubuntu 18.04
Spark version 2.4.2
Blockchain architecture Fisco-Bcos
Federated learning framework FATE
API Pyspark
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296.4 TPS, and the average latency is 215.4ms.,en, it began
to decline slowly when the transactions times exceed 5000.
At present, there is no national standard for blockchain
performance indicators, and China Institute of Information
and Communications are actively formulating it. According

to the existing blockchain industry standards (Table 4), the
performance of our system meets the requirements.

In the edge network, on the one hand, due to the lim-
itation of calculation, bandwidth resources, and the dis-
tributed characteristics of network structure, it has always
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been the focus of current research to effectively mine and
utilize the distributed data of multisource and heterogeneous
in the network. On the other hand, data sharing faces serious
privacy disclosure risk. Once the data provider shares the
data, it will lose the control of the data and face higher
security risks. ,e application of licensed blockchain es-
tablishes a secure cooperation mechanism among distrusted
parties. By embedding FLP into the consensus protocol
process of licensed blockchain, some security risks can be
alleviated:

(i) Remove centralized trust entities: the traditional
access control model based on RBAC [35] and
ABAC [36] relies on a central server to complete the
management and judgment of permissions, which is
easy to be attacked by illegal users to make data and
files leaked. Licensed blockchain replaces trusted
centralized management servers and connects each
participant through multiparty data retrieval. In the
proposed blockchain-driven data sharing scheme,
centralized trust entities are no longer needed. Our
model adopts an access control policy based on
smart contracts to ensure access effectiveness. ,e
smart contracts are stored in the blockchain and
cannot be changed once published, and they will
start once the conditions are met. ,erefore, we can
ensure the transparency and nontampering of the
access control policy by smart contracts, which
reduces the risk of data leakage caused by cen-
tralized trust.

(ii) Ensure the quality of shared data: in order to
prevent dishonest data providers from sharing in-
valid data, the consensus mechanism based on
federated learning pool will verify the quality of data
models learned by other data providers, and only
qualified data sets and models will be retained.

(iii) Safe data management: only data retrieval infor-
mation will be uploaded to the licensed blockchain,
while real data are stored locally. Data owners can
control their data permissions by changing retrieval
information. Meanwhile, in our framework, the
gradient parameters of the federated learning
module cannot be modified once they are uploaded.
,erefore, without the authorization of the ad-
ministrator, an attacker cannot obtain plaintext and
modify data. ,e global model parameters are
stored in the distributed file system after being
encrypted, and the summary information for each
group of data is recorded on the block. And each
block contains the time stamp and the hash value of
the previous block, it ensures the nontampering of
data. We also use the lightweight authentication and
homomorphic encryption algorithm [37]. If users
do not leak their private keys, even if the message
returned from the server is intercepted by malicious
users, the meanings cannot be inferred. It protects
the user’s privacy effectively.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we innovatively propose a blockchain-based
federated learning pool framework for data silos and data
privacy disclosure in IoV and design a lightweight en-
cryption algorithm called CPC to combine with it. In our
framework, the federated learning pool module can select
the appropriate federated learning methods according to the
distribution of data sources, which makes building the
model more accurate and faster. Meanwhile, the application
of the CPC lightweight encryption algorithm further ensures
the security of data interaction between vehicles. Besides, we
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Table 4: Blockchain industry standards.

Name Requirement
Success rate >95%
Average response time <0.5 s
Average latency <1 s
,roughput (TPS) 200∼300
Success rate >95%
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make the blockchain as the bottom layer to establish a
trusted mechanism, which ensures the reliability of data
transmission. ,en, we made an experiment to verify our
framework, and the results show our framework is more
efficient, safe, and accurate.

At present, our framework is not perfect enough. In the
future, we will improve the computational efficiency and
accuracy of the federated learning pool and improve the
federated learning methods in federated learning pool so
that our model can adapt to more scenarios. ,e CPC
lightweight encryption algorithm can reduce the workload
of vehicle system. However, as the amount of data rise, the
cost will also rise, so we will mainly improve our CPC
lightweight encryption algorithm in energy consumption
and storage cost. In addition, we will also improve the
stability of blockchain to make BFLP more efficient and
stable.
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,e data used to support the findings of this study are
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With the rapid development of the Internet of /ings and Big Data, smart cities have received increasing attention. Predicting air
quality accurately and efficiently is an important part of building a smart city. However, air quality prediction is very challenging
because it is affected by many complex factors, such as dynamic spatial correlation between air quality detection sensors, dynamic
temporal correlation, and external factors (such as road networks and points of interest). /erefore, this paper proposes a long
short-term memory (LSTM) air quality prediction model based on a spatiotemporal attention mechanism (STA-LSTM). /e
model uses an encoder-decoder structure to model spatiotemporal features. A spatial attention mechanism is introduced in the
encoder to capture the relative influence of surrounding sites on the prediction area. A temporal attention mechanism is in-
troduced in the decoder to capture the time dependence of air quality. In addition, for spatial data such as point of interest (POI)
and road networks, this paper uses the LINE graph embedding method to obtain a low-dimensional vector representation of
spatial data to obtain abundant spatial features. /is paper evaluates STA-LSTM on the Beijing dataset, and the root mean square
error (RMSE) and R-squared (R2) indicators are used to compare with six benchmarks. /e experimental results show that the
model proposed in this paper can achieve better performance than the performances of other benchmarks.

1. Introduction

/e rapid development of next-generation information
technologies such as the Internet of /ings and Big Data has
promoted the concept of “smart cities.” Smart cities use
information and communication technology (ICT) to make
city services and monitoring highly perceptual, interactive,
and efficient, thereby promoting city harmony and sus-
tainable development [1]. Among these technologies, the
construction of smart environments is an important part of
smart cities because air pollution is one of the most im-
portant factors that seriously threaten people’s health [2]. A
large number of diversified air quality monitoring systems
are currently deployed in cities. For example, an air quality
monitoring station is set up at a specific location in the city to
monitor the conventional pollution factors (PM2.5, PM10,

SO2, etc.) and meteorological parameters (temperature,
humidity, etc.) at all hours [3]. In addition, Yang [4]
designed a UAV-based mobile sensing system to effectively
capture meter-level air quality index (AQI) changes while
also analyzing the corresponding fine-grained distribution.
However, monitoring the air quality alone is not enough to
meet the needs of smart city construction. Analyzing and
mining dynamic city data is an inevitable step in building a
smart city [5]. /e prediction of air quality can provide early
warnings to the public and the government before serious air
pollution occurs, enabling them to take corresponding
emergency measures as soon as possible [6]. /erefore, the
air quality analysis and prediction of the acquired big data
are essential parts of constructing smart cities.

/e AQI is calculated from six major pollutants, in-
cluding SO2, NO2, PM10, PM2.5, CO, and O3, to evaluate
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daily air quality. However, the prediction of the AQI requires
the consideration of more influencing factors. Figure 1(a)
shows a true description of the physical world at different
moments. Figure 1(b) shows the mathematical model and
models the physical world in Figure 1(a), where the nodes
represent the area where the air monitoring station is located
at different times. It shows the factors influencing air quality
prediction, including time, space, and nonsequential in-
formation. Zhang et al. [7] pointed out that the geosensory
time series, similar to an air quality sequence, usually follows
a periodic pattern, which changes with time. In addition, the
air quality is also affected by complex spatial factors. For
example, if the environment around the predicted area is
good, then its air quality will also be good and will change
nonlinearly with time. In addition, nonsequential infor-
mation such as the POI and road network [8, 9] also affects
the prediction of air quality. For example, the air quality near
a park is much better than the air quality near a factory. /e
road network has a strong correlation with the mode of
traffic. Traffic flow is one of the main factors contributing to
air pollution [10], so it also reflects the air quality to a certain
extent. In other words, air quality prediction is affected by
many factors in time and space, and this is also a major
challenge.

Recently, there have beenmany studies on the prediction
of air quality. Qin et al. [11] only took the meteorological
conditions and pollutant concentrations in the past few
hours as the input of their predictionmodel. Huang and Kuo
[3] combined a convolutional neural network (CNN) and
LSTM [12] for air quality prediction. /e model achieved
good prediction results for time-series data (meteorological
data, traffic flows, factories, etc.). However, the proposed
model could not handle nonsequential information related
to spatial features such as POIs and road networks. Zhao
et al. [13] proposed that the use of processing times and non-
time-series information separately can better capture the
impact of temporal and spatial characteristics on air quality
prediction than using both together, and it also considered
the impact of adjacent areas on the measured area. /e
modeling method is more conducive to the prediction of air
quality than other methods. However, different neighboring
areas have different effects on the target area. If we treat the
spatial impact of each region equally, the prediction effect
may have climbing space. In other words, the existing works
may have the following defects: (1) the time factors are not
considered comprehensively; (2) the nonsequential infor-
mation is not handled well; and (3) existing methods fail to
fully consider spatial factors, for example, the correlation
between the surrounding area and the predicted area is
different due to distance, POI, etc.

/erefore, to solve the defects of the existing works, this
paper proposes an LSTM prediction model based on a
spatiotemporal attention mechanism (STA-LSTM), whose
structure is in the form of an encoder-decoder, and its
purpose is to predict the air quality index in the next few
hours. First, this paper considers various complex factors
that affect air quality prediction, including information data
related to temporal characteristics and spatial characteris-
tics. /e temporal information mainly includes the AQI,

meteorological data (temperature, humidity, wind speed,
wind direction, etc.), traffic flows, and factory emissions in
the past few hours, and the nonsequential information in-
cludes POIs and road networks. /en, the paper uses an
LSTM network that is good at handling long-term sequences
for analysis and processing according to the characteristics
of time-series information. For non-time-series information
that cannot be directly processed by deep learning models,
this paper considers using the LINE method [14] of graph
embedding to transform the information into a vector and
then use that vector as the input of the model. Finally, to
model the dynamic temporal and spatial dependence, we
incorporate a spatiotemporal attention mechanism into the
model [15, 16]. In the encoder, spatial attention is intro-
duced to capture the different influences of the surrounding
areas at different distances from the target area. In the
decoder, we introduce temporal attention to select relatively
important historical time information. Compared with the
method of giving equal weights to different regions in [11],
the model proposed in this paper can obtain more accurate
prediction results and higher performance.

/e contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) /is paper proposes an STA-LSTM model based on
spatiotemporal attention that not only considers
time-series information (such as historical AQIs and
meteorological data) but also uses non-time-series
information (POIs and road networks) as auxiliary
predictors./emodel adopts the LSTM network and
LINE graph embedding method to extract features.

(2) /e model proposed in this paper uses an encoder-
decoder structure and introduces a spatiotemporal
attention mechanism, and it can automatically
capture the relative dependence of time and space.

(3) /e deep learning model proposed in this paper can
jointly grasp and predict air quality locally and
globally. Compared with other benchmark air
quality prediction models, the accuracy and per-
formance of the model in this paper are greatly
improved.

/e rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
summarizes the related works. In Section 3, we introduce the
details of the model presented in this paper. Section 4
presents the experiment conducted in the paper. We present
a summary and conclusion in Section 5.

2. Related Works

With the rapid development of science and technology,
many fields have involved forecasting technologies, such as
personnel trajectory forecasting, traffic forecasting, air
quality forecasting, and other daily fields. In addition, op-
timization problems [17, 18], quality-of-service prediction
[19], and user recommendations [20, 21] also involve pre-
diction technology. In this paper, we mainly study the
prediction of air quality because it is an important part of
building a smart city and it is closely related to people’s lives
and health. At present, there are many studies on air quality
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prediction, which can be roughly divided into prediction
methods based on physical models, traditional linear sta-
tistical models, machine learning techniques, and deep
learning. Among them, the prediction method based on a
physical model uses a physical model to simulate the for-
mation, diffusion, and transfer of various pollutants in the
air to predict the concentration of air pollutants. But most of
the prediction methods based on physical models require
many empirical parameters and assumptions, which may be
true for a specific environment but not for all urban envi-
ronments [22]. /erefore, to obtain more accurate predic-
tion results than those obtained by these methods, an
increasing number of researchers have proposed data-driven
methods to predict air quality, including traditional linear
statistical models, machine learning techniques, and deep
learning methods.

/e method based on the traditional linear statistical
model is used to describe the linear relationship between air
quality and related impact characteristics. Jian et al. [23]
used the autoregressive integratedmoving average (ARIMA)
to predict the effects of meteorological factors on the con-
centration of submicron particles. In [24], Genc et al. used a
multiple linear regression model to predict Ankara’s air
pollution index. Moisan et al. [25] proposed a method based
on dynamic multivariate linear equations to predict PM2.5
pollution concentrations at different monitoring stations.
/e abovementioned studies are all based on linear model
prediction methods. However, the relationships between air
quality and its related factors are mostly nonlinear. /e
linear models mentioned above do not represent their
complex interrelationships well.

/erefore, machine learning technology has received
increasing attention for air quality prediction. /is pre-
diction method takes the nonlinearity between air quality
and its influencing factors into account and is more suitable
for describing problems with complex relationships. For
example, Niu et al. [26] proposed an integrated empirical
mode decomposition and least-squares support vector

machine (LSSVM) method based on phase space recon-
struction for PM2.5 concentration prediction. However, for
complex problems with high-dimensional nonlinear long-
term time series, machine learning methods still seem to be
incapable of solving them [27].

With the rapid growth in data volume, the advantages
of deep learning methods in responding to forecasting
problems are slowly being revealed. Lipton et al. [28]
found that the recurrent neural network (RNN) model
showed very good performance when modeling a time
structure. Zhao et al. [29] proposed a model based on
LSTM and the firework algorithm to predict the air quality
of Wuhan. /e RNN and LSTM networks mentioned in
the above studies are deep learning methods that can
model a time structure very well. However, the RNN is
very sensitive to short sequence data, and once the data are
very long, the problems of gradient disappearance and
gradient explosion appear. LSTM is better at processing
longer time-series data, so it is more suitable for the air
quality prediction problem in this paper.

/ere have been many studies on applying deep
learning to air quality prediction. Zhang et al. [30] com-
bined a CNN and an LSTM network to forecast air quality.
/e model achieved good prediction results for time-series
data (meteorological data, traffic flows, factory air pollutant
emissions, etc.). Ge et al. [31] regarded time-series and
non-time-series information as influencing factors in air
quality prediction. Qi et al. [32] proposed a mixed model
called GC-LSTM, in which graph convolutional networks
were used to extract the spatial correlation between dif-
ferent sites, and LSTM was used to capture the temporal
correlation between different time observations. /e fully
connected neural network based on spatial combination
was used to capture the correlation between the target area
and its five neighboring sites in [13]. However, different
surrounding areas may have different effects on the target
area due to the distance between them or differences in
their POI types./erefore, this paper proposes to introduce
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Figure 1: Influencing factors of air quality. (a) Physical world. (b) Mathematical model.
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a spatiotemporal attention mechanism into the model to
capture the relative importance of different surrounding
areas.

/e essence of the attention mechanism comes from
human visual attention. For example, when observing a scene,
people pay attention to a specific part of the scene according
to their own needs, and they ignore irrelevant information
[33]./e attentionmechanismwas originally used inmachine
translation [34], but it is now an important part of neural
network structures, and it is also widely used in image
processing, speech recognition, and computer-related fields
[35]. In the recent literature, Li et al. [36] proposed to use the
attention mechanism to capture the most important part of
the past state, but ignored the relative importance of
neighboring sites. In addition, non-time series (road network
and POI) also affects the prediction of the target area.
/erefore, in response to the above problems, this paper
introduces a spatiotemporal attention mechanism to capture
temporal and spatial correlations in air quality prediction.

3. Problem Definition and Model Framework

/is section first defines the air quality prediction problem,
then proposes the overall model for prediction, and finally
introduces the various components of the model in detail.

3.1. Problem Definition. Assuming that there are n regions
with air quality monitoring stations, the characteristics of
the time series for prediction can be obtained. /e time
series of the area i to be predicted is expressed as
Xi � (x1, x2, . . . , xn)Τ ∈ Rn×T, where T is the length of the set
time window, n indicates the number of time series (in-
cluding the AQI index, meteorological data, traffic flows, and
factory pollution emissions), and the row vectors x represent
the time series of each feature considered in this paper. At
the same time, Xican also be expressed as
Xi � (x1, x2, . . . , xT) ∈ Rn×T, where xt � (x1,i

t , x2,i
t , . . . , xn,i

t )

∈ Rn represents the monitoring value of each feature in
region i at time t. In addition to the influence of the feature
values in the target area on the predicted air quality, the
environmental conditions in the surrounding area also have
different degrees of influence on the predicted results.
/erefore, the paper expresses the global features as
(X1, X2, . . . , XN).

According to the temporal data, spatial data, and global
characteristics of the target area, the STA-LSTM model is
used to predict the air quality of area i at a future timeT′./e
result is expressed as yi � (yT+1, yT+2, . . . , yT+T′), where
yT+t′ represents the predicted AQI value at time T + t′ in the
future.

3.2. Overall Framework. To predict air quality, this paper
proposes an STA-LSTM model based on a spatiotemporal
attention mechanism and uses an encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. As shown in Figure 2, the model is mainly composed
of three parts: (1) A spatial attention mechanism is used to
capture the dynamic spatial correlation between sensors. In
the encoder, we design a spatial attention mechanism to

automatically capture the relative influence of different re-
gions on the target region and assign different weights to
different regions, namely, (α1t , α

2
t , . . . , αN

t ), where αj
t rep-

resents the degree of influence of area j on the target area at
time t. Furthermore, the weight of each area is determined
jointly by the historical information of each monitoring
station, the hidden state ht−1, and the cell state ct−1 of the
LSTM of the encoder. (2) Feature extraction of nonse-
quential information for auxiliary prediction is performed.
Nonsequential data similar to those of POIs and road
networks cannot be directly used as the input of the LSTM.
/erefore, the solution is to preprocess the spatial data and
use its output nst′ as the input of the LSTM of the decoder,
where t′ is the future time. (3) A temporal attention
mechanism is used to capture the dynamic temporal cor-
relation. In the decoder, the model uses a temporal attention
mechanism to automatically select the relevant hidden state
of the output of the LSTM of the encoder to obtain the
temporal context vector yt′ , which is connected with the
auxiliary vector nst′ and the prediction result obtained at the
previous time. /en, it is used as the input information for
the LSTM of the decoder to predict the air quality at time t′.
/e weight βt

t′ of the attention mechanism is calculated
according to the hidden state ht′−1′ and cell state ct′−1′ in the
LSTM of the decoder at time t′ − 1.

3.2.1. Encoder with a Spatial Attention Mechanism. /e
purpose of this paper is to predict the air quality at time T′ in
the future. In previous studies, some methods [13] only
considered the relevant influencing factors of the target area.
Even though some methods [11] considered the influence of
surrounding areas, they simply gave the same weight to
different areas. In fact, different regions play different roles,
and their impact on the target region also changes with time.
For example, the data in the area closest to the target area
have a relatively important reference value. Similarly, if
strong winds are blown from a certain area, the impact on
the air quality of the target area is greater than if the area has
no wind. In addition, Liang [16] pointed out that there may
be sequences with little correlation or relevance in other
regions. If the temporal data of all regions are directly used as
the input of the encoder to capture the influence of other
regions, the result is a high computational cost and a re-
duction in performance [16].

/erefore, we propose a spatial attention mechanism to
automatically capture and utilize the relative importance of
different regions, thereby grasping the spatial influencing
factors of each region in the overall situation and enhancing
the traditional LSTM that is good at solving time-dependent
problems. /e specific process is as follows. Given the
hidden state ht−1 and cell state ct−1 of the LSTM of the
encoder at time t − 1, we can calculate the attention weight
of the surrounding area l in terms of its influence on the
target area i according to the following formula:

s
l
t � VΤs tanh Ws ht−1; ct−1  + UsX

lZs + bs , (1)

where Xl ∈ RN×T represents all historical time-series data at
time T (in the past) for region l, and Vs ∈ RT, Ws ∈ RT×2M,
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Us ∈ RT×N, Zs ∈ RT, and bs ∈ RT are the parameters of the
attention model, which can be obtained through learning.
/e weight sl

t obtained by each set of time-series data for area
l represents the influence of the area on the target area.

In addition, the geographical distance between the
two regions also affects the degree of correlation, that is,
the closer the distance, the stronger the correlation.
/erefore, the model uses the distance correlation matrix
D ∈ RN×N to represent the correlation between each
region and the target region i, where di,l is the reciprocal
of the distance between regions i and l, and D is a di-
agonal matrix. Finally, we use the softmax function to
normalize all the spatial attention weights to [0, 1] and
ensure that the sum is 1. /e formula for this calculation
is as follows:

αl
t �

exp λs
l
t + λ′di,l 


N
j�1 exp λs

j
t + λ′di,j 

. (2)

/erefore, αl
t comprehensively considers the importance

of area l to the target area. In other words, it controls the
amount of information in area l input into the LSTM of the
encoder. Among the terms in the formula, λ + λ′ � 1, and λ
is an adjustable hyperparameter that determines the pro-
portions of sl

t and di,j when calculating the weight.
According to the above process, the attention weight of each
area at time t can be obtained in turn, namely,

et � α1t , α2t , . . . , αl
t, . . . , αN

t 
Τ
. (3)

/en, the vector output through the spatial attention
mechanism at time t is as follows:

ΧSA
t � α1t x

1,1
t , α2t x

1,2
t , . . . , αl

tx
1,l
t , . . . , αN

t x
1,N
t 
Τ
, (4)

where x1,l
t represents the AQI value of area l at time t.

/e spatial influence factor ΧSA
t at time t is connected

with the temporal data ΧTA
t � (x1

t , x2
t , . . . , xn

t )Τ of the target
area (where xi

t is the i-th temporal data at time t, such as
AQI, temperature, wind speed, etc.) to obtain the input of
the LSTM of the encoder, namely, Χt � [ΧSA

t ;ΧTA
t ],

Χt ∈ RN+n. /en, we use ht−1, ct−1, and Χt at the previous
time t to update the hidden state ht [12]. /e calculation
process is as follows:

f t � σ Wf ht−1,Xt  + bf , (5)

it � σ Wi ht−1,Χt  + bi( , (6)

ot � σ Wo ht−1,Χt  + bo( , (7)

ct � tanh Wc ht−1,Χt  + bc( , (8)

ct � f t ∗ ct−1 + it ∗ct, (9)

ht � ot ∗ tanh ct( , (10)

where f , i, and o represent the forget gate, input gate, and
output gate, respectively, ct is the candidate cell information,
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W is the weight parameter, b is the bias term, and σ rep-
resents the sigmoid activation function.

3.2.2. Feature Extraction of Nonsequential Information for
Auxiliary Prediction. /e spatial data, similar to POIs and
road networks, directly or indirectly affect air quality, so the
model uses these spatial data as auxiliary information for air
quality prediction. However, these data cannot be directly
input into the LSTM. /erefore, this paper proposes using
the LINE method to embed the information network
composed of the coordinates, POIs, and road networks of
the prediction area into a low-dimensional vector to im-
prove the prediction effect for air quality. /e following
figure is an information network diagram composed of
spatial information such as coordinates, POIs, and road
networks.

As shown in Figure 3, the network graph
Gaa � (A∪A, βaa) between prediction regions represents
the distance relationship of each region, where A represents
the region to be predicted, βaa represents the set of edges eij

between any two regions, and the weight wij represents the
distance between the two areas. On the right side of Figure 4,
the network graph Gap � (A∪P, βap) between the area and
the POIs represents the distribution of POIs in the pre-
diction area, where P represents the collection of POI cat-
egories, and the categories p1∼p10 are, respectively,
expressed as transportation spots, factories, parks, stores,
eating and drinking establishments, stadiums, schools, real
estate, entertainment establishments, and other establish-
ments [9]. βap represents the set of edges eij between the
region and the POI category, and its weight wij represents
the number of POIs containing category pj in the prediction
area i. /e network graph Gar � (A∪R, βar) between the
area and the road network in the left part of the figure
represents the distribution of road segments in the pre-
diction area, where R represents the set of road segment
categories, βar represents the set of edges eij between the
region and the road segment categories, and its weight wij

represents the total length of the roads of category rj in-
cluded in the prediction area i.

According to the network graph defined above, this
paper uses the LINE method to learn the low-dimensional
vector representation of the spatial data in the prediction
area. /e objective functions are shown in the following
formulas:

L Gaa(  � − 
eij∈βaa

wijlog p vj | vi ,
(11)

L Gap  � − 
eij∈βap

wijlog p vj | vi ,
(12)

L Gar(  � − 
eij∈βar

wijlog p vj | vi ,
(13)

L(G) � L Gaa(  + L Gap  + L Gar( . (14)

By optimizing the objective function L(G), a low-dimensional
vector representation of the spatial information of each region di

can be obtained, that is, nsi ∈ Rϕ, and Rϕ represents a ϕ-di-
mensional vector space.

3.2.3. Decoder for Air Quality Prediction. When the tradi-
tional encoder-decoder model performs air quality predic-
tion, the hidden states (h1,h2, . . . , hT) obtained by the
LSTM of the encoder are directly input into the decoder to
obtain a fixed-length target sequence. However, Cho [37]
found that the performance of themodel decreases rapidly as
the input length of the decoder increases. /erefore, this
paper introduces a temporal attention mechanism in the
decoder to assign different temporal weights to the hidden
states of the encoder output. At the same time, all hidden
states are weighted and summed, and the result is used as the
input of the LSTM of the decoder at the future time t′ to
capture the dynamic time correlation between the future and
the historical times [38]. /e specific process is as follows.

Given the hidden state ht′−1′ and the cell state ct′−1′ of the
LSTM of the decoder at time t′ − 1, we can use the following
formula to calculate the attention weight of the hidden state
ht output by the encoder at time t′:
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Figure 3: Network diagram with connections between regions.
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u
t
t′ � vΤd tanh Wd ht′−1′ ; ct′−1′  + Udht + bd( , (15)

where vd, bd ∈ RL, Wd ∈ RL×2P, and Ud ∈ RL×M.
Similar to the weight for the spatial attention mechanism

in the previous section, the weight of the hidden state at the
historical time is normalized to [0, 1], as shown in the
following formula:

βt
t′ �

exp u
t
t′ 


T
j�1 exp u

j

t′ 
. (16)

According to the above equation, the weights of all the
historical hidden states output by the encoder can be cal-
culated, and then, the hidden state ht is weighted and
summed to obtain the time context vector y, that is,

yt′ � 
T

t�1
βt

t′ht. (17)

We connect yt′ with the nonsequential auxiliary infor-
mation nst′ , and the output result yt′−1 at time t′ − 1 is used
as the input for the LSTM of the decoder at time t′, and it is
used to update the hidden state ht′′ . /is process is similar to
the calculation procedure for the LSTM of the encoder, and
it is briefly expressed as

ht′′ � LSTM ht′−1′ , yt′−1;nst′ ; yt′−1 ( . (18)

/en, the model uses the updated hidden state ht′′ and
the context vector yt′ to jointly calculate the AQI prediction
result yt′ of the target area. /e calculation process is as
follows:

yt′ � vΤy Wy ht′′ ; yt′  + by  + by, (19)

where Wy ∈ RQ×(P+M) and vy, by ∈ RQ.
Finally, during model training, we choose the Adam

optimization algorithm [39] to minimize the mean squared
error function between the predicted value
(yT+1, yT+2, . . . , yT+T′) and the true value
(yT+1, yT+2, . . . , yT+T′). /e formula for the calculation is as
follows:

Loss(Θ) � ‖y − y‖
2
, (20)

where Θ represents all the parameters learned by the STA-
LSTM model.

4. Experiments

For the prediction model proposed in this paper, the ef-
fectiveness of the model is verified in this section by several
sets of comparative experiments. First, we introduce the
experimental datasets and their evaluation criteria. Second,
we use other air quality prediction methods as benchmarks
for comparison with the STA-LSTM model proposed in the
paper. Finally, we verify the effectiveness of different input
features. In addition, we evaluate the impact of the spatial
and temporal attention mechanism modules on air quality
prediction in turn.

4.1. Experimental Settings

4.1.1. Datasets and Settings. In this experiment, we use the
monitoring data from the Beijing area with a total of 36
monitoring stations, some of which are shown in Figure 5.
/e time span is from January 1, 2018, to December 31, 2018,
with an interval of 1 hour. Figure 5 shows the distribution of
some of the monitoring stations.

(1) Historical meteorological data: meteorological data
mainly include temperature, humidity, wind speed,
and wind direction data. We mainly obtain them
through the Chinese weather website, and the time
granularity is an hour.

(2) Historical air quality data: air quality data mainly
include historical AQI, PM2.5, PM10, CO, NO2, O3,
and SO2 data. /ese data are mainly obtained
through the PM2.5 historical data website, with a
time granularity of an hour.

(3) Historical factory pollutant emission data: the fac-
tory pollutant emissions record the concentration of
air pollutants emitted by the factory, which is ob-
tained through the company’s self-monitoring in-
formation disclosure platform.

(4) Historical traffic flow data: the obtained traffic flow
data contain the traffic index, that is, the traffic
congestion index, which is obtained through the
platform of the Beijing Transportation Development
Research Institute.

(5) POI data and road network data: these data are
extracted by downloading OpenStreetMap data.

In the experiment, the above datasets are randomly
divided into a training set, verification set, and test set
according to a ratio of 6 : 2 : 2. In the training phase, we set
the batch size to 512, the learning rate to 0.001, the time
window T to {6, 12, 24, 36, 48}, and the predicted future time
length to 24 h. /e model was trained on a server with Tesla
K40m GPU and Intel Xeon E5 CPU.

4.1.2. Metrics. /is experiment uses two common regression
evaluation indicators to evaluate the performance of the
prediction model proposed in this paper, namely, RMSE and
R2.

/e RMSE is used to measure the deviation between the
predicted value and the true value of a variable, namely,

RMSE �

������������

1
m



m

i�1
yi−yi( 

2




, (21)

where yi is the true value, yi is the predicted value, and m
represents the number of all predicted values. When the
RMSE value is large, the error between the predicted value
and the true value is also large.

R2 usually indicates the quality of fit of the model, and its
definition is as follows:
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R
2

� 1 −


m
i�1 yi − yi( 

2


m
i�1 yi − yi( 

2, (22)

where y represents the mean value of y, and its value range is
usually [0, 1], but sometimes it is also a negative number.
Generally, if the result of R2 is 0, it means that the model
fitting effect is very bad; if it is 1, it means that the model
predicts the result without error.

4.1.3. Compared Methods. We use the following methods as
benchmarks and compare them with the model proposed in
the paper:

(1) ARIMA: this is a method based on traditional linear
statistical models, which can be used to predict
temporal data.

(2) MFSVR: this is a predictive model with machine
learning technology based on SVR. To improve the
prediction accuracy, the model uses a feature fu-
sion method based on partial least squares to
extract the original features and reduce the di-
mensions of the input variables of the SVR model
[40].

(3) DeepST: this is a prediction model for spatiotem-
poral data based on deep learning [30].

(4) LSTM: this method uses LSTM to automatically
extract useful features from historical data, and it
takes the spatial and temporal correlation of influ-
encing factors into account [41].

(5) GC-LSTM: this method is a hybrid model based on
deep learning methods. It integrates a graph con-
volution network and an LSTM network to predict
the spatiotemporal changes in PM2.5 concentrations
[32].

(6) ADAIN: this method combines feedforward and
recurrent neural networks while adding an atten-
tion-based pooling layer to learn the functional
weights of different monitoring stations [42].

5. Results

First, we compare the prediction model with the six
benchmarks mentioned above. /en, we evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of each module of the model.

5.1. Model Comparison. To verify the feasibility and effec-
tiveness of our model, we compare the STA-LSTM model
proposed in this paper with six other AQI prediction
methods, including ARIMA, MFSVR, DeepST, LSTM, GC-
LSTM, and ADAIN. We use the same datasets and
appropriate parameters to train these models to obtain
prediction results at different scales and use the RMSE
evaluation criterion to evaluate the performance of these
models. /e results are shown in Table 1. Obviously, as the
prediction time becomes longer, the performances of all
models show downward trends. /e reasons for this result
may be because of the following: (1) the temporal infor-
mation that affects the prediction of air quality sometimes
fluctuates greatly with time, and the prediction effect will be
reduced under long-term prediction in the future; (2) when
predicting the AQI at a certain time in the future, the
prediction result from the previous time will also be in-
troduced, resulting in the continuous accumulation of
prediction errors; and (3) as time passes, the correlation
between the predicted value and the input data decreases,
which leads to poor prediction performance.

It can be seen from the table that the proposed STA-
LSTM model has a lower RMSE value for air quality pre-
diction than other methods. /e reason may be that the
STA-LSTM model considers the interaction between direct
and indirect factors when modeling. In addition, the model
also uses data information between neighboring stations as
an influencing factor in predicting the target area. For ex-
ample, the GC-LSTM and ADAIN models in Table 1 also
consider the effects of spatial factors. It can be found that
their results are significantly better than those of other
methods, so spatial information is important for air quality
prediction. Compared with the GC-LSTM model, STA-
LSTM has a better prediction effect. /e reason may be that

Figure 5: Distribution of some monitoring stations in Beijing.
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this paper introduces a spatial attention mechanism, which
transforms the equal treatment of data information from
surrounding sites into weighted data by considering the
importance of the differences between regions. From the
results, STA-LSTM is superior to the ADAIN model, which
also introduces the attention mechanism. /is may be be-
cause the model proposed in this paper introduces a tem-
poral attention mechanism in the decoder, which can be
used to learn the dynamic correlation between future and
historical time data. /erefore, it is more targeted for im-
portant historical time data.

5.2. STA-LSTMEvaluation. To verify the effectiveness of the
different input features of the STA-LSTMmodel proposed in
this paper, we can limit the input of some features when
conducting experiments while keeping other modules the
same. As shown in Table 2, Fa, Fm, Fc, Ft, and Fs represent
the characteristics of the AQI, meteorological data, factory
air pollutant emissions, traffic flows, and spatial data (POIs
and road networks), respectively. /e following table shows
the RMSE values obtained by combining different input
features. It is not difficult to see that the group of experi-
ments that combines all the features obtains the lowest
RMSE value. We can also observe from the figure that,
compared with the data with spatial characteristics such as
POIs and road networks, the experiments with meteoro-
logical data, factory pollutant emissions, and traffic flows as
input characteristics have better prediction effects. /e
reason for this may be that continuous temporal data such as
wind speed, enterprise emissions, and vehicle exhaust are
highly correlated with air prediction. However, it can also be
seen from the figure below that effectively capturing the
potential relationship between spatial data is very helpful for
prediction. /erefore, when making air quality predictions,
we need to consider more relevant factors to achieve better
prediction results.

To determine the effect of the spatial attention mecha-
nism, we compare it with that of the GC-LSTM model

mentioned in the previous section, and the conclusion is that
the spatial attention mechanism of STA-LSTM is more
conducive to the prediction of air quality. /e GC-LSTM
model mainly has the following shortcomings: (1) because
GC-LSTM inputs the data from the surrounding monitoring
stations equally, it cannot accurately capture their spatial
dependence, and (2) the performance of GC-LSTM may
gradually decrease as the number of nearby monitoring
stations increases./erefore, this paper chooses to introduce
a spatial attention mechanism to capture the different effects
of data information from different sites on the target area,
thereby improving the prediction accuracy.

Next, we verify the effectiveness of the temporal atten-
tion mechanism in the decoder. /e temporal attention
mechanism is used to adaptively select the relevant hidden
state of the encoder, so we can use different encoding lengths
to evaluate its prediction effect. Wemanually delete different
modules and obtain three variants of STA-LSTM, STA-ns,
STA-ne, and STA-nt, and compare them with the STA-
LSTM model. Among the variants, STA-ns removes the
spatial attention mechanism in the encoder; STA-ne deletes
the spatial information of the POIs and road networks used
for auxiliary prediction; and the STA-nt variant removes the
temporal attention mechanism in the decoder. Figure 6(a)
shows the RMSE values obtained by the STA-nt and STA-
LSTM models. It is not difficult to see that the model
proposed in this paper is much better than STA-nt because
the temporal attention mechanism improves the long-term
prediction performance for air quality. Figure 6(b) shows the
prediction results of various models with different coding
lengths. We can clearly observe that the error of each model
is at its minimum value at T�12, possibly because air quality
does not exhibit any long-term time dependence.

/e above experimental results show that the STA-
LSTM model proposed in this paper has a better prediction
effect compared to the other six benchmarks. And it also
discussed the effectiveness of each module of the STA-LSTM
model. Next, Figure 7 shows an optimal prediction result.
When the number is less than 25, it is obvious that the fitting

Table 2: RMSE and R2 obtained for different combinations of input features.

models RMSE R2

Fa + Fm 26.72 0.74
Fa + Fc + Ft 28.47 0.71
Fa + Fs 31.25 0.65
Fa + Fm + Fc + Ft + Fs 22.63 0.78

Table 1: RMSE comparison of the STA-LSTM model with other benchmarks.

Models 1 h 2 h 3–6 h 7–12 h 13–24 h
ARIMA 20.97 25.41 33.53 42.21 54.42
MFSVR 18.43 23.63 29.94 35.68 48.31
DeepST 15.89 17.28 25.41 27.67 34.46
LSTM 17.64 18.49 23.86 29.78 35.43
GC-LSTM 13.41 17.95 24.54 28.27 34.56
ADAIN 12.78 15.76 20.56 24.62 29.06
STA-LSTM 12.23 15.58 20.52 23.59 28.71
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result is very good. When it is greater than 25, there is a
certain deviation. /e predicted effect is consistent with the
results discussed above.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an air quality prediction model
based on a spatial and temporal attention mechanism,
namely, the STA-LSTM model. /e model adopts an en-
coder-decoder architecture. First, a spatial attention
mechanism is introduced into the encoder to capture the
relative importance of adjacent monitoring sites to the target
area. Second, a temporal attention mechanism is added to
the decoder to capture the dynamic correlation between
future and historical times. In addition, the model uses the
spatial data of the target area as auxiliary information for
prediction to improve the prediction accuracy. We use real
datasets to evaluate the effectiveness of the model proposed
in this paper. /e experiments show that our model shows
the best performance when compared to 6 benchmarks. In

addition, we also verify the effectiveness of modules with
different features and spatiotemporal attention mechanisms.
/e best results are obtained by combining all the features
proposed in this paper.
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With the increase in intelligence applications and services, like real-time video surveillance systems, mobile edge computing, and
Internet of things (IoT), technology is greatly involved in our daily life. However, the reliability of these systems cannot be always
guaranteed due to the hard disk drive (HDD) failures of edge nodes. Specifically, a lot of read/write operations and hazard edge
environments make the maintenance work even harder. HDD failure prediction is one of the scalable and low-overhead proactive
fault tolerant approaches to improve device reliability. In this paper, we propose an LSTM recurrent neural network-based HDD
failure prediction model, which leverages the long temporal dependence feature of the drive health data to improve prediction
efficiency. In addition, we design a new health degree evaluation method, which stores current health details and deterioration.
,e comprehensive experiments on two real-world hard drive datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves a good
prediction accuracy with low overhead.

1. Introduction

,e applications and services are greatly increasing recently,
and global spending on the IoT reached 1.29 trillion dollars
in 2020. For example, video surveillance is widely used in
public and private security environments, accompanied with
the popularity of outdoor cameras, the cost of data storage,
and transmission is enormous [1]. To guarantee the per-
formance of the surveillance systems, mobile edge com-
puting solutions and IoT technologies are applied to process
and transfer huge amounts of data in real-time [2]. ,e edge
node is responsible for collecting data from one or more
sensors and performing lightweight preprocessing compu-
tations. ,us, frequent read and write operations, combined
with hazard edge environments (such as violent vibration
and high temperatures) lead to high HDD failure rates. It
greatly influences the reliability and performance of sur-
veillance systems.

Passive failure tolerance is a common technique used to
improve storage system reliability in data centers [3].
However, this technique does not work well in the mobile

edge computing environment due to the high cost and poor
scalability [4]. ,erefore, it is very urgent to develop suitable
proactive failure tolerance approaches.

,e HDD failure prediction method usually analyzes
drive health data and replacement logs to build a classifi-
cation model; then, it will indicate the soon-to-fail HDDs.
Once an impending failure is detected, the prediction system
alerts the administrator to backup data and to replace drives.
HDD manufacturers usually adopt threshold algorithms,
which are built based on SMART (Self-Monitoring Analysis
and Reporting Technology) data [5]. Unfortunately, the
failure detection rate (FDR) of this method is very low, at
only 3–10%, and the false alarm rate (FAR) is approximately
0.1% [5]. ,e low accuracy of failure prediction hinders the
effectiveness of proactive fault tolerant approaches.

To improve the performance of HDD failures prediction,
many machine-learning-based prediction approaches have
been proposed, including Bayesian algorithms [6–9], support
vector machine (SVM) [10], classification tree (CT) [11, 12],
random forest (RF) [13, 14], artificial neural network (ANN)
[15], convolution neural network (CNN) [16], and recurrent
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neural network (RNN) [17, 18]. RNN-based prediction
models achieve the highest FDRs, and RF-basedmodels attain
the lowest FARs. ,e reason is that the temporal dependence
of drive health data is extracted by RNNmodels to acquire the
characteristics of drive deterioration, while early researchers
[5, 7] seldom utilize the time sequence feature since the
dataset scale is small. However, traditional RNN models only
keep short-term memory due to the gradient vanishing or
exploding [19]. To address this issue, some researchers [17, 19]
adopted a segmentation method to simplify drive deterio-
ration. Unfortunately, comparing with cloud computing, the
worse environmental conditions in mobile edge computing
lead to more complicated drive deterioration. Hence, the
method does not work well. In addition, labeling accuracy of
HDD health status is also one of the major determinant
factors for prediction performance. Binary methods and
deterioration degrees are widely used approaches, but the
former neglects the deterioration process of HDDs which is
highly related to current health status, and the latter only takes
time sequence into consideration. Sample imbalance is also a
major hindrance for HDD failure prediction as the number of
good drives is far more than the failed drives in the training
dataset.

In this paper, we apply the long short-term memory
(LSTM) RNN to detect abnormal drive health samples
according to the long temporal dependence feature of
drive health data. LSTM models complex multivariate
sequences accurately. To improve the accuracy of training
sample labeling, we propose a novel health degree eval-
uation approach which simultaneously considers both the
time-sequence features and the drive health status to
comprehensively depict the deterioration of drives. To
address the issue of imbalanced samples, we use a k-means
clustering-based undersampling method to reduce the
sample scale of good drives in the training set. It retains the
characteristics of good drive samples and dramatically
lowers the computation overhead.

,e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We propose an LSTM-RNN-based HDD failure
prediction model for mobile edge computing envi-
ronment. It extracts the long-term temporal de-
pendence feature of drive health data to improve the
accuracy of health degree computation.

(2) A health degree evaluation method is presented,
which takes into account the time-series features and
current health status of drives to solve the labeling
issue in the training set.

(3) We performed a comprehensive evaluation with two
real-world datasets from production data centers.
,e experimental results show that the proposed
prediction model can archive an FDR of 94.49% with
an FAR of 0.09%, and the lead times of most drives
are less than 168 hours. ,e majority of soon-to-fail
drives are predicted within 7 days, which is rea-
sonable and acceptable.

,e remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 reviews the background information of SMART,

evaluation of drive health and related works. Section 3 in-
troduces the LSTM-RNN-based prediction model and the
HDD health degree evaluation method. Section 4 presents
the experimental results, including a comparison with the
state-of-the-art failure prediction approaches. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. SMART. SMART is a self-monitoring system used to
collect and report various performance indicators of
HDDs, which is supported by almost all HDD manufac-
tures [5]. SMART allows up to 30 internal drive attributes
such as reallocated sector count (RSC), spin up time (SUT),
and seek error rate (SER). Every attribute has five fields, raw
data, value, threshold, worst value, and status. ,e raw data
are the values measured by a sensor or a counter. ,e value
is the normalized value of the current raw data; the al-
gorithm for computing the values is defined by HDD
manufacturers and is distinct between manufacturers.
SMART issues a failure alarm to the user when the value of
any attribute exceeds the given threshold at which it be-
comes a warning.

,e SMART drive attributes can be roughly categorized
into two groups, incremental counting and cumulative
counting [20]. ,e former records incremental error counts
over a fixed time interval. Most of the SMART attributes
belong to this group, such as SUT, which is the period of
time from power on to a readiness for data transfer. RSC is
the count of reallocated sectors, which is an indicator of the
health status of the disk media; this attribute belongs to the
cumulative counting group. For cumulative counting at-
tributes, their values and change rates correlate strongly with
degradation of the drives and are helpful for detecting ab-
normal SMART samples. Hence, we add the value as well as
the change rates of SMART attributes to the candidate
feature subset.

2.2. Evaluation of Drive Health. Drive health evaluation
influences the prediction accuracy of soon-to-fail drives
directly and primarily falls into three groups: the binary
method [8, 20], phase method [17], and health degree
method [11, 18, 21].

,e binary method categorizes drive health into two
states: failed and good. ,e drive deterioration is usually a
gradual process; however, these evaluation methods
neglected the change process of drive health, which leads to
unsatisfactory FDRs and a large range in lead times.

,e phase method separates the process of drive deg-
radation into several phases. Xu et al. [17] classified the
health status of the drive into six levels that gradually de-
crease over time. Levels 6 and 5 indicate that the drive is
good and fair, respectively. Levels 1–4 mean that the drive is
going to fail. Level 1 indicates that the remaining time is less
than 72 hours. ,e standard of interval division in this
method depends on experience.

,e health degree method builds functions to describe
drive degradation. Zhu et al. [10] used a linear function to
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describe the relation between deterioration and time se-
quence, where the value range of this function is [− 1, 0].
However, the health degree of these evaluation functions
only changes with time, and the drive health also changes as
the system workload fluctuates in a real-world storage
systems. ,erefore, linear evaluation methods also cannot
describe the deterioration process accurately enough. Huang
et al. [21] proposed a quantization method for evaluating the
health state of HDDs based on Euclidean distance methods
and divided the failed drives into three groups by analyzing
the last drive health samples. A CART-based prediction
model was built for each group of drives. ,e researchers
assumed that the drives in a group have a similar deterio-
ration process and built deteriorationmodels for each group.
,e drive has complex structure, and the drive deterioration
is affected by inner and outer factors, such as health status,
workload, and age. Health degree calculated simply based on
Euclidean distances involves nonignored noises. ,erefore,
the evaluation method in our proposed model takes account
of current drive health status and deterioration together to
improve the accuracy of sample labeling.

2.3. Prediction of Soon-To-FailHDDs. Prediction of soon-to-
fail HDDs usually employs statistical approaches, Bayesian
approaches, SVM, BPNN, decision tree, random forest,
RNN, and CNN.

Considering that many SMART attributes are non-
parametrically distributed, Hughes et al. [20] adopted a
multivariate rank-sum test and an OR-ed single variate test
to detect soon-to-fail drives. ,e rank-sum test is only used
in feature selection for later related research [22].

,e Bayesian approach is commonly used in failure
detection. Ma et al. [9] found that RSC correlates with drive
failure and proposed RAIDShield, which uses Bayes to
predict drive failures on RAID storage systems. ,is ap-
proach eliminated 88% of triple disk errors. ,e Bayesian
network failure prediction method has been used with
transfer learning so that HDD models with an abundance of
data can be used to build prediction models for drives with a
lack of data [6]. ,e Bayesian network-based method for
failure prediction in HDDs (BNFH) [7] was proposed to
estimate the remaining life of HDDs.

A BPNN-basedmodel and an improved SVMmodel [10]
were developed on a SMARTdataset from the data center of
Baidu Inc. ,e BPNN model achieved a higher FDR than
SVM, and SVM obtained a lower FAR. ,e experimental
data contained 22,962 good drives and 433 failed drives, and
the scale of this dataset is much larger than the datasets in
previous studies.

Li et al. [11] proposed CT-based and classification and
regression tree (CART)-based prediction models that
achieved an FDR of 95% and an FAR of 0.1%. ,e good
prediction performance is due to the health degree model
they proposed and a bigger experimental dataset. Rincón
et al. [23] used a decision tree to predict hard disk failures
owing to missing SMART values [24]. Kaur and Kaur [12]
introduced a voting-based decision tree classifier to predict
HDD failures and an R-CNN-based approach for health

status estimation. A prediction model using online random
forests (ORFs), which evolve as new HDDs health data
arrived, was proposed to achieve online failures prediction
for HDD [13]. A part-voting RF-based failure prediction for
drives was proposed to differentiate failure prediction [14].

Deep neural networks achieve better performance than
the others. A temporal CNN-based model for system-level
hardware failure prediction was proposed to extract the
discrete time-series data [16]. An RNN-based model was
used for health status assessment and failure prediction for
HDDs [17]. A layer-wise perturbation-based adversarial
training for hard drive health degree prediction was also
proposed [18]. ,ese networks have also become popular in
mobile edge computing [24, 25].

,e works described above achieve good prediction
efficiency; however, there is still much room for improve-
ment. In this paper, we attempt to use an LSTM RNN for
soon-to-fail HDD prediction to extract long temporal de-
pendence feature of drive health data and propose a new
health degree evaluation.

3. The Proposed Method

In this section, we start with an introduction to an LSTM-
RNN-based prediction model in Subsection 3.1 and then
present the health degree evaluation method in Subsection
3.2.

3.1. LSTM-RNN-Based Prediction Model. RNNs have been
extensively used for various applications, such as language
understanding [26], image processing [27], and computer
vision [28]. Unlike ANNs, RNNs use their internal mem-
ories to process arbitrary sequences of input samples.
,erefore, RNNs are chosen to extract temporal dependence
feature of drive health data in our prediction model to
calculate the health degree of drives.

RNN can be divided into three layers: the input layer,
hidden layer, and output layer. Computing cells in an RNN
have a time-varying, real-valued activation, and modifiable
weight. ,e same set of weights is used recursively over the
direct-graph-structure network in an RNN. Let Hi be the ith
hidden layer and Ii be the input of the ith hidden layer. ,e
output of the hidden layerHt− 1 and the input It at time t have
a cooperative effect on the output of the hidden layer Ht, as
seen in the following formula:

H
t

� f H
t− 1

, I
t
; θ . (1)

,rough use of an RNN, the historical drive health data
are persistently transmitted and the time sequence of drive
health data can be used. However, it is difficult for RNNs to
learn long-range dependence because of gradient vanishing
or exploding [29, 30]. ,e former describes the exponential
decrease in the gradient for long-term cells to zero, and the
latter describes the opposite event. To address these issues,
an LSTM architecture was proposed [19, 31], which has
become popular for many applications [32, 33]. During the
drive deterioration process, certain health status changes
and workloads influence HDD health over a long period;
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LSTM can account for these long sequences. Hence, we build
a drive failure prediction model based on LSTM networks to
take advantage of the temporal dependence feature of drive
health data.

Our model has two stages: computing the health degree
of health samples by an LSTM network and detecting soon-
to-fail HDDs by a sliding window (see Figure 1). To describe
our proposal of the prediction model, consider the LSTM
structure on the left side of Figure 1. ,e LSTM takes drive
health samples as input and produces health degrees for
samples entering the second stage. As shown in Figure 1, X
denotes an input drive sample sequence,
X � x1, x2, . . . , xT , where xt represents a k-dimensional
vector of a sample at the t-th time step. An LSTM block
consists of four parts, including a neural cell state, a forget
gate, an input gate, and an output gate. S is the neural status
vector that is used to pass historical drive health informa-
tion. ,e neural cell state St − 1 merges with the intermediate
output and subsequent input xt to determine which elements
in the internal state vector need to be updated, maintained,
or erased. ,e forget gate determines the fraction of the
information to be allowed. ,e forget gate is shown by the
following equation:

ft � σ W1 xt, yt− 1  + b1( , (2)

where ft is the forget gate, which is used to determine
whether the health sample of the last period has been deleted
from the history; xt is the drive health sample at time t; yt − 1
is the health degree of a drive at time t − 1; andWk and bk are
the parameter matrices and vector when k� 1, 2, 3, 4.

,e value of sigmoid is between “0” and “1,” where “0”
means completely forgotten and “1” means completely
recorded.

,e input gate consists of the input, which is shown in
equation (3). ,e LSTM maintains an internal memory cell

state throughout its entire life to build temporal connections.
Equation (4) shows the current state.

it � σ W2 xt, yt− 1  + b2( , (3)

ht � tanh W3 xt, yt− 1  + b3( , (4)

where i is the input gate, which is used to determine whether
the drive health information from this period has been
stored in the neural state; h is the current state; and tanh () is
the hyperbolic function, which generates a new vector that
will be added to the state. ,e LSTM merges the current
status with the historical status and calculates the new neural
state after processing the matrix operations, as given by the
following equation:

St � St− 1 × f + i × h, (5)

where St is the neural cell state at time t. ,e output gate is
shown by the following equation:

o � σ W4 xt, yt− 1  + b4( , (6)

where o is the output gate, which is used to determine the
output for a part of the neural status and pass the output
value to the next neuron, as shown by the following formula:

yt � o × tanh St( , (7)

where yt is the health degree at time t.
In the second stage, we use a sliding window to smooth

the sample noise and adopt a count-based decision method
to identify a drive as good or soon-to-fail. Sliding windows
are widely used in time sequence prediction [34]. ,e
counting-based decision method is shown as the following
formula:

S(i) �
soon − to − fail, ∃ε> 0, ∀j ∈ [ε, ε + w), healthi(j)<Threshold,

good, other,
 (8)

where ε is a number greater than 0, w is the size of a sliding
window, and healthi (j) is the health degree of HDD i at time
j computed by the LSTM. A drive is detected as soon-to-fail
if the health degrees of this drive in a sliding window w are
all less than the threshold.

3.2. Health Degree Evaluation Method for HDD. ,e quality
of the training dataset, such as sample labeling and noises,
determines the performance of the prediction model when
using deep learning. HDD deterioration is a gradual process;
we adopt health degree rather than a binary method to label
drive health samples as a way to record the change of drive
health. Health change trends and rates are influenced by
usage and the current health status of the drive, so we take
health status as well as deterioration into account to evaluate
HDD health degree.

We regard drive health data at the moment of drive
failures as abnormal samples and set the health degree of
these samples to − 1. ,e samples of good drives are set to 1.
As the values and change rates of SMART attributes reflect
the health status of HDDs, we calculate the similarity be-
tween the sample at the time t and the sample at the last
moment of the drive to measure the health status of a given
HDD at time t. ,e similarity is calculated as shown by the
following formula:

O(i) �

�������������


M

j�1
xij − xnj 

2




, (9)

whereO (i) is the similarity between the sample at time i and
the last one for a drive, xij is the value of the jth feature of the
sample at time i, xnj is the value of the jth feature of the
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sample at the last moment, and M is the number of features
of a sample. ,e similarity needs to be normalized to [− 1, 1].

Figure 2 describes the health degree of a drive based on
similarity. It is obvious that there are large random fluc-
tuations, and the health degree at some time is very close to
− 1 when they still have more than 100 hours before failure.
Nevertheless, according to the HDD degradation process,
the health degree of a sample approaches − 1 as it approaches
the end of its life.,erefore, transform functions are adopted
to reinforce the health status trends. We introduce an ex-
ponential function or a logarithmic function as the trans-
formation function. More specifically, we import the
similarity into the transform function and regard the
function result as the health degree of drive at a given time.
Algorithm 1 details the process of calculating health degree
for a failed HDD in the training set.

Our evaluation method reinforces the decreasing trend in
health degree along with time and retains the drive health
status details based on similarity. Figure 3 shows the result of
the health degree evaluation method for a failed HDD.,e red
line is computed by a logarithmic function, and the blue line is
computed by an exponential function. We prefer the expo-
nential function because the trend of the blue line’s decline is
more obvious at the end of the period before HDD failure.

Health degree fluctuates during the degradation of a drive.
,is phenomenon occurs because the health status change of a
drive is influenced by several factors, such as age, IO workload,
and environments. To address this issue, we adopt an average
smoothing method to reduce the effect of noises on health
degree. ,e average value of health degree, excluding the
maximum value and minimum value in the time window
[t − (tw/2), t + (tw/2)), is regarded as the health degree at time
t, where tw is the size of the smoothing window. Figure 4 shows
the smoothing result of health degrees in Figure 3.

4. Experimental Results

To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we conduct
several experiments on two datasets. In this section, we

introduce the datasets, experimental setup, evaluation
metrics, data preprocessing, and feature selection. ,en, we
present the experimental results and analysis.

4.1. Datasets. ,ere are two datasets used in our experi-
ments: one is from the Baidu data center [35] and the other is
from the Backblaze storage system [36]. ,e first dataset has
23,395 enterprise-class hard drives, consisting of 433 failed
drives and 22,962 good drives. ,ese drives are the same
model. According to the replacement log for drives in the
data center, a drive was labeled as “failed” or “good.”
SMART data from these drives are collected once per hour.
For each failed drive, 20-day SMARTsamples before it failed
are used. For good drives, 7-day SMARTsamples are used. In
total, there are 156,312 samples of failed drives and 3,850,141
samples of good drives.,e samples in this dataset only have
12 attributes: RSC, SUT, SER, raw read error rate (RRER),
reported uncorrectable errors (RUE), high fly writes (HFW),
hardware ECC recovered (HER), current pending sector
count (CPSC), POH, TC, and the raw data of RSC and CPSC.

,e dataset from the Backblaze includes 35,491 desktop-
class hard drives with 706 failed drives and 34785 good
drives consisting of 80 models from over the course of more
than 2 years, which is the largest public SMARTdataset. ,e
samples in this dataset were collected once every day. In our
experiments, this dataset is separated by the drive model to
reduce the impact of different models, as the failure rate and
degradation are different across the model andmanufacturer
[4]. We chose three drive families with the largest number of
drives, namely, “ST4000DM000,” “HDS722020ALA330,”
and “HDS5C3030ALA630,” for our experimental data. Each
sample in these datasets has 24 SMART attributes, and all
attributes have a value and raw data.,e details of these four
drive families are described in Table 1. To clearly describe the
experiments, these three drive families are represented as
“B1,” “B2,” and “B3,” and the dataset from Baidu is rep-
resented as “Baidu.”

H1 H2 HT

X

σ

σ

tanh
×

×

+

Sliding window

Health degree

σ ×

tanh

St–1

St–1

xt

ht

it

ft

St

yt

Figure 1: Overview of the LSTM-RNN-based HDD failure prediction model.
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4.2. Experimental Setup. To simulate the real-life environ-
ment of a data center, we built experimental datasets
according to the following method: all samples of failed
drives were randomly divided into two parts at a ratio of 7 : 3
to ensure the independence of failed drives between the
training set and the testing set. Given the deterioration
process of drives, we only added the last several samples
from the 70% of failed drives before the failure time in the
training set. All health samples from the 30% of failed drives

were added to the testing set. All samples from good drives
were divided into two parts at a ratio of 7 : 3 according to
their collection timelines. ,e earlier health samples were
used in the training set, and the later samples were used in
the testing set.

To eliminate scale effects, we used data normalization to
encourage fair comparisons between the values of different
features in statistical methods and machine learning algo-
rithms. ,e values and raw data of these attributes were
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Figure 2: Health degree of a drive based on similarity.

Input:
(1) Health samples of a drive: healthsamples
(2) ,e number of sample features: featuresNum
(3) Transformation function: f(·)

(4) Weights of health status and time: ω1,ω2
Output:
Health degree of a drive: drive_health_degree

Begin
(1) last� healthsamples [len (healthsamples) – 1]
(2) for sample in healthsamples
(3) while i< featuresNum
(4) o⟵ o+ pow (sample [i] – last[i], 2.0)
(5) i⟵ i+ 1
(6) Endwhile
(7) O. append (sqrt (o))
(8) endfor

//Standardizing the values of O to [− 1, 1]
(9) O⟵ standard (O)
(10) while i< len (healthsamples)
(11) E[i]⟵ f(i)
(12) i⟵ i+ 1
(13) Endwhile
(14) E⟵ standard (E)
(15) while i< len(healthsamples)
(16) health_degree [i]⟵ω1 O[i] +ω2 E[i]
(17) Endwhile
(18) return health_degree
End

ALGORITHM 1: ,e algorithm for calculating the health degree of a soon-to-fail HDD.
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already normalized in the dataset from Baidu when it was
publicized. For the dataset from Backblaze, the formula for
data normalization that we used is given as follows:

xnormal � 2
x − xmin

xmax − xmin
− 1, (10)

where x is the original value of an attribute, xmax is the
maximum value of the attribute in the dataset, and xmin is
the minimum value of the attribute in the dataset. ,e values
of all attributes were normalized in the range [− 1, 1].

Our experiments were trained and tested on a GPU
because of the heavy computation overheads of the BPTT
algorithm. ,e GPU model was an NVIDIA Tesla K80, and
the server memory was 128G.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics. ,e ability of HDD failure pre-
diction is usually evaluated and compared based on the FDR,
FAR, and lead time. When predicting HDD failure, failed
HDDs are regarded as positive drives and good HDDs are
regarded as negative drives. True positive drives are failed
drives detected by the prediction model before they fail.
False positive drives are good drives misclassified as soon-to-
fail drives.

,e FDR is the ratio of true positive drives to the total
number of failed drives. ,is metric measures the ability of
the prediction model to detect soon-to-fail HDDs.

FDR �
the number of true positive drives
the number of positive drives

. (11)

,e FAR is the ratio of false positive drives to the total
number of good drives. Since there are more good drives
than soon-to-fail drives, a high FAR leads to excessive waste
of resources such as network bandwidth and HDDs.
,erefore, the FAR is used in our experiments.

FAR �
the number of false positive drives
the number of negative drives

. (12)

We employed high FDRs and low FDRs for our pre-
diction model, but it is difficult for deep learning to achieve
both goals at the same time. Hence, we adopt the receive
operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which plots the FDR
versus FAR. ,e ROC curve is used to assess the perfor-
mance of the prediction model to distinguish soon-to-fail
drives from good drives.,e closer the curve is to the left top
corner, the more accurately the model detects soon-to-fail
drives.

,e lead time is the time span from the moment a HDD
was detected as soon-to-fail to the time it actually failed.
Users initiate the backup of data in a timely manner if they
are alerted. It is necessary for users to be provided sufficient
lead time to perform precautionary maintenance, including
backing up data and replacing soon-to-fail drives; however,
an excessive lead time is meaningless and unnecessarily
inflates the reliability overhead. As a result, we adopt the lead
time to evaluate the prediction models in the experiments.

4.4. Feature Selection. Some SMART attributes are not
strongly correlated with drive deterioration, and retaining
these attributes has a negative impact on prediction per-
formance. Hence, we performed feature selection for our
experimental datasets. Our feature selection consisted of two
steps; the features correlating weakly with drive failure at
first were removed, and then some features that describe the
change of attributes were added.

Samples in “Baidu” only have 12 features and have been
normalized in the public dataset; thus, we did nothing in the
first step. For the other dataset, there are approximately 30
attributes for each SMART sample. We introduced the in-
formation gain ratio (IGR) to evaluate the importance of
each attribute to detect soon-to-fail drives. We chose the
attributes with the top 12 IGRs (see Table 2): RSC, RRER
(raw read error rate), RRSC, TC, SUT, CPSC, HFW, HER,
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Figure 3: Health degree based on transformation functions.
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Figure 4: Health degree with smoothing.
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RCPSC, POH, SER, and RUE for family “B1” and RRSC,
RRER, RSC, RCPSC (raw current pending sector count),
SRC (spin retry count), SUT, RUE, CT (command timeout),
TC, HFW, USC (uncorrectable sector count), POH, and
WER (write error rate) for families “B2” and “B3.” From this
table, we find that the SMART attributes of drives from
different manufacturers are slightly different.

Some changes of SMART attributes are strongly corre-
lated with the health status of drives [14]. We added some
change rates of basic features to improve the performance of
the prediction method. For family “Baidu,” we added the 6-
hour and 12-hour change rate for all features. For families
“B1,” “B2,” and “B3,” we added the 1-day and 2-day change
rates of the following attributes: RSC, RRSC, RRER, TC,
RCPSC, SER, RUE, SER, WER, and POH.

4.5. Parameter Analysis. Our prediction model has several
parameters to optimize: the number of layers in the LSTM-
RNN-based model, the size of the sliding window, and the
threshold. ,e results of experiments in this subsection are
based on the “Baidu” family as the results in the other
families are similar and are limited in length.

Figure 5 shows the effect of different numbers of layers in
the range of 7 to 17 in the LSTM-RNN-based prediction
model. When the number of layers is less than 12, the FDR
increases steadily but the FAR fluctuates. When the number
of layers is more than 12, the FDR no longer increases. ,e
FAR reaches its lowest value at 12 layers. Compared with the
LSTM-RNN-based model, the FDR-based model no longer
increases when the number of RNN layers is more than 6, as
shown in Figure 6.

We tested the influence of different sizes of sliding
window and threshold on the prediction performance. ,e
bigger the window size, the higher the FDR and the lower the

FAR. Our model achieves the best accuracy when the size of
window is set to 14. As the threshold increases, the FDR and
FAR both rise. We set the size of window to 14 and the
threshold to − 0.4 in the following experiments.

,ere was a serious imbalance issue when training
families “Baidu” and “B1” because there are far fewer failed
drives than good ones, and not all samples of failed drives
were added to the training set. To address this issue, we
adopted a k-means-clustering-based undersampling method
[14] to reduce the scale of negative samples in the training
set.,e samples from good drives were clustered into several
groups and then sampled from each group. We added good
samples at a rate 150 times higher than samples with health
degree less than –0.5 of failed drives which were added to the
training set for family “Baidu.”

4.6. Comparison and Analysis. In this section, we quanti-
tatively compare the performance of our method with that of
widely used models on the Baidu and Backblaze test sets. We
focus on the classification and regression tree (CART) and
the RNN-based prediction model.

Figure 7 shows the ROC curves obtained by different
models for family “Baidu.” Our method outperformed the
RNN-based model and the CART-based model. ,e pro-
posed prediction model achieved an FDR of 94.49% and an
FAR of 0.09%. ,e LSTM-RNN-based model takes advan-
tage of the long dependence feature of drive health data, and
health degree evaluation details the drive deterioration and
effectively reduces the FARs. ,e model with exponential
function is in general better than the model with logarithmic
function. Comparisons of FDRs and FARs for families be-
tween different prediction models are shown in Table 3. For
“B1,” “B2,” and “B3,” our methods achieved better FDRs
than the other models. ,e CART-based model achieved the

Table 1: Details of the two experimental datasets.

Dataset Family Provider Model Number of failed drives Number of good drives Total number of drives
Baidu Baidu Seagate — 426 22969 23395

Backblaze
B1 Seagate ST4000DM000 706 34785 35491
B2 Hitachi HDS722020ALA330 251 4468 4719
B3 Hitachi HDS5C3030ALA630 131 4540 4671

Table 2: Top 12 information gain ratios of SMART attributes in families B1, B2, and B3.

B1 B2 B3
Attribute IGR Attribute IGR Attribute IGR
RSC 0.0326 RRSC 0.0413 RRSC 0.0339
RRER 0.028 RRER 0.031 RRER 0.0327
RRSC 0.0278 RSC 0.0297 RSC 0.0262
TC 0.0277 RCPSC 0.0277 SRC 0.0231
SUT 0.0276 SRC 0.0271 SUT 0.0228
CPSC 0.0272 SUT 0.0251 RCPSC 0.0227
HFW 0.0269 RUE 0.0248 RUE 0.0214
HER 0.0251 CT 0.0201 TC 0.0208
RCPSC 0.0239 TC 0.0189 WER 0.0189
POH 0.0166 HFW 0.0161 CT 0.0131
SER 0.0118 USC 0.0133 USC 0.0129
RUE 0.0067 POH 0.0098 HFW 0.0117
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lower FARs than the other models.,e FARs for family “B2”
were worse than those for the other families. And the FARs
for family “Baidu” were better than the FARs on families

“B1,” “B2,” and “B3” because the interval between samples in
the dataset from Backblaze is 24 hours, which is too long to
observe the change in health status in the degradation before
drive failed.

In addition, we compared lead time of these models.
Table 4 shows the lead time comparison of prediction
models for family “Baidu.” As it can be clearly observed that
100% true positive drives were predicted at 24 hours in
advance before they failed. Figures 8 and 9 show that most of
drives are predicted by LSTM-RNN-based models at about 7
days in advance before failed. ,is time allows the backup
and data migration process.

5. Conclusion

As more and more services are pushed from the cloud to the
edge of the network, the high storage reliability on the edge
nodes is urgently required, especially in smart surveillance
systems. ,is paper attempts to evaluate the health degree of
HDDs to improve the performance of soon-to-fail drive
prediction in mobile edge computing environment. An
LSTM RNN is employed to extract temporal dependence
feature of drive health data and compute the health degree.
,e deterioration process of drives is greatly influenced by
health status, IO workload, and the environment situation.
,erefore, a k-means-based undersampling method is used
to resolve the problem of data imbalance. It reduces the
computation overhead and improves the FDR of the pre-
diction model. We validated our method with two real-life
datasets. Comparing with the traditional approaches, the
experimental results show that the proposed model achieves
the better forecasting performance with a low overhead.

In the future, more analysis of HDD failure can be
performed to further enhance the prediction accuracy and
make prediction models intelligent enough to provide ef-
fective instructions and suggestions.

Data Availability

,e data used in the experiments of this study are available in
Baidu and Backblaze. ,ese data were derived from the

Table 3: Comparison of the FDRs and FARs for families “B1,” “B2,” and “B3,” between prediction models.

Prediction model
B1 B2 B3

FDR (%) FAR (%) FDR (%) FAR (%) FDR (%) FAR (%)
CART 76.82 0.47 68.67 1.47 63.85 0.84
RNN 73.46 0.65 68.00 2.19 66.67 1.07
LSTM (Exp) 79.15 0.59 77.33 2.43 79.49 0.92
LSTM (Log) 80.00 0.76 69.33 2.63 74.36 1.37

Table 4: Comparison of lead time for family “Baidu” between prediction models.

Model
Lead time

>24 h (%) >48 h (%) >96 h (%)
CART 90.48 67.62 0.95
RNN 100.00 83.49 33.03
LSTM (Exp) 100.00 93.91 41.74
LSTM (Log) 100.00 91.45 41.88
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Figure 8: Lead time distribution of the LSTM-RNN-based model
with exponential function for family “B1.”
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following resources available in the public domains: http://pan.
baidu.com/share/link?shareid=189977&uk=4278294944 and
https://www.backblaze.com/b2/hard-drive-test-data.html#dow
nloading-the-raw-hard-drive-test-data.
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With the ever-increasing popularity of mobile computing technology and the wide adoption of outsourcing strategy in labour-
intensive industrial domains, mobile crowdsourcing has recently emerged as a promising resolution for solving complex
computational tasks with quick response requirements. However, the complexity of a mobile crowdsourcing task makes it hard to
pursue an optimal resolution with limited computing resources, as well as various task constraints. In this situation, deep learning
has provided a promising way to pursue such an optimal resolution by training a set of optimal parameters. In the past decades,
many researchers have devoted themselves to this hot topic and brought various cutting-edge resolutions. In view of this, we
review the current research status of deep learning for mobile crowdsourcing from the perspectives of techniques, methods, and
challenges. Finally, we list a group of remaining challenges that call for an intensive study in future research.

1. Introduction

With the gradual maturity of mobile devices (e.g., mobile
phones and PDAs) and ever-increasing popularity of the
services-oriented computing paradigm, mobile computing
technology has recently emerged as one of the key tech-
nologies to solve the complex business requirements in the
mobile environment. Many companies or organizations
have begun to encapsulate their value-added business
processes to make them easy to be invoked and executed in
the mobile environment. Typical applications include mo-
bile payment, mobile game, mobile shopping, and mobile
office. /ese mobile applications or businesses have sig-
nificantly benefitted the daily life of human beings and
attracted more and more attention from various domains.

However, a computational task in the mobile environ-
ment is often difficult to solve due to the inherent complexity
of the computational task and the dynamic nature of the
mobile computing environment [1]. /erefore, it is

promising to use crowdsourcing ideas to pursue an optimal
resolution with limited computing resources (e.g., limited
computing capability of mobile devices) and various task
constraints (e.g., spatial constraint and temporal constraint).
However, it is a nontrivial task to find an optimal resolution
for addressing such a complex mobile crowdsourcing issue.

In this situation, deep learning has provided a promising
way to pursue an optimal resolution for a complex mobile
computing task by training a set of optimal parameter
settings [2]. Typically, through tuning the necessary pa-
rameters, deep learning can help to achieve an optimal or
near-to-optimal solution so as to provide users with more
satisfactory service performances or quality of experience
(QoE). /erefore, deep learning has recently been regarded
as a hot and promising research topic and direction in the
related fields. In the past decades, many researchers have
devoted themselves to this hot topic and brought various
cutting-edge resolutions that bridge deep learning and
mobile crowdsourcing.
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In view of this hot research topic, we summarize the
current research status of deep learning technologies for
mobile crowdsourcing applications from various perspec-
tives including techniques, methods, and challenges. Finally,
we list a group of remaining challenges that call for intensive
study in future research. We believe that this survey is
helpful for beginners to know the current research directions
and research challenges quickly.

/e reminder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, we introduce the basic concepts or preliminaries
associated with deep learning and mobile crowdsourcing
technologies. Mobile crowdsourcing system frameworks are
investigated in Section 3. In Section 4, we summarize the
techniques of mobile crowdsourcing with deep learning. In
Section 5, we study the typical applications of mobile
crowdsourcing, and in Section 6, we point out the mobile
crowdsourcing challenges and potential solutions. Finally,
we conclude the whole paper in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries

To ease the understanding of readers, we summarize all the
acronyms used throughout the manuscript with Table 1.

2.1. Deep Learning (DL). As a subclass of machine learning
approaches, DL was put forward in 2006 at first [2] and is
currently applied to many research fields successfully, such as
E-health [3], network [4, 5], and communications [6, 7]. Deep
learning models usually learn deep representations, i.e.,
learning multiple levels of representations and abstractions
from data; the high-level abstract features of the data can be
defined from the low-level features. Along with traditional
machine learning and reinforcement learning paradigms,
deep learning models are divided into two categories: un-
supervised learning and supervised learning [8]. In supervised
learning, the data used must be clearly labeled, and as a result,
the output result can be classified as incorrect or correct or
supervised. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and re-
current neural networks (RNNs) are two kinds of models with
supervision or without supervision. Compared with super-
vised learning models, unsupervised learning can train
models with unlabeled data to obtain an incorrect or correct
result; restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) and autoen-
coders (AEs) are two unsupervised learning models. In the
following, four models will be briefly introduced.

(1) Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
A typical CNN structure contains multiple con-
volutional layers, fully-connected layers, and pooling
layers. Feature extraction is carried out in con-
volutional layers, while the pooling layer can be
applied to map feature and the data dimension can
be reduced [9]. CNN has many different structures,
such as AlexNet [10], VGGNet [11], and hyperbolic
graph convolutional neural networks [12].

(2) Recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
RNN is a type of neural network for handling se-
quential data. In addition to the feed-forward neural

network structure, RNN also has directed cycles. /e
directed cycles can allow information to circulate in
the network [1]. /erefore, experimental results
contain not only the input at present but also the
input of previous timestamps.
However, in backpropagation process, there are some
issues about gradient vanishing, and as a result, only
RNN is used for short-termmemory inmost instances.
To address this issue, some improved structures were
put forward, e.g., long short-term memory (LSTM)
and gated recurrent unit (GRU). /ey are very good at
processing time-series information [13]. /ey can
model the hidden state to determine what to save in the
current and previous memory. A hybrid LSTM-RNN
model is presented in Ref. [14] to combine the ad-
vantages of both LSTM and RNN.

(3) Restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs)
RBM model is a type of stochastic neural network
consisting of a two-layer neural network, i.e., a hidden
layer and a visible layer [2]. It contains m visible units
and n hidden units. /e observable data can be rep-
resented by visible units, while hidden units can capture
correlations between observed variables. Here, there are
no intralayer communications in the hidden layer or
visible layer. In Ref. [15], the authors use conditional
restricted Boltzmann machines to model complex
consumer shopping patterns. In Ref. [16], the authors
employ enhanced echo-state restricted Boltzmann
machines to predict the network traffic conditions.

(4) Autoencoders (AEs)
AE is mainly utilized to process high-dimensional
complex data. Compared to RBMs, an AE contains
three layers, i.e., an input layer, an output layer, and a
hidden layer. /e hidden layer can describe a code
representing the input. Notably, its output is a re-
construction of the input. In order to enhance the
performance of AE, there are some improved
structures like denoising autoencoder [17]. /e au-
thors in Ref. [18] propose an unsupervised speech
representation learning approach using WaveNet
autoencoders. Likewise, in Ref. [19], the authors put
forward a novel transfer learning method with deep
manifold regularized autoencoders.

Table 1: Symbols and meanings.

DL Deep learning
CNN Convolutional neural networks
RNN Recurrent neural networks
RBMs Boltzmann Machines
AEs Autoencoders
LSTM Long short-term memory
GRU Gated recurrent unit
MCS Mobile crowdsourcing
DPSO Discrete particle swarm optimization
SMCS Spatial mobile crowdsourcing
SAT Serve allocation task
WST Worker selection task
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2.2. Crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing is a computing para-
digm where human contributions need to be involved in a
computing task, especially for those intrinsically much easier
for human than computers. And the definition of crowd-
sourcing was first proposed by Jeff Howe in Ref. [20]. In Ref.
[20], there was an emerging distributed problem-solving
model. After that, the technology has been explored and
utilized in various scenarios from both academic and in-
dustry. For traditional crowdsourcing, it involves three im-
portant components which are tasks, workers, and platforms
[21]. And with the development of the Internet and sharing
economy, spatial crowdsourcing which has some special
requirements containing actual physical locations has gained
more popularity [21]. Compared with traditional crowd-
sourcing, the spatial crowdsourcing consists of location-
specific tasks which require people to physically be at specific
locations to complete them. /ere are also various kinds of
uses of the crowdsourcing in soft engineering. In Ref. [22], the
paper has analyzed the models, motivations, and challenges of
crowdsourcing in soft engineering. Other than that, it also
introduces a new paradigm called mobile crowdsour-
cing(MCS), which emerged due to the development of many
mature technologies and smart phone equipment such as
built-in sensors and radio interfaces. /us, a new paradigm
has been emerged called mobile crowdsourcing (MCS). And
in Ref. [23], the authors make a classification and present a
review on mobile crowdsourcing as well as its difficulties and
some research directions.

2.3. Mobile Crowdsourcing. Mobile crowdsourcing emerges
as a new issue, which collects a cluster of workers with
mobile devices to collaboratively finish hard tasks settled by
a requester. It involves crowdsourcing activities on smart
phones or other mobile devices. A requester can assign a
broad range of complex tasks which are time consuming for
workers, and workers only with a mobile device can par-
ticipate in the task.

In Ref. [24], how to maximize social welfare through
selecting appropriate tasks for workers and selecting ap-
propriate workers for tasks are considered. It utilized an
optimization algorithm in selecting tasks and a discrete
particle swarm optimization (DPSO) algorithm for work-
centric task selection.

In Ref. [25], Zhao et al. take social networks into con-
sideration during the process of task allocation. /ey adopt
GeoHash coding mechanism to compute the weight of
friendship and protect the location privacy of workers. /us,
a solution for allocating tasks according to the friendship
relationship is put forward in work [25].

In view of the different goals in different mobile
crowdsourcing systems, Shen et al. [26] designed a partic-
ipant selection algorithm, which was applied to different
mobile crowdsourcing systems to achieve multiple goals and
formulate the participant selection problem as a rein-
forcement learning problem.

However, recent pieces of literature overlook the fact
that the internal dependency relationship exists on subtasks
when they concentrate on the multipletask allocation for

MCS. So Yang et al. [27] take the task internal dependencies
into consideration and propose an allocation method SGTA
to guarantee that the assigned works or jobs would not
exceed the capability of each worker.

In Ref. [28], Miao et al. point that a basic problem of
mobile crowdsourcing is when both tasks and crowd
workers appear in the platforms dynamically, how to assign
an appropriate set of tasks to each other is a problem.
However, whether the crowd workers are reliable or not is a
problem worth considering. /us, Miao et al. investigate the
quality-aware online task assignment (QAOTA) problem in
mobile crowdsourcing and propose a probabilistic model to
measure the quality of tasks and a hitchhiking model to
characterize worker’s behavior patterns.

With the emergence of spatial mobile crowdsourcing
(SMCS), which is a new class of mobile crowdsourcing,
Hamrouni et al. [29] raise a photo-based SMCS framework for
event reporting, which allows event report requesters to solicit
photos of ongoing events and keep track of any updates. /is
event reporting platform helps the potential requesters to re-
cruit ideal and best workers, select highly-relevant data from an
evolving picture stream, and receive accurate responses.

In Ref. [30], according to Markov and collaborative
filtering techniques, Wang et al. employed the similarity
calculation, worker trajectory, dwell time, and trust to put
forward a novel task recommendation algorithm. /en,
according to Walrasian equilibrium, an optimal resolution
was investigated to enhance the welfare contributions of
MCS systems.

To balance the workers’ private information and the
tasks’ availability, researchers develop advanced attribute-
based encryption with preparation/online encryption and
outsourced decryption technology. So it establishes win-win
incentives for both requesters and workers’ participation.

In summary, the development of mobile crowdsourcing
is at a full speed in various aspects such as the assignment of
tasks, the considerations of context, the credibility of staff,
and the protection of privacy [31]. Meanwhile, under the age
of mobile devices, mobile crowdsourcing is playing an in-
creasingly important role in human life in the global world.

3. Survey on Mobile Crowdsourcing
System Framework

As an emerging research and application area, mobile
crowdsourcing brings numerous issues such as task man-
agement, quality control, incentives, security, and privacy,
which motivate academic researchers, industrial designers,
or developers as well as policy makers to actively explore the
framework of the mobile crowdsourcing system.

Generally, a comprehensive mobile crowdsourcing
framework mainly consists of three roles: (1) crowdsourcers
who release a computing task to the public; (2) crowdworkers
who execute a computing task for a certain incentive; (3) a
crowdsourcing platform where a crowdsourcing task is
performed. To deal with these challenges, Wang et al. [32]
propose a generic mobile crowdsourcing framework, which is
composed of multiple functional modules such as task
management module, mobile crowdsourcing frontend
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module, crowdsourcer module, and knowledge discovery
module that are independent of specific applications and can
accommodate multimodal data sources. Furthermore, Wang
et al. [23] introduce two kinds of mobilization patterns to
extend the previous mobile crowdsourcing framework.

In order to solve crowdworkers’ incentive issues in
crowdsourcing applications and motivate them to join the
MCS process (i.e., incentives), /epvilojanapong et al. is
proposed in Ref. [33], which is a participation-aware in-
centive framework and utilizes the microeconomics concept
to depict the performances collected by sensors. /e authors
in Ref. [34] put forward a location-aware MCS solution. It
describes a context-based motivating mechanism and pro-
duces a specific social network. /e authors in Ref. [35]
consider a motivating strategy according to an optimal
tournament solution. /e strategy aims at enhancing the
worker’s profits. Typically, those crowdworkers often gain a
reward according to the ranked order.

Privacy is a vital issue in the mobile crowdsourcing
system. Large amounts of sensitive information about
crowdworkers may be included by collecting data. Con-
sidering the privacy protection, Wang et al. [36] propose a
framework with privacy protection which selects worker
candidates statically, and then dynamically selects winners
after bidding. A k for protecting worker location privacy in
spatial crowdsourcing is presented in Ref. [37]. It employs a
mechanism based on differential privacy and geocasting to
protect worker’s privacy. Wang et al. [31] propose a
framework with privacy awareness and incentive measures,
which is achieved through developing advanced attribute-
based encryption with preparation/online encryption and
outsourced decryption technologies.

Resource constraints in mobile crowdsourcing systems
refer to the shortcomings of low battery, processor, and
memory of smartphones. In view of the difficulties of re-
source constraints, Wu et al. [38] propose a framework
leveraging photo metadata instead of real images such as
location, orientation, and field of view to select photos when
accomplishing the task of crowdsourcing photos.

What is more, a three-layered incentive framework is put
forward in [39], which includes a resource control layer,
privacy protection layer, and motivation layer. Unlike the
aforementioned framework, the three-layered incentive
framework considers all the three issues including incen-
tives, privacy protection, and resource constraints.

In summary, a lot of research work related to the system
framework has been launched to address multiple challenges
in mobile crowdsourcing, which could facilitate future re-
search. Table 2 summarizes the main contributions of the
work we study in this section.

4. Techniques of Mobile Crowdsourcing with
Deep Learning

4.1. Common Techniques for Mobile Crowdsourcing.
Mobile crowdsourcing can employ mobile workers to
achieve certain tasks in a specific location. It is a combi-
nation of spatial crowdsourcing and smart phone technology
[40]. Based on the published mode of tasks, mobile

crowdsourcing can be divided into two types: serve allo-
cation task (SAT) and worker selection task (WST) [41]. For
SAT mode, according to the location information, tasks in
the platform of mobile crowdsourcing can be directly al-
located to works. Conversely, for WST mode, tasks can be
published to all workers and workers can choose any task.
Current research on mobile crowdsourcing generally in-
cludes task allocation; hence, in this paper, we only intro-
duce the SAT mode.

In recent years, task allocation in mobile crowdsourcing
has gained increasing development.

For SATmode, works need to report their location to the
mobile crowdsourcing platform, and therefore, the platform
needs to track the workers’ locations and protect the workers’
spatial privacy [25]. To protect workers’ location privacy, a
larger number of protection mechanisms of location-based
privacy have been put forward. In Ref. [42], To et al. utilized a
real-time algorithm to achieve spatial task assignment in
server-assigned crowdsourcing. /e mobile workers’ real
locations can be protected by using this framework and the
crowdsourcing success rates would be maximized. In Ref.
[43], Wang et al. put forward a novel location privacy-pre-
serving approach, which integrates k-anonymity and differ-
ential privacy-preserving. Gaussian white noise is introduced
into differential privacy-preserving in this paper. In Ref. [44],
the authors used economical solutions to secure sensitive
location information and further put forward a novel strategy
to drop tasks with high privacy risks.

However, none of the above-mentioned privacy pro-
tection task allocation mechanisms can provide personalized
location protection for different protection needs. /us, in
Ref. [45], Wang et al. proposed a novel privacy-aware task
allocation method, which can effectively balance task as-
signment and privacy protection. In Ref. [25], in order to
enhance the system performances of MCS, the authors put
forward a task assignment model taking social networks’
attributes into account. /e mechanism of GeoHash coding
was employed in the process of measuring worker rela-
tionship strength. /is mechanism can effectively protect
workers’ location privacy. Moreover, in Ref. [28], Miao et al.
found that the majority of existing studies ignored the fact
that crowd workers might be unreliable, and thus, their task
assignment approaches cannot ensure the overall quality.
/erefore, Miao et al. proposed a quality-aware online task
assignment approach in mobile crowdsourcing. In this
paper, the tasks’ quality levels can be measured by a
probabilistic model, and workers’ behavior patterns were
characterized by a hitchhiking model. /ey regarded task
assignment as a problem of quality maximization problem
and then designed an optimal assignment algorithm of
polynomial-time complexity.

4.2. Mobile Crowdsourcing Techniques with Deep Learning.
In this section, we focus on two representative applications
of mobile crowdsourcing: mobile crowdcomputing and
mobile crowdsensing, introducing the current research
status of mobile crowdsourcing in deep learning.
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Mobile crowdcomputing is used to outsource data
computation tasks to mobile users. In uncertain systems of
mobile crowdsourcing, for large-scale task allocation, this
process may become more challenging. /erefore, in Ref.
[46], Sun and Tan firstly formulated a task allocation opti-
mization issue to achieve workers’ trustworthiness maximized
and movement distance costs minimized and then presented
a model of Markov decision process-based. Finally, combined
deep Q-learning and trust-aware task assignment and pro-
posed an improved deep Q-learning-based task assignment
approach. At present, many approaches for reinforcement
learning employ standard neural networks, such as AEs and
LSTMs on. However, here, Sun and Tan designed a novel
neural network that contains two sequences of fully connected
layers. /e proposal proposed by Sun and Tan can effectively
find an optimal solution for the large-scale task allocations.
However, this approach does not take task availability into
account at all. In view of this, the authors defined availability
as the probability that a task invocation will achieve suc-
cessfully under the specified time constraints [47].

From a perspective of the crowdsourced task, in Ref.
[48], Said et al. pointed out that the availability is constrained
by the task spatial-temporal features, i.e., only at a particular
time slot and a particular location, the crowdsourced task is
available. /erefore, they introduced a novel prediction
model based on deep learning technology. Firstly, the model
can cluster mobile crowdsourced tasks into regions. /en,
given a particular location and time slot, it uses a strategy of
deep learning-based to identify whether a task is available.
Indeed, determining temporal attributes of the available
tasks is important for task assignment, and thus, Said et al.
employed GASF and GADF to predict the time series in-
formation accurately. Both of them consist of ResNet-18
pathways, which is an 18-layer residual CNN. /e experi-
mental results can show the effectiveness of the proposed
framework. In addition, in order to predict task allocation,
Zhao et al. [49] combine a greedy algorithm (for large-scale
application) and an optimal algorithm (based on graph
partition decomposition) and further put forward a new
variant with ST-RNN.

Mobile crowdsensing means that data collection and
processing, such as environmental awareness and moni-
toring, usually require considerable technical efforts and a
number of economic resources.

In order to collect high-quality image data, Hamrouni
et al. [50] proposed a photo-based MCS framework. It

combines with convolutional neural network in deep
learning to filter redundant photo information. In order to
capture the characteristics of users, Tseng et al. [51] proposed
a speech recognition model named RNNLM, which uses
RNN to capture the features of different users. Toman et al.
[52] used the basic deep learning model DNN for crowd-
sourcing voice data collection, through data selection and
enhancement of a large number of voices. In Ref. [53],
Anagnostopoulos et al. proposed a smartphone crowd-
sensing system that is based on citizens’ reactions as human
sensors at the edge of a municipality infrastructure, to
supplement malfunctions exploiting environmental
crowdsourcing location-allocation capabilities. A long
short-term memory (LSTM) neural network is incorporated
to learn the occurrence of such emergencies. /e LSTM is
able to stochastically predict future emergency situations,
acting as an early warning component of the system. And
Trinh et al. [54] designed an anomaly detection system based
on LSTM neural networks, to deal with sequential and re-
current inputs. Figure 1 shows the development of deep
learning and its applications in mobile crowdsourcing. Next,
Table 3 summarizes the main contributions of the work that
we study in this section.

5. Typical Applications of
Mobile Crowdsourcing

5.1. Surveys on Proposed Applications (Application, Methods,
and Feature). As with traditional crowdsourcing, there are
also three important components involved in the MCS
system. /ey are crowdsourcers, crowd workers, and
crowdsourcing platforms, respectively. /e procedure of the
operation of mobile crowdsourcing is described specifically
as follows: in order to crowdsource a task, the owner who is a
crowdsourcer who has to submit the task to the third party
after obtaining reports collected by crowdworkers and they
need to rate their quality. In the process, the crowdsourcing
platform has played an intermediate role between the
crowdsourcers and crowdworkers.

Generally, there are two different kinds of paradigms in
applications: human intelligence and human sensors [23].
As for human intelligence, in Ref. [55], authors make a clear
description about the category which utilizes human in-
telligence to perform tasks that are easier than machines.
And in Ref. [55], authors utilize the definition “human as a
sensor” to a mobile crowdsourcing system. And this idea has

Table 2: Major contributions of the references in Section 3.

References Major contributions
Wang et al. [31] Presenting a framework with privacy awareness and incentive measures
Wang et al. [32] A general model to compose of multiple functional modules
/epvilojanapong et al. [33] A participation-aware incentive framework
Rahman et al. [34] Presenting a location-aware MCS solution
Zhang et al. [35] A motivating model to enhance the workers’ profits
Wang et al. [36] A framework that selects the candidate workers statically and selects winners dynamically after bidding
To et al. [37] A location privacy mechanism based on differential privacy and geocasting
Wu et al. [38] A framework to address the problem of resource constraints
Islam et al. [39] Addressing the issues including incentives, privacy protection, and resource constrains
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been utilized in various real settings such as smart trans-
portation and environment monitoring.

In this part, we are aiming to introduce several typical
MCS applications and also make some comparisons. And
these applications are classified into two different categories
which are direct mode and WoM mode. In terms of direct
mode, in Ref. [56], authors have proposed Traffic Info which
utilizes the power of the crowd to collect required data and
then share information. Traffic Info can visualize the physical
location of different vehicles and traffic conditions and give
support to passenger feedback at the same time. In Ref. [57],
authors have proposed an urban noise pollution system called
EarPhone which utilizes participatory urban sensing to create
an open and expensive platform in order to draw an up-to-
date noise map. In Ref. [58], authors designed a system called
crowdfound which aims to find lost items through utilizing
mobile crowdsourcing. And the results of the system showed
that the system is visible and has triggered more focus on this
topic. In addition to all above-mentioned researches, there is
another kind of paradigm calledWoM./e 2009DARPARed
Balloon was launched to explore internationally to identify
whether the Internet and social network could help to solve a
distributed geolocation problem. /ey need to identify all ten
balloons and recognize their physical locations [58].

5.2. Structure of Typical Applications. /e framework of the
application is similar to the skeleton of the human body,
which can well show the internal components and levels of
the application. Different applications will have different
frameworks, but the components of each framework are
closely related while having a clear division of labor.

In the application proposed in Ref. [23], there are mainly
nine modules. /e MCS task management module is re-
sponsible for collecting relevant data and displaying it in a
visual form; the front-end module is user-oriented and can
perform recruitment-related operations; in the crowd-
sourcer module, tasks can be posted on the platform and
related fees paid; the reward mechanism is used to motivate
and reward crowdworkers and crowdsourcers by means of
money or rights; in addition, the application can manage the
information of participants, good behaviors can increase
credibility, while bad behaviors can reduce credit scores.
Noise data are unavoidable in most information. /is ap-
plication has a module that specializes in processing noise
data to provide valuable information; user privacy is the
most important, and privacy protection module can prevent
user privacy from being disclosed; it can also collect external
data and enrich the information of the platform; finally, you
can manage all parts as a whole.

Neuron

Single-layer neural network

Two-layer neural network

Multilayer neural network

Convolutional neural networks (CNN)
Photo-based MCS FRamework [73], SMCS model [48]

Recurrent neural networks (RNN)
RNNLM model [74], DPSTA model [52]

Deep neural networks (DNN)
Crowdsourcing speech recordings [13]

Q-learning:
ImprovedDQL_TTA model [46]

Figure 1: /e development of deep learning and its application in mobile crowdsourcing.

Table 3: Major contributions of the references in Section 4.

References Major contributions
Zhao et al. [25] An MCS task assignment model by taking social networks’ attributes into account.

Miao et al. [28] Presenting a task assignment as a quality maximization problem and adopting a Quality-aware task assignment
method.

To et al. [42] Presenting a real-time algorithm to achieve spatial task assignment with user’s location protection.
Wang et al. [43] A method that integrates k-anonymity and differential privacy-preserving to protect user’s location.
Liu et al. [44] A protection method that dropping the tasks with high privacy risks and considering economical solutions.
Wang et al. [45] A privacy-aware task allocation method that balances task assignment and privacy protection.
Sun and Tan [46] Presenting an improved deep Q-learning-based task assignment method.
Silic et al. [47] A task assignment method that takes task availability into account

Zhao et al. [49] Presenting greedy algorithm for large-scale application and optimal algorithm based on graph partition
decomposition combined with ST-RNN.

Hamrouni et al. [50] Presenting photo-based MCS framework.
Tseng et al. [51] Presenting a speech recognition model RNNLM.
Toman et al. [52] Using the basic deep learning model DNN for crowdsourcing voice data collection.
Anagnostopoulos et al.
[53] Presenting a smartphone crowdsensing system that is based on citizens’ reactions.

Trinh et al. [54] An anomaly detection system based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM).
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Phuttharak and Loke analyzed in Ref. [59] and proposed
that crowdsourcing application frameworks are mainly di-
vided into centralized and decentralized frameworks. /e
centralized architecture is divided into mobile sensing and
integration layer, connectivity and network layer, crowd
processing layer, and enduser layer. In contrast, the dis-
tributed architecture is a parallel architecture, and different
levels of structure make equal contributions to the appli-
cation, and the performance becomes better while the
complexity becomes higher. In Ref. [60], Pu et al. proposed a
comprehensive framework and the task layer is mainly used
to generate crowdsourcing tasks; for crowdworkers, they use
the worker arrival layer; in order to evaluate the work ability,
use the work ability layer to evaluate the completion of the
task, and finally, there is a dedicated level for overall co-
ordination. Kong et al. divided the crowdsourcing archi-
tecture into three entities, namely, crowdsourcer, platform,
and worker. /e platform allocates tasks requested by
crowdsourcers to interested workers and then feeds back the
results of the tasks to the crowdsourcers [61].

In the description in Ref. [62], the task management
component and communication network are the core of the
crowdsourcing application framework, and the optimiza-
tion algorithm of crowd selection is added to it, which
effectively solves the real-time and complexity problems.
/e authors introduced a deep learning framework in Ref.
[63], which can make predictions based on historical usage
data, and this framework consists of two parts. Firstly, the
spatial-temporal data of crowdsourcing services are pre-
processed by K-means algorithm, and the characteristics of
historical spatiotemporal data are trained by the deep
learning method to predict the availability of crowd-
sourcing services at relevant locations and times. /en, an
hour is constructed to predict the duration of service
availability. Hu et al. proposed a framework named
CROWDSERVICE in [64], which is based on genetic al-
gorithms that comprehensively consider time and cost
factors to provide almost the best crowdsourcing workers’
choices. It connects service calls with crowdsourcing tasks
based on scalable architecture technology. In short, many
scholars have proposed an effective structure to deal with
various challenges faced by mobile crowdsourcing services.
Table 4 summarizes the main contributions of the work we
study in this section.

6. Mobile Crowdsourcing Challenges and
Potential Solutions

/e current research on mobile crowdsourcing has provided
some effective solutions to the key problems of mobile
crowdsourcing, which has triggered the explosive growth of
mobile crowdsourcing applications. However, the devel-
opment of mobile crowdsourcing still has a long way to go,
and there are still challenges. In this section, we will in-
troduce challenges of mobile crowdsourcing and corre-
sponding solutions, which will promote continued progress
and continuous development in this emerging field. /e
main challenges include security threats, privacy leakage,
and trust crisis.

6.1. Security6reats. Mobile crowdsourcing requires human
participation. When people accept tasks, the platform will
collect user data. In addition, the platform will also collect
sensitive information from mobile devices. /erefore, the
platform needs to protect the collected data from being
disclosed to unauthorized parties and maintain the normal
operation of the platform [65]. But in fact, the platform may
be subject to malicious attacks, which cannot protect the
data.

Security and sensitive information. Task crowdsourcing
also contains security risks. When assigning tasks to users,
users are dynamic so they cannot be determined in advance.
At this time, protecting data and information is particularly
difficult. /e preference of the task recipient, the energy
consumption of the equipment [66], and the power con-
sumption of the equipment [67] cause users to join and leave
dynamically, and the network topology is constantly
changing, which increases the difficulty of security protec-
tion. Wu et al. [68] provide a privacy-aware task allocation
and data aggregation scheme using bilinear pairing and
homomorphic encryption to achieve the ideal security goal.
Tao et al. [69] proposed an anonymous identity authenti-
cation mechanism that has met the needs of user security.

6.2. Privacy Leakage. Common privacy threats include
leaking the user’s location, leaking the user’s activities, and
the user’s lack of privacy protection awareness [70]. When
the user accepts and executes the task, it is easy to leak the
user’s location privacy and activity content. For privacy
leakage, more complete encryption technology or ano-
nymity technology can be used to protect the information
transmission between the user and the server. Even incentive
strategies are useful for providing sufficient rewards to
workers; the users are still unwilling to contribute to mobile
crowdsourcing if sensitive private information cannot be
fully guaranteed. Some users are less aware of privacy
protection, who do not care much about their personal
private information, giving attackers an opportunity. Tang
et al. [71] proposed a privacy protection scheme that con-
siders both requesters and workers’ mutual incentives, using
online encryption and outsourcing decryption technology to
provide privacy protection in mobile crowdsourcing. Wan
and Zhang [72] proposed a signature encryption algorithm
to protect the privacy of crowdsourcing by using pseudo-
nyms instead of real identities.

6.3. Trust 6reats. Trust threats mainly include data trust,
work trust, and service provider trust [40]. Due to the
inherent openness of mobile crowdsourcing, some workers
may launch attacks for their benefit. And different task
recipients have differences in their preferences, device
types, credibility, and communication capabilities. When a
staff member’s trust level is low, mobile device capabilities
are poor, and communication capabilities are insufficient,
the data collected are also data with poor reliability. Zhu
et al. [73] combined the blockchain consensus algorithm to
track malicious behavior and improved the trust rela-
tionship. In order to cope with the crisis of trust, more
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effective incentives can be adapted to enable people to
participate in mobile crowdsourcing tasks, in addition to
adopting safer methods to increase trust between workers
and platforms.

Although the research on solving the problem of mobile
crowdsourcing has never stopped, the problem has not
been solved perfectly. We still have to make continuous
research, so that mobile crowdsourcing can benefit society
earlier.

7. Conclusions

/e gradual maturity of mobile devices and ever-in-
creasing popularity of the services-oriented computing
paradigm has raised the mobile computing technology.
Due to the complexity of mobile computing tasks, mobile
crowdsourcing has recently emerged as a promising
resolution for solving complex mobile computational
tasks with quick response requirements. However, the
complexity of a mobile crowdsourcing task makes it hard
to pursue an optimal resolution with limited computing
resources and various task constraints. In this situation,
deep learning has provided a promising way to pursue
such an optimal resolution by training a set of optimal
parameter settings.

Currently, there are several surveys for mobile crowd-
sourcing [40, 74, 75] or deep learning (e.g., deep learning for
generic object detection [76], deep learning for agriculture
[77], and deep learning for sentiment analysis [78]).
However, current research work lacks a comprehensive
survey on deep learning for mobile crowdsourcing. /ere-
fore, in this paper, we review the current research status of
deep learning for mobile crowdsourcing from the per-
spectives of techniques, methods, and challenges. /is
survey is helpful for beginners to know the current research
directions and research challenges quickly.

However, current research of deep learning for mobile
crowdsourcing is still confronted with several shortcomings
or drawbacks such as a lack of a standard dataset or
benchmark. In future work, we will further focus on
comparisons and evaluation of standard datasets.
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A collaborative optimization strategy of an integrated energy system aiming at improving energy efficiency is studied in this paper
for the cluster optimization of an integrated energy system (IES). In this paper, an improved discrete consistency method based on
the coordination optimization method for IES is proposed. An IES model considering the mixed energy supply of electricity, heat,
and gas is constructed in a single region. And then an objective function with themaximum return is established, on the premise of
assuming that the prices of electricity, heat, and gas can be used as an economical means to adjust the energy utilization. Finally,
the consistency theory is applied to the IES, and the improved discrete consistency algorithm is utilized to optimize the objective
function. In the case study, a certain region IES is taken as an example in Northeast China. 'e case study demonstrates the
effectiveness and accuracy of the coordination optimization method for IES.

1. Introduction

With the progress of renewable energy technology and the
development of energy Internet, the research on technology
related to comprehensive energy system containing a high
proportion of renewable energy is gradually becoming a hot
topic [1–3]. Integrated energy system, with grid as the core, is
connected to various types of energy sources such as elec-
tricity, heat, and gas, which makes the high proportion of the
renewable energy grid more capable of dealing with uncer-
tainty and randomness, and can be effectively compatible with
various forms of energy to ensure the sustainable and reliable
operation of diversified energy supply systems. In order to
promote the synergistic development of multiregional inte-
grated energy systems, it is important to study the optimal
operation of multiregional integrated energy systems [4].

Currently, research methods include economic operation
and robust operation for the optimization of an integrated
energy system operation. Economic operation refers to the
use of an integrated energy system to minimize the operating
cost of each equipment and put forward optimization
problems and solutions [5–7]. About the economic operation

problem, electric energy, heat energy, and gas energy are
analyzed by the unified combined power method, and the
research focuses on the synergies of multienergy sources and
the application of energy inertia at different time scales. In
addition, in the study of some economic operation problems,
the optimization target is not only the operation cost of
equipment but also the environmental cost, investment cost,
and network loss cost. In the robust optimization problem, an
optimization problemwith the aim of reducing the source and
load uncertainty or enhancing the system’s ability to with-
stand the fault risk is proposed and its solution is studied.'e
research focuses on the synergistic gain of multiple energy
sources and the quantitative characterization of uncertainty in
the system [8, 9]. However, as the scale of integrated energy
systems continues to increase, the interconnectivity of mul-
tiregional integrated energy systems is gradually strength-
ened, and the system is gradually characterized by a
distributed system. 'erefore, it is necessary to do further
research on the problem description and solution method
which is more suitable to the practical system.

Research on the operation strategy of the integrated
energy system based on price has become one of the research
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hotspots. 'e economically optimized operation model of
cogeneration unit was solved using improved genetic al-
gorithm in [10], based on the implementation of the elec-
tricity price. In [11], a deadline and cost-aware scheduling
algorithm was proposed for structured tasks of the IoT. In
[12], the optimal dispatch model of the smart grid was
established, which allows the combined heat and power
units and wind turbines to be used efficiently. 'e objective
function with the maximum revenue was established, and
the particle swarm algorithm of the mutation operator was
used to optimize the microgrid of the cogeneration unit in
[13]. In [14], a multiobjective function was established,
which considered the randomness of distributed generation
and load. In [15], taking into account load fluctuations and
equipment characteristics, the optimization of power dis-
tribution for the combined heat and power systems was
studied and an analytical method using nonlinear pro-
gramming was proposed. In [16], a sparsity alleviation
recommendation approach is presented for the incomplete
model after data preprocessing. In [17], a minimum model
of the total cost of fuel in the energy system was studied. In
[18], based on the load-unknown and uncontrollable ran-
domness, the optimized model was solved, using the cor-
responding constraint equation. In [19], a system
optimization objective function was added with constraints
such as appropriate equipment, cost savings, and economic
benefits. In [20], based on the IES model, the optimized
objective function with the lowest cost was analyzed. In [21],
a dynamic reconfiguration was proposed for verifying the
interactive behaviour of Web service. In [22], an objective
function with the lowest cost and PV model was solved. In
[23], different electrical loads were redivided in IES to
strengthen the system optimization accuracy. 'e current
comprehensive energy system optimization strategy can
make certain accurate decisions when dealing with sudden
changes. In order to improve the information processing
capability of the system, the collaborative distributed opti-
mization operation strategy of the integrated energy system
based on the consensus algorithm is proposed in [24].
However, for themultiarea interconnected integrated energy
system, the working conditions change very quickly because
of the high complexity of the system. 'e calculation of the
system is very high. 'erefore, the discrete consistency al-
gorithm is usually used for the real integrated energy system
with multiregion interconnection. In this paper, a uniform
algorithm is used to solve the operation optimization
problem of the multiarea interconnected integrated energy
system. 'e optimal solution is achieved and the solving
speed is improved.

'e remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 1, an IESmodel considering themixed energy supply
of electricity, heat, and gas is constructed in a single region.
In Section 2, an objective function with the maximum return
is established on the premise of assuming that the prices of
electricity, heat, and gas can be used as an economical means
to adjust the energy utilization. 'en, the consistency theory
is applied to the IES, and the improved discrete consistency
algorithm is used to optimize the objective function. In
Section 3, an actual example, including increment of electric

income, the increment of heat income, and the increment of
gas income as consistent variables, is studied. According to
the improved discrete consensus algorithm flow, the model
is continuously iteratively calculated, and the prices of
electricity, heat, and gas in each region are constantly
updated. 'e validity and correctness of the proposed
method in this paper have been verified.

2. Integrated Energy System

As an energy area, IES has a role in integrating and con-
verting energy. IES is the important component in the
energy Internet, which realizes integrated energy manage-
ment by interconnection among multiple energy conversion
equipment. 'e house is equipped with electric loads, gas
loads, heat loads, and solar cells, which can be self-sufficient
through photovoltaic power generation and can also interact
with other energy areas. 'e IES consists of solid state
transformer (SST), battery, electric boiler (EB), microturbine
(MT), heat exchanger, and heat storage (HS), which can
realize the generation of electric energy and heat energy, the
conversion of electric energy to heat energy, and the storage
of electric energy and heat energy.

'e wind power generation model is
PWP,i,t ≤PWP,i,max, (1)

where PWP,i,t is the wind output in power system node i at t

and PWP,i,max is the upper limit of the wind power output.
'e PV model is

PPV,i,t ≤PPV,i,max, (2)

where PPV,i,t is the PV output in power system node i at t and
PPV,i,max is the upper limit of the PV output.

'e electricity storage model is

SEEs,i,t � 1 − δEEs( SEEs,i,t−1 + ηchEEsP
ch
EEs,i,t −

P
dis
EEs,i,t

ηdisEEs

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠Δt,

(3)
where Pch

EEs,i,t and Pdis
EEs,i,t are charging and discharging power

for the electricity storage, respectively, and δEEs, ηchEEs, and
ηdisEEs are loss rate, efficiency of energy conversion, and ef-
ficiency of charging and discharging.

'e electric load model is

PELoad,i,min ≤PELoad,i,t ≤PELoad,i,max, (4)

where PELoad,i,t is electric load, of which the upper and lower
limits are PELoad,i,max and PELoad,i,min, respectively.

'e energy flow model for a power system is

ΔP � Pi,t − Re _Ui,t Y _Ui,t 
∗

  � 0,

ΔQ � Qi,t − Im _Ui,t Y _Ui,t 
∗

  � 0,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(5)

where Pi,t and Qi,t represent injected active and reactive
power at nodes in power systems considering an energy
coupled unit, respectively, Y is power system node admit-
tance matrix, and _U is power system node voltage phasor.

'e model of the electric boiler is

P
ch
HEs,j,t � PEB,j,tηEB, (6)
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where PEB,j,t is electric power of electric boiler and ηEB is
efficiency of electric boiler.

'e heat storage model is

SHEs,j,t � 1 − δHEs( SHEs,j,t−1 + ηchHEsP
ch
HEs,j,t −

P
dis
HEs,j,t

ηdisHEs

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠Δt, (7)

where Pch
HEs,j,t is the heating power of the electric boiler at the

time t of the heat network node j, that is, the heat injected
power of the heat storage device; Pdis

HEs,j,t is the heat power
released to the heat network by the heat storage device when
it acts as heat source for the heat network; and δHEs, ηchHEs,
and ηdisHEs are loss rate, efficiency of energy conversion, and
efficiency of charging and discharging.

'e heat load model is

PHLoad,j,min ≤PHLoad,j,t ≤PHLoad,j,max, (8)

where is PHLoad,j,t heat load, of which the upper and lower
limits are PHLoad,j,max and PHLoad,j,min, respectively.

'e energy flow model of the heat supply network is

ΔH � Cpmt Ts,t − To,t  − ΦSta � 0,

ΔPr � BKm|m| � 0,

⎧⎨

⎩ (9)

where Cp is the specific heat capacity of water;mt is outflow
matrix for heat network nodes; Ts,t and To,t are the hot water
input and output temperature matrix in the heat network
node; ΦSta is the initial thermal power matrix in the thermal
network; B is the relational matrix of the heat supply net-
work loop-branch; m is the hot network pipeline flow
matrix; and K is the damping coefficient matrix of heat
network piping.

'e model of the miniature gas turbine is

P
e
MT � σg2e.ρ.PMT,

P
h
MT � ηg2h.Hu.ρ.PMT,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(10)

where Pe
MT is output electrical power of MT; σg2e is efficiency

of electricity; Ph
MT is output heat power of MT; ηg2h is ef-

ficiency of heat; and Hu is low calorific value of natural gas.

3. Optimization Algorithm of Multiarea
Interconnected IES

3.1. Objective Function and Constraints. Based on the mixed
energy supply of electricity, heat, and gas, the objective
function of the highest energy sales revenue of users is as
follows:

maxR ΔPout
e + ΔPout

h + ΔPout
g ,

ΔPout
e � P

ein
t,i + P

e
MT,t,i + P

es
t,i − P

EL
t − P

EB
t,i ,

ΔPout
h � Q

hin
t + P

MT⟶h
t,i + Q

hs
t,i − Q

HL
t + P

h
EB,t,i,

ΔPout
g � E

gin
t − P

MT
t,i + E

gs
t,i − E

GL
t ,

R ΔPout
e + ΔPout

h + ΔPout
g  � pre prh prg 

ΔPout
e

ΔPout
h

ΔPout
g

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(11)

where ΔPout
e is user output power in IES; ΔPout

h is user output
heat power in IES; and ΔPout

g is user output gas power in IES.
'ere is a limit to the objective function:

0≤PES,ch(t)≤ cES,chSES,

−cES,disSES ≤PES,dis(t)≤ 0,


S
min
SOC ≤ SSOC ≤ S

max
SOC,

P
min
EB,i ≤PEB,i(t)≤P

max
EB,i ,

P
emin
MT,i ≤P

e
MT,i(t)≤P

emax
MT,i ,

P
hmin
MT,i ≤P

h
MT,i t≤P

hmax
MT,i ,

P
min
E,i ≤P

t
E ≤P

max
E,i ,

P
min
H,i ≤P

t
H ≤P

max
H,i ,

P
min
G,i ≤P

t
G ≤P

max
G,i .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

3.2. Improved Discrete Consistency Algorithm. Graph theory
is an important mathematical tool for the analysis of con-
sistency problems. 'e multiarea interconnected IES can be
decomposed into the power grid topology, heat network
topology, and natural gas network topology by applying the
consistency theory. All regions use communication network
for information exchange, and all independent nodes in the
system are represented by sets. 'e directed graph in the
system is marked as G� (A, B), which contains n inde-
pendent nodes. Set A represents the set of all independent
nodes in the system, i.e., A� (a1, a2, ..., an); set B represents
the set of all adjacent edges of the independent nodes in the
system, i.e., B� (b1, b2, ..., bn). If node i can obtain all the
information of node j, and similarly, node j can also obtain
all the information of node i, and the network topology
graph is called a strong connection graph. 'e power gird,
heating grid, and natural gas grid, which are selected in this
paper, are all strongly connected network topologies.

'e Laplacian matrix is derived from the difference
between the degree of the adjacency matrix and the matrix,
so the element size is only related to the topology of the
network. However, each region IES has different income
increments and the particularity of each system. If the ad-
jacency matrix still adopts the 0-1 matrix form, it will reduce
the convergence rate of the system in the actual multiarea
interconnected IES. Under the premise of maintaining the
same accuracy, the coefficients in the Laplacian matrix are
changed without affecting. 'e size of the elements in the
Laplace matrix is changed, which can increase the speed of
convergence. Changing the size of the elements is usually
carried out by giving weights. 'e weight size is calculated as
follows:



j�n

j�1
zij(k)lij � 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , n. (13)

'e iteration rules are as follows:
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ξi(k + 1) � 
n

j�1
dij(k)ξj(k), (14)

where dij � (zij(k)|lij(k)|)/(
n
j�1 zij(k)|lij(k)|). It is cal-

culated by

ξj(k + 1) � 
n

j�1

zij(k) lij(k)





n
j�1 zij(k) lij(k)




ξj(k). (15)

Matrix can be expressed by

ξ(k + 1) � D(k)ξ(k). (16)

3.3. Income Increment ConsistencyAlgorithm. In a multiarea
interconnected IES, due to the mutual coupling of power
subsystems, heating subsystems, and natural gas subsystems
in each region and the conversion between electricity, heat,
and gas energy, there is no consistency between income
increment of subsystems in various regions. As a result, there
is no consistency between subsystems in various regions.
'erefore, an optimization plan is established, which is
conducive to improving the operating efficiency and prof-
itability of IES. In the traditional power system, according to
the criterion of equal increase rate of consumption, the
optimal distribution of each active power supply in the
system can be achieved.

In this paper, the principle of equal consumed energy
increase ratio law is used to optimize and solve the multi-
region interconnected integrated energy system. 'e system
with the largest income increment performs energy inter-
action with the outside world until its income increment
decreases to the same as the other two system’s income
increment, and then the electricity, heat, and gas income
increment of each regions reach the consistency. When the
clearing price of any energy is changed to increase its in-
come, it will cause the total income of other subsystems to
decrease more than its income increment, which indicates
that the total income of the system is reduced. And in order
to improve the convergence speed, an improved discrete
consistency algorithm is established to iterate. After many
iterations, the consistency variable is calculated to meet the
convergence accuracy, and the income increment is con-
sistent. 'e optimization of system benefits is achieved.

'e optimal income of multiarea interconnected IES is
as follows:

αi(k) �
zRi ΔP

out
e 

zΔP
out
e

�
zRi ΔP

out
h 

zΔP
out
h

�
zRi ΔP

out
g 

zΔP
out
g

. (17)

According to consistency theory, αi(k) denotes consis-
tency information and k denotes number of iterations. 'e
consistency variable of each subsystem in each area is ad-
justed according to its adjacent subsystems. As the number
of iterations increases, the income increment αi(k) in the i
region and the income increment αi(k) in the j region tend
to be consistent, which means |αi(k) − αj(k)|⟶ 0. When
the income increment of each subsystem in each region is

consistent within the range of convergence conditions, the
income balance is achieved in a multiarea interconnected
IES.

Income increment consistency algorithm of multiarea
interconnected IES is established, which is to obtain the
energy clearing price instruction issued by the dominant
region through the automatic control area and to redis-
tribute the energy clearing prices according to the steps in
Figure 1. 'e specific process is as follows.

3.4. Convergence Verification of Income Increment Consis-
tency Algorithm. After multiple iterations of the income
increment consistency algorithm, the energy clearing prices
of the multiregion interconnected IES can be expressed as

zRi ΔP
out
e,k 

zΔP
out
e,k

�
zRi ΔP

out
h,k 

zΔP
out
h,k

�
zRi ΔP

out
g,k 

zΔP
out
g,k

, (18)

where k is number of iterations;ΔPout
e is output electricity of IES

user; ΔPout
h is output heat of IES user; ΔPout

g is output gas of IES
user; Ri(ΔPout

e ) is electric supply income in region i; Ri(ΔPout
h )

is heat supply income in region i; and Ri(ΔPout
g ) is gas supply

income in region i. When Ri
′(ΔPout

e,k ) � (zRi(ΔPout
e,k ))/zΔPout

e,k ,
Ri
′(ΔPout

h,k) � (zRi(ΔPout
h,k))/zΔPout

h,k , and Ri
′(ΔPout

g,k) � (zRi

(ΔPout
g,k))/zΔPout

g,k, equation (18) can be expressed by

Ri
′ ΔPout

e,k  � Ri
′ ΔPout

h,k  � Ri
′ ΔPout

g,k . (19)

'us, the income increment consistency algorithm can
realize the formulation of the clearing price of multiregion
interconnected IES.

In this paper, the method of constructing Lyapunov
function is used to prove the convergence of the income
increment consistency algorithm.

Assuming that each energy clearing price output by the
IES is a one-dimensional continuously differentiable convex
function, the definition domain is Y � [Δprmin,Δprmax].
Income R within domain Y can be expressed as

Ri,k+1 ΔP
out

 ≥Ri,k ΔP
out

  + Ri.k
′ ΔPout

  Δprmax − Δprmin( .

(20)

Equation (20) can be simplified to

Ri(y)≥Ri(x) + Ri
′(x)(y − x). (21)

A Lyapunov multivariate function V for each energy
clearing price of a multiregion interconnected integrated
energy system is defined, and its definition domain is the
upper and lower limit values of each energy clearing price.
'e function V can be described as

Vi ΔP
out
k  � 

n

i�1
Ri ΔP

out
k . (22)

It is assumed that the income R≥ 0 and Vi(ΔPout
k )≥ 0. In

summary, after k iterations, the multiregion interconnected
IES has the following relationship:
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Vi,k+1 ΔP
out

  − Vi,k ΔP
out

  � 
n

i�1
Ri,k+1 ΔP

out
  − 

n

i�1
Ri,k ΔP

out
 

≤Ri,k ΔP
out

  − Ri,k ΔP
out

  + Δprmax − Δprmin(  � 0.

(23)

'e results can be modeled and formulated as

Vi,k+1 ΔP
out

  − Vi,k ΔP
out

  � 0. (24)

'us, the convergence verification of income increment
consistency algorithm is proved.

4. Results and Discussion

In this paper, a certain multiregion IES in three regions
(region 1, region 2, and region 3) is taken as an example in
Northeast China. Based on MATLAB, the simulation model
of the coupled system with multienergy sources is estab-
lished, and CPLEX is used to solve the problem. Detailed
parameters of power, heat, and gas supply networks in
integrated multiregional energy systems are given in
[10–14]. 'e dispatching period shall be 24 h with unit
dispatching step length of 1 h.

In three regions, the data of multiple energy loads are
described by distribution characteristics, where electric load
capacity is 150MW, heat load capacity is 150MW, and gas
load capacity is 100MW in each region. In the simulation
system, electrical storage capacity is 10MW, heat storage
capacity is 10MW, gas storage capacity is 8MW, and
microgas turbine capacity is 100MW in each region. 'e
initial transaction price is 0.1 yuan for electricity, 0.12 yuan
for heat, and 0.09 yuan for gas. 'e wind and PV output are
both the typical daily output [10].

'e predicted values for the various energy loads are
shown in Figures 2–4, respectively.

Figure 5 is iteration result of selling price of power, heat,
and gas. After the 38th iteration, the prices of electricity,
heat, and natural gas stabilized at 0.1 yuan, 0.14 yuan, and
0.08 yuan, respectively. At this point, the price of each energy
clearing between regions tends to stabilize. 'is result shows
that the consistency algorithm is effective for multiregional
integrated energy system coordination.

Figure 6 is the revenue increment of power, heat, and gas
in each area. Revenue increment shows consistency in
intraregional coordination. As can be seen from the graph,
revenue increment also tends to stabilize within each region

Start

Input active power and price
adjustment coefficient θ, υ

Calculate the
incremental benefit of

consistency of each node

Form the
corresponding state

transition matrix

Use the improved consistency
algorithm to update the

consistency benefit variable

According to the updated increment, solve the
updated price adjustment coefficient θ, υ

Satisfy the convergence condition

Output price adjustment coefficient of θ, υ

Y

N

End

Figure 1: Consistency algorithm flowchart.
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under the condition that prices are stable between every
region after iteration 38.

Figure 7 is selling prices of various energy sources at
various times. In each period, the clearing price of each
energy source can vary according to the load value and the
operating state of the system. According to the above
analysis, each clearing price is calculated under the condition
that the system is stable. Between 900 and 20 : 00, the price of
electricity and gas price goes up, and the price of heat price
goes down, which shows the effectiveness of multienergy

coordinated operation in reducing the overall operating cost
of the system and its user-friendliness to energy users.

Figure 8–10 are the power curve of electric storage, heat
storage, and gas storage, respectively. Storage of energy can
achieve energy regulation through its own energy storage
characteristics. Storage energy utilizes the energy from the
low price and the peak price. 'is property can effectively
improve the system’s ability to support dynamic risk. 'e
energy storage in each region can not only harmonize the
energy imbalance among regions but also reduce the
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Figure 3: Forecast curve of heat load.
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Figure 4: Forecast curve of gas load.
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Figure 2: Forecast curve of electrical load.
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difference between peaks and valleys and enhance the sta-
bility of the system.

Figure 11 is the power curve of microgas turbine. As an
energy coupling unit in the integrated energy system, the

microgas engine has the characteristic of flexible regulation.
It can achieve the complementary coordination of electric
energy, heat energy, and gas energy. In the rising phase of
electricity price, the microcombustion engine can increase
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Figure 5: Selling price of power, heat, and gas.
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Figure 6: Revenue increment of power, heat, and gas in each area.
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its own output to deal with the peak load period and realize
the thermoelectric decoupling by using energy storage
technology. 'e synergistic operation of microgas turbine
can not only meet the demands of multienergy load but also
realize the synergistic energy of the system.

Figure 12 is the power curve of electric boiler. Electric
boilers, as both electrical devices and heating sources, play

an important role in the energy balance in the integrated
energy system. According to the algorithm presented in this
paper, the operationmode of electric boiler is calculated. It is
shown in Figure 12 that electric boilers can use the low price
for heating, which can reduce the operating cost of electric
boilers and improve the coordination of electric and thermal
energy.
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Figure 8: Power curve of electric storage.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, consistency theory is applied to the integrated
energy system. 'rough the selection of energy clearing
price and the reasonable coordination between the units, this
paper calculates the consistency vary according to the equal
consumption increment rate. In the process of establishing
the model and solving the model, the increment of electric
energy, heat energy, and gas energy in each region is con-
sistent with each other by iterative calculation, so as to
realize the cooperative optimization of the integrated energy
system with multiregions interconnection.

In the part of simulation, an example of an integrated
energy system with three interconnected regions is given,
and the results show that the improved discrete-time con-
sistency algorithm can improve the computation speed and
reduce the computation time and achieve the goal of co-
operative optimization of the integrated energy system with
interconnected regions by selecting the energy clearing
price.

Data Availability

'e data required to reproduce these findings cannot be
shared at this time as the data also form part of an ongoing
study.
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